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INTRODUCTION  

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the National Park Service (NPS) have prepared 
an Air Tour Management Plan (ATMP), which regulates commercial air tours conducted over 
Hawai‘i Volcanoes National Park (Park) pursuant to the National Parks Air Tour Management 
Act of 2000 (the Act)1.  The Act requires that the FAA, in cooperation with the NPS (collectively, 
the agencies), establish an ATMP or voluntary agreement for each National Park System unit for 
which one or more applications to conduct commercial air tours has been submitted, unless 
that unit is exempt from this requirement because 50 or fewer commercial air tour operations 
are conducted over the park on an annual basis, 49 United States Code (U.S.C.) § 40128(a)(5).  
The objective of the ATMP is to identify acceptable terms and conditions for commercial air 
tours conducted over the Park and effective measures to mitigate or prevent the significant 
adverse impacts, if any, of commercial air tours on natural and cultural resources, Native 
Hawaiian sacred sites and ceremonial areas, Wilderness character, and visitor experience within 
the jurisdictional boundaries of the Act. 

The FAA, in coordination with the NPS, has prepared an environmental assessment (EA) in 
compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) to analyze a range of 
alternatives and evaluate potential issues and impacts as part of the ATMP planning process.  
The ATMP has also been developed in accordance with Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act and other applicable laws, regulations, and policies.  A draft ATMP and draft 
EA were released on May 16, 2023, for public review and comment. 

The agencies notified the public of the availability of the draft ATMP and draft EA using various 
methods including a notice in the Federal Register issued on May 18, 2023, a news release 
posted on the Park’s website and social media accounts, emails, and hard copy mailings to the 
Park’s civic engagement stakeholder list and congressional officials.  Comments were accepted 
on both the draft ATMP and draft EA from May 16 through June 20, 2023.  The agencies posted 
frequently asked questions (FAQs), the draft ATMP, and draft EA to the NPS Planning, 
Environment, and Public Comment (PEPC) website at the start of the public comment period.  
In addition, Park staff responded to media inquiries and requests for interviews.  This report 
summarizes comments received during the public comment period. 

Any comments submitted to PEPC, as well as any written comments mailed to the NPS, were 
considered and included in the project file.  The agencies analyzed the public comments and 
considered all comments in revising the draft ATMP and the draft EA and in preparing a final 
ATMP, final EA, and the Findings of No Significant Impact/Record of Decision (FONSIs/ROD).  

 
1An ATMP regulates commercial air tours over a national park or within ½-mile outside the park’s boundary during 
which the aircraft flies below 5,000 ft. above ground level (AGL).  This is referred to as the ATMP planning area in 
this document and as the ATMP boundary in the ATMP itself. 
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This Comment Summary Report provides a summary of the substantive comments submitted 
during the public comment period. 

COMMENT ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY 

Comment analysis is a process used to compile and correlate similar comments into a usable 
format for the agencies’ decision-makers and the program team.  Comment analysis assists the 
agencies in organizing, clarifying, and addressing information and aids in identifying the topics 
and issues to be evaluated and considered throughout the ATMP planning process.  

The process includes five main components:  

▪ Developing a coding structure; 

▪ Employing a comment database for comment management; 

▪ Reviewing and coding of comments; 

▪ Interpreting and analyzing the comments to identify issues and themes; and 

▪ Preparing a comment summary. 

The agencies developed a coding structure to organize comments into logical groups by topic 
and issue.  The coding structure was designed to capture the content of the comments rather 
than to restrict or exclude any ideas.  The agencies used the NPS PEPC database to manage the 
public comments received.  The database stores the full text of all correspondence and allows 
comments within each correspondence to be coded.  All substantive comments within each 
correspondence were grouped by topic.  Substantive comments are those that do one or more 
of the following:  

▪ Question, with reasonable basis, the accuracy of the information in the NEPA document;  

▪ Question, with reasonable basis, the adequacy of the environmental analysis;  

▪ Present reasonable alternatives other than those presented in the NEPA document; or  

▪ Cause changes or revisions in the proposal.   

In other words, substantive comments raise, debate, or question a point of fact or analysis.  The 
intent of the agencies is to capture the concern raised by the commenter and evaluate each 
substantive comment based on the individual concern, topic, or suggestion, regardless of the 
repetitive nature of the concern.  Those comments that simply provided support or opposition 
are not considered substantive.  All substantive comments were grouped by similar themes 
under each code, and those groups were summarized with concern statements.  Concern 
statements are written summaries of the comments received on a particular topic.  
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In total, the agencies received 5,447 correspondences, including two different form letters, 
which comprised 97% or 5,290 of the total number of correspondences.  

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSE TO COMMENTS 

The following section summarizes the comments received during the public comment period 
and is organized by code.  The summarized text is formatted into concern statements to 
identify the thematic issues or concerns represented by comments within the code.  The 
agencies only summarized comments with substantive content.  The agencies collectively 
reviewed and analyzed each comment to determine if there were any changes warranted to 
the draft ATMP or the draft EA, based on the information, question, or concern provided.  The 
agencies have provided a response following each concern statement.  

Adverse Impacts: Soundscape Impacts  

1. Concern Statement: A commenter provided the following sources for consideration that 
provide evidence that excessive helicopter noise is harmful to humans and animals: 

▪ https://noisefree.org/sources-of-noise/helicopters/  

▪ https://stopthechopnynj.org/why/  

▪ https://www.icao.int/environmental-
protection/Documents/ScientificUnderstanding/EnvReport2019-WhitePaper-
Noise.pdf 

▪ https://www.nature.com/articles/hr200886.pdf 

▪ https://www.gao.gov/products/gao-21-200 

Agencies’ Response: The impacts of existing and proposed helicopter air tours are 
disclosed in the EA.  The agencies reviewed the recommended literature and 
determined they did not provide new information that needed to be included in the EA.  
The Noise Free America and Stop the Chop websites discuss issues with helicopter noise 
in various communities, the solutions some of those communities sought, the impacts of 
those solutions, and references to how noise impacts human health, including impacts 
from overnight noise.  The EA did evaluate the impacts of noise from helicopters, and 
since the ATMP limits flights compared to existing conditions, it will reduce the level of 
overall noise within the ATMP planning area.  Additionally, flights are only permitted 
during daylight hours and will not occur overnight.  Therefore, the agencies determined 
that the information on these websites does not provide new information to inform the 
EA analysis. 

The study by Sparrow et al. (2019) discusses the connection between aviation noise, 
community annoyance, and human health.  The article does not address natural 

https://noisefree.org/sources-of-noise/helicopters/
https://stopthechopnynj.org/why/
https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Documents/ScientificUnderstanding/EnvReport2019-WhitePaper-Noise.pdf
https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Documents/ScientificUnderstanding/EnvReport2019-WhitePaper-Noise.pdf
https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Documents/ScientificUnderstanding/EnvReport2019-WhitePaper-Noise.pdf
https://www.nature.com/articles/hr200886.pdf
https://www.gao.gov/products/gao-21-200
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soundscapes, visitor enjoyment of natural or cultural soundscapes, or other settings 
found in National Park System units, which are most relevant to the ATMP.  The 
conditions in the ATMP provide for increased altitudes and fewer flights in the ATMP 
planning area, which reduce the level of overall noise within the ATMP planning area 
compared to current conditions.  The EA acknowledges that flights may occur outside of 
the ATMP planning area, but because they are not regulated by the Act, they are outside 
of the jurisdiction of the ATMP.   

The study by Rhee et al. (2008) suggests that chronic exposure to military aircraft noise, 
including helicopters, may be associated with hypertension.  The intensity and length of 
noise exposure from helicopter airbases is louder and more frequent than what is being 
proposed in the ATMP.  Therefore, the agencies determined it was not necessary to 
include this study.  

The report from the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) recommends that the 
FAA should develop a mechanism to share helicopter noise complaint information with 
operators in Washington, D.C.  Therefore, the agencies determined that the report does 
not present new information to be considered in the ATMP. 

2. Concern Statement: A commenter stated that only Alternative 2 meets the Park 
management objective to protect natural sounds and suggest that the natural ambient 
sounds of each Park should have been the baseline condition to compare alternatives.  

Agencies’ Response: Although Alternative 2 would meet Park management objectives, 
the agencies selected Alternative 3 as the Preferred Alternative because it would meet 
Park management objectives while still providing for the opportunity for those who 
wished to see the Park by air to do so via commercial air tours within the ATMP planning 
area.  The agencies used the current conditions of the Park as the baseline to compare 
alternatives, in accordance with NEPA.  However, Section 3.1 of the EA, Affected 
Environment for Noise and Noise-Compatible Land-Use, and Appendix F of the EA, Noise 
Technical Analysis describe both the natural ambient conditions as well as the current 
conditions and disclose the noise impacts resulting from each of the alternatives.  This 
includes a disclosure of the actual noise under each alternative, not just the 
measurement of change from current conditions.  The agencies disclosed time above 35 
A-weighted decibels (dBA), 52 dBA, and included a comparison of time audible under 
natural ambient conditions, which is the most sensitive measurement available.  These 
metrics evaluate both the intensity and duration of noise.  Further, with the exception 
of time audible natural ambient, these metrics are calculated independent of 
background ambient and were considered in contrast to both the natural and existing 
ambient.  The EA explains that compared to the No Action Alternative, the overall time 
audible footprint under natural ambient for Alternative 3 (the Preferred Alternative) is 
potentially 2% larger due to the higher altitudes of the overflights.  However, a large 
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reduction in the extent of the area where time audible under the natural ambient 
condition exceeds 150 minutes would be experienced from 25% of the Park under the 
No Action Alternative to 2% of the Park under the Preferred Alternative.  The largest 
reduction of time audible would be at Puʻuʻōʻō (a 301-321 minute reduction) and Top of 
Mauna Loa Road (247 minutes).  An important part of the mission of the NPS is to 
preserve or restore the natural soundscapes associated with units of the National Park 
System.  Alternative 3, as implemented through the ATMP, will move the Park’s 
soundscape closer to the natural ambient condition. 

Adverse Impacts: Wildlife/Biological Impacts 

1. Concern Statement: A commenter recommended that the source identified on Page 4, 
Paragraph 2 of "Biological Resources", Gallardo et al. 2021, should be corrected to 
Gallardo Cruz et al. 2021.  Additionally, the commenter suggested other edits as follows:  

 P. 71, Paragraph 3 of "Forest Birds": Gallardo Cruz et al. 2021 did assess effects of noise 
on iʻiwi in the Upper Waiakea Forest Reserve and found a slight decrease in vocalization 
time during helicopter noise compared to before and after the noise, but it was not 
statistically significant (see Fig. 2).  This was likely due to low rate of helicopter 
overflights, higher altitude overflights, and lower power of noise.  It is likely that 
helicopter noise would have a significant effect on iʻiwi vocalizations in areas with higher 
power of noise and rate of overflights.  
 
P. 72, Paragraph 1 of "Other Native Birds": The work described for ʻapapane should cite 
Gallardo Cruz et al. 2021.  This study also assessed effects of noise on Hawaiʻi amakihi 
and ʻomaʻo, but these species were only present in the two sites that had a lower rate of 
helicopter overflights and lower noise levels than Nāpau Crater, where significant 
impacts on ʻapapane were found.  There was no significant effect of helicopter noise on 
their vocalizations, but there was a slight increase in ʻomaʻo vocalizations during 
helicopter noise (Fig 2).  It is likely that helicopter noise would have a significant effect 
on Hawaiʻi ʻamakihi and ʻomaʻo vocalizations in areas with higher power of noise and 
rate of overflights. 
 
Section 3.3 Biological Resources: The commenter did not see any mention of how 
helicopter noise can affect arthropod species, of which there are many endemics in the 
Park, including crickets like Laupala spp. and Trigonidium spp. that may also be sensitive 
to noise.  
 
Other papers were suggested for references:  
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▪ Schmidt, R., Morrison, A., Kunc, H.P. (2014). Sexy voices no choices: male song in 
noise fails to attract females. Animal Behavior 94:55-59 

▪ Orci, K.M., Petroczki, K., Barta, Z. (2016). Instantaneous song modification in 
response to fluctuating traffic noise in the tree cricket Oecanthus pellucens. 
Animal Behavior 112:187-194  

▪ Costello, R.A., Symes, L.B. (2014). Effects of anthropogenic noise on male 
signaling behaviour and female phonotaxis in Oecanthus tree crickets. Animal 
Behavior 95:15-22 

The commenter also made suggestions for the ATMP.   

The commenter suggested citing results from Gallardo Cruz et al. (2021) in lines 356-
357.  Specifically, the commenter mentioned that the study found that helicopter noise 
induced a temporal shift in songbird vocalizations at Nāpau Crater, which had average 
helicopter noise levels of 81 decibels (dB) and a flight frequency of 13.8 
helicopters/hour during the study.  In contrast, there were no significant temporal 
changes to songbird vocalizations at sites with fewer than 4 aircraft/hour and average 
helicopter noise levels of 75 dB.  Noise levels were obtained from Online Resource 3 and 
converted using the equation in the section "Power measurement conversion":  y = 1.8x 
- 268.09 

Agencies’ Response: The suggested changes to the citations have been incorporated 
into the EA, and the agencies have revised the EA to acknowledge that the noise effects 
on ʻiʻiwi and have been studied (Gallardo Cruz et al., 2021).  Regarding the suggestions 
on Page 71 and 72, this study concludes that an overflight frequency of less than four 
overflights per hour and mean power levels of helicopter noise at 75 dBA or less 
(measured using a sound level meter) are sufficiently low to avoid detecting an effect of 
helicopter noise on bird vocalizations.  This noise level and number of flights per hour 
are both above the levels for all of the alternatives evaluated in the EA.  Therefore, the 
agencies have retained their determination that helicopter noise at the levels proposed 
in the EA would represent an improvement as compared to current conditions for iʻiwi, 
Hawaiʻi ʻamakihi, and ʻomaʻo vocalizations.  

Invertebrates (arthropods) were not carried forward for full analysis in the EA since the 
minimum altitudes required in the Preferred Alternative that would permit air tours 
over the Park (1,500 ft. above ground level (AGL) over land) create sufficient separation 
between commercial air tours and invertebrates such that impacts are not expected to 
occur, either directly or indirectly.  See Section 1.5 of the EA, Environmental Impact 
Categories Not Analyzed in Detail.  

The suggested references were reviewed, and will not be included in the ATMP or EA.  
The study by Schmidt et al. (2014) is based on the level of noise at a distance of 10 
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meters from motorways during rush hour traffic.  The study does not make a connection 
to how it could be comparable to noise generated by aircraft flying at the altitudes 
identified in the ATMP.  Additionally, because the Preferred Alternative reduces air 
tours that are occurring within the ATMP planning area, the impacts of any 
anthropogenic noise will improve compared to current conditions.  Therefore, the 
agencies determined that the study does not present new information to be considered 
in the analysis or ATMP. 

The Orci et al. (2016) study focused on the impacts of road noise on tree crickets and 
the study by Costello and Symes (2014) focused on the impacts of road noise on tree 
crickets.  Neither of these studies makes a connection to how the level and frequency of 
noise could be comparable to noise generated by aircraft flying at the altitudes required 
in the ATMP.  Additionally, because the Preferred Alternative reduces the number of air 
tours that are occurring within the ATMP planning area, the impacts of any 
anthropogenic noise will improve overall compared to current conditions.  Therefore, 
the agencies determined that the report does not present new information to be 
considered in the analysis or ATMP. 

Adverse Impacts: Wilderness Character Impacts  

1. Concern Statement: A commenter suggested that the Preferred Alternative will lead to 
undesirable impacts to Wilderness character along the Coastal Route and Puʻuʻōʻō 
Route, and that the level of Wilderness protection afforded to different parts of the Park 
appears inconsistent.  The commenter further stated that it was not clear if the plan 
takes into account the noise and visual disruption that the Coastal Route's closest flight 
path (as indicated by the ¼-mile buffer on either side of the route) would have on 
Wilderness character versus an average route, and one commenter recommended a 
standoff of at least ¾- mile from the coast (which may require eliminating the buffer) in 
order to protect hikers and campers in these areas.  Additionally, commenters note air 
tours on the Puʻuʻōʻō Route and Pu‘u‘ō‘ō Quiet Technology Zone will still be visible from 
within the Wilderness area even though they do not overlap the East Rift Zone and 
would greatly diminish the backcountry experience of Wilderness and solitude.  

Agencies’ Response: The commenter's description of impacts to Wilderness from tours 
along the Coastal Route assumes that the 2,000 ft. offset from shore will not be 
maintained by commercial air tour operators.  Clarifying edits have been made to the 
final ATMP to address this comment.  It now specifically states that air tours on the 
Coastal Route must maintain a 2,000 ft. lateral distance from shore at all times.  The ¼-
mile buffer on either side of the route that formerly indicated the acceptable range of 
deviation was also clarified to not apply to the Coastal Route.  
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In addition, the agencies made further changes to the Coastal Route in the final ATMP 
that will have beneficial impacts to Wilderness.  Operators on the Coastal Route will be 
required to maintain a minimum altitude of 2,000 ft. AGL when flying southwest-to-
northeast and a minimum altitude of 3,000 ft. AGL when flying northeast-to-southwest.  
Raising the minimum altitude for northeast-to-southwest flight from 2,000 ft. AGL to 
3,000 ft. AGL means that noise impacts from these aircraft will not be as intense as 
indicated by the modeled results. 

Moreover, the Coastal Route is available for use only if commercial air tour operators 
can safely adhere to the required altitudes and distance from the shore.  The ATMP 
provides that if an operator is not able to safely fly offshore in accordance with its 
prescribed altitude and distance requirements for the Coastal Route, the operator must 
not utilize that route. 

As to the suggestion that the agencies implement a ¾-mile buffer for the Coastal Route, 
under the Act, the agencies’ jurisdiction to regulate air tours under an ATMP extends 
only ½-mile outside the Park’s boundary.  The agencies did consider other potential 
distances for lateral offsets from the shore on the Coastal Route but found that the 
2,000 ft. lateral offset should protect Park resources and visitor experience.  The 2,000 
ft. lateral offset and minimum altitudes are consistent with FAA Advisory Circular, AC 
91-36D, Visual Flight Rules (VFR) Flight Near Noise-Sensitive Areas.  The lateral and 
vertical offsets, in addition to daily caps, time-of-day restrictions, quiet technology-only 
day and one flight free day per week provide for opportunities for solitude in 
Wilderness. 

Section 3.1.2 of the EA, Environmental Consequences for Noise and Noise-Compatible 
Land Use, has been revised to acknowledge areas where the impacts to Wilderness 
adjacent to the Coastal Route may be greater than current conditions, although the 
alternative has overall beneficial impacts on the Wilderness character of the Hawaiʻi 
Volcanoes Wilderness.  Additional language was added to Section 3.5.2 of the EA, 
Environmental Consequences for Wilderness, to further explain the impacts. 

Per Section 3.5.2 of the EA, Environmental Consequences for Wilderness, compared to 
current conditions, the Preferred Alternative would enhance qualities of Wilderness 
character by reducing the intensity of noise, the footprint of noise, and the number of 
noise events over most of the Park’s Wilderness areas.  On days when air tours occur, 
noise above 35 dBA would occur for less than 15 minutes a day in East Rift Wilderness 
(which is adjacent to the Pu‘u‘ō‘ō Quiet Technology Zone), but would represent an 
overall reduction in impacts to this area of the Park’s wilderness compared to current 
conditions of 75 or more minutes per day.  

The EA acknowledges that commercial air tours along the authorized Pu‘u‘ō‘ō Route and 
Pu‘u‘ō‘ō Quiet Technology Zone under the Preferred Alternative may be visible from the 
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East Rift Zone (see Section 3.8 of the EA, Visual Effects).  The limited duration and 
reduced number of air tours that would occur under the Preferred Alternative as 
compared to the No Action Alternative would result in fewer impacts to viewsheds than 
those under current conditions, particularly for the Pu‘u‘ō‘ō Route and Pu‘u‘ō‘ō Quiet 
Technology Zone.  

2. Concern Statement: A commenter referenced a case study involving snowmobile noise 
near Wilderness (Izaak Walton League of America, Inc. v. Kimbell, 516 F. Supp.2d 982 (D. 
Minn. 2007)).  The commenter stated that because the ATMP would result in sound that 
is louder, more constant, more frequent, or of a different quality, than the sound that 
presently exists within the Wilderness, it can degrade Wilderness character and violate 
Section 4(b) of the Wilderness Act which states that agency activity can apply to areas 
outside of Wilderness boundaries.  

Agencies’ Response: The agencies do not agree with the commenter’s statement that 
the ATMP would result in sound that is louder, more constant, more frequent, or of a 
different quality, than the sound that presently exists within the Wilderness.  As 
discussed in Section 3.5 of the EA, Wilderness, the agencies considered the impacts of 
air tours on Wilderness, which identified that the ATMP would result in an overall 
reduction of noise in Park Wilderness.  Under existing conditions, air tour operators fly 
over Wilderness at altitudes as low as 500 ft. AGL and may fly in numbers up to their 
interim operating authority.  Under the ATMP, flights will be raised to altitudes between 
1,500-3,000 ft. AGL, no air tour routes over Wilderness will be authorized, and the 
number of tours authorized per year will be reduced.  The annual limit will reduce the 
frequency of air tours over the Park including those that impart noise on the Park’s 
Wilderness, and the altitude restrictions will reduce the intensity of noise in Wilderness.  
In addition, the ATMP includes caps on the number of air tours that may be conducted 
each day, restrictions on the times during the day that air tours may occur, a quiet 
technology-only day during which operators may only use quiet technology aircraft, and 
one flight free day per week which will provide for opportunities for solitude in 
Wilderness.   

The EA acknowledges that while most of the Park’s Wilderness will experience an overall 
reduction in noise, some portions of the coastal Wilderness area may experience slightly 
more noise compared to current conditions.  Under the Preferred Alternative, of the 13 
modeled location points within Wilderness, 11 would experience less noise above 35 
dBA within Wilderness compared to current conditions.  The two modeled location 
points that would experience slightly more noise are located within the Park’s coastal 
Wilderness (Ka‘aha Wilderness Camp and Halapē Wilderness Camp).  Specifically, noise 
above 35 dBA will occur for 7.3 minutes a day (increase of 3.8 minutes) on a standard 
day and 10.4 minutes a day (increase of 6.9 minutes) on a quiet technology-only day at 
Ka‘aha Wilderness Camp.  Noise above 35 dBA will occur for 7.2 minutes a day (increase 
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of 5.4 minutes) on a standard day and 10 minutes (increase of 8.2 minutes) on a quiet 
technology-only day at Halapē Wilderness Camp.  See Section 3.1 of the EA, Noise and 
Noise-Compatible Land Use, and Section 6 of Appendix F of the EA, Noise Technical 
Analysis, for additional information.  While these impacts may detract from solitude and 
the natural quality of Wilderness character, it will represent an overall reduction in 
impacts to Wilderness character compared to current conditions at most locations 
within the Park’s Wilderness.  Additionally, the majority of the Wilderness areas within 
the study area for Wilderness will not experience impacts to solitude and the natural 
quality of Wilderness character, as the Noise Technical Analysis shows that noise above 
35 dBA will not occur.  Therefore, the ATMP results in an overall improvement for the 
opportunity for solitude and the natural quality of Wilderness character, is protective of 
the Wilderness character of the Park’s Wilderness as a whole, and is consistent with 
Section 4(b) of the Wilderness Act. 

Adverse Impacts: Cultural Resource Impacts  

1. Concern Statement: Commenters noted the various aspects of the cultural and spiritual 
importance of the Park landscape to Native Hawaiians.  Many songs and chants speak 
the voice of the ocean.  Pele's wind blowing through the silence found within the Park is 
a fundamental aspect of native practices, traditions, and ways of connecting with the 
lands and spirits of the land.  The Park is a place of birth and the physical representation 
of many spirits and forces; the geologic landscape, plants, and animals are all important 
to the Native Hawaiian sense of identity, unity, and continuance.  Any helicopter noise 
disturbs this silence, and disrupts cultural practices and protocols and commenters 
stated it is a breach of Hawaiian cultural rights, practices, and aircraft noise pollutes the 
volcano's mana. 

Agencies’ Response:  The agencies recognize the importance of the Park for traditional 
cultural practices.  In assessing the effects of the undertaking (ATMP) under Section 106 
of the National Historic Preservation Act, the traditional and cultural practices that occur 
within the Park were considered.  The ATMP includes several provisions intended to 
reduce or avoid impacts to, or disruptions of, traditional cultural practices: limit the total 
number of commercial air tours to no more than 1,548 flights per year; designate three 
flight paths and one fly zone designed to avoid most identified culturally significant 
areas; and set minimum altitudes that reduce the intensity of noise on the ground.  
Additionally, time-of-day restrictions to avoid sunrise and sunset are included, and 
Sundays are set as no-fly days (days on which no commercial air tours are authorized to 
allow for one flight free day a week), with additional no-fly days based on the Hawaiian 
Moon Calendar and Makahiki Season and days to honor and acknowledge important 
Hawai‘i Island aliʻi in order to prevent interruptions to Native Hawaiian cultural 
practices.  The ATMP is thus protective of the Park’s natural and cultural landscapes and 
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resources, including Native Hawaiian sacred sites and ceremonial areas, while also 
providing an opportunity for those who wish to view the Park from the air to do so via a 
commercial air tour within the ATMP planning area.   

2. Concern Statement: Commenters stated that noise pollution of aircraft has various 
negative impacts on cultural procedures and protocols that occur almost every day 
which include interrupting native and cultural practices such as hula and chanting.  
Commenters stated that the Native Hawaiians are the caretakers of these elementals 
and wildlife and they request the same level of protection and encouragement as the 
birds and plants.  

Agencies’ Response: The Park is eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic 
Places as a Traditional Cultural Property for its association with Native Hawaiian culture, 
traditions, and sacred uses.  In assessing the effect of the undertaking (ATMP) under 
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the agencies found that noise 
levels would decrease across the majority of the Park and most notably near the Kīlauea 
Crater, and Halemaʻumaʻu Crater, and the northern region of the Park.  See the 
Agencies’ Response to Adverse Impacts: Cultural Resource Impacts, Concern Statement 
1 and Adverse Impacts: Wilderness Character Impacts, Concern Statement 2, which 
describes the minimal increase in noise above 35 dBA.  

Additional details about how and where noise may be heard, along with a description of 
the reduction in sound levels across the ATMP planning area, are included in Appendix F 
of the EA, Noise Technical Analysis. 

Adverse Impacts: Equity 

1. Concern Statement: Commenters stated that air tours offer opportunities for the 
elderly and disabled people to see landmarks without the impacts of road vehicles, 
toilets, trash, trails, and ground-based off-trail activities which have less impact on the 
environment.  Commenters stated that denying helicopter access create an unfair 
disparity of those already facing physical limitations. 

Agencies’ Response: Air tours are only one of many ways for a person with disabilities 
to experience a national park.  If an ATMP reduces or eliminates air tours, a person with 
disabilities would still be able to experience a national park.  The NPS works to ensure 
that people with disabilities can participate in the same programs, activities, and 
employment opportunities available to those without disabilities in the most integrated 
setting possible.  Alternative means of accessing facilities, programs, and services are 
provided when an accessible direct experience cannot be provided.  Accessibility 
solutions are developed in consultation with the disability community and various 
partners including NPS concessioners and commercial service operators.  The NPS has a 
team dedicated to breaking physical and programmatic barriers to make parks more 
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inclusive for people with sensory, physical, and cognitive disabilities.  The team includes 
regional accessibility coordinators who work to make sure that NPS staff have the tools 
and training necessary to provide accessible and inclusive outdoor recreation and 
interpretation opportunities for park visitors and employees alike.  

2. Concern Statement: A commenter expressed concerns about the perceived lack of 
social justice and parallels with white colonial imperialism associated with the ATMP, 
and stated that nearly all Native Hawaiians, who have occupied the land for generations, 
feel there should be absolutely no air tours over the Park.  

Agencies’ Response: The NPS developed, and the FAA agreed to, the provisions 
identified in the ATMP to mitigate the impacts of commercial air tours on the Park’s 
natural and cultural resources, Wilderness Character, visitor experience, and Native 
Hawaiian traditional cultural properties, including Native Hawaiian sacred sites and 
ceremonial areas.  The key measures included in the ATMP that mitigate or avoid those 
impacts are discussed above in the Agencies’ Response to Adverse Impacts: Cultural 
Resource Impacts, Concern Statement 1.  The ATMP provides an air tour route for 
access to the historically active East Rift Zone of Kīlauea, a route for air tours across 
lower Kahuku to allow expansive views of Mauna Loa, and an offshore coastal flight 
route that would protect Wilderness areas and backcountry campgrounds.  The heart of 
the Park, including the summit of Kīlauea, designated Wilderness areas, and key cultural 
and visitor use areas, are not overflown by commercial air tours under the ATMP.  The 
mitigations included in the ATMP, and elimination of a route considered during public 
scoping process, are all responsive to comments received through public input and 
consultation under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, including 
feedback by Native Hawaiians.  The agencies selected the specific terms and conditions 
for the final ATMP because it would still provide the opportunity for those who wished 
to view the Park from the air to do so via a commercial air tour, while mitigating the 
impacts of those tours on Native Hawaiian cultural practices.  

Adverse Impacts: Climate Change, Greenhouse Gasses, and Air Quality 

1. Concern Statement: Commenters stated that the EA should consider the impacts of 
ultrafine particles on wildlife and humans.  Commenters provided various links to 
articles related to ultrafine particles from aircraft emissions affecting human health and 
the health of insects and other animals:  
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▪ From Quiet Skies Hawaiʻi, https://www.quietskieshawaii.org/environmental-
impacts: 
Aircraft emissions have environmental and health impacts.  Ultrafine Particles 
(UFPs) have been associated with cardiovascular and neurological effects to 
humans, as they have been shown to cross the blood-brain barrier.  Dr. 
Neelakshi Hudda, Research Professor, Department of Civil & Environmental 
Engineering at Tufts University, has been studying the impacts of aviation 
emissions and has published peer-reviewed research. 

▪ Preterm Birth Rates Among Mothers Exposed to Ultrafine Particles from Jet 
Exhaust 
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/6177480970b3541175fcfd91/t/6195765
977aeb37bb55e5459/1637185117613/Dr+Hudda+ANE+Symposium+.pdf  

▪ Preterm Birth Among Infants exposed to In Utero Ultrafine Particles from Aircraft 
Emissions 
https://ehp.niehs.nih.gov/doi/full/10.1289/EHP5732 

▪ Emissions from an International Airport Increase Particle Number Concentrations 
4-Fold at 10km Downwind 
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/es5001566 

▪ International Airport Impacts to Air Quality: Size & Related Properties of Large 
Increases in Ultrafine Particle Number Concentrations 
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/acs.est.5b05313 

▪ Impacts of Aviation Emissions on Near-Airport Residential Air Quality 
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.est.0c01859 

Agencies’ Response: Ultrafine particles as a size fraction of all particulate matter (PM) 
(generally defined as 0.1 micrometers in aerodynamic diameter and smaller) are not a 
regulated pollutant, unlike PM sized 2.5 micrometers in aerodynamic diameter or less 
(PM2.5) or 10 micrometers in aerodynamic diameter or less (PM10).  However, ultrafine 
particles are still included in the emissions inventory for current conditions by being a 
subset of PM2.5.  The agencies analyzed the potential air quality impacts, including PM2.5, 
and determined that emissions from air tours for all criteria pollutants under the 
proposed action would decrease or remain unchanged.  Table 9 of the EA presents 
modeling results for the Preferred Alternative for the criteria pollutants in terms of 
change in emissions as compared to the No Action Alternative.  

With ultrafine particles a subset of PM2.5, it is expected the same result would be true 
for ultrafine particle concentrations.  The Preferred Alternative reduces the overall 
number of air tours allowed in the ATMP planning area.  To the extent the Preferred 
Alternative displaces air tour operations outside of the ATMP planning area, there may 

https://www.quietskieshawaii.org/environmental-impacts
https://www.quietskieshawaii.org/environmental-impacts
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/6177480970b3541175fcfd91/t/6195765977aeb37bb55e5459/1637185117613/Dr+Hudda+ANE+Symposium+.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/6177480970b3541175fcfd91/t/6195765977aeb37bb55e5459/1637185117613/Dr+Hudda+ANE+Symposium+.pdf
https://ehp.niehs.nih.gov/doi/full/10.1289/EHP5732
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/es5001566
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/acs.est.5b05313
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.est.0c01859
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be an improvement in air quality in the Park.  Operations that may occur outside the 
ATMP planning area as a result of Alternative 2 or Alternative 3 may shift where 
emissions occur but the total annual emissions are not likely to change substantially.  
For commercial air tours outside of the ATMP planning area, it is difficult to predict with 
specificity if, where, and to what extent any air tours would be displaced to areas 
outside the ATMP planning area, including at altitudes at or above 5,000 ft. AGL.  
However, air tours outside of the ATMP planning area are outside the jurisdiction of the 
ATMP and not subject to the Act.  

Adverse Impacts: Socioeconomics 

1. Concern Statement: A commenter shared concerns related to the adverse impacts that 
would occur to helicopter operators resulting from limiting the number of air tours.  The 
commenter stated that operators have invested substantial resources to ensure safety 
and accessibility of their flights and they state that this action would undermine 
operator investments and hinder economic growth opportunities associated with the 
tourism industry.  

Agencies’ Response:  The ATMP is designed to mitigate the impacts of commercial air 
tours on the Park’s resources and visitor experience, consistent with the Act.  The EA 
acknowledges that the limited number of flights permitted under the ATMP could limit 
the potential future economic growth for commercial air tour operators and other 
ancillary businesses.  However, operators could seek to make up lost revenue from air 
tours within the ATMP planning area by conducting air tour operations outside of the 
ATMP planning area, which are not regulated by the ATMP.  In other words, the ATMP 
does not preclude operators from making up this revenue generation in other ways such 
as using their aircraft for other business ventures or conducting air tours elsewhere 
within the region.   

Alternatives: Alternative 2 - No Air Tours in Planning Area 

1. Concern Statement: Commenters stated that there is a precedent for banning or 
phasing out air tours at other locations and the following were provided as examples:  

▪ Cusco province has published regulations banning helicopters at Machu Picchu 
and the surrounding 125 square miles: 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/jun/21/helicopter-ban-at-machu-
picchu 

▪ The Park Omnibus Appropriations Act of 1998 banned the use of low-flying, 
commercial air tours over Rocky Mountain National Park: 
https://www.nps.gov/romo/learn/nature/night-sky-natural-sounds.htm 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/jun/21/helicopter-ban-at-machu-picchu
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/jun/21/helicopter-ban-at-machu-picchu
https://www.nps.gov/romo/learn/nature/night-sky-natural-sounds.htm
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▪ Air tour bans that would take effect if the proposals become final after a 30-day 
comment period would apply to Badlands National Park and Mount Rushmore 
National Memorial, both in South Dakota. 

▪ Glacier National Park's plan calls for all commercial air tours to be phased out by 
the end of 2029: 
https://www.nationalparkstraveler.org/2023/05/update-national-parks-
proposing-ban-significantly-cut-back-commercial-air-tours 

▪ U.S. Representative Ed Case of Hawaiʻi also supports a ban on overflights in 2023 
email to Cory Harden: 
"Every day our beautiful national parks, especially Hawaiʻi Volcanoes and 
Haleakalā, are being deeply disrupted and degraded by tour helicopter/small 
aircraft overflights.  The National Park Service (NPS) and Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) have issued draft Air Tour Management Plans for our 
Hawai'i parks which would reduce but not eliminate this disruption.  These 
overflights are fundamentally incompatible with our national parks and should 
not be allowed". 

Agencies’ Response: While the Act provides that an ATMP may prohibit commercial air 
tour operations over a park in whole or in part, it does not require the agencies to ban 
air tours, though as the comment acknowledges, Congress has chosen to mandate bans 
for certain parks.  Each park is unique and the planning processes for other parks are not 
relevant to the planning process for the Park.  In developing the ATMP for the Park, the 
agencies considered, consistent with the Act, measures to mitigate or avoid impacts to 
the Park’s resources and visitor experience as a result of commercial air tours, and also 
considered an alternative that would prohibit all such tours within the ATMP planning 
area.  Ultimately, the agencies selected an alternative that mitigated the impacts to Park 
resources and visitor experience, but still allowed for a limited number of commercial 
air tours to be conducted within the ATMP planning area subject to the operating 
parameters provided in the ATMP.  This is entirely consistent with the Act.  

Alternatives: New Alternatives 

1. Concern Statement: Commenters suggest requiring all air tours use quiet technology 
aircraft and that air tours only be allowed to operate during limited hours and only a 
few days a week.   

Agencies’ Response: The ATMP for this Park includes restrictions on the times of day 
and days of the week for which operators can conduct commercial air tours (see Section 
3.4 of the ATMP, Day/Time).  While requiring all operators to utilize quiet technology 
aircraft was not determined to be a necessary requirement, there are additional 
incentives for operators who fly quiet technology aircraft (see Section 3.8 of the ATMP, 

https://www.nationalparkstraveler.org/2023/05/update-national-parks-proposing-ban-significantly-cut-back-commercial-air-tours
https://www.nationalparkstraveler.org/2023/05/update-national-parks-proposing-ban-significantly-cut-back-commercial-air-tours
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Quiet Technology Incentives).  Most of the operators who operate at Haleakalā National 
Park also operate at the Park and given the proximity of the islands and the cost of a 
helicopter, it’s very unlikely they would be using different aircraft.  Most of the 
helicopters used for tours of the Park have sound reducing features, and use of quiet 
technology will be considered in competitive bidding.  
The agencies considered a reasonable range of alternatives that would meet the 
purpose and need for the ATMP. 

2. Concern Statement: A commenter suggests only allowing disabled individuals and 
kūpuna (70+) to tour parks via air tours. 

Agencies’ Response:  The Act states that an ATMP may establish conditions for the 
conduct of commercial air tour operations over a national park, including commercial air 
tour routes, maximum or minimum altitudes, time-of-day restrictions, restrictions for 
particular events, maximum number of flights per unit of time, intrusions on privacy on 
tribal lands, and mitigation of noise, visual, or other impacts.  The commenter’s 
suggestion was not considered as a condition of air tours within the Park as the Act does 
not provide jurisdiction or authority to the operating status and requirements of an air 
tour operator beyond the requirements air tours as described by the Act within the 
ATMP planning area.   

See also the Agencies’ Response to Adverse Impacts: Equity, Concern Statement 1. 

3. Concern Statement: A commenter suggested requiring aircraft to fly at altitudes that 
would not result in noise impacts greater than 85 decibels (dB) on the ground.  If aircraft 
exceed the 85 dB threshold, operators must pay a fine.  The commenter suggested a 1-
mile zone where operators would be allowed to exceed 85 dB as they are ascending.  

Agencies’ Response: The agencies have considered a reasonable range of alternatives in 
the development of the ATMP (see Section 2.1 of the EA, Alternatives Development, and 
Section 3.1 of the EA, Noise and Noise-Compatible Land Use).  The ATMP includes 
conditions that protect Park resources while still allowing some commercial air tour 
operations to continue within the ATMP planning area. 

The maximum noise level was modeled at 46 location points in the Park under the No 
Action Alternative and Alternative 3 (see Appendix F of the EA, Noise Technical 
Analysis).  The maximum sound level under the No Action Alternative is 72.0 dBA and 
occurs at Cone Peak, Nēnē Area.  The maximum noise level under the Preferred 
Alternative, standard day, is 63.7 dBA and occurs at ‘Āpua Point Camp.  Under the 
ATMP, air tour noise would not exceed the 85 dB threshold suggested by the 
commenter, so incorporating that threshold, for fines or any other reason, is not 
necessary.   
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There are numerous ways to measure the potential impacts of noise from commercial 
air tours on the acoustic environment of a park, including intensity, duration, and spatial 
footprint of the noise.  The affected environment and impact analysis discloses noise 
metrics consistent with both FAA and NPS noise guidance.  Appendix F of the EA, Noise 
Technical Analysis, details the methodology that the agencies used. 

4. Concern Statement: A commenter suggested that 25-50% of operations be reserved for 
operators who fly the quietest technology.  The commenter proposed that operators be 
ranked by their use of quiet technology, based on reporting data.  The commenter 
suggested in the first and second year of the ATMP, the distribution of operators would 
remain the same as currently proposed above (25-50% of operations reserved for 
operators who used the quietest technology), and in the third year of the ATMP, 25-50% 
of operations would be allocated to operators in proportion to their rank during the first 
year.  In subsequent years, the 25-50% quiet technology incentive would be re-
distributed based on operators' rank, which would allow a 1-year lag for the agencies to 
collect and analyze reporting data and allow operators to adjust their schedules based 
on new allocations.   

Agencies’ Response: There are many ways to handle the quiet technology incentive.  
The quiet technology incentive provided by the commenter would be difficult and 
resource intensive for the agencies to implement and thus has not been carried forward 
in the alternatives.  The quiet technology incentive included for the ATMP authorizes 
time-of-day restrictions to allow quiet technology aircraft to fly from 9:00 AM to 5:00 
PM (four hours longer than non-quiet technology aircraft) on all days that air tours are 
authorized, in addition to allowing operators that have converted to quiet technology 
aircraft to request to be allowed to conduct air tours on Wednesdays, and within the 
Pu‘u‘ō‘ō Quiet Technology Zone.  These incentives provide air tour operators with 
predictability to conduct their business operations within the ATMP planning area and 
incentivize the adoption of quiet technology while still protecting Park resources.  

The agencies will be continually monitoring the effectiveness of the ATMP, including the 
effectiveness of quiet technology incentives.  Most of the operators who operate at 
Haleakalā National Park also operate at the Park and given the proximity of the islands 
and the cost of a helicopter, it’s very unlikely they would be using different aircraft.  
Most of the helicopters used for tours of the Park have sound reducing features, and 
use of quiet technology will be considered in competitive bidding. 

Native Hawaiian Organizations (NHO)/Kūpuna Concerns  

1. Concern Statement: A commenter expressed frustration that the tourism industry often 
wins over the preservation of resources and the interests of those that actually live in 
the State of Hawai‘i.  The commenter further stated that the preservation and 
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protection of the State of Hawaiʻi should be put first, and that the wishes of the Kānaka 
Maoli and Hawaiians should be considered.  

Agencies’ Response: The ATMP protects Park resources while still allowing a limited 
number of commercial air tour operations to continue.  The agencies conducted 
consultation with Native Hawaiian Organizations, as required under NEPA and in 
accordance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.  Throughout the 
Section 106 process, the agencies requested consulting party input to help identify 
historic properties within the Area of Potential Effects.  The agencies requested and 
received consulting party input on the potential effects of the alternatives on historic 
properties throughout the Section 106 process.  The agencies considered all input 
received during development of the ATMP (see the Section 3.4 of the EA, Cultural 
Resources, and Appendix G: Cultural Resources Consultation and Summary) and the 
Agencies’ Response to Adverse Impacts: Equity, Concern Statement 2 and Adverse 
Impacts: Cultural Resource Impacts, Concern Statement 1.  

ATMP Elements: Routes and Altitudes  

1. Concern Statement: A commenter stated that there are no provisions in the ATMP that 
would allow operators to view eruptions that may only last a few days, such as the 
Puʻuʻōʻō Vent. 

Agencies’ Response:  The ATMP would authorize 1,548 commercial air tours per year 
along three routes and one fly zone within the ATMP planning area.  The routes 
authorized in the ATMP were chosen to mitigate or prevent the significant adverse 
impacts of commercial air tours on natural and cultural resources, Native Hawaiian 
sacred sites and ceremonial areas, Wilderness character, and visitor experience within 
the jurisdictional boundaries of the Act.  If eruptions occur that are viewable from the 
designated routes, operators would be able to view them.  The Puʻuʻōʻō Route and the 
Puʻuʻōʻō Quiet Technology Zone were designated to provide such viewing opportunities.  
The Act does not apply to commercial air tours flying more than ½-mile outside the 
Park’s boundary or those conducted at or above 5,000 ft. AGL, so there would be 
opportunities to view eruptions from outside of the ATMP planning area.  

2. Concern Statement: A commenter requested additional information to clarify if the 
draft ATMP would permit operators to hover/loiter/circle for up to five minutes at 
multiple locations along the route, or if they could only hover once for five minutes 
total. 

Agencies’ Response: The agencies have revised the ATMP to clarify that hovering, 
loitering, and/or circling for no more than one minute in a given location, up to five 
minutes total per air tour, is permitted on the Pu‘u‘ō‘ō Route and in the Pu‘u‘ō‘ō Quiet 
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Technology Zone.  The ATMP prohibits hovering, loitering and/or circling on the Kahuku 
Route and the Coastal Route. 

3. Concern Statement: A commenter stated that the ATMP and EA should consider the 
urban Long Island Offshore Route that the FAA implemented in 2008, as the FAA has the 
responsibility and authority to protect those on the ground from aircraft noise. 

Agencies’ Response: The agencies have considered a reasonable range of alternatives in 
the development of the ATMP (see Section 2.1 of the EA, Alternatives Development).  
The Preferred Alternative minimizes impacts to those on the ground from aircraft noise.  
Compared to current conditions, Alternative 3 (Preferred Alternative) would result in 
direct beneficial effects on the Park’s acoustic environment, providing 60 days per year 
free of noise from air tours within the ATMP planning area and would result in a 
reduction in the overall noise footprint (average sound level over a 12-hour day) 
compared to current conditions.  Compared to current conditions, the Preferred 
Alternative also eliminates or reduces noise in the most noise sensitive regions of the 
Park.  

The Long Island Offshore route presents different geographic conditions and equipage.  
The FAA recognizes that the Long Island Offshore route puts a route one mile off the 
north shore of Long Island which puts the route between Long Island and New York City.   

4. Concern Statement: Commenters stated that there has been an increase in the amount 
of helicopters flying over the Volcano Golf Course development, Hawaiian Paradise Park, 
and Maku‘u Hawaiian Homesteads.  Commenters expressed concern that limiting the 
number of flights over the Park would cause increases in the number of low-altitude 
flights that occur over these areas. 

Agencies’ Response: It is not clear if the helicopters to which the commenter is referring 
are commercial air tours or other types of overflights.  Hawaiian Paradise Park and 
Maku‘u Hawaiian Homesteads are located outside of the ATMP planning area.  The 
Volcano Golf Course is mostly within the ATMP planning area, however, the ATMP does 
not include a route that authorizes air tours over the Volcano Golf Course.  The route or 
flight path that air tour operators fly outside of the ATMP planning area is outside the 
jurisdiction of the ATMP and not subject to the Act.  Air tours fly Visual Flight Rules 
outside of the ATMP planning area.  It is difficult to predict with specificity if, where, and 
to what extent any air tours would be displaced to these areas outside of the ATMP 
planning area.   

ATMP Elements: Aircraft Type 

1. Concern Statement: Commenters suggested adopting the provision in the Haleakalā 
National Park ATMP that requires all commercial air tour aircraft to exclusively utilize 
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quiet aircraft technology by 2033 (Haleakalā National Park ATMP p. 9) in order to best 
minimize impacts under Alternative 3.  

Agencies’ Response: The agencies determined that the requirements detailed in the 
ATMP are effective to mitigate impacts to Park resources and will monitor the 
effectiveness of the ATMP.  Changes in quiet technology requirements or incentives may 
be evaluated and implemented in the future.  Most of the operators who operate at 
Haleakalā National Park also operate at the Park and given the proximity of the islands 
and the cost of a helicopter, it’s very unlikely they would be using different aircraft.  
Most of the helicopters used for tours of the Park have sound reducing features, and 
use of quiet technology will be considered in competitive bidding. 

2. Concern Statement: Commenters stated that it is unclear why current Stage 3 
helicopter noise certification standards are not specifically addressed in the ATMP, and 
why a case-by-case basis is proposed when considering operator requests for quiet 
technology.  Commenters suggested updating the language in the ATMP and the 
corresponding section of the EA to clarify that new helicopters meet the FAA Stage 3 
helicopter noise certification standards so that incremental improvements in the noise 
environment can be achieved. 

Agencies’ Response: The agencies decided not to use the FAA Stage 3 helicopter noise 
certification standards because it is a minimum standard and does not necessarily 
identify the quietest helicopters.  The agencies decided to instead make determinations 
on a case-by-case basis because aviation technology continues to evolve and advance, 
and because the FAA periodically updates its noise certification standards.  An aircraft 
that may qualify as quiet technology today may be out of date in the future.  The ATMP 
allows operators the flexibility to adopt new aircraft and technology as it becomes 
available thus allowing the agencies to consider more innovative aircraft technologies 
related to quiet technology moving forward.   

3. Concern Statement: Commenters stated that the ATMP should define "quiet 
technology" to provide operators with greater certainty prior to making their 
investment decisions.  Commenters note that quiet technology aircraft is determined 
case-by-case only and that procuring new technology or new aircraft is a significant 
investment for operators, and without clear definitions it is difficult to make business 
decisions.  Commenters further expressed concern that quiet technology incentives 
would result in more noise over the Park, as it incentivizes increased operations.  

Agencies’ Response: The agencies found that creating a definition for quiet technology 
in this ATMP was not practicable because aviation technology continues to evolve and 
advance, and because the FAA periodically updates its noise certification standards.  An 
aircraft that may qualify as quiet technology today may be out of date in the future.  
Instead, the ATMP provides a process to make determinations on a case-by-case basis.  
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The aircraft identified in the current ATMP reflects the aircraft currently being flown by 
operators who received an allocation.  Subsequently, should operators wish to purchase 
new aircraft or make appropriate modifications to existing aircraft, they are encouraged 
to consult with the agencies prior to making such investment to determine whether the 
aircraft would qualify for the incentive.  This allows the agencies to consider more 
innovative aircraft technologies related to quiet technology.   

The quiet technology incentive does not incentivize increased commercial air tour 
operations, which are limited to 1,548 tours per year.  Any increase in the number of 
commercial air tours authorized under the ATMP would require a plan amendment and 
additional environmental review.  Thus, the quiet technology incentive is not 
anticipated to result in increased noise over the Park. 

4. Concern Statement: A commenter suggested alternative aircraft types, such as air taxis 
or lighter than air vehicles. A commenter provided the following references: 
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/air-space-magazine/airships-rise-again-180979343/ 
and suggested drawing upon information on air taxis included in the June 14, 2023 "FAA 
Publication for Comment" in Federal Register Document: 2023-11497.   

Agencies’ Response: The ATMP allows flexibility for operators to adopt new technology 
or aircraft as they become available.  Section 3.3 of the ATMP, Aircraft Type, allows for 
operators to incorporate new and replacement aircraft but provides that any such 
aircraft “must not exceed the noise level produced by the aircraft being replaced.”  
Operators are required to notify the FAA and the NPS in writing of any prospective new 
or replacement aircraft and obtain the agencies’ concurrence before initiating air tours 
with such aircraft.  Since no air tour operator currently operates or has proposed 
operating a “lighter than air vehicle” at this time, there is no need to address such 
aircraft.  The ATMP may be amended to address technology changes consistent with 
ATMP Section 8.0, Adaptive Management, and Section 9.0, Amendment.   

5. Concern Statement: A commenter stated that operators could utilize larger, noisier 
aircraft that can hold more passengers in order to make up for other limitations on air 
tours imposed by the ATMP.  The commenter also stated that because the ATMP does 
not regulate time in airspace, operators could increase the duration of their air tours 
and fly slower in order to make up for other limitations on air tours imposed by the 
ATMP.  The commenter proposed including an annual noise budget and annual time 
budget.  The annual noise budget should be based on the assumptions in the EA noise 
modeling, and if the budget is exceeded before the permitted operations are used, no 
further operations shall occur that year or those operations shall be deducted from the 
following year's allocation.  For the annual time budget, it should be based on the 
cumulative time each operation was modeled in the ATMP planning area in the EA, and 
would provide operators with flexibility due to weather, traffic, and other factors 

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/air-space-magazine/airships-rise-again-180979343/
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throughout the year, yet ensure that impacts are no greater than those modeled by the 
EA.  If operators were to claim that the annual budget developed from the modeling 
assumptions is not sufficient due to safety or some other consideration, this would 
mean that the initial EA modeling assumptions were wrong and understated the noise 
impact of flights and would need to be recalculated with operations further limited to 
limit impacts on Park resources. 

Agencies’ Response: The ATMP authorizes operators to use aircraft in their existing fleet 
to conduct air tours, and the noise generated by these aircraft was modeled under 
Alternative 3.  Section 3.3 of the ATMP, Aircraft Type, states: “Any new or replacement 
aircraft must not exceed the noise level produced by the aircraft being replaced.”  Thus, 
operators would not be able to utilize larger, noisier aircraft that can hold more 
passengers in order to make up for other limitations on air tours imposed by the ATMP, 
as stated by the commenter.  See Section 3.1 of the EA, Noise and Noise-Compatible 
Land Use, and Appendix F of the EA, Noise Technical Analysis, for additional information 
on noise modeling.   

There are various approaches for managing noise, such as the concept of a noise 
budget.  The NPS determined that a noise budget was not necessary because a very 
similar approach was used to determine an acceptable level of noise based on sound 
scientific data and other relevant information.  The ATMP set an annual number of air 
tours and allocated air tours to operators based on the proportionate level of current 
use.  The ATMP includes mechanisms for monitoring and tracking resource conditions 
over time.   

ATMP Elements: Day/Time  

1. Concern Statement: Commenters suggested increasing the number of no-fly days to five 
days and including culturally important days such as equinoxes, solstices, the 
opening/closing of Makahiki season, and Merrie Monarch season, when many visiting 
Halau are offering their ho‘okupu to Ka Wahine Kapu Pelehonuamea.  Commenters also 
suggested aircraft avoid flying during lunch hours (11:00 AM-1:00 PM), only allowing 
flights to occur after sunrise for four hours total per day; allowing "surge capacity days" 
during volcanic activity to allow for more flights; and allowing flights only after 11:00 
AM.  

Agencies’ Response: Based on public feedback, the ATMP was revised to add six 
additional no-fly days based on days that follow the Hawaiian Moon Calendar and 
Makahiki Season.  These days vary from year to year and will be determined through 
outreach with Native Hawaiian Organizations and confirmed during the annual meeting 
provided for in Section 3.7B of the ATMP, Annual Meeting.  The NPS will provide at least 
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two months’ notice of all no-fly dates to all air tour operators.  These no-fly days are as 
follows:  

▪ End of Makahiki (typically in January)  

▪ Zenith Noon (typically in May)   

▪ Summer Solstice (June)   

▪ Zenith Noon (typically in July)   

▪ Start of Makahiki (typically in October)   

▪ Winter Solstice (December)   

Two no-fly days per year were added to honor and acknowledge important Hawai‘i 
Island Aliʻi.  These no-fly days, which do not vary from year to year, are as follows:   

▪ Ruth Ke‘elikōlani (February 9th)  

▪ Bernice Pauahi Bishop (December 19th)  

Under the ATMP, the NPS can establish additional temporary no-fly periods that apply 
to commercial air tours for special events or planned Park management, such as Native 
Hawaiian events or other natural and cultural resource programs.  The NPS will consult 
with the Native Hawaiian Organizations on an annual basis regarding these additional 
no-fly periods to best mitigate impacts on Native Hawaiian practices.  

2. Concern Statement: A commenter suggested authorizing up to 1,464 air tours annually, 
with no more than 3 tours per day; allowing quiet technology flights on Wednesdays 
from 9:00 AM—5:00 PM; adding Saturday as a no-fly day; and adjusting flight times such 
that non-quiet technology flights could occur from 10:00 AM – 2:00 PM and quiet 
technology flights could occur from 9:00 AM – 5:00 PM.  

Agencies’ Response: The agencies considered a reasonable range of alternatives in the 
development of the ATMP (see Section 2.1 of the EA, Alternatives Development).  The 
alternative the commenter proposes is within the range of alternatives evaluated.  The 
draft EA included an alternative that would eliminate all air tours (Alternative 2), as well 
as an alternative authorizing 1,565 air tours per year (Alternative 3, Preferred 
Alternative).  The final ATMP has been revised to authorize 1,548 air tours per year.  The 
agencies are not required to include every possible iteration of alternatives available, 
but instead to provide a reasonable range.  While the parameters proposed by the 
commenter may further reduce some impacts to Park resources, the final ATMP is 
protective or Park resources and substantially reduces impacts to Park resources 
compared to current conditions.  
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3. Concern Statement: Commenters stated that air tours should be allowed on the 
weekends to accommodate larger crowds, and that restricting flights on Sundays is 
unconstitutional because it is a religious restriction.  

Agencies’ Response: Weekend days are not always the busiest days of the week for Park 
visitation.  Tuesdays are generally the busiest day.  The Sunday no-fly day provides 
opportunities for visitor enjoyment, such as bird watching.  Sunday was selected as a 
no-fly day for consistency with the Park’s Mission Critical Administrative Aviation Plan 
and Environmental Assessment and allows for one weekend flight-free day at the Park.  
The no-fly day also addresses comments from the local community and Native Hawaiian 
cultural practitioners to have no-fly days.  The Sunday no-fly day is not a religious 
restriction. 

ATMP Elements: Other  

1. Concern Statement: Commenters expressed support for monitoring and enforcement, 
and further recommended that operators be required to record the entirety of their trip 
and make it available to the public by waypoint; add large numbers/characters to 
aircraft so they can be identified by visitors on the ground; create an online form where 
the public can file complaints about aircraft; and incorporate public complaints into the 
review of the operator's reports. Commenters also stated that ADS-B does not work 
along the Coastal Route or over many of the historic properties within the Park.  

Agencies’ Response: The ATMP includes requirements for monitoring and enforcement.  
Operators are required to install and use flight monitoring equipment, and to include 
flight monitoring data in their required semi-annual reports to the FAA and the NPS in 
compliance with all applicable laws.  The public may report allegations of 
noncompliance with the ATMP to the FAA Flight Standards District Office (FSDO).  The 
FSDO will investigate and respond to all written reports consistent with applicable FAA 
guidance.  Given the monitoring and compliance measures included in the ATMP, the 
commenters’ suggestions are unnecessary for inclusion into the ATMP and are overly 
burdensome on the operators.    

2. Concern Statement: A commenter suggested that the ATMP be evaluated every five 
years in order to facilitate consideration of more innovative aircraft technologies.  

Agencies’ Response: The suggested evaluation in five year intervals is unnecessary given 
the measures included in the ATMP.  Section 9.0 of the ATMP, Amendment, allows 
agencies to amend the ATMP at any time if, among other reasons, the agencies 
determine that appropriate changes to the ATMP are necessary to address new 
information or changed circumstances that cannot be addressed through adaptive 
management.  Section 8.0 and 9.0 of the ATMP, Adaptive Management and 
Amendment, respectively, include additional information on amending the ATMP.  For 
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example, changes to the number of commercial air tours allocated among individual 
operators, minor changes to routes, altitudes, or other operating parameters may not 
require a formal ATMP amendment if the impacts of such changes are within the 
impacts already analyzed by the agencies under NEPA, the National Historic 
Preservation Act, the Coastal Zone Management Act, and the Endangered Species Act.  
Section 9.0 of the ATMP, Amendment, includes additional information on when the 
agencies can amend parameters of the ATMP.  Additionally, Section 3.8 of the ATMP, 
Quiet Technology Incentives, allows the agencies to consider more innovative aircraft 
technologies related to quiet technology by assessing the eligibility of aircraft for the 
quiet technology incentive on a case-by-case basis.   

3. Concern Statement: A commenter stated that the NPS should be the lead agency since 
the mission of NPS is to preserve resources, while the mission of the FAA is to preserve 
airspace. 

Agencies’ Response: The agencies cooperatively developed the ATMP and EA.  The Act 
designates FAA as the lead agency for purposes of complying with NEPA. 

4. Concern Statement: A commenter suggested that a representative from the public 
should be included in the annual meeting per Section 2.6.6 of the EA.  

Agencies’ Response:  Section 3.7B of the ATMP, Annual Meeting, has been revised to 
include language specifically allowing the agencies to invite other stakeholders with 
relevant subject matter expertise to participate in the annual meetings.  

5. Concern Statement: Commenters expressed concern over the longevity and durability 
of the ATMP.  Specifically, a commenter stated that language in Section 9.0 of the 
ATMP, Amendment, that states: "the ATMP may be amended at any time" would allow 
amendments to the ATMP to occur on short notice, subject to industry appeals and 
political intervention as lobbying interests change.  Commenters gave examples of how 
political lobbying has caused regulation to shift regarding hunting and off-road vehicle 
usage, and commenters do not want the ATMP to be continually amended.  A 
commenter suggested the following amendments to language in Section 9.0 of the 
ATMP: (add new first sentence) This ATMP will remain in effect until amended or 
terminated by mutual agreement of the agencies.  This ATMP may be amended at any 
time (i.e., delete: “at any time”): if the NPS, by notification to the FAA and the 
operator(s), determines that the ATMP is not adequately protecting Park resources 
and/or visitor enjoyment; if the FAA, by notification to the NPS and the operator(s), 
determines that the ATMP is adversely affecting aviation safety and/or the national 
aviation system; or, if the agencies determine that appropriate changes to this ATMP 
are necessary to address new information or changed circumstances. 
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Agencies’ Response: ATMPs may need to be amended for any number of circumstances 
and the Act specifically provides for the amendment of ATMPs.  All proposed plan 
amendments are required to be published in the Federal Register for notice and 
comment (see 40 U.S.C. § 40128(b)(6)).  Further, the agencies would evaluate the 
impacts of any plan amendment, consistent with applicable law.  The provisions of the 
ATMP would remain in place until all necessary compliance is completed, and the 
amendment is finalized.  Increases to the total number of annual air tours authorized 
under the ATMP require an amendment and will follow this process.  Thus, the deletion 
of the language “at any time” is not needed because the Act and the ATMP ensure that 
the public will receive notice of and an opportunity to comment on a plan amendment 
and any amendment that would authorize additional impacts on Park resources and 
visitor experience would require further environmental review. 

6. Concern Statement: A commenter suggested providing Park staff and the Kūpuna 
Advisory Council with the updated cue-based training records as part of annual safety 
meetings. 

Agencies’ Response: The agencies do not agree with the commenter’s suggestion that 
providing cue-based training records is necessary to safely protect Park resources.  

ATMP Elements: Safety 

1. Concern Statement: Commenters stated that the current proposal (i.e., set routes and 
altitudes, common routes for fixed-wing and helicopter aircraft, single entry and exit 
point at the Puʻuʻōʻō Route) will force aircraft into potentially unsafe flight conditions.  
Commenters stated that the proposal does not account for weather patterns that are 
common in the area. 

Agencies’ Response: The local FAA FSDO reviewed the substantive safety related public 
comments, along with the routes and altitudes that would be authorized by the ATMP 
and made additional changes to flight route requirements to further ensure safety.  
These changes are detailed in the final EA and final ATMP and include providing altitude 
separation for bi-directional flow and detailing additional communication call-out 
requirements to enhance situational awareness to pilots flying in the area. 

Operators may not deviate from the designated routes and altitudes except as 
necessary for safe operation of an aircraft as determined under Federal Aviation 
Regulations requiring the pilot-in-command to take action to ensure the safe operation 
of the aircraft.  The pilot-in-command should return to the designated route and 
altitude as soon as safely possible after the hazard has passed. 

As stated in the ATMP, if pilots are on or entering a route and encounter weather that 
does not allow them to proceed further along the route at the prescribed altitude, they 
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must safely exit the route and either follow another route where weather conditions 
allow or exit the ATMP planning area. 

2. Concern Statement: Commenters expressed concern over the impact that volcanic ash, 
sulfur, and salt air can have on aircraft engines and airframes.  Commenters stated that 
aircraft manufacturers Pratt & Whitney recommend frequent checks for corrosion, daily 
desalination rinses, and engine borescope inspections.  Commenters stated that 
although many operators already include these mitigation measures, FAA should require 
these additional maintenance actions.   

Agencies’ Response: The Act does not provide jurisdiction over aircraft maintenance.  
All operators are required to meet airworthiness requirements per their certifications. 

Process Comments: Impact Analysis  

1. Concern Statement: A commenter suggested that the EA should include an "appropriate 
use analysis" in accordance with Section 1.5 of NPS Management Policies.  The 
commenter added that air tours are a discretionary activity subject to agency approval, 
and NPS has never formally considered whether or not air tours over the Park are an 
appropriate use. 

Agencies’ Response: The NPS is not required to document an appropriate use analysis.  
However, out of an abundance of caution, an appropriate use analysis has been 
included as Attachment B to the Record of Decision, National Park Service- Statement of 
Compliance.  

2. Concern Statement: Commenters suggested reaching out to operators to determine the 
economic impacts of limiting the number of flights.  Commenters stated that the 
allocation numbers do not take into account fluctuations in the market and that 
requiring additional equipment that serves the same purpose as ADS-B (which is already 
a requirement) is an unnecessary economic burden. 

Agencies’ Response: The ATMP limits the number of commercial air tours that may be 
conducted within the ATMP planning area to mitigate or avoid impacts to Park 
resources and visitor experience as directed by the Act.  Operators could seek to make 
up the number of daily or annual flights from air tours within the ATMP planning area by 
conducting air tour operations outside of the ATMP planning area, which are not 
regulated by the ATMP.  

Commenters state that the allocation numbers do not take into account fluctuations in 
the market.  The agencies disagree.  As stated in the EA, the air tours numbers for 
existing conditions were determined from the average of 2017-2019 period specifically 
to address fluctuation between years.  The Preferred Alternative was developed based 
upon a percentage reduction from the existing conditions.  Further, the ATMP does not 
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preclude operators from responding to market fluctuation and daily flight demand in 
other ways such as using their aircraft for other business ventures or conducting air 
tours elsewhere within the region.  In addition, commercial air tour operators would be 
allocated a certain number of commercial air tours over the Park, referred to as the 
initial allocation, until a competitive bidding process can be conducted.  Appendix A of 
the ATMP lists the annual allocations of operations by air tour operator: 

▪ Helicopter Consultants of Maui, Inc. (Blue Hawaiian Helicopters): 1,176 

▪ Mokulele Flight Service, Inc. (Mokulele Airlines): 1 

▪ K&S Helicopters (Paradise Helicopters): 77 

▪ Safari Aviation, Inc. (Safari Helicopter Tours): 185 

▪ Sunshine Helicopters, Inc.: 109 

The initial allocation reflects the proportional number of air tours that each of the five 
operators reported over the Park in the period from 2017-2019.   

The commenters also state that requiring additional equipment that serves the same 
purpose as ADS-B is an unnecessary economic burden.  In order to successfully 
implement the ATMP, the agencies determined that it should include the standards in 
Section 4.1 of the ATMP, Aircraft Monitoring Technology, to allow them to adequately 
monitor and ensure compliance with its conditions.  To this end, the ATMP requires that 
operators equip aircraft used for air tours with flight monitoring technology, use such 
technology when conducting air tours, and include flight monitoring data in their semi-
annual reports in the format requested by the agencies and in compliance with all 
applicable laws.  To the extent that ADS-B meets the performance standards in the 
ATMP, the operator can utilize ADS-B for those purposes.  The agencies consulted with 
the National Parks Overflights Advisory Group regarding the cost of various flight 
following technologies and found that there are off-the-shelf options that could meet 
the requirements of the ATMP.   

3. Concern Statement: The commenter suggested the simplest and most relevant measure 
of quiet technology for national parks is the sound exposure level (SEL) of an aircraft in 
level flight at 2,000 ft., and it can easily be employed to determine which operators used 
the quietest equipment, and stated that the SEL metric provides a good comparison of 
noise between aircraft.  The commenter provided the following information about the 
SEL metric: The SEL metric represents all the acoustic energy (a.k.a. sound pressure) of 
an individual noise event as if that event had occurred within a one-second time period.  
SEL captures both the level (magnitude) and the duration of a sound event in a single 
numerical quantity, by squeezing all the noise energy from an event into one second.  
This provides a uniform way to make comparisons among noise events of various 
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durations (FAA, Fundamentals of Noise and Sound, 
https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/policy_guidance/noise/basics/). 

A commenter suggested that the agencies develop criteria beyond just the SEL metric to 
account for other acoustic characteristics such as frequency and sound quality that also 
determine the intrusiveness of the noise.  The commenter stated the SEL noise level can 
be measured from overflights or derived from the FAA's Aviation Environmental Design 
Tool (AEDT) noise model, either through modeling or "Noise Power Distance" curves, 
and with the SEL of each aircraft known, the aircraft can be ranked from quietest to 
noisiest and the A-weighted average of the noise rankings based on the number of 
operations of each operator will allow comparison between operators to determine 
their relative rank.  The commenter provided the following example:  If there were two 
operators, and one flew 75 operations with the quietest aircraft and 25 with the second 
quietest aircraft, and the other operator flew 50 operations with the quietest aircraft 
and 30 operations with the second quietest aircraft, their weighted average noise 
ranking would be: Operator 1:  [(75 ops X 1 rank) + (25 ops X 2 rank)]/100 Total ops =  
1.25 and Operator 2:  [(50 ops X 1 rank) + (30 ops X 2 rank)]/80 Total ops =  1.375.  The 
operator with the lowest weighted average ranking is the operator with the least impact 
on the Park, and the one entitled to the greatest reward or incentive for quiet 
technology.  After the quiet technology rankings of each operator are calculated, and 
each operator is ranked, the 25-50% of operations reserved for operators with the quiet 
technology can be distributed using a formula such as:  

Rank of Operator in Use of Quiet Technology Incentive (Percentage of Quiet Technology 
Operations Awarded) 

1 - 30%; 2 - 25%; 3 -20%; 4 - 15%; 5 - 10% 

Agencies’ Response: There are many different types of noise level metrics that can be 
used to assess the noise impacts of air tours, including SEL as the commenter suggests.  
The agencies used a variety of metrics to account for the noise impacts including 
duration, intensity, and spatial footprint.  Specifically, the noise analysis uses equivalent 
continuous sound level (LAeq) mapped across space and day-night average sound level 
(DNL), which are averaged metrics over specific time periods.  Other metrics were also 
used, including time audible (also mapped), time above 35 dBA (also mapped), and time 
above 52 dBA.  Finally, the maximum sound level (Lmax) metric was also used as an 
instantaneous metric.  The additional metric of SEL is not necessary and using SEL alone 
would not distinguish which aircraft are quietest.  Additional information about noise 
modeling can be found in Appendix F of the EA, Noise Technical Analysis. 

4. Concern Statement: A commenter noted that previous work by the FAA published in 
Advisory Circular AC-93-2 is not helpful or appropriate for application in ATMPs.  The 
commenter stated that the document lists aircraft meeting a noise efficiency standard 

https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/policy_guidance/noise/basics/
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that reduces noise per seat, that the Advisory Circular is outdated, and that a noise 
efficiency standard is a poor definition of quiet technology because it may or may not 
correspond to a lesser impact of overflight noise on parks.  The commenter stated that 
this is because noise efficiency and quiet technology are not the same thing, that less 
noise per passenger seat does not equate to less noise and fewer impacts per operation 
on the Park, and, therefore, noise efficiency does not measure the effectiveness of quiet 
technology on parks.   

Agencies’ Response: AC-93-2 contains the measured or estimated noise levels for 
aircraft currently used for commercial sightseeing operations in the Grand Canyon 
National Park special flight rules area and is not applicable for the Park.  The agencies 
have and will continue to use the best available information and data to inform 
decisions regarding quiet technology.  Additional information about noise modeling 
conducted for the Park can be found in Appendix F of the EA, Noise Technical Analysis.  

5. Concern Statement: A commenter stated that the EA failed to account for the indirect 
and cumulative impact of air tour noise in their assessment of Alternative 3.  The 
commenter stated that there are a number of foreseeable adaptations to Alternative 3 
that operators will make that will significantly impact Park resources, but that were not 
analyzed, including flights outside the ATMP planning area, the use of larger, noisier 
equipment, and the use of slower flights that extend the time and noise exposure over 
the Park.  The commenter also stated that the policies to implement the quiet 
technology incentives are too weak and ill-defined to mitigate impacts and by not 
properly analyzing each of these, the assessment of Alternative 3 understates the actual 
impacts that will result.   

Agencies’ Response: The EA appropriately accounted for indirect and cumulative 
impacts.  Each of the environmental impact categories, including air tour noise, were 
analyzed in detail in the EA and include an analysis of indirect and cumulative impacts 
for each of the alternatives.  Section 3.1.2 of the EA, Environmental Consequences for 
Noise and Noise-Compatible Land Use, discloses that it is reasonably foreseeable that 
current air tour operators could seek to make up lost revenue by offering air tours 
outside of the ATMP planning area, as these would not be regulated by the ATMP.  This 
type of shift in air tour activity is referred to as “air tour displacement,” and could 
consist of air tour operators shifting routes or altitudes to just outside the ATMP 
planning area.  Air tour displacement could result in impacts to resources to the extent 
that they are present near the locations where the displaced air tours occur.  However, 
it is difficult to predict with specificity if, where, and to what extent any air tours would 
be displaced to areas outside the ATMP planning area, including over the ATMP 
planning area at altitudes at or above 5,000 ft. AGL.  Consistent with the Council on 
Environmental Quality regulations, the agencies disclosed that specific air tour routes, 
altitudes, and numbers of tours are not available to assess noise and other potential 
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indirect and cumulative impacts associated with reducing or eliminating air tours within 
the ATMP planning area.  Because specific air tour routes are not available, it is not 
possible to identify all the other potential noise sources outside the ATMP planning area 
that might contribute to the acoustic conditions within the ATMP planning area. 

The ATMP authorizes air tours by specific aircraft, and provides that any new or 
replacement aircraft “must not exceed the noise level produced by the aircraft being 
replaced.”  Thus, operators will not be able to use larger, noisier equipment unless the 
ATMP is amended to allow the use of such equipment.   

It is not reasonably foreseeable that operators will fly slower flights that extend the time 
and noise exposure of the Park.  It is unclear how flying slower would benefit the 
operators.  Further, most of the air tours over the Park are conducted by helicopter, and 
much of the efficiency of a helicopter is used to maintain lift, meaning that slower tours 
may not result in much fuel savings.  Finally, aircraft are also unlikely to fly more slowly 
over the Park because hovering and loitering are prohibited on two of the three 
authorized routes, and limited on the Puʻuʻōʻō Route and in the Pu‘u‘ō‘ō Quiet 
Technology Zone.   

Lastly, the commenter also stated that the policies to implement the quiet technology 
incentives are too weak and ill-defined to mitigate impacts and by not properly 
analyzing each of these, the assessment of Alternative 3 (Preferred Alternative) 
understates the actual impacts that will result.  Appendix F of the EA, Noise Technical 
Analysis, describes noise impacts that can be expected under the Preferred Alternative 
for aircraft currently within an operator’s fleet.  Further, the Noise Technical Analysis 
also specifically models the Preferred Alternative with the quietest helicopter currently 
being used.  Therefore, the agencies have disclosed and considered how different the 
impacts could be between quiet technology and non-quiet technology operations.  
Further, any changes in aircraft from what is analyzed in the EA, including those that 
qualify for the quiet technology incentives, must be equal to or quieter than what is 
included in the ATMP.  Therefore, the EA properly analyzes the impacts of this 
alternative.   

6. Concern Statement: A commenter stated that NEPA has not been correctly applied and 
the starting point of the noise analysis should be the natural ambient sounds of the Park 
and that the impact analysis must judge the noise impacts of commercial air tours while 
they are taking place in the Park—specifically which areas will be impacted by noise 
from air tours in the Park. 

Agencies’ Response: The agencies complied with NEPA and all other applicable 
environmental laws in the development of the ATMP.  See Section 3.1 of the EA, 
Affected Environment for Noise and Noise-Compatible Land-Use, and Appendix F of the 
EA, Noise Technical Analysis for specific information on how the noise analysis was 
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conducted.  The agencies used the existing conditions of air tours (the three-year 
average from 2017-2019 of commercial air tours conducted under interim operating 
authority) as the baseline to compare alternatives, in accordance with NEPA.  The 
alternatives were each compared to the actual current conditions of the Park, which 
currently includes air tours, in order to accurately assess the impacts of the proposed 
action (the change from the current conditions to what the conditions would be as a 
result of the proposed change).  However, the agencies acknowledge that no previous 
NEPA analysis of interim operating authority occurred because the issuance of interim 
operating authority for commercial air tours over the Park was a nondiscretionary action 
directed by Congress.  One of the metrics calculated in Appendix F of the EA, Noise 
Technical Analysis, was time audible under natural ambient conditions, which is the 
total time (minutes) that aircraft noise levels are audible to an attentive listener with 
normal hearing under the median natural ambient conditions.  The median natural 
ambient is the sound level exceeded 50 percent of the time, determined from the 
natural sound conditions found in a study area, including all sounds of nature (i.e., wind, 
streams, wildlife, etc.), and excluding all human and mechanical sounds.  Time audible 
does not indicate how loud the event is, only if it might be heard.  The agencies also 
used the time above 35 dBA and time above 52 dBA metrics.  These metrics evaluate 
both the intensity and duration of noise.  Further, these metrics are calculated 
independent of background ambient and were considered in contrast to both the 
natural and existing ambient.  Thus, the agencies did consider the impacts of the air 
tours themselves on the Parks’ resources and visitor experience, in the context of both 
existing and natural ambient conditions, which is disclosed in the EA.  See also Agencies’ 
Response to Concern Statement 8 in this same section. 

7. Concern Statement: A commenter stated that no cost analysis has been conducted to 
determine revenue loss to the Park and the reduction in the number of flights would not 
allow operators to break even.  The commenter stated that the Hilo district has been 
designated as an impaired economic area and the ATMP creates additional hardships 
within this zone. 

Agencies’ Response: The fees collected by the NPS from air tour operators are required 
by the Federal Lands Recreation Enhancement Act (FLREA) and are not related to the 
ATMP or the Act.  The NPS also collects Park entrance fees and user fees which fluctuate 
by visitation levels.  The revenue the Park collects under FLREA is made up of a variety 
entrance and user fees and fluctuates by visitation levels. 

As discussed in Section 3.7.2 of the EA, Environmental Consequences for Environmental 
Justice and Socioeconomics, the limited number of flights permitted under the Preferred 
Alternative could limit the potential future economic growth for commercial air tour 
operators and other ancillary businesses.  Because of the capital investment air tour 
operators have in aircraft, facilities, and equipment, operators could seek to make up 
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lost revenue from air tours within the ATMP planning area by conducting air tour 
operations outside of the ATMP planning area to the extent possible.  Operators may 
use their aircraft for other businesses or operations such as search and rescue, fire 
protection, resource mapping and assessment, and flight for life operations.  Therefore, 
although the ATMP would limit the opportunities for air tour operators and ancillary 
businesses to generate revenue from air tours conducted within the ATMP planning 
area, these alternatives would not preclude operators from making up this revenue 
generation in other ways such as using their aircraft for other business ventures or 
conducting air tours elsewhere within the region.  The commenter does not explain how 
the ATMP creates additional hardships.  The agencies have determined that the 
socioeconomic and environmental justice analyses in the EA is adequate.   

8. Concern Statement: Commenters stated that it was unclear why noise modeling did not 
include all allowable fixed-wing and helicopter models and were concerned that the 
maximum noise impacts were not captured since louder aircraft models were not 
included in noise modeling for the No Action Alternative and Alternative 3.  
Commenters noted that the No Action Alternative excludes BHT-430-430, MD-369-D, 
MD-369-E, CE-337-T337H, and CE-421-C, and doesn't differentiate between EC-130-B4 
or T2 models, while Alternative 3 excludes BHT-430-430, BHT-407-407, MD-369-D, MD-
369-E, CE-337-T337H, and CE-421-C and doesn't differentiate between EC-130-B4 or T2 
models.  Additionally, commenters stated that the BHT-430-430's flyover volume is 
considerably higher than the EC-130-B4's flyover volume, and suggested describing why 
aircraft models mentioned above were not included in noise modeling. 

Agencies’ Response: The analyses for the No Action Alternative and Alternative 3 
represent the current and reasonably foreseeable future conditions and are based on 
the three-year average of commercial air tour activity from 2017-2019.  As required by 
FAA policy, the FAA typically represents yearly conditions as the Annual Average Day 
(AAD).  For ATMPs, it was determined that a peak month, average day (PMAD) 
representation of the operations would more adequately allow for disclosure of any 
potential impacts.  Thus, the noise modeling represents the most likely or average 
condition during a peak month of activity for each alternative.   

For the years 2017-2019, reporting data submitted by the operators (as required under 
the Act) included operations using the AS-350-B2, EC-130-B4, EC-130-T2, BHT-407-407 
and MD-369-E helicopters, as well as the Cessna 208B fixed-wing aircraft.  PMAD 
operations included the AS-350-B2, EC-130-B4, EC-130-T2 and BHT-407-407 helicopters, 
and Cessna 208B fixed-wing aircraft.  PMAD does not include the MD-369E operations 
as these represent less than 0.1% of all operations.  The BHT-430-430, MD-369-D 
helicopters and CE-337-T337H, CE-421-C fixed-wing aircraft are not reported as being 
flown by the operators during those years and are therefore not represented in PMAD. 
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Regarding the specific aircraft and airframe configurations, the FAA's noise model 
database (Aviation Environmental Design Tool, AEDT) does not include information on 
all possible aircraft, airframe and engine configurations.  Rather, AEDT provides the 
default aircraft mappings required by the FAA for use in NEPA analyses of FAA actions.  
As such, the EC-130-B4 and EC-130-T2 are modeled using noise data from a default EC-
130 aircraft.  

For additional information see FAA Part 150 and Guidance on Using the Aviation 
Environmental Design Tool (AEDT) to Conduct Environmental Modeling for FAA Actions 
Subject to NEPA. 

Process Comments: Alternatives Considered  

1. Concern Statement: A commenter stated that the Act and other NPS laws (54 U.S.C.) 
were incorrectly applied because they are intended to protect national parks, not 
promote commercial air tours.  

Agencies’ Response: The ATMP is consistent with all applicable laws, including the NPS 
Organic Act.  The Act authorizes the agencies to prohibit commercial air tours over all or 
part of a national park but does not require them to ban them if their impact on park 
resources and visitor experience can be mitigated to an acceptable level.  The agencies 
selected Alternative 3 because it continued to provide some opportunity for commercial 
air tours to be conducted within the ATMP planning area, while appropriately mitigating 
or avoiding impacts to Park resources and visitor experience.  

Process Comments: Other  

1. Concern Statement: Commenters stated that the EA does not adequately consider the 
NPS Organic Act or the Redwoods Amendment Act and recommended adding a 
subsection to Chapter 1 or an appendix that summarizes applicable laws relevant to the 
proposed action, to include the NPS Organic Act.  The commenter notes that the 
Organic Act is referred to as the NPS conservation mandate and, as such, it, along with 
other laws and policies, mandates the conservation of Park resources and values.  

Agencies’ Response: The agencies considered all applicable laws and policies in the 
development of the ATMP and EA, including the NPS Organic Act, as amended.  A list of 
applicable laws and policies is not required content for EAs.  See 40 CFR § 1501.5.  The 
National Park Service- Statement of Compliance, attached to the Record of Decision, 
details the NPS’s compliance with applicable provisions of its Organic Act and 
Management Policies. 
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2. Concern Statement: Commenters suggested that the decision document should include 
an impairment determination for the proposed action, consistent with Section 1.4.7 of 
NPS Management Policies.  

Agencies’ Response: Consistent with NPS policy and guidance, a non-impairment 
determination is included in Attachment B to the Record of Decision, National Park 
Service- Statement of Compliance.  

3. Concern Statement: Commenters suggested including a specific resource monitoring 
plan that systematically and periodically assesses the impacts of air tour noise on 
natural and cultural resources, including wildlife, Wilderness character, cultural 
resources, and visitor use.  

Agencies’ Response: The ATMP and other NPS planning documents for the Park include 
sufficient monitoring to protect Park resources.  The NPS may monitor the condition of 
Park resources at any time.  Additionally, Section 8.0 of the ATMP, Adaptive 
Management, states: “The NPS will conduct monitoring to ensure that the terms and 
conditions of this ATMP remain consistent with Park management objectives.”  If new 
impacts are observed to resources, the NPS can initiate additional monitoring at the 
Park and adaptive management or plan amendments that may be used to ensure the 
continued effectiveness of the ATMP over time.  As stated in Section 3.7 of the ATMP, 
Additional Requirements, annual meetings will serve to ensure that air tour operators 
remain informed regarding the terms and conditions of the ATMP, including any 
adaptive management measures or amendments, and that operators are made aware 
of new or reoccurring concerns regarding Park resources.  The annual meeting is also an 
opportunity for Native Hawaiian Organizations or individuals to inform agencies of the 
dates on which no-fly days, listed in Section 3.5 of the ATMP, Restrictions for Particular 
Events, will occur. 

Process Comments: NEPA  

1. Concern Statement: A commenter expressed concerns over the agencies' decision to 
prepare an EA and not an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).  The commenter 
stated that 40 CFR § 1502.3 relates to major Federal actions significantly affecting the 
quality of the human environment and requires agencies to complete an EIS. 

Agencies’ Response:  An EIS is only required when there is a potential for significant 
effects on the human environment.  As documented in the EA and Findings of No 
Significant Impact (FONSIs), there is no potential for significant effects for the selected 
alternative.  Thus, the agencies were not required to prepare an EIS for the ATMP. 
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Correspondence ID: 1 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Michael, Zeff  

Received: May,16 2023 01:27:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I read a great deal of the PDFs, proposed alternatives, flight routes, etc.  

Having lived in Volcano for most of my life, it'd feel disastrous to have all that helicopter noise in such a quiet, 
sacred land. Additionally, I see quite a few flight paths coming right up the highway over fern forest / Glenwood. 
Because this is outside the flight zone requirements in terms of altitude, I can only imagine the impact this will 
have on tens of thousands of homes, families, and very importantly, recovering nene populations.  

The song "O Kalapana" is based on a chant about Holei, within the park and within flight path thresholds. The 
chant and song speak of the voice of the ocean, which can be heard all the way up on the cliff at Holei, miles from 
the shore. This is profoundly important to respect and protect as a Hawaiian heritage and cultural right.  
Additionally, Pele's wind blowing thru the silence at Halema'uma'u is recorded in numerous chants, and is a 
fundamental aspect of native practices, traditions, and ways of connecting with the land and spirits of the land. 
Both by day and by night. If at any point a helicopter disturbed this silence, it would be a breach of Hawaiian 
cultural rights and practices within this sacred land. Not to mention, just plain disrespectful.  

I, and many in our community in and around the park, highly DISAGREE with implementing proposed air tours. 
Especially on the bases of the breach of cultural rights, and the negative impact on endemic and endangered 
species, migratory patterns, etc.  

Expect this to be highly disfavored and unsupported by the vast majority of the community of our island. 

Correspondence ID: 2 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nelson, Coreen  

Received: May,16 2023 09:21:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Aloha, 

Flying tours should stay away from the parks in Hawaii County. We got our past two mayors to get rid of the 
NOISE of helicopters and now we have to attend to more &quot;noise pollution.&quot;  

Also the elites can take their tours like the rest of our tourists on the islands. 

Why don't we get our roads and highways up to the amount of population we have on the Big Island? 

Get our workers home without the congestion of the tourists slowing us down to get home and attend to our 
crops, lives and welfare. 

We need to keep the Hawaiians, locals of years to help keep &quot;ALOHA&quot; in Hawaii too. 

I have been here 35 years and we are losing our ALOHA to give to each other and then give to our guests. 

Please consider please Transportation Department - fix the congestion and then onto getting this project going. 
Please again? 

Aloha nui loa, 

Coreen Nelson 

Correspondence ID: 3 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: HOWARD, JUDY S 



Received: May,16 2023 10:49:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     There is no reason whatsoever to permit tour helicopters above the Park. Your proposal 
sacrifices the Park and those visiting it in a respectful manner to the interests of tour helicopter operators and 
thrill seekers. 

Correspondence ID: 4 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Groff, Paige R 

Received: May,16 2023 11:15:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Aloha to whom it may concern, 

Flights over the volcano national park have always been an educational purpose for those that travel to Hawaii 
from all over the world. Not only is it one of the most active volcanos out there, its also got a deep history directly 
tied to the Hawaiian culture. For years air traffic over the national park has become more and more strict, to the 
point that it can be challenging to see. As a fellow pilot here in Hawaii, I can honestly say that every operator does 
an amazing job at flying over the volcanos national park safely and quietly. Everyone one of us wants to enjoy 
seeing this magnificent volcano, while also allowing our guest to see the same beauty from a birds eye view. 

Our operations over the volcano typically take place above 1500 feet above the ground, also as far away from 
people or buildings to help with noise. Between all the operators out there, we work as a team to fly certain routes 
to mitigate hazards between one another. When I think about this being an issue I cant help but think about 
everything else going on in our state, such as our public beaches and coral reefs/wild life being bombarded by 
hundreds of tourist each day. I think about the cruise ships that come and dock in Kailua bay and all the shuttle 
boats brining in guest, and the impact that must have on our ocean life. When we fly over the national park, 
Typically we are there for no more then 10-15 minutes. We are flying above 1500 feet, with little to no carbon foot 
print being left behind.  

To limit the number of fly overs would be eliminated a lot of our jobs as aviators. Also eliminating what is to most 
people, a once in a lifetime experience. We are not there to make noise or harm anyone or anything. It simply to 
view one of the great beauties our island has to offer from a birds eye view. 

Correspondence ID: 5 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Janelle  

Received: May,16 2023 11:22:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     This seems like a shame to limit people's ability to see the natural beauty of Hawaiis national 
parks and volcanoes. Seems to me like a helicopter tour is much safer than foot or vehicle traffic 

Correspondence ID: 6 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nelson, James  

Received: May,16 2023 12:22:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Please do not allow more flights over Hawaii Island. 
Aircraft spew solid pollutants (metals) that fall to earth. These pollutants/metals enter our ground water, 
catchment tanks and oceans. They also fall on vegetation and gardens. But the biggest problems is the fire 
behavior that has plagued the Mainland. The pollutants become embedded into vegetation. Causing the 
vegetation to burn hotter. This is causing extreme fire behavior throughout the U.S. 

Please don't pollute this beautiful and Sacrad land. 



Correspondence ID: 7 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jones, Chris W 

Received: May,16 2023 12:53:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     My family are avid hikers. We hiked on the Big Island in 2022 and plan on returning to do 
more of the same in January 2024. 

A couple of people in a helicopter spoils an experience for a great many more on foot. Noisy machines detract 
from nature.  

Thank you for your time. 
Chris 

Correspondence ID: 8 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: ,  

Received: May,16 2023 13:04:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Are flight elevation requirements/ enforcement addressed? I live in Mililani and have noticed 
helicopters flying lower and lower (all day long). 
I have many family members who live in Volcano. On my last visit to the National Park I was so disheartened 
when I started hearing that awful sound I thought I could escape on Oahu, especially such a sacred place.  
If they can't be shut down entirely, can they at least be kept higher up so as to cut down on the noise pollution that 
can be heard miles and minutes away. 

Correspondence ID: 9 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: ,  

Received: May,16 2023 13:29:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Like most park-goers, I hope for some semblance of solitude when I go into nature. 
Helicopters and planes should have to go around and shouldn't be near National Parks and I'd argue State Parks. 
The noise is incessant, damaging and irritating even with quiet technology. Parks should be about open skies and 
nature, and not about someone paying x amount of dollars to fly in. Personal drones are banned in National Parks, 
but why are Helicopters given carte blanche? They shouldn't be allowed.  

Not that Kalalau is a National Park, I could hardly enjoy my 4 night stay there two years back because of an 
incessant barrage of helicopter tours every single day. I couldn't even hear the birds in Kalalau Valley. Imagine 
how it must feel to call out for a mate and not be able to hear your own voice as an endangered bird. It's shameful 
and I'm embarrassed for Hawaii. It's becoming constant on all Islands and we're tired of it. Do the right thing and 
bar helicopter tours from all Parks. Five people shouldn't be allowed to run roughshod in the presence of 
endangered wildlife and everyone else seeking beauty and grace of a National Park. 

Correspondence ID: 10 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: ,  

Received: May,16 2023 13:37:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Mahalo for developing this comprehensive draft. The proposed routes should greatly reduce 
the impacts on local communities, day visitors to most areas of the park, and several sacred locations where 
cultural practices take place. 



Correspondence ID: 11 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sarbin, Barbara  

Received: May,16 2023 15:00:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Aloha! I have the privilege of bringing my Volcano School students into Volcanoes National 
Park all year long, sometimes weekly, for educational programs with Park Rangers. This past Friday, on the 
Keanakakoi Trail, the voice of our wonderful educator, Jody Anastasio, was repeatedly interrupted by helicopters 
overhead. It really ruins the beauty and peace of hiking and learning in nature when tourists are hovering in 
helicopters or flying over in planes. I have also experienced this with my students on the Kipukapuaulu Trail many 
times, where the birdsong we are listening to as part of our studies is constantly being overpowered by the 
helicopters and planes overhead. Anthropogenic noise is disruptive to behavior of native birds. We have been 
taught that as students, our voices should not be any louder than the birdsong. As an educator who uses 
Volcanoes National Park as a vital resource and outdoor classroom, I would appreciate it if the Park would lessen 
the allowance for tourists flying overhead during school days and hours. Mahalo nui. 

Correspondence ID: 12 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Douglas, Bob  

Received: May,16 2023 16:53:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     If you issue permits please make sure that the operators are required to record the entirety of 
the trip.  

Many fly very low over Hawaiian Homes Lands in total disrespect of the kânaka maoli that live there. Better 
would be that routes are defined from ITO and requires using a coastal route for the entirety of the route. Since 
the operators are required to provide the data. Make it available for the public to examine by waypoint. This 
would allow us to track the violations more effectively. This is very important during events as the operators tend 
to circumvent altitude requirements. 

Currently they seem to be adhering better but we need an enforcement tool. 

Correspondence ID: 13 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: ,  

Received: May,16 2023 17:09:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Tour helicopters fly directly over my home in Kealakekua numerous times a day all day long. 
They fly extremely low causing loud noises that disturb the entire subdivision consisting of many homes.  

Besides the noise, these flight paths could possibly cause crashes that would result in loss of lives and property.  

Tour helicopter flight plans should be confined to over unpopulated land and over the ocean. 

Thank you. 

Correspondence ID: 14 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jugoz, Nakana M 

Received: May,16 2023 17:29:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I am AGAINST air tours flying over Hawaii Volcanoes National Park. As a native Hawaiian 
and cultural practitioner, there are cultural procedures and protocols being done almost everyday at any given 
time by natives of the land. Having the noise pollution of aircraft flying by is not only a huge distraction and 



interruption of native practices and protocols, it also shows a blatant disregard for the sacredness of this area, the 
people, and the protocols being performed. There are already so many cultural practices that can not be exercised 
at this park like foraging, fishing, hunting, and even traditional living, that this noise pollution and interruption of 
hula, chanting, and cultural practices is vastly crossing the line of being humble, responsible, and respectful guests 
on this sacred land. Being the home of our fire goddess Pele and many legends, how can the park yet again let 
another cultural aspect of natives die and be suppressed. The oppression of our culture, traditional lifestyle, and 
worshipping cannot suffer another low blow for the sake of profit that doesn't help the indigenous in any way, 
shape, or form. I urge the national parks to treat our people the way you treat out wildlife and plants. As native 
Hawaiians we are the caretakers of these elementals and wildlife and we do not even get the same level of 
protection and encouragement as the birds and plants get. It is plain to see our people are in great danger and 
nearing extinction and no land or habitats have been given to the people. Hundreds upon hundreds of acres are 
kept pristine and protected but not one traditional village or land parcel has been given to native people to live 
traditional lifestyles. The parks system needs to adjust your care and protection to encompass all aspects of 
Hawaiian lifestyle, especially the Hawaiian people, for our bloodlines, stories, heritage, and knowledge is just as 
endangered as the birds and plant life. If not even this can be done or at least proposed and fought for, how can air 
tours even be a thing? I humbly ask and urge the parks services to extend their aloha to Hawaiian people and shut 
down the idea of air tours and start working on land parcels within the park to be given to Hawaiian families and 
individuals who seek to live a traditional lifestyle. Help us to re create an ahupua'a system, traditional fishing 
village, or land parcels to build traditional Hawaiian Hale for natives that wish to live the lifestyle of our ancestors. 
Please consider giving aloha to not only our birds and plants, but also the indigenous people of the land. 

Correspondence ID: 15 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Barlow, Ann  

Received: May,16 2023 17:38:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Aloha ka kou, thank you for entertaining comments to your draft ATMP, and thank you for 
making an effort to regulate the noise pollution caused by commercial air tourism at Hawai'i Volcanoes National 
Park. As a community member living in the serenity of the surrounding native forests and wilderness, the air 
tourism is offensive. The electronic whine of engines takes over the sound of native birds, wind, the volcano 
herself, and other natural sounds. One important goal of the Park is to protect the soundscape found here, and air 
tourism is in direct opposition to that goal. I have never had a visitor fail to comment on how offensive the sound 
is. This ATMP is a step in the right direction and I thank you, but it does not go far enough. Quiet technology 
exists and should be a requirement of any and all aircraft permitted to operate under the ATMP. Eliminating 
Wednesday and Sunday from regularly scheduled flights is also a good start, and I urge you to consider including 
more no-fly days. Perhaps the ratio could be 2 days of air tours, 5 days without.  

I have other concerns about equity and access. As a native hawaiian, I observe that primarily tourists from outside 
are the individuals utilizing this type of air tourism. Does their ability to pay large sums to tourism operators to 
gain air access outweigh the rights of people who experience the park on foot? Grant them the right to pollute the 
soundscape to satisfy some voyeuristic need? Perhaps this is an opportunity to educate visitors on the ethos and 
values of Hawaiian culture, respect and malama for nature, living in concert rather than to conquer.  

I respectfully request less access for air tourism, stricter requirements for quiet technology, and consideration of 
equity as this process continues. Many thanks for allowing this comment. 

Correspondence ID: 16 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: ,  

Received: May,16 2023 18:04:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Aloha - In order to comply with the Federal Endangered Species Act and the Federal 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act, ATMP Alternative 2, which prohibits helicopter tours over Hawai'i Volcanoes 



National Park, must be adopted. As supported by field studies, any amount of helicopter tours would have a 
negative impact on endangered species such as the Nene Goose and Honeycreeper, and therefore would be in 
violation of these Federal laws.  
Mahalo for your consideration. 

Correspondence ID: 17 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Modesitt, William E 

Received: May,16 2023 18:18:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     We are surrounded by noise and we need a place to escape, a place of refuge, a place to think 
and reflect. Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park should be such a place. When I visit Hawai'i Volcanoes National 
Park, the last thing I want to hear and see are helicopters and the noise they bring with them. Helicopters have no 
business disturbing the peace and quiet of those visiting the Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park. 

Correspondence ID: 18 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Frankel, David K 

Received: May,16 2023 21:11:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     The coastal route is too close to hikers and campers along the coast-- particularly with the 1/4 
mile buffer. At a minimum, flights should be .75 miles away with no buffer. Halape etc are wilderness areas! 

Correspondence ID: 19 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gonsalves Henriques, Venus  

Received: May,16 2023 22:30:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I hope you will limit or end tour flights over the Hawaii Volcano National Park! It disturbs the 
natural habitat of many Hawaiian Birds, as well as the tranquil state we should be in when visiting our Tutu Pele. I 
hope you will extend this limit to Waipi'o Valley! We are considered country/rural, but it sounds like we live next 
to a helipad, with the helicopters flying over homes, over the valley, low and close to the coastline. 

Correspondence ID: 20 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nakagawa, Aiko  

Received: May,17 2023 10:15:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I oppose air tours happening above Hawaii national parks. Not only is this land sacred, 
hearing and seeing aircraft's lessens the experience for locals and tourist alike. 

Correspondence ID: 21 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: ,  

Received: May,17 2023 13:34:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     The proposed air traffic management plan (ATMP) is wholly inadequate and must be revised 
to ban all air traffic within the boundaries of the park due to serious concerns about the negative impact that flying 
aircraft can have for safety of visitors, staff, and wildlife. After all, that was the *exact* reasons cited for banning 
unmanned aircraft from airspace above NPS land and manned aircraft are faster and heavier posing a greater risk 



to those on the ground. In addition manned aircraft disrupt the wildlife as they are louder and have a greater 
chance to injure or kill the wildlife. For these reasons, the NPS should treat manned and unmanned aircraft the 
same and ban them both. 

Correspondence ID: 22 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Daniels, Leanne M 

Received: May,17 2023 13:59:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     No. Please no. You can never undo something like this. Not only would it reduce the quality 
of the experience, its disrespecting a sacred place and has the potential for disrupting wildlife. Perfect example: 
the Grand Canyon. Ive been there with and without the air traffic and it cannot be compared. We dont visit 
National Parks to experience an airport.  

At a time when our nation is grappling wuth the massive number of people visiting, and in some cases requiring 
reservations, why oh why introduce more noise polution.  

You have a magical place, keep it that way. Besides, Pele would not be happy one bit. 

Correspondence ID: 23 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Patton, Jane  

Received: May,17 2023 20:50:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     As a frequent hiker in the park, I would love to see fewer helicopters flying over the park. It 
really detracts from the serenity of listening to the songbirds and enjoying the peace and quiet of such a beautiful 
national park. 

The proposed plan of fewer flights is much better than what is currently occuring. My preference would be to 
eliminate helicopter tours over the park all together. 

Correspondence ID: 24 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Chai, David K 

Received: May,18 2023 02:08:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I can't believe the NPS allows these invasive tours over the Park. I completed an Inventory 
and Assessment of Anchialine Pools in VNP in 1989 (Technical report 69) and the Park has always been special to 
me, which is why I purchased a home in the Volcano Golf subdivision.  
I have helped remove invasive species within the Park and elsewhere around the island and this noise pollution is 
extremely invasive. I come to Volcano to be at peace and in its power and serenity is where I feel closest to my 
Hawaiian roots and culture. The helicopter noise always destroys the experience and pollutes the Volcanoes 
mana. It should absolutely be a no-fly zone over the Park. Senator Ed Case is correct, that there should not be 
commercial tour flights over the Park. 

Mahalo, 
David Chai 

Correspondence ID: 25 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: , David  

Received: May,18 2023 14:32:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     Air tours offer a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for elderly and disabled persons to see 
landmarks without the impact of road vehicles, toilets, trash, trails, and ground based off trail activities. 

They are no less valid than ground tours and provide access to those with limited time or mobility with far less 
impact on the environment.  

As a private pilot I can say that the current proposals will force aircraft into potentially unsafe flight conditions 
and does not account for the weather patters that impact this area.  

I would rather see the HVNP benefit from the hundreds of thousands of dollars in revenue each year from air-
tour flights rather than limit the access and therefore income for the park. 

Correspondence ID: 26 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gregory, Kalei K 

Received: May,18 2023 15:48:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     You list Park Management objectives related to the development of this ATMP 
1) Protect biological resources. 
Is the reduction in foot traffic due to helicopter tours not helping to protect biological resources? People are able 
to enjoy the beauty of the national park without ever having to disturb the national park. 
2) Protect natural sound. 
Is it the decibel level that is an issue? Do we have a decibel meter at the front gate to prevent people from bringing 
in certain cars, motorcycles, trucks, and vans? Like a library, do we also have Park Rangers roaming around with 
decibel meters to ensure people are talking reasonably and not coughing or sneezing (which are both louder than 
the helicopters flying overhead)? 
3) Protect Wilderness Character 
Would one not be able to experience solitude more if the number of people that needed to go to the park on foot 
was reduced? What about the ADA, what if one's only way to experience the park wholly is by air? Would you 
discriminate against people with disabilities when the park is open to everyone else 7 days a week, 24 hours a day, 
including holidays, but not them? 
4) Protect cultural resources and traditional uses 
You basically reference natural sound here again. So the same questions arise. Do you not allow vehicles that have 
the same decibel levels as a helicopter flying 1,500-5000 feet above the surface of the National Park in the national 
park? 

Also, when you reference &quot;quiet technology&quot; is this a function of decibel level? Will you accomplish 
test flights to determine the decibel level of each aircraft operating on this island? What if an aircraft that does not 
possess &quot;quiet technology&quot; has a decibel level at or lower than one that does? 

Correspondence ID: 27 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: collins, joel  

Received: May,18 2023 18:00:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     This draft is very one sided the impacts of the visitor on the ground compared to the ones in 
the air  
noise and footprint should be compared before a draft make one side limited the footprint on the ground 
is way more than in the air. REMEMBER LOOK BUT DO NOT TOUCH 
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Correspondence:     The plan is a good start. I am a resident of mountain view, hi and the tourist copters regularly 
fly over my home. Normally the first arrives between 830 am and 900 am. We purchased acreage in the country to 
hear the birds not the helicopters. I have been sitting on my lanai in the peaceful jungle quiet only to be 
interrupted by the loud whirring of the rotors above. Often they fly directly overhead. Sometimes they are very 
low and i can read the company name and number on the aircraft. I feel like i live next to an airport. I am excited 
about the sunday &quot;day off&quot;. I am thrilled that the number of flights will be cut down. I would love to 
know what the three flight paths are. I also hope that the state is providing some way to enforce these new 
regulations. There are many people that have just given up and decided to live with the annoying and intrusive 
noise. I hope rhat they will take this opportunity to let everyone know that the tour companies are affecting the 
wellbeing of many people, animals, and our precious aina. 
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Correspondence:     Aloha, 
I'll keep this short as i can. It seems that Hawaii is one of the most restrictive areas for nature and natural beauty. 
Adding further restrictions does not preserve people's experience but rather limits access to experiences. While 
balance is needed it already seams we are going out of balance in the wrong direction.  
Thank you for your time, 
Edward Stephenson 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Air tours should not be allowed over national parks, residents and kanaka maoli in the flight 
path already put up with enough. Tourists should not be prioritized over the people who live here. Charging more 
money to enter parks stolen from kanaka maoli is a terrible idea. Please increase fees for tourists only. 
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Correspondence:     Please Stop the noise over all parks, community areas and homes. 
It is too much for 4 people to get a view while ruining the peace and quiet of everybody below. 
This includes army, marine, coast guard, Cessna training flights and tour helicopters. 
Where I live sounds like a constant drone or worse a bone vibrating war zone. 
The FAA, military, flight schools and tour companies do not respond to complaints. 
Please help quiet the skies. We are tired of protesting, make some rules, do your job. 
Thank you 
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Correspondence:     I have visited Hawaii for vacations numerous times over the last 40 years. Tour aircraft should 
be prohibited from operating over Hawaii Volcanoes National Park which includes a NO FLY requirement. 
Unfortunately over 35 years ago I did take a helicopter ride over the national park and this was wrong. Now I 
know better than to cause harm to residents on the ground. As a regulatory agency, I urge the FAA to implement a 
NO FLY option and eliminate helicopter noise from impacting those on the ground. This is provided for in the 
original 2000 Congressional ATMP legislation. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I don't have a financial or personal interest in this industry and don't live near the park, but 
I'm a local resident and would like to point out that our local tour operators have the same right to make a living 
using the airspace above the parks as the major airlines do to operate their aircraft over major cities. 

Buying a piece of property in rural Hawaii does not entitle residents to perfect quiet, unobstructed views or traffic 
free roads. 

Federal lands are used for oil and gas extraction, livestock grazing, commercial fishing, solar power production 
and a host of other invasive activities. These activities are essential to our national economy and ( aside from the 
externalized costs of fossil fuel extraction which the Federal Government has refused to impose on the oil 
companies ) they benefit everyone. 

By artificially limiting the number of flights, time of flights, type of aircraft and creating other rules and regulations 
around airspace use, the National Park Service is making the park less accessible to visitors, creating negative 
economic impact for local businesses and creating a special carve out for Federal lands that does not exist for 
private land holders. 

Citizens don't like it when the Federal Government creates different rules for themselves than they have for 
everyone else. 

The FAA already does a great job regulating our common airspace. No special rules are needed for the National 
Parks simply because a few local residents complain about the noise. 
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Correspondence:     I support banning all air tours above and around Hawaii Volcanoes National Park. It's 
inconsistent with Native Hawaiian cultural practices and goes against malama 'aina (caring for the land). The 
wildlife, flora, fauna, environment, and the peace of the park are disturbed by air noise and flights. Why should 
Kanaka Maoli and practitioners, hula halau, generously sharing their culture with tourists, be limited to only one 
day of quiet, as proposed? I was recently on a ranger tour that had to pause to be heard, as the tour group watched 
the helicopter buzz over us. It's completely unnecessary for any human being to have to tour the volcano or the 
island by helicopter. I have a disabled family member that can enjoy the park from car and accessible trails, so the 
argument that helicopter tours are the only accessible way for some disabled people to enjoy the park--is false and 
insulting.  

The park is one of the only places in Hawaii that's accessible and welcoming to all to enjoy the beauty and peace of 
nature. While there are places in the state that are still peaceful and rural, tourists shouldn't be allowed to trample 
through locals' backyards to get to that peace and quiet. Volcanoes National Park should keep the park quiet and 
peaceful--no air noise and no overhead annoyances. That's why millions of tourists visit the park, even when the 
volcano isn't erupting--to experience the beauty, peace and quiet of old Hawaii. 



As an alternative to banning ALL air tours, I support limiting the number of air tours per year or day and support 
ALL air tours flying quiet technology ONLY during limited, designated hours. But even quiet technology flights 
are harmful to the environment, the local wildlife, and especially native birds and insects that are quickly being 
decimated, and therefore even quiet tech flights should be limited to short, designated hours. Rather than 
proposing that most daylight hours be open for flights, it should be the other way around-- most daylight hours 
should be for people and animals enjoying the quiet, and flights for only a few hours, a few days a week AT MOST. 

The park should care for all areas surrounding the park--the ground and underground, the sea, the air--and 
limiting (ideally removing) flight tours in and around the park should be a priority to preserve the park for 
generations to come. Mahalo. 
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Correspondence:     Definitely need to restrict aircraft from the Kilaeua Summit Area.  
I'm a resident of VGCC Estates residential neighborhood at the summit.  
There are several Meditation Retreats in the area.  
The constant noise pollution created by aircraft (especially helicopters) 
Is destroying the peace and tranquility of our serene environment.  
There is also a couple/few hunters with high powered long range hunting rifles  
living in the area who have been heard threatening to shoot at aircraft flying within  
ear-shot/line of sight range. I have recently been hearing gunshots in the  
neighborhood as helicopters fly by. A very serious safety concern.  
Please advise aircraft operators to remain vigilant and clear of VCGG Estates.  
Mahalo  
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Correspondence:     I agree with Sunday reserved as a no fly day. 
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Correspondence:     As a resident of Volcano Village for over 30 years, I totally approve the new plan and 
commend the work done to preserve and protect the native Hawaiian environment from sounds which could 
disrupt and damage.  

Myself and my neighbors have been hearing helicopter and aircraft accelerate over the years, including illegal 
flying over Volcano Village - we are pleased to finally have constraints placed on aircraft to alleviate this issue.  

I r a O n o 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I am deeply grateful for the policy of quiet-only flights and/or no flights on certain days to 
protect the sanctity of this sacred space.  
I would add that no-flight days on important seasonal shifts would also be deeply appreciated by cultural 
practitioners (of which I am one). Specifically, equinoxes, solstices, and opening/closing of Makahiki season, as 
well as some time around Merrie Monarch season, when many visiting Halau are offering their ho'okupu to Ka 
Wahine Kapu Pelehonuamea.  
I also hope that at least some of the revenue earned by these air-tour companies is being funneled back into the 
community through donation or funding of important community/cultural projects, since they are directly 
profiting off of a Hawaiian sacred space while not only giving nothing back, but directly damaging it through 
sound-pollution and lack of proper protocols and respect. I understand that the National Park cannot control 
what a private company does with their own profits, but perhaps some of the fees the pay to the park could be 
funneled into a fund to support Native Hawaiians.  
Mahalo for this opportunity to share feedback. 
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Correspondence:     Overflights at Volcanoes National Park: 

"The Snoqualmie Tribe in Washington state says helicopters flying over a giant waterfall are disrupting traditional 
ceremonies. It's asking federal aviation authorities to intervene." 

An Arches National Park plan proposed authorizing "up to 309 air tours per year on four defined routes." 

Bryce Canyon National Park proposed authorizing "up to 515 air tours per year on defined routes." 

In 2023 Volcanoes National Park is discussing authorizing up to 1,565 air tours per year on three defined routes. 
What!?! 

No! Enough is enough. The wants and profits of a few in helicopters should not interrupt native practitioners' 
sacred space and the enjoyment of tens of thousands of park visitors. 

To stand in silence and watch hula on Kilauea Volcano is to enter sacred space. One night on Kilauea Volcano we 
watched in the stillness as clouds over the caldera slowly withdrew to reveal bright stars and a lunar eclipse. Two 
women began to chant. In the silence, like a ghostly choir, an echo answered from across the caldera. Then from 
the glowing lava in Halema'uma'u came the voice of Kilauea. No words can describe the awe and wonder of that 
lived experience. Stillness is the door we leave open for the sacred.  

Stillness and natural sounds in Volcanoes National Park and in other US parks are endangered natural resources. 
Preserving wilderness sounds enhances visitor experience. NPS must garner "converts" to wilderness 
preservation among the rising generation or national parks will be left to profiteers. If nature is given stillness, she 
can speak for herself and fill her cathedrals with faithful protectors. 

Silence is one of the last great resources the NPS can protect for the people. Protect our ʻāina from those who strip 
mine the whispering winds from the skies. Cap Volcanoes National Park commercial overflights at 300 or less. 

No priest must beg for silence to break bread at a church. The ʻāina is filled with mana. Kānaka Maoli draw 
strength from the land. Aloha and stillness for Kilauea and her cathedral. 
Mahalo 
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Correspondence:     body content 
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Correspondence:     Please show us a treaty of annexation between the Hawaiian Kingdom and the U.S. or Federal 
Government. Otherwise, you don't have jurisdiction over the area. All funding from air flights should be going to 
the Hawaiian Kingdom and not the corporations known as the STATE OF HAWAII or the DEPARTMENT IF 
THE INTERIOR. I oppose it because you don't have any jurisdiction. Mahalo! 
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Correspondence:     A good start to improving the park. The noise of overflights current is very intrusive for the 
benefit of a few that impact many other visitors. It would be a better park experience if all flights over the park was 
prohibited. 
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Correspondence:     We have been asked to once again give our final comments regarding this plan. I most recently 
submitted a cover letter with comments and attachments from kupuna regarding history, culture, and background 
as requested. Here once again are my comments regarding the current draft plan. 

1. Although I appreciate the lessening of air tours with and without noise management, I am request there be no 
flights over the crater.  
Reasons as previously stated and acknowledged in your draft plan are:  
a. the entire crater area as well as the land below and the sky above are part of the same sacred space.. Having been 
at the crater conducting cultural activities during a fly over, I have had to stop until the offending craft has left the 
area as the noise is very disruptive and invasive. I have had visitors stop and look up to see where the noise is 
coming from while gazing at the crater.  

2. There is a set number of companies and flights in the ATMP as determined by a previous accounting over a 
period of time. I see that in the plan that to add any new companies to the list, there will be a strict procedure. 
When is enough enough? a limit should be set now and any new applicant should have to wait until a current 
company ceases its operations.  
My reason for this thinking is that the entire state is suffering from increasing numbers of tourists. This is an 
opportunity to manage those who choose to visit this incredible place. In my opinion, this would decrease the 
footprint and improve the visitor experience. Many places have gone to a reservation system to control the 
numbers.  

4.Monitoring. Lastly, I have a real concern about how the ATMP will be enforced. I see that there will be a 
number to call.  
We on Hawaii Island know full well about response times for enforcement. By the time the call is made the 
offending aircraft will most likely be out of sight and no longer out of compliance..  



Mahalo for allowing us to continue to give input in making our wahi pana special for everyone to enjoy. 
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Correspondence:     I'm not familiar with contemporary helicopter models, but I am familiar with my experiences 
in the military. The birds those tour companies use are the noisiest 'copters on the planet - even at the high 
altitudes most of them fly. I expect they might even be removing the noise abatement equipment on them to 
increase passenger weight capacity, but I have nothing to prove that as fact. 

That said, the tours out of ITO seem to have direct flight paths over large populated areas of the Puna District. 
Although every aviator will say that the shortest, most fuel-efficient path to a destination is a straight line, what 
about the impact on neighborhoods below? During the eruption of 2018, a motion picture foley artist could have 
used the noise of the tour choppers headed to Leilani Estates over Hawaiian Paradise Park as an overdub mix for 
Apocalypse Now. It was ridiculous, and I know a few vets who were pretty shaken up with PTSS back then from 
it. 

Flight paths over coastal waters would be ideal, but the tour companies would complain about fuel consumption. I 
can't suggest an answer, but something DOES need to be done about it. 
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Correspondence:     My compliments to the NPS, FAA and others involved in preparing the EIS. It is a very 
professionally researched and detailed document.  

I believe that Alternative 2 is the Best option. However, Alternative 3 is also a good second alternative in limiting 
the annual number of flights over ATMP, as well as limiting the flight days to 5 days/week, except for aircraft with 
quiet technology, as approved by FAA.  

As Volcano National Park (VNP) has the highest number of tours under the Act, an ATMP definitely needs to be 
done and its implementation expedited. The very frequent helicopter tours create a negative impact on the 
visitors, cultural sites, native Hawaiian events, as well as the unique flora, fauna, and birds. Even if Alternative 3 is 
chosen, the ATMP would limit the annual air tours to about 1600/year, a great reduction from the current levels.  

I believe the proposed required annual NPS training covering the Park's priorities/objectives, as well as enhancing 
the interpretative narrative and FAA's Introduction Fly Neighborly training are needed components of the ATMP 
for educating the tour companies and pilots of the importance of Volcano Park and its resources.  

To ensure compliance with the Act and ATMP, semiannual reporting should be enforced, as well as attendance at 
the annual meeting.  

Allowing not only the NPS and FAA, as well the public to report apparent noncompliance to the ATMP is needed 
to ensure compliance to the Plan by pilots and tour operators.  

Thanks again for the opportunity to comment on the EIS, as well as the ATMP.  

Mark Gordon, Waikoloa HI. 
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Correspondence:     Stop doing everything in your damn power to destroy tourism in Hawaii. The government 
shouldn't have the power to destroy a private business. The volcanos release many more times environmental 
pollutants than the turbine powered helicopters. 
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Correspondence:     As a single engine, fixed wing pilot, I wish to oppose changes restricting the airspace usage 
over the Hawaii Volcanoes parks. For the most part the current airspace is either rural or over water, based upon 
my experience on the tours with local tour operators. This noise generated by the tours has a short-term impact to 
those who hear it (while overhead), and the tours were operating prior to the vast majority of the impacted 
Indvidual's purchasing property in the impacted areas. IE the home / land owners knew about the noise prior to 
their purchase. These tours represent the best way for a majority of the population to experience the beauty and 
splendor of these remarkable sites. Much of the area around Volcanoes National Park is privately owned and is 
inaccessible to tourism. The proposed changes in policy are counterproductive to sharing these incredible natural 
assets with the public. 
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Correspondence:     As a concerned citizen to express my deep apprehension regarding the proposed restrictions 
on helicopter flights over volcanoes in Hawaii, particularly in relation to the impact it would have on individuals 
with physical limitations. I kindly request you to reconsider this policy decision and ensure that everyone, 
regardless of their physical capabilities, can continue to experience the awe-inspiring beauty of these natural 
wonders. 

Helicopter flights have long been an invaluable avenue for people with physical limitations to appreciate the 
magnificence of Hawaii's volcanoes. These individuals, who may face challenges in hiking or navigating difficult 
terrains, rely on the accessibility and comfort of helicopter tours to gain a unique perspective on the volcanic 
landscape. By restricting these flights, we risk denying them the only means by which they can truly enjoy and 
connect with the beauty of our state's natural heritage. 

It is crucial to emphasize the importance of fairness and inclusivity in policymaking. While it is undoubtedly 
important to balance the needs of various stakeholders, it is equally essential to avoid disproportionately favoring 
one party over another. In this case, restricting helicopter flights would disproportionately disadvantage 
individuals with physical limitations, who already face numerous barriers in their everyday lives. 

By allowing helicopter flights over volcanoes, we enable these individuals to partake in an experience that would 
otherwise be unattainable for them. We must acknowledge that nature's wonders should be accessible to all 
members of our society, regardless of their physical capabilities. Denying helicopter access solely to accommodate 
the preferences of a specific group would create an unfair disparity and perpetuate the marginalization of those 
already facing physical limitations. 

Moreover, it is worth considering that helicopter tour operators have invested substantial resources into ensuring 
the safety and accessibility of their flights. These companies have diligently adhered to strict regulations and 
implemented robust safety measures to protect both their passengers and the environment. Penalizing these 
responsible operators by limiting their operations would not only undermine their investments but also hinder the 
economic growth and job opportunities associated with this thriving sector of our tourism industry. 



Instead of limiting helicopter flights, I propose exploring alternative solutions that address the concerns while 
preserving the rights of individuals with physical limitations. This could include implementing strict flight 
guidelines to minimize environmental impact, encouraging tour operators to utilize advanced noise reduction 
technologies, and establishing designated flight paths that ensure both safety and accessibility. 

In conclusion, I implore you to reconsider the proposed restrictions on helicopter flights over volcanoes in 
Hawaii. By preserving the accessibility and inclusivity of these flights, we uphold the principles of fairness and 
provide individuals with physical limitations the opportunity to experience the natural beauty of our state. I trust 
that, as a compassionate advocate for all members of our society, you will give this matter the serious 
consideration it deserves. 

Thank you for your attention to this urgent matter. I look forward to seeing your continued commitment to 
ensuring equal opportunities and access for all individuals in our great state of Hawaii. 
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Correspondence:     Please consider ONLY allowing disabled and kupuna (70+) to use quiet helicopters for sight 
seeing tourism. 

In addition, I favor means testing fees, with a broad sliding scale, so that this service is available to a broad range of 
individuals. Those with higher wealth and/or income should pay at the high end of the scale to subsidize those 
without such means. 

mahalo, 

kaleo kaluhiwa 
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Correspondence:     Our farm animals are burdened by numerous helicopter flights flying well below the required 
elevation minimums. It terrifies certain animals, elevates other's anxiety and decreases their general overall 
happiness and sense of safety. We live in the farthest area from people we could find to provide our animals this 
peace. End of small road, acres next to thousands of acres of cattle pasture. My livestock and animals literally do 
not see any other vehicles or people aside from the harassment from these aircraft profiting from this intrusion. 
These helicopters show absolutely no respect for our peace, or privacy, taking a seemingly direct route over our 
beautiful land every time they pass. Sometimes they illegally fly so low I can see their faces. The faces of others 
who impose on people for profit in my yard. People who don't show respect for anything living on this land. 
Where in this world should we go, could we go, to simply find peace if every inch of our sky is available for 
commercial profit? It is a great responsibility you have to every living creature on this island to regulate this 
horrible, selfish situation. These offensive flights actually have people filming others, on their own private 
property, without their consent or permission. Do you think it's OK for someone to fly over and film your child 
playing nude in your yard, on many acres, hidden from view of all? Sent running for cover in your own yard? It's 
gone too far when a human doesn't even have the ability to feel sun on their own body in their own yard, despite 
having 100% privacy for acres around. The ONLY thing stopping the people and the livestock/animals from 
enjoying this peaceful land are the low flying helicopters. The proposed routes are perfect. We would no longer be 
bothered by these intrusions. The proposed flight plan is 100% supported here. Please make this a reality. It would 
provide privacy to so many households that truly desire and deserve peace in this chaotic world. 
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Correspondence:     I agree that helicopter tours should be reduced over our National Parks. In fact, if I had it my 
way, all helicopter and parasailing activities would be outlawed as so few enjoy the actual activity, but everyone is 
annoyed by their existence. Mahalo! 
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Correspondence:     After reviewing all correspondence regarding the Draft Air Tour Management Plan for 
Hawai`i Volcanoes National Park, I find it ludicrous that this has continued for twenty-three (23) years. 

Bill  
4. H.R. 1071- 118TH Congress (2023-2024), Safe Quiet Skies Act, To impose safety requirements on commercial 
air tour flights, and for other purposes. This bill is sponsored by Hawai`i State U. S. Representative, Ed Case and 
co-sponsored by U. S. Hawai`i State Representative, Jill Tokuda. They are also supported by Hawai`i State U. S. 
Senators, Mazie Hirono and Brian Schatz. Archived testimony is included regarding the commercial aircraft 
accidents and deaths. Representative Case's special interest, includes changes of strong wind patterns that are 
unpredictable. Therefore, I strongly support the No-Fly Zone designation (commercial aircraft) over HVNP. 
Realistically, limited exemptions must be allowed for safety measures: natural disasters, fires, air lifts, government 
operations, heavy equipment, utilities, and maintenance.  

While we are aware that the turbine engines of all aircraft are impacted by the salt water environment in which 
they are flown, it is an additional danger when these engines are exposed to the high levels of acid rain and fine 
particulate matter emitted by the eruptions of Kilauea and Mauna Loa. They may result in possible engine failure 
while in flight. Droughts that happen at different times of the year, the lack of water supply, and most importantly, 
the extreme danger of wild fires due to accidents. Also, the lack of enough firefighters in HVNP, should be taken 
seriously. Therefore, proactive preventive measures and actions for the safety and well-being of everyone should 
be the number one priority.  

Section 106 prominently demonstrates that the Hawai`i Volcanoes National Park in its entirety is a Wahi Pana. It 
is deeply enriched in its sacredness, spirituality, culturally, na mo`olelo, and the endangerment of all endemic and 
indigenous species, mauka to makai. 

I strongly oppose the Commercial Air Tour Operations over Hawai`i Volcanoes National Park (HVNP). I will 
leave you with a quote by OHA Trustee Sylvia M. Hussey, Ed.D., Chief Executive Officer.  
"I wish we made decisions out on the land rather than indoors because when we are on land, and we listen to the 
land, we make very different decisions." 
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Correspondence:     I understand that the Rotary Wing Air Tour Industry is not going to go away. I also realized 
that this industry does indeed employ our neighbors and friends, gives our visitors a once in a life time experience 
, and in some instances give our civil defense personnel another set of eyes during an eruption. With that said 
0826, Mothers Day Morning, walking my Dog and there they are. shattering the morning calm. This is pretty 
much an everyday occurrence. My suggestion is to limit the operating hours, and no fly on Sundays. Time over the 
Park should start at 1100 hrs. In closing it has been none stop now that Pele has awakened. 
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Correspondence:     I've been a private pilot for about 35 years. Have over 5500 total hours. I would be upset to 
limit helicopter tours in Hawaii. I get tired of the government micro managing our lives. Just be sure that the faa is 
responsible for safety standards and keep out of the ecology side of making a viable business suffer. Thanks John 
Crystal 
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Correspondence:     I am AGAINST any restrictions based on day of the week. The separation of church and state 
is a constitutional mandate, and I am SO TIRED of Christianity ruling everything in my life when I am an atheist. 
We have the absolute right to be free from religious restrictions, and therefore restricting flights on Sundays is 
absolutely unconstitutional and need to be removed. 
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Correspondence:     This is another bogus environmental report. Are we going to stop all travel? There is noise 
around every airport in the world. Are we limit air travel and back to horse and buggies. People like to see the 
parks from the air it's a different experience. Our National parks were established for the people to be able to 
enjoy them not just the rich and famous. Limiting helicopter tours will raise the prices so the common people 
won't be able to afford it. I'm against this proposal and so are everyone I know. Thank you for reading my 
comment. 
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Correspondence:     As a Big Island resident, I would favor reducing helicopters on all the islands and complete 
elimination over Natl Parks. We were lucky enough to head up to Volcanoes National Park to see the latest 
eruption yesterday. On our walk to a lookout point, there was constant helicopter noise, sometimes more than 
one, and at one point three. It was sad to be walking through this incredible landscape having to listen to the noise. 
Helicopters are bad for the environment with their exhaust, they serve very few people and cause noise pollution 
for the rest of the visitors and residents. Just because we have the technology to fly and some folks can afford it, 
doesn't mean we should be disrupting other's right to peace and quiet. 

Another instance, a few years ago, we were on Ke'e Beach on Kauai and there was constant helicopter noise and 
one after another hovered just off the beach. You could hear them coming and going all afternoon. Such a 
beautiful remote location and we were subject to the noise just so a few folks could view from the air.  

Thank you for your time. 
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Correspondence:     As a person who lives directly underneath the helicopter flight path to and from Volcanos 
Park I am in support of this plan to curtail the invasive drone of these machines that have been negatively affecting 
our lives for the last 20 years. The helicopters are very loud and intrusive. We live on agriculture zoned land in 
Kurtistown. We cherish the solitude but there is none when everyday the flyovers to and from the park destroy 
our ability to enjoy our days. No sooner does one or two aircraft pass does another and another. When we go for 
hikes in the park its the same, the constant drone of aircraft. This takes away from the quality of the experience for 
the hundreds, perhaps thousands, at the park while serving only dozens in the sky, that is just not fair. My family 
fully supports the reduction in helicopters at the park. 

Sincerely, 
Terry Harvey 
Kurtistown, HI 
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Correspondence:     Please don't reduce the number of helicopter tours allowed. 

By design, and for good safety reasons, there is no access allowed by the public to large portions of Hawaii 
Volcanoes National Park. This is especially true during active volcanic eruptions. These tours are the only way for 
the public to witness one of the greatest spectacles of the world.  

The ATMP lists multiple other ways to reduce the noise impact to the park, including establishing routes, 
restricting horus, and pushing for next generation quieter aircraft.  

There are better options available to reduce the impact of noise on the park without curtailing public access like 
this. Please don't make such a drastic 86% reduction in the allowed tours. 
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Correspondence:     I am opposed to any air tour flights over Hawaii Island and the Hawaii Volcanoes National 
Park. As a lifelong resident of Puna, I have experienced the daily noise and disruption to our home life and 
livelihood by helicopter tours. I grew up just 4 miles from Pu'u O'o vent and have experienced for far too long the 
continuous buzz of helicopters circling overhead to sightsee and gawk at the 35 years of eruption. I am now owner 
and operator of a land-based tour business. We conduct hiking and sightseeing tours in Hawaii Volcanoes 
National Park. The helicopter tours overhead are a great nuisance to the visitors' park experience. We often have 
to wait until they pass by before continuing sharing the mo'olelo and history of the areas that we are visiting. I can 
only imagine how the noise of these helicopters disrupt the natural environment including the homes and life 
cycle of our many endangered species. In addition to the noise, the air pollution is unacceptable for our climate 
friendly park. Please ban all air tour flights over Hawaii Island, including the Hawaii Volcanoes National Park, in 
order to return to the peace and solitude that should be within our island home and natural ecosystems. 
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Correspondence:     To whom it may concern: 

These are my comments and suggestions regarding the Hawai'i Volcanoes Draft ATMP. 

Firstly, I want to recite the general history of the problem of the helicopter air tours over the Big Island (BI) of 
Hawaii. For many long time residents of the BI, the exponentially worsening problem of air tour overflights has 
become a severe issue of harassment and public nuisance in recent years. When for many, many generations 
before, we have lived in peace and quiet in our natural rural environment, but over the past decade or so, these 
private air tour companies have become more and more a bigger nuisance, with larger numbers of noisy, low 
flying aircraft and more frequent flights. 

Not only is there incessant and extreme noise, when these huge helicopters come roaring over the same paths, 
back and forth, many times each day, but they pose a grave threat to safety of the citizens on the ground! It is an 
indisputable FACT, that these tour helicopters are much more prone to accidents, compared to commercial 
flights, many of which have caused, and will continue to cause, severe injury and death. 

The tour helicopters have had a history of mechanical failures, pilot errors, and weather issues, causing them to 
crash with severe injuries and tragic loss of life. Nobody planning to go on a sightseeing tour should risk their life, 
nor should innocent people living under their flight paths be exposed to injury or death from their crashes. 

Therefore, my principal comment regarding this ATMP, is that there should be NO TOUR OVERFLIGHTS OF 
NATIONAL PARKS, AT ALL!  

It should be obvious to anyone, that the primary purpose of our National Parks is to provide a quiet, serene, 
natural environment for the people to be able to escape the noise, tensions, hassles of urban life, and to retreat to a 
calm and peaceful state of place and mind. Therefore, allowing ANY noisy tour overflights in National Parks is 
totally inconsistent and opposite to the very purpose of our parks! 

For many years in the past, our family would regularly go hiking in HVNP, for this exact purpose, for the serenity, 
the quiet, the wildlife, the sounds of nature. Since the past decade, and last 5+ years in particular, the assault from 
the noise and sight of these monstrous helicopters coming over us, has basically stopped us visiting the HVNP!!! 
All community efforts to negotiate voluntary changes of routes have failed. These greedy operators just keep on 
doing their tours regardless of the nuisances they cause. 

So, my NUMBER ONE COMMENT ON THIS ATMP = Make major changes, to ELIMINATE *ALL* TOUR 
OVERFLIGHTS OF HVNP, AND OVER THE RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOODS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. 

If the persons in control of the decision on this ATMP do not have the guts or principles or common sense to 
rewrite the ATMP to ELIMINATE ALL TOUR OVERFLIGHTS, then I am limited to just submit the following 
more detailed comments on the existing plans outlined in the ATMP. 

1. The &quot;quiet technology&quot; (QT) is a misnomer, a deflection and distraction from reality. From 
personal experiences over the past decade, of thousands of overflights of every kind of aircraft, QT or non-QT, 
there is little difference in the sound levels as perceived on the ground from these overflights. To actually 
eliminate the noise from these powerful sources, the helicopters must fly 2 MILES HORIZONTAL DISTANCE 
FROM ALL HOMES, SCHOOLS or ANY NOISE SENSITIVE AREAS, to make the sounds truly go away. 

Therefore, no special exemptions, nor extended hours of operation should be given to these &quot;fake&quot; 
QT named helicopters! 

2. An equally or more severe problem with the helicopters safety and noise, occurs OUTSIDE of the park 
boundaries, along all the paths the tour companies take to get to the Park from the airports or their bases. The tour 
operators have shown utter disregard for the FAA policies such as AC 91-36D, which states &quot;avoidance of 
noise-sensitive areas is preferable to overflight...&quot; They make no attempt to avoid overflights, rather they 
constantly fly directly over populated subdivisions, individual homes, schools, using the same paths, causing 
extreme and constant harassment and nuisance to thousands of residents, who by no fault of their own, live under 
these paths which the operators deliberately choose to use for some personal convenience. 



Despite thousands of online noise complaints submitted to the FAA hotline, by many exasperated residents, the 
FAA has done NOTHING to make the tour operators follow the guidelines and avoid overflights of homes and 
schools! 

3. Specific comments on the three new flight routes of Figure 2: 

a. Coastal route, is the most preferable route in general, but must maintain 2 MILES HORIZONTAL DISTANCE 
from the shoreline. 2000 feet is unacceptable, too close and still creates substantial noise for residents along the 
coast. AND, the coastal route MUST be used by ALL tour aircraft as their only path from the airports or bases to 
get to the viewing areas in the Park. NO OVERFLIGHTS OF RESIDENTIAL, POPULATED AREAS SHOULD 
BE ALLOWED, to get to and from the Park! 

b. Kahuku route must be ELIMINATED. There is population and schools all along Hwy 11 from Ocean View to 
Naalehu. Flying over the highway will NOT avoid noise pollution to the residents of Kau! ALL flights from Kona 
side to the Park MUST fly 2 MILES OFFSHORE to get to their destination, and maintain 2 MILES LATERAL 
distance from ALL homes, ranches, farms, or schools. 

c. Pu'u o'o route is the only sensible route to access the Park, from the coastal routes of entry/exit. There are no 
residential areas along that path, and even though there are some visitors and hikers along that path, it is probably 
the least intrusive of all the paths to access into the Park. 

SUMMARY: 

Even though the best ATMP is to BAN ALL TOUR OVERFLIGHTS OF NATIONAL PARKS, the proposed 
ATMP is a small step in the right direction, but still requires substantial further restrictions on the overflights, as 
stated in my responses herein. And, without a substantially expanded and comprehensive plan, to AVOID 
OVERFLGHTS OF RESIDENTIAL AREAS along the routes to and from the Park, little will be accomplished by 
the current Draft to mitigate the legitimate complaints and protests coming from Big Island residents! 

Most important is to:  
1. PROHIBIT OVERFLIGHT OF HOMES and SCHOOLS, on all routes to/from the Park from the aircraft bases 
or airports. 

2. MAINTAIN 2 MILES LATERAL distances from ALL HOMES AND SCHOOLS, and SHORELINES, on all 
approved routes to fully eliminate the noise. 

3. IMPLEMENT A 2 MILE OFFSHORE ROUTE for all tour flights around the BI, as Long Island, NY has made 
an offshore route like this in effect now for many years, with great success towards noise elimination and creating 
a sensible solution that allows both operators and residents to co-exist in peace. 

Mahalo for your attention to this important and long overdue issue! 

Dr. Michael Alapai Linnolt 
Volcano, Hawaii 
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Correspondence:     Being a Volcano resident is not easy. We have next to no municipalities (although we pay the 
same share of taxes) and we have to work extra hard just to provide for the basics. And why do we bother? The 
peace and quiet. We don't go through all of this extra work and expense to be bombarded with air traffic. When 
Kilauea is active, there is NON-STOP air traffic. Literally all day, everyday. As soon as one plane or helicopter 
departs, there is another just a few moments after.  
We do NOT live next to an airport or airstrip so this is unacceptable. The tour companies are reaping all the 
rewards at our expense. Our rain forests are unique to the world. Our community is unique and it's completely 
unfair to put this burden on such a small community when we receive no benefit whatsoever.  
Please consider the local residents who pay our fair share of taxes with very few resources in return.  
Enough already. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 81 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ouellette, Tracy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:32:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 82 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kay, Greg  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:32:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 83 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Secor, Glenn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:32:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 84 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Robinson, Brooks  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:32:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Brooks Robinson 

Correspondence ID: 85 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Plagge, Angela  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:32:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 86 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tedesco, Terry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:32:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 87 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ridings, Sharon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:32:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 88 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dallas, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:33:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. Thank you for your consideration. 

Correspondence ID: 89 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Deats, Lin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:33:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 90 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harris, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:33:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 91 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Binner, Burt  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:33:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 92 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vera, Laura  



Received: Jun,10 2023 08:33:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 93 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Copeland, Damon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:33:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 94 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Deats, Lin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:33:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 95 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tountas, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:33:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 96 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lentz, Eve  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:33:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 97 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fannin, Valerie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:33:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 98 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hon, Don  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:33:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 99 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Glenn, Shannon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:33:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 100 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fox, Vicki  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:33:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 101 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Yun, Allen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:33:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 102 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Armolt, Melvin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:33:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 103 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: the, Rub  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:33:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     Save earth 
National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours 
should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 104 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Larkin, Kelly  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:33:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 105 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cherubin, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:33:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 106 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Parekh, Jai  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:33:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 107 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Still, Brian  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:33:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 108 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Busby, C.  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 109 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Myers, Monica  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 110 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Chappell, Christina  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 111 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Farber, Judy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 112 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Garber, Julie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 113 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dierks, Dick  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 114 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Kristin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 115 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hill, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 116 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Parsons, Ron  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 117 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Poole, Patricia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:25 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 118 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goodwin, Chris  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 119 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sachs, Harvey  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 120 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Matherly, Norma  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 121 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brotze, Wayne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 122 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wyatt, Cathy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 123 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Calhoun, Becky  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 124 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Budin, Ilene  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Hello. Our National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, 
and enjoy interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 125 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Streich, Kim  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 126 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brimm, Martha  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 127 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Summers, Paula  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 128 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Williford, Marissa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 129 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eudy, Elaine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 130 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: perry, Jeannie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 131 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hosta, Denise  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:48 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 132 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Garfield, Faith  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 133 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mibus, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:34:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 134 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Hamann, Susanne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:35:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 135 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jones, Rosemarie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:35:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 136 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gonzalez, Renaldo  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:35:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 137 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Malenfant, Raymond  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:35:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 138 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mennel-bell, Mari  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:35:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 139 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lippert, Connie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:35:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Please protect our natural experience in the National Parks. 

Correspondence ID: 140 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Burns, Charlie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:35:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 141 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cantara, Gary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:35:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 142 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Canada, Riley  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:35:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 143 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Davis, Robin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:35:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 144 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Morgan, Chris  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:35:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 145 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Allen, Kimberly  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:35:22 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 146 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Franzmann, Paul  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:35:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places we go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 147 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tresner, Nannette  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:35:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 148 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Schade, Corey  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:35:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 149 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Skouge, Gloria  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:35:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 150 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Southworth, Todd  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:35:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 151 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mariorenzi, Maria  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:35:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 152 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gmeiner, Patti  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:35:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 153 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mitchell, Katheryne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:35:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 154 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Duffy, Leonard  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:35:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 155 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: S., Adrienne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:35:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 156 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dura, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:35:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 157 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Leonard, Esther  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:35:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 158 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hosford, Kim  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:36:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 159 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cherrier, Lisa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:36:01 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 160 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Krug, Ilana  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:36:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 161 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Prochazka, Penelope  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:36:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 162 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Rowan, Laurie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:36:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 163 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Richardson, Caroline  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:36:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 164 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Adrian, Sarah  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:36:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 165 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Owen, Stephen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:36:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 166 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: shiffrin, joyce  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:36:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 167 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Saint-Clair, Catherine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:36:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 168 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcconnell, Jennifer  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:36:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 169 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Roma, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:36:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 170 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Ruth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:36:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 171 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Esser, Char  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:36:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 172 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thiel, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:36:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 173 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gottlieb, Eric  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:36:56 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 174 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Moreno, Brigid  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:36:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 175 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goell, William  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:36:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 176 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: burbes, judi  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:36:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 177 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Morgan, Ellen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:36:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 178 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Waters, Melissa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:37:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 179 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pitcher, Kimberly  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:37:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 180 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bennett, Joan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:37:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 181 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jorgensen, Alena  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:37:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 182 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Howell, Valerie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:37:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 183 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Catania, Joe  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:37:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 184 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Alvare, Michelle  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:37:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 185 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bogle, Frances  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:37:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Do not allow air tours in national parks! I am counting on you to not against this! 

National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours 
should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 186 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schulte, David  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:37:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 187 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bernacki, Paul  



Received: Jun,10 2023 08:37:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 188 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Henson, Linda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:37:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 189 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Saunders, Jeffrey  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:37:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 190 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Silhanek, Jay  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:38:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 191 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Billhardt, Benjamin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:38:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 192 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Davis, Cheryl  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:38:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 193 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Krout, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:38:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 194 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Allen, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:38:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 195 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcclurg, Daviann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:38:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 196 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jastromb, Virginia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:38:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 197 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Scroggin, Deborah  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:38:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 198 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Catania, Joe  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:38:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 199 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Caredda, Christine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:38:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 200 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pankhurst, Heather  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:38:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 201 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Todd, Janis  



Received: Jun,10 2023 08:38:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 202 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cole, James  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:38:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks including those in Hawaii are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, 
watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala 
National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 203 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hajibrahim, Kristen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:39:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 204 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Yelton, Ron  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:39:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 205 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wininger, Cindy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:39:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 206 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brown, Janice  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:39:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 207 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Van Haaff, Stephanie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:39:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 208 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Frankeberger, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:39:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 209 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wills, S  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:39:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 210 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wingate, Jim  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:39:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 211 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Freeman, Amy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:39:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 212 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Young, Nancy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:39:52 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 213 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Larson, Emilie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:39:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 214 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lascano, Natacha  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:40:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 215 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Weyandt-Morgan, Bonnie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:40:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 216 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rosenwald, Harriet  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:40:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 217 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Baker, Anne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:40:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 218 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ackerman, Marisol  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:40:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 219 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schefter, Ken  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:40:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 220 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Majors, James  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:40:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 221 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Knight, Haven  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:40:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 222 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Camp, Linda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:40:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 223 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cattrell, Diane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:40:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 224 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Belter, Jerry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:40:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 225 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Yousef, Lenore  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:40:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 226 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mlawski, Leslie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:40:40 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 227 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wilson, Ivalee  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:40:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 228 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Knapp, Virginia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:40:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 229 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Mead, Joan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:40:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 230 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ray, Bobby  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:40:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 231 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jordan, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:41:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 232 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wintjen, Robin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:41:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 233 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Moad, Jane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:41:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 234 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rauch, Geoff  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:41:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 235 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shade, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:41:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 236 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: C, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:41:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 237 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Chasin, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:41:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 238 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Boston, Paul  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:41:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 239 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fish, Richard  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:41:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 240 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Derwent, Kimberly  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:41:59 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 241 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: L, D  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:42:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 242 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hoaglin, Dianne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:42:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 243 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Mizen, Julie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:42:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 244 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mugglestone, Lindsay  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:42:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 245 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Halling, Kevin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:42:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 246 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kouba, Nadine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:42:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 247 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Le, Jamie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:42:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 248 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gefvert, Cynthia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:42:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     As a child, my parents took us to many national parks and monuments. As an adult, I 
volunteer with the NPS and my husband and I make a point to visit and enjoy the parks.  

Our national parks and monuments are places to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. I believe that air-tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We visited Iceland several years ago to see the volcano erupting. One of our favorite memories was the sound of 
the lava flow and wind. Noisy air tours prevent this experience in Hawaii. Air-tours should not be allowed to ruin 
visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air 
tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and 
Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the &quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 249 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Craig, Ann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:42:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 250 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Faust, Jeanne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:42:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 251 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Foley, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:42:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 252 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ross, Marsha  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:42:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 253 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goodrich, Mark  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:42:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 254 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Milanowski, Tanya  



Received: Jun,10 2023 08:42:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 255 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harvith, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:43:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 256 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eisen, Richard  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:43:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 257 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cash, Donal  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:43:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 258 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Corpolongo, Roger  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:43:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 259 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Species, Scott  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:43:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 260 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Klein, Marvin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:43:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 261 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bogash, Lance  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:43:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 262 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kouba, Nadine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:43:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 263 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Feuchter, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:43:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 264 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Parente, Donna  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:43:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 265 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: WEINBERG, PATRICIA  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:43:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 266 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stables, Leah  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:43:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 267 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stogsdill, Lynnston  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:43:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 268 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nowicki, Renae  



Received: Jun,10 2023 08:43:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 269 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fisher, Jonathan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:43:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 270 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mckenzie, Rachelle  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:43:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 271 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rees, Beth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:44:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 272 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harris, Christine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:44:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 273 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hill, Sheri  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:44:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, observe wildlife, and seek 
peace. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 274 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Naumann, Debbie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:44:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 275 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hart, Nina  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:44:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 276 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kettelhut, Henry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:44:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 277 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Heinle, Janet  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:44:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 278 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Juncker, Suzy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:44:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 279 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schegloff, Myra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:44:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 280 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Williamson, Patricia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:44:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 281 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bushyhead, Dale  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:44:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 282 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bishop, Roberta  



Received: Jun,10 2023 08:44:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 283 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Muse, Jenalee  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:45:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 284 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hammel, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:45:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 285 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bartosz, Jane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:45:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 286 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Berman, Siegrid  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:45:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 287 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hess, Kathy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:45:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 288 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kofler, Michelle  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:45:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 289 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hamilton, Pamela  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:45:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 290 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Heinly, Bridgett  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:45:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 291 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Greene, Jeanine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:45:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 292 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jatinen, Jane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:45:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 293 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Motz, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:45:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 294 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mckenzie, Rachelle  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:45:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 295 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Knox, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:45:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 296 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Peirce, Susan  



Received: Jun,10 2023 08:45:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 297 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Parker, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:45:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 298 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: P, C  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:45:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 299 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Davidson, Bruce  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:45:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 300 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Branstetter, Kevin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:45:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 301 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Godwin, Nadine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:45:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 302 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Little, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:46:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 303 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bierschenk, Donna  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:46:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 304 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Barter, Kenneth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:46:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 305 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cole, Carole  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:46:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 306 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Class, Robyn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:46:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 307 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Anderson, Sharon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:46:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 308 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cordes, Ralph  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:46:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 309 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Leia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:46:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 310 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Addison, Terri  



Received: Jun,10 2023 08:46:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 311 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lima, Paul  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:46:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 312 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hennessy, Huntley  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:46:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 313 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fawcett, Anne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:46:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 314 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sweeney, Kathy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:46:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 315 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stoyanow, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:46:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 316 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Granato, Linda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:46:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 317 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Comings, Jane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:47:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 318 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Butler, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:47:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 319 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kellogg, Patricia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:47:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 320 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Solomita, Katherine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:47:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 321 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: PARKER, JANICE  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:47:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 322 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Little, Brett  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:47:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 323 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Siegel, Sheila  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:47:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 324 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jivelekas, George  



Received: Jun,10 2023 08:47:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 325 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Murphy, Liz  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:47:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 326 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: STERN, RICHARD  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:47:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 327 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lorion, Jan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:47:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 328 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Seipel, Janice  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:47:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 329 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Finch, Suzanne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:47:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 330 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hamilton, Pamela  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:47:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 331 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Burch, Linda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:47:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 332 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Halloran, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:47:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 333 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fanestil, Abigail  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:47:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 334 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Heiden, Jessica  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:47:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 335 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Domke, Ellen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:47:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 336 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fleming, Jennifer  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:47:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 337 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cranmer, Julia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:47:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 338 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wells, Lasha  



Received: Jun,10 2023 08:48:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 339 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: George, Diane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:48:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 340 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Collins, Marty  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:48:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 341 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Towne, Charles  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:48:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 342 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: lll, Lincoln  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:48:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 343 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Baker, Sharon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:48:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 344 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Munroe, Antje  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:48:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 345 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: g, Ari  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:48:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 346 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Malcolm, David  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:48:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 347 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stewart, Michele  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:48:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 348 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brusin, Eugene  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:48:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 349 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: O'Connell, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:48:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 350 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Murphy, Amber  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:48:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 351 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Knierim, Kristan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:48:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 352 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carlson, Carol  



Received: Jun,10 2023 08:49:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 353 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: jackson, richard  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:49:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 354 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brant, Daniel  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:49:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 355 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Iversen, Sheryl  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:49:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 356 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Noblett, Dee  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:49:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 357 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sorgeler, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:49:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 358 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hull, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:49:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 359 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brandes, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:49:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 360 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Topper, Diane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:49:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 361 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marion, Carolyn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:49:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 362 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gilstrom, Robin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:49:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 363 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Boulton, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:49:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 364 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hinde, Allison  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:49:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 365 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bordenave, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:49:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 366 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kiel, Ken  



Received: Jun,10 2023 08:49:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 367 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fickey, Rachel  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:50:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 368 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kummer, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:50:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 369 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Alexander, William  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:50:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 370 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wyland, Janet  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:50:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 371 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Durrum, Kathy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:50:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 372 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Seaton, Chris  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:50:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 373 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Longyear, Sharon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:50:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 374 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Culmore, Matthew  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:50:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 375 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shah, Summer  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:51:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 376 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Minault, Kent  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:51:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 377 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fillmore, Frederick  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:51:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 378 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Haarmann, Nancy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:51:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 379 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Roy, Debasri  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:51:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 380 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Austin, Laura  



Received: Jun,10 2023 08:51:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 381 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hartman, Brenda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:51:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 382 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fox, Deborah  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:51:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 383 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: C, Janet  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:51:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 384 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Frazier, Maggie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:51:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 385 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dunn, Gary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:51:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 386 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bloom, Peter  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:51:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 387 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marks, Cynthia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:51:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 388 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rose, Pat  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:51:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 389 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Holtzman, Lawrence  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:51:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 390 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Graham, Daniel  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:51:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 391 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Frischkorn, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:51:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 392 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Longyear, Sharon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:52:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 393 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dallin, Eric  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:52:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 394 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Oxman, Sharen  



Received: Jun,10 2023 08:52:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 395 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fannin-Laird, Marie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:52:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 396 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Linder, Patty  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:52:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 397 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jordan, Jeanne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:52:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 398 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stark, Katharine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:52:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 399 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bergeron, Lance  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:52:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 400 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Caldwell, Constance  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:52:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 401 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Flashman, Irwin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:52:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 402 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sammis, Henry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:52:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 403 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nicolai, Nicola  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:52:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 404 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harvey, Jazmine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:53:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 405 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Evenson, Marilyn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:53:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 406 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Strain, Darren  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:53:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 407 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cordeiro, Brock  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:53:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 408 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McMahan, Barbara  



Received: Jun,10 2023 08:53:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 409 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Baca, M.  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:53:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 410 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zembryki, Denise  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:53:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 411 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Higgins, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:53:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 412 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Davis, Timothy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:53:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 413 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fino, Marilyn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:53:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 414 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Childs, Carole  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:53:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 415 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Galipo, Catena  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:53:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 416 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ray, Laura  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:53:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 417 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shapiro, Steve  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:53:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 418 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bryan, Melissa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:53:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 419 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Murthy, Srinivas  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:53:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 420 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brehm, Kevin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:53:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 421 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ensle, Sharla  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:53:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 422 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Haas, Susanne  



Received: Jun,10 2023 08:54:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 423 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Burk, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:54:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 424 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Autry, Anne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:54:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 425 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Calhoun, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:54:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 426 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Snell, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:54:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 427 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kettyle, Richard  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:54:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 428 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smudin, Carole  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:54:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 429 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: D., Christina  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:55:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 430 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fleischer, Tim  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:55:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 431 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fickling, Karl  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:55:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 432 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Scovil, Pam  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:55:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 433 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kirk, Vivian  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:55:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 434 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Khalsa, Gurutej  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:55:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 435 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goodman, Deborah  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:55:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 436 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Xhrouet, Leonora  



Received: Jun,10 2023 08:55:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks. Wildlife and 
visitors should not be subjected to the noise of helicopters disrupting their visits! 

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 437 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bugosh, Gail  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:55:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 438 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wright, Robin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:56:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 439 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Potts, Tara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:56:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 440 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nelson, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:56:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 441 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: LaMorticella, Tony  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:56:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 442 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stelacio, Maria  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:56:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 443 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: LaFleur, Teresia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:56:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 444 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rugg, Andrea  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:56:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 445 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hammett, Hank  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:56:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 446 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marrs, Christopher  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:56:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 447 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Devine, Jeanne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:56:30 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 448 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Short, Kimberly  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:56:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 449 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hess, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:56:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 450 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Polland, Jacqueline  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:56:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 451 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jerome, Maynard  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:57:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 452 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Leffler, Scott  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:57:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 453 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: nick, patricia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:57:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 454 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zierikzee, R.  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:57:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 455 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Domke, Marilyn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:57:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 456 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Trosper, Cheryl  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:57:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 457 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fralick, Martha  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:57:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 458 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Buhler, Melissa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:57:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 459 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: King, Tammy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:57:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 460 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harris, David  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:57:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 461 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: deBen, C  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:57:26 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 462 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wagner, Priscilla  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:57:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 463 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Macomber, Paul  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:57:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 464 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Wright, Wendy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:58:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 465 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goebel, Fred  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:58:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 466 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hartz, Brendan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:58:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 467 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rutigliano, Janet  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:58:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 468 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Samp, Cecelia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:58:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 469 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cavasian, Edward  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:58:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 470 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Milano, Saffra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:58:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 471 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ishii-Kiefer, Takako  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:58:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 472 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wittich, Mariana  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:58:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 473 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: King, Thomas  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:58:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 474 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Frankel, Linda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:59:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 475 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Garden, Ked  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:59:03 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 476 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: James, Randal  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:59:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 477 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Anderson, Debby  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:59:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 478 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Wallington, Victoria  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:59:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 479 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brandon, Victoria  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:59:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 480 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Badger, Kimberly  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:59:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 481 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Magee, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:59:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 482 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goden, Gay  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:59:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 483 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cousins, Vera  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:59:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 484 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zonitch, Nina  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:59:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 485 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gorman, Anne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 08:59:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 486 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nieland, Thomas  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:00:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 487 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Frank, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:00:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 488 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ryder, Judy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:00:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 489 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wolff, Jennifer  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:00:02 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 490 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Parsons, Denise  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:00:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 491 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fachet, Patrick  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:00:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 492 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Ryder, Judy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:00:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 493 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Seymour, Stephanie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:00:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 494 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zonitch, Nina  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:00:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 495 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nieland, Carolyn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:00:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 496 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Insinga, Denise  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:00:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 497 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wilson, Kelly  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:00:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 498 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: R, Chris  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:00:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 499 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Byrne, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:00:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 500 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Christensen, Deb  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:00:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 501 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carey, Rebecca  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:00:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 502 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fonseca, Simone  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:00:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 503 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcfarland, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:00:38 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 504 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Audette, Jarryd  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:01:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 505 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Leff, Claudia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:01:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 506 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Janda, Jill  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:01:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 507 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Erdmann, Donette  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:01:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 508 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Damian, Ann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:01:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 509 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Waide, Richard  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:01:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 510 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Abbate, Shelley  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:01:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 511 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hanson, Delainie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:01:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 512 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Graf, Sue  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:01:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 513 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Held-Rude, Astrid  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:01:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 514 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Adams, Kim  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:01:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 515 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wagner, Bruce  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:01:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 516 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: youngs, Gail  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:01:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 517 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Talhami, Michelle  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:01:57 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 518 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cohen, Tova  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:01:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 519 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Levinson, Gilda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:02:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 520 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Genn, Nancy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:02:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 521 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tortell, Susie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:02:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 522 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Martin, Melodie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:02:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 523 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Helsing, Alan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:02:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 524 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: GAZERRO, JAMI  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:02:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 525 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Meith, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:02:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 526 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hollar, Jeffrey  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:02:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 527 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Willis-Froman, Penny  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:03:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 528 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: O'neill, Cara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:03:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 529 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Liang, Alicia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:03:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 530 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kane, Caitilin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:04:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 531 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Benton, Annette  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:04:39 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 532 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thompson, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:04:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 533 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Donaldson, Sally  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:04:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 534 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Blythe, Frances  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:04:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 535 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Felts, Martine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:04:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 536 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: di Mdina, Owanza  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:04:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 537 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Iverson, Steve  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:05:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 538 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mikala, Kyra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:05:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 539 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: kaye, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:05:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We have enough &quot;noise pollution&quot; in our daily lives. National parks should be free of such stress so 
we can truly unwind and enjoy nature. Air tours ruin the park experience. 

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 540 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gasperoni, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:05:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 541 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: pash, eric  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:05:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 542 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schaefer, Millie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:05:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 543 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stansbury, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:05:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 544 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rocha, Candace  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:06:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 545 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Simonds, Barbara  



Received: Jun,10 2023 09:06:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 546 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Savoy, Lauret  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:06:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 547 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Burrage, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:06:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 548 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kolstad, Patricia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:06:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 549 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vanbilliard, Conni  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:06:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 550 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rocha, Candace  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:06:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 551 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lund, Dale  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:06:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 552 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Huey, Patrick  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:06:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 553 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: CLAYTON, ANGELA  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:06:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 554 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schmidt, Linda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:07:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 555 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kapusta, Chad  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:07:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 556 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rains, Frances  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:07:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 557 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hepler, Grace  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:07:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 558 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Morris, T  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:07:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 559 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kuzmeskus, David  



Received: Jun,10 2023 09:07:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 560 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Poole, Yolanda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:07:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 561 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jerome, Maryanne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:08:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 562 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bentz, Adam  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:08:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 563 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Osgood, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:08:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 564 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Timberman, Lillian  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:08:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 565 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mulcare, James  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:08:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 566 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wright, Laurel  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:08:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 567 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goren, Lisa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:08:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 568 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Albrets, Peg  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:09:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 569 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McMahan, Mark  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:09:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 570 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Loch, Jennifer  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:09:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 571 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harrigan, Gemma  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:09:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 572 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Walker, George  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:09:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 573 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Donovan, Elaine  



Received: Jun,10 2023 09:09:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 574 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hicks, Cynthia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:10:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 575 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kozinski, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:10:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 576 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: O'Donnell, Cathy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:10:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Hawaii is such a peaceful, beautiful place. The National Park should reflect the majesty of the 
environment where the sounds of nature prevail. I visit National parks to enjoy the unique environment and 
educational opportunities each park offers. I love to watch wildlife, hike and enjoy nature. Air tours should be 
prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 577 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Daniels, Patricia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:10:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 578 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sarabia, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:10:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 579 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Walsh-Curley, Christina  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:10:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 580 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: D'Andrea, Jennifer  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:11:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 581 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Alleman, Laura  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:11:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 582 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Burke, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:11:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 583 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jensen, Bruce  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:11:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 584 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Azzarello, Joseph  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:11:13 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 585 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Peterson, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:11:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 586 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Frost, Diana  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:11:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 587 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Taylor, Mike  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:11:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

I live in Gustavus Alaska next to Glacier Bay National Park. Thankfully there are no helicopter tours here and 
single engine planes must operate high enough to minimize impacts on people and wildlife on the ground and 
water. However at nearby Juneau, our State Capital, obnoxious helicopter tours to the Mendenhall Icefield are 
terribly disturbing.  

For the Hawaii parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. 
Air tours are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 588 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stolfi, Jackie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:12:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 589 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brisby, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:12:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 590 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schildgen, Bob  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:12:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 591 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Livingstone, Judy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:12:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 592 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schmidt, SANDY  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:12:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 593 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schiller, Herman  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:12:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 594 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mendenhall, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:12:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 595 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Doorn, David  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:12:56 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 596 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Girard, Patricia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:12:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 597 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pereyra, Carolyn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:12:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 598 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Chandler, Carol  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:13:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 599 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Diggle, Gloria  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:13:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 600 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: foley, susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:13:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 601 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jeffries, Sandra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:13:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 602 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mackay, Donald  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:13:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 603 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goss, Patsy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:13:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 604 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Maxedon, Ed  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:13:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 605 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hanson, Shawna  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:13:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 606 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nagyfy, Desiree  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:14:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 607 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bonner, Tracey  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:14:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

We ALL have a responsibility to work together in order to Protect and SAVE our Wilderness, Waterways and 
Environment from senseless Destruction and Poisoning, including NOISE pollution, in the name of Ignorance 
and Greed! 

Correspondence ID: 608 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Katsouros, Tracey  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:14:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 609 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Rennhack, Holly  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:14:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 610 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Yukman, Thomas  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:14:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 611 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sinclair, Maggie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:15:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 612 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Abbott, Shaun  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:15:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 613 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Henling, Daniel  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:15:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 614 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Walker, David  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:15:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 615 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reynolds, Ronda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:15:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 616 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Olszewski, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:15:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 617 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gilles, Lisa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:15:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 618 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Holtzman, Lawrence  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:16:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 619 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bucko, Irene  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:16:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 620 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hollenbeck, Brett  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:16:05 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 621 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Barton, Gary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:16:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 622 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Esposito, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:16:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 623 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: BRITT, KRISTEN  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:16:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 624 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jones, Betti  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:16:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 625 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rudy, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:16:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 626 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lightcap, Jeanne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:16:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 627 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hamilton, Mark  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:16:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 628 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Davis, Jerry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:17:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 629 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marancik, David  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:17:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I have been to Kauai several times and the beauty is amazing, but the helicopters are terribly 
annoying....  

National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours 
should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 630 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jasper, Alan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:17:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 631 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carmichael, Linda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:17:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 632 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Lynette  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:17:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 633 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kling, Ray  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:17:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 634 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Soares, Susana  



Received: Jun,10 2023 09:18:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 635 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clark, E  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:18:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 636 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Altro, Patricia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:18:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 637 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Marcia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:18:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 638 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kessler, Robin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:18:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Why fo you continue to be ignorant, uncaring and greedy? Stop it. You owe us this. 

Correspondence ID: 639 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Park, Noel  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:18:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 640 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Underwood, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:18:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 641 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Iltis, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:18:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 642 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Arturi, Jeanne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:18:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 643 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Noto, Ursula  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:18:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 644 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Crouse, Gray  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:18:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 645 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mulder, Joni  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:19:08 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 646 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Phillips, George  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:19:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 647 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Chadwick, Andrea  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:19:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 648 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Webb, Jane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:19:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 649 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rove, Frances  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:19:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 650 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ricci, Lynn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:20:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 651 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harlow, Patricia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:20:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places visitors go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and 
experience nature. I believe that air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National 
Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 652 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hampel, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:20:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 653 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Martin, A  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:20:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 654 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Henriksen, James  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:21:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 655 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goldberg, Denise  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:21:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 656 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Chanon, Renee  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:21:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 657 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Koval, Jennifer  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:21:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 658 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Welch, Tim  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:21:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 659 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shankel, Georgia  



Received: Jun,10 2023 09:21:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 660 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Murphy, Kevin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:22:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 661 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gyulay, Randolph  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:22:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 662 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cormier, Gail  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:22:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 663 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hellwig, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:22:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 664 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Allison, Michelle  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:22:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 665 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bernstein, Marian  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:22:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 666 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hauber, Barclay  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:22:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 667 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Black, Samuel  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:23:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 668 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bromage, Joan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:23:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 669 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Giner, Germain  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:23:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 670 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Aderhold, Steven  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:23:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 671 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ward, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:23:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 672 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harrison, Harry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:23:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 673 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Khalil, Ra'id  



Received: Jun,10 2023 09:23:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 674 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gates, Anna  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:23:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 675 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ramos, Joann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:23:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 676 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Guthire, William  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:23:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 677 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kalthofer, Denis  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:23:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 678 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Broderick, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:24:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 679 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Venegas, Andres  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:24:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 680 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rhoads, Kirk  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:25:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 681 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Grove, Earl  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:25:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 682 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hoeper, Kathy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:25:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 683 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ryan, Judith  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:25:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 684 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Spencer, Marci  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:25:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 685 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sheahan, Maureen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:25:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 686 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Piazza, Michelle  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:25:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 687 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Obr, Brooks  



Received: Jun,10 2023 09:25:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 688 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:25:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 689 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fudemberg, Longwillow  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:25:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 690 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goldstein, Daniel  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:25:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 691 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Beaulaurier, Diane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:25:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 692 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ifft, Douglas  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:26:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 693 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: winters, patricia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:26:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 694 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Humphrey, Saroyan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:26:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 695 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Singh, Radha  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:26:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 696 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Quinlan, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:26:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 697 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Spengler, Jennifer  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:26:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 698 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brookman, Bari  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:26:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 699 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Chambers, Sharon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:26:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 700 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marti, Valli  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:27:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 701 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bogolub, Larry  



Received: Jun,10 2023 09:27:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 702 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Donovan, Tim  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:27:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 703 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mitchell, Beverly  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:27:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 704 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Martin, William  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:27:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 705 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Theissen, Jane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:27:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Please stop! 

National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours 
should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 706 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schmid, Nan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:27:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 707 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sohan, Pam  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:27:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 708 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Waterworth, Laura  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:27:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 709 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Phillips, Janice  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:27:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 710 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: White, Mindi  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:28:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 711 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Soletzky, Robin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:28:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 712 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rodar, Jodi  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:28:38 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 713 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: You, Rob  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:29:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Save earth 
National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours 
should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 714 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harter, Rosina  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:29:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 715 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Westwood, Susi  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:29:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 716 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Violante, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:29:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 717 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kubat, Margaret  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:29:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 718 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: H., C.  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:29:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 719 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: O'Rourke, Melissa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:29:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 720 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Walsh, Keith  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:29:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 721 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bernard, Justin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:29:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 722 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Oddo, Kimberly  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:30:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 723 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Salas, Jan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:30:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 724 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dunn, Betty  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:30:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 725 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lane, Amber  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:30:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 726 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hall, Jan  



Received: Jun,10 2023 09:30:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 727 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smiljanic, Melinda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:30:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 728 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Armstrong, Kathryn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:30:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 729 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Castaneda-Mendez, Kicab  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:30:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 730 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tregidgo, Richard  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:30:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 731 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tillman, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:31:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 732 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: juergens, mark  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:31:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 733 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sullivan, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:31:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 734 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wuest, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:31:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 735 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Anton, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:32:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 736 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Leigh, Becki  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:32:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 737 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hall, Johnny  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:32:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 738 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brockman, Blaise  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:32:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 739 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Meza-Steel, Rosi  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:32:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 740 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Curry, Melissa  



Received: Jun,10 2023 09:32:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 741 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schnee, Jane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:32:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 742 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reichman, Edward  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:32:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 743 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lechner, Becky  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:32:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 744 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Freeman, Kristin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:33:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 745 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Olinger, Mark  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:33:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     The National Park Service (NPS) and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) have allowed 
thousands of noisy helicopter tours over the skies at Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. Low-flying commercial air 
tours interfere with those experiencing the natural sounds, healthy wildlife populations, and Native Hawaiian 
cultural resources. 

National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours 
should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

Hawaii Volcanoes is a unique national park with volcanic activitywhere one can experience lava flows and 
eruptions. It has over 50 endangered and threatened species, including birds sensitive to noise. The park and 
landscape, from land to sky, are sacred to many Native Hawaiians.  



Native Hawaiians also consider Haleakala sacred--holding important cultural and spiritual resources and values. 
Visitors can visit the dormant volcanic crater and abundant rainforest, where rare plants and birds make their 
home. However, air tour flight paths intersect with the park's hiking trails and visitor centers, disrupting the 
experience for all. 

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The NPS says the 
choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor use and 
experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala.  

We should not pick anything less than the &quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 746 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Green, Claudia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:33:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 747 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gendron, Bob  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:33:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 748 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Crews, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:34:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 749 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: schelich, missy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:34:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 750 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Scully, Patricia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:34:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 751 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dean, Timothy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:34:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 752 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Noble, Adrian  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:34:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 753 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: GOLDSMITH, Charles  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:34:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 754 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcewen, Nancy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:35:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 755 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zimmerman, Craig  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:35:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 756 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thompson, Andrea  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:35:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 757 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Comrack, Janine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:35:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 758 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Riley, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:35:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I have visited Hawaii's national parks on foot.  
National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours 
should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 759 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Kramchak, Garry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:35:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 760 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Maish, Sally  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:35:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 761 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: lohr, margaret  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:35:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 762 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kramchak, Garry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:35:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 763 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ruud, Dave  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:35:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 764 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Laws, Sandra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:35:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 765 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eller, James  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:35:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 766 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hackett, Marcia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:35:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 767 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tanzi, Nancy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:36:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 768 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Muirhead, Darcy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:36:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 769 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hazzard, Anne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:36:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 770 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Morgan, Leslie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:36:25 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 771 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mortine, Christine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:36:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 772 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mills, Sylvia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:36:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 773 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: S, Diona  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:36:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 774 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bishop, Norman  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:36:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 775 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Evans, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:37:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 776 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stime, Denise  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:37:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 777 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lovell, Sharon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:37:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 778 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dibernardo, Diane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:37:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 779 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hogan, Peter  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:37:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 780 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Saniat, Merrie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:37:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 781 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Boyer, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:37:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 782 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Falcone, Janet  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:37:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 783 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hadley, Shela  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:38:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 784 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Benjamin, Elaine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:38:13 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 785 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Meinert, Margaret  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:38:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 786 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:38:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 787 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Zabonik, Kerry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:38:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 788 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dewalt, Linda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:38:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 789 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Taylor, Andrea  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:39:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 790 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Saunders, Britton  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:39:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 791 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Graham, Brian  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:39:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 792 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Severson, Theresa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:39:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 793 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Robinson, Dameta  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:39:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 794 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wettersten, Jill  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:39:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 795 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Tom  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:39:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 796 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Evans-Wilson, Lorraine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:39:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 797 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Kim  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:40:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 798 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nathan, Lisa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:40:18 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 799 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: VanderPluym, Joseph  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:40:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 800 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eckstein, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:40:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 801 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Montgomery, Lucy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:40:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 802 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sahlin, Tom  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:40:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 803 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ishatova, Ciel  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:40:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 804 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gruchalla, Claudia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:40:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 805 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Colon, Lori  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:40:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 806 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Howard, Nancy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:40:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 807 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Darrow, Deborra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:41:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 808 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sindoni, Jenne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:41:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 809 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Devoss, Carol  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:41:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 810 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vanderpluym, Joseph  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:41:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 811 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bernot, Jenny  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:41:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 812 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bellandi, Crissy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:42:01 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 813 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Christensen, Debra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:42:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 814 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lieurance, Francelia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:42:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 815 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Doctor, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:42:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 816 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harrison, David  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:42:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I visit national parks to experience beautiful scenery and nature. Experiencing nature includes 
appreciating its sounds. The noise of air tours disrupts that experience and detracts from the experience of other 
visitors. For this reason I am writing to urge you to prohibit air tours over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala 
National Parks.  

At both parks commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking, wildlife viewing and the wilderness experience.  

Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National Park Service 
says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor use and 
experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. Shouldnt that then be the preferred option? 

Correspondence ID: 817 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Williams, Sarah  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:42:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 818 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stock, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:42:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
solitude. I feel that air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to more than 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

People go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of their everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn 
about their culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The 
National Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of 
visitor use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We should not pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Thank you for considering my views. 

Correspondence ID: 819 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: johnson, victoria  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:42:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 820 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rubino, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:42:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 821 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Trombetta, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:42:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 822 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Donnici, Anthony  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:42:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 823 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cherry, Judith  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:43:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 824 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reed, Avis  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:43:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 825 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pitt, Jon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:43:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 826 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shammas, Jm  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:43:35 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 827 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hurwitz, Jeffrey  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:43:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 828 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Garnett-Hayes, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:43:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 829 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Putnam, Theresa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:44:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 830 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Graubner, Gabriel  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:44:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 831 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sherwin, Boyce  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:44:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 832 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vetrie, Julia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:44:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 833 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stabler, Jessica  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:44:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 834 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cole, Harry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:45:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 835 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Abele, Charles  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:45:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 836 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Connelly, Walter  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:45:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 837 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tanner, Marquita  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:45:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 838 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Anderson-Ketchmark, Corrine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:46:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 839 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Beerheide, Erna  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:46:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 840 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lee, Sandra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:46:29 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 841 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: B, Shary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:46:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 842 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Williams, Diana  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:46:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 843 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Takatsch, Julie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:46:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 844 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lichtenberg, Gary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:46:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 845 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Minor, Clay  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:46:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 846 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Klass, David  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:47:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 847 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mermier, Christine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:47:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 848 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lazio, Rochelle  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:47:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 849 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cohen, Rick  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:48:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Im blessed to have visited Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks. I was further 
blessed to visit Volcanoes years ago in the relatively slack period after Thanksgiving when the Park was 
remarkably empty and quiet. In fact, that afternoon for a while no one else was in sight. This was almost a religious 
moment to reflect and take in the Parks beauty. Suddenly the silence was shattered by the unavoidable and 
persistent racket of a tourism helicopter overhead. National parks are distant places I travel hundreds and 
thousands of miles to behold their remarkable scenery and unique natural history, to watch their unique wildlife, 
and to simply take in with awe what millions of years of weather, geology, and evolution have shaped. Air tours 
have been regulated and banned in other Parks. Decades after my visit, Im stunned that they continue should over 
Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala of all places. They must finally be stopped.  

I live on an island. Manhattan is a dense urban area. Police helicopters understandably fly overhead. But tourist 
flights dont. Its not only a safety issue but a noise one. Still, they can be heard and escaping their rumble for a few 
days is reason to travel to these distant parks and so many others to take in their beauty, solitude, and splendor 
without enduring my hometown racket. I travel to escape the noise of home. These gems are sanctuaries, havens. 
For generations Americans have recognized their uniqueness and preserved them for those who follow. A sudden 
low-flying helicopter carrying a few people destroys that experience for dozens or hundreds or thousands on the 
ground. Thats a selfish imposition that in concession fees cant contribute a fraction compared to the damage they 
do to visitors appreciation. Why come to take in Mother Nature when Mans rotors intervene? I wouldnt return 
there based on the racket I heard. 

Noise generated by air tours severely affects wildlife, including birds that live only in Hawaii. Both parks are home 
to over 50 endangered and threatened species, many of whom live only on these islands. Dont send them the way 
of the dodo. 

The National Park Service says Alternative 2, the choice that would eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest 
protection of visitor use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. Please. We shouldn't pick 
anything less than we deserve, this &quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 850 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Chase, Linda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:48:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 851 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Richie, Vanessa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:48:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 852 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mack, Carrie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:48:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 853 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sheeler, Pam  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:48:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 854 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bell, David  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:48:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 855 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fournier, Gary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:48:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 856 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jones, Leah  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:49:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 857 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kenner, Kate  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:50:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 858 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zook, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:50:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 859 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Linder, Nancy  



Received: Jun,10 2023 09:50:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 860 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Van Skike, Patti  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:50:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 861 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Luchterhand, Erika  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:50:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 862 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: O'Brien, Daniel  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:50:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 863 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Colon, Lori  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:50:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 864 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gayhartt, JC  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:50:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 865 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Otsuka, Lorraine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:50:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 866 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Jeannie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:50:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 867 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Heaton, Beth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:50:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 868 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mitchell, Rick  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:50:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 869 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schultz, Nancy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:50:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 870 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gerlach, Wayne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:50:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 871 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Epstein, Kelly  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:51:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 872 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dallin, Eric  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:51:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 873 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shimizu, Pamela  



Received: Jun,10 2023 09:51:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 874 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Antin, Judith  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:52:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 875 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Casarett, Vicki  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:52:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 876 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Aub, Kathy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:52:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 877 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Flint, Mandie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:52:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 878 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wasserwald, Lee  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:52:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 879 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rosenbaum, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:53:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     My wife and I visited Volcanoes National Park earlier this year and enjoyed the quiet as well 
as the unique scenery as we hiked the Kilauea Iki Trail. We enjoyed the overlook trails and found the hike in the 
crater a special experience. While I would not say the trail was crowded by any means, there was a considerable 
number of other hikers there, including a school group. The NPS Trail Guide we purchase at the visitor center 
states:  
Because of the at Kilauea. Some years ago, we hiked into the crater atop Haleakala, again enjoying the quietude of 
that otherworldly place. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks 
because they interfere, for the benefit of the few, with the special experience of many other visitors to these 
special places.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 880 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fahrenwald, Gill  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:53:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 881 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hubbard, Richard  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:53:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 882 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Coufal, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:53:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 883 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cooper, Ruth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:53:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 884 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Chadwick, Paul  



Received: Jun,10 2023 09:53:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 885 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gerhart, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:53:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 886 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Byers, Sharon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:53:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 887 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Grossman, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:54:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 888 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McCall, William  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:54:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 889 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Chudoba, David  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:54:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 890 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Henry, Lorrie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:54:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. I want to hear only the natural sounds and quiet of these paradises. Air tours should be prohibited 
over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that can only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks.  
Thank you for choosing nature and life by banning Air Tours. 

Correspondence ID: 891 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Metcalf, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:54:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 892 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Grossman, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:55:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 893 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Maciel, Marie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:55:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 894 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Heyden, Joanne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:55:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 895 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lazarus, Marianne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:55:14 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 896 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Parker, Ellen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:55:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 897 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fouche, David  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:56:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 898 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Main, Edward  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:56:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 899 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pena, Deanna  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:56:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 900 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Doak, Jana  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:56:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 901 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Finkelstein, Laurie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:56:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 902 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Infield, Maryan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:56:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 903 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rieckmann, David  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:57:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 904 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: De Nicola, Franco  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:57:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 905 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nardone, Peter  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:57:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

The National Park Service (NPS) and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) have allowed thousands of noisy 
helicopter tours over the skies at Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. Low-flying commercial air tours interfere with 
those experiencing the natural sounds, healthy wildlife populations, and Native Hawaiian cultural resources. 

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 906 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Scheible, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:57:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 907 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nielsen, Nathan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:57:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 908 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Poklemba, Jane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:57:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 909 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thompson, Don  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:57:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 910 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jordan, Andrea  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:57:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 911 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kiselewich, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:57:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 912 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Devine, Karla  



Received: Jun,10 2023 09:58:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 913 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Langlais, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:58:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 914 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vairo, Sylvia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:59:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 915 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Timmins, M  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:59:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 916 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Blum, Denny  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:59:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 917 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cohrs, Ursula  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:59:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I have strong feelings about this: 
National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation.  
For this reason alone air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

As you know, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds in both parks that visitors come to 
enjoy; air tours are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Additionally, noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii.  
Both parks are home to over 50 endangered and threatened species, and many only live on these islands.  



I believe that almost all visitors go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday lives, to 
appreciate nature and learn about our culture. But as it is, air tours ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife.  

The National Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest 
protection of visitor use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala.  

Clearly we shouldn't pick anything less than the &quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 918 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shepherd, Marilyn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:59:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 919 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rodrigue, Jim  

Received: Jun,10 2023 09:59:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 920 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dupps, Mark  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:00:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 921 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Richard, Georgann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:00:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 922 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Levy, Jonathan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:00:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 923 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: lahovitch, mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:00:12 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 924 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McKenney, Michelle  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:00:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over National parks, especially Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala 
National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened species, and many live only on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday lives, to appreciate nature and learn about 
the local culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 925 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Luna, Dennis  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:00:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 926 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Logan, Carole  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:00:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 927 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Doom, Tony  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:01:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 928 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: DAVIS, FRED  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:01:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 929 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hughes, Rich  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:01:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 930 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Casaday, Garth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:02:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 931 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wallace, Nadine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:02:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 932 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Berberi, Julie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:02:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 933 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fischer, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:02:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 934 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Felicione, Lauren  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:02:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 935 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ketola, Verena  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:02:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 936 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Young, Jo  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:02:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 937 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Covert-Bowlds, Chris  



Received: Jun,10 2023 10:02:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 938 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kamo, Kathryn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:03:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 939 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Weatherwax, Nancy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:03:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 940 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Graham, Karyn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:03:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 941 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Davie, Stephen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:03:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 942 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bryant, Kristi  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:03:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks. Having been 
to Hawaii Volcanoes just this past April, I can speak from experience. 

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 943 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bond, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:03:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 944 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ames, Kathy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:04:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 945 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nielsen, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:04:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 946 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wallace, Patrice  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:04:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 947 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Edwards, Jerry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:04:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 948 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Siraco, Adria  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:04:30 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 949 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stern, Patty  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:04:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 950 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kornmann, Christopher  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:05:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 951 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Kangas, Clare  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:05:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 952 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Keefer, Kelly  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:05:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 953 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marsh, George  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:05:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 954 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ryan, Timothy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:05:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 955 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Messer, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:05:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Good grief. Is nothing sacred?  

National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours 
should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 956 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rolston, Pat  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:05:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 957 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harris, Missy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:05:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 958 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bushbaum, Alan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:05:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 959 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Troyanovich, Steve  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:05:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 960 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Phillips, Hartley  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:06:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     My wife and I live on the Big Island and went to the Halemaumau Crater yesterday to enjoy 
the eruption sights/sounds, quiet punctuated by bird sounds, and wide-open vistas. The continual noise and 
disruptions caused by the helicopter overflights really disturbed the experience for us, and many other 
tourists/residents who came to enjoy a natural experience. Instead, the rich tourists and insensitive helicopter 
pilots imposed their racket on us. Maybe a video experience could be created of the highlights of eruptions that 
they are seeing by helicopter or drone, so they can see the best of the best, and these repeated and intrusive 
overflights can be permanently terminated. 
National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours 
should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 961 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Larsen, Julia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:06:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 962 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Chartier, Michele  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:06:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 963 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Miller, Lester  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:06:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 964 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Riedel, Tracy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:06:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 965 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marrone, Corinne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:06:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 966 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sieger, Brenda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:06:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 967 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Busby, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:06:34 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 968 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Williams, Patricia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:06:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 969 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gilbert, Tracy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:06:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 970 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Yogev, Yonit  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:06:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 971 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Turner, Jeanette  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:07:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 972 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pocobello, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:07:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 973 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jarvis, Astrid  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:07:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 974 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: King, Jeanette  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:07:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I have visited Hawaii. It is is a beautiful place and needs protection on the ground and in the 
air. National parks are suppose to do that. 

National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours 
should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 975 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brown, Steve  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:08:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 976 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bechtel, Paul  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:08:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 977 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Scott, Lorrie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:08:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 978 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: KAPLAN, IRA  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:08:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 979 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Petty, Dawn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:08:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 980 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Russell, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:09:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 981 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clarke, Eithne  



Received: Jun,10 2023 10:09:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 982 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Williamson, Jacqueline  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:10:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 983 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bejarano, Richard  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:10:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 984 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tuomi, R.G.  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:11:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 985 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McGlenn, Mike  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:11:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 986 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fromberg, Jeff  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:11:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 987 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brennan, Margot  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:11:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 988 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Horwitz, Martin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:12:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 989 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Crook, Paula  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:12:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 990 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kehl, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:12:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 991 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rouillard, Amy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:12:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 992 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Grenard, Mark  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:12:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 993 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Massey, c.f.  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:12:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 994 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Britt, Anne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:12:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 995 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Butler, Mary  



Received: Jun,10 2023 10:12:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 996 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Strompf, Roni  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:13:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 997 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Krucoff, Rachel  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:13:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 998 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Scofield, Ian  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:13:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 999 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rossi, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:13:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1000 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Albers, Carla  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:13:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1001 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kennedy, Scott  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:13:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1002 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Holtzman, Julie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:13:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1003 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Star, Sarah  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:14:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1004 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Endres, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:14:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1005 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Viggiano, Nick  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:14:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1006 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Winkler, Roseann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:14:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1007 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Townsend, Carlos  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:14:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1008 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Knapp, Christina  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:14:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1009 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mickelsen, Patti  



Received: Jun,10 2023 10:14:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1010 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reynolds, Lisa-May  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:14:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1011 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Star, Sarah  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:14:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park 

Correspondence ID: 1012 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Firestone, Lynne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:14:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1013 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Corby, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:15:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1014 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kaffer, Kathryn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:15:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1015 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Paskowitz, Jean  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:15:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1016 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lynch, W  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:16:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation not be constantly overcome with LOUD NOISE POLLUTION. Air tours should be prohibited over 
Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks. In fact all of the parks of the Hawaiian Islands. 

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks and for the locals who are held hostage by wealthy tourist 
activities.  

Thank you from a mainlander who has many Hawaiian family members. 

Correspondence ID: 1017 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hall, Kathryn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:16:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1018 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Feil, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:16:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1019 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Crahan, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:17:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1020 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Davis, Scott  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:17:32 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1021 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tenney, Joanne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:18:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1022 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jourdenais, Richard  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:19:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1023 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Henwood, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:19:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1024 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Trosper, Cheryl  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:20:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1025 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Doyle, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:20:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation.  

Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks. For both parks, commercial 
air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours are in direct conflict with 
hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday lives, to appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife.  



The National Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest 
protection of visitor use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything 
less than the &quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1026 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Windham, Dallas  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:20:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1027 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fitzgibbon, Rebecca  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:20:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1028 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Downing, Rosamund  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:20:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1029 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Doyle, Polly  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:21:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1030 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gover, Gary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:21:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1031 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Havekotte, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:22:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1032 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kennard, Paul  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:22:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     As a recently retired longtime NPS employee, I love our parks. Especially now, National parks 
are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours should be 
prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1033 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Taylor, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:22:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1034 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Cross, Dave  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:22:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1035 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cox, Cw  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:23:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1036 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hart, Alan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:23:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1037 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Peters, Loretta  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:23:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1038 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Boles, Judith  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:23:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1039 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Herbst, Tori  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:23:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1040 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Merkel, Karynn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:23:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1041 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lewis, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:24:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1042 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: GAYLOR, LINDA  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:24:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1043 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ekholm, Lori  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:25:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1044 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Baits, Paul  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:25:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1045 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dryer, Ellen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:25:28 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1046 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ranne, Valerie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:25:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1047 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Long, Jim  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:25:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Air tours shatter the principles underlying our National parks as a place to appreciate scenery, 
nature, and history, and to watch wildlife in its natural habitat (not an aural hellscape). Air tours should be 
prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1048 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Deal, Brandie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:25:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1049 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Morley, Donna  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:26:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1050 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Galligan, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:26:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1051 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dannhauser, Janice  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:26:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1052 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Denby, T  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:26:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1053 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: M, Kellie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:26:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1054 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Peters, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:26:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1055 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Forbes, Jim  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:26:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1056 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: O'neill, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:27:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1057 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mitchell, Anne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:27:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1058 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marckus, Kevin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:27:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1059 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Boyce, Richard  



Received: Jun,10 2023 10:27:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1060 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marckus, Kevin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:27:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1061 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vincent, Kathie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:27:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  
We are planning a trip to Hawaii and wont be going on a helicopter ride, to do our share to help out!!!!! 

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1062 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Linzee, Jill  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:27:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1063 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Laslie, Maude  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:27:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1064 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Strasser, Adele  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:27:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1065 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pendergast, Marc  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:28:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1066 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Montoya, Herman  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:28:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1067 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Martinson, Patsy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:29:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1068 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Martinson, Patsy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:29:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1069 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Diamond, William  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:29:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1070 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Moore, Chris  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:29:36 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1071 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lindeman, Joan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:29:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1072 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Weed, Kathy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:30:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1073 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Nurse, Heidi  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:31:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1074 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Otero, Marty  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:31:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1075 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Andersen, Bruce  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:32:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1076 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Buelna-pastor, Jean  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:32:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1077 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Arnett, Renee  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:32:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1078 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: LaStrapes, Pat  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:32:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1079 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wright, Barry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:32:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1080 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gravance, Rochelle  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:33:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1081 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Groze, Steve  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:33:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1082 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Byrne, Eli  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:33:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1083 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Morey, Jeffrey  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:33:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1084 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goodman, Beverly  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:34:18 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1085 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Trevillian, Linda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:34:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1086 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wiles, Leslie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:34:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1087 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Gordon, Rachel  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:35:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1088 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McIntire, Sandra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:35:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1089 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thomas, David  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:35:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1090 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Breakfield, Sandra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:35:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1091 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Karimi, Ana  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:36:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1092 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Taylor, James  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:36:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks. NOISY 
CHOPPERS HAVE NO PLACE IN THIS ENVIRONMENT! 

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1093 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Peloquin, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:36:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1094 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Padgett, Lauretta  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:36:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1095 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Young, Lowell  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:37:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1096 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Curotto, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:37:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1097 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Malone, Mike  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:38:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1098 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Anderson, Bruce  



Received: Jun,10 2023 10:38:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1099 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Meli, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:38:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1100 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Guckian, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:38:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1101 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harmon, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:39:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1102 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fertig, Asano  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:40:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1103 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Keene, Laura  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:40:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1104 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rosa-Re, Samantha  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:40:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1105 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shoaf, Cindy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:40:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1106 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rabinowitz, Rebecca  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:40:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1107 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eckstrand, Tatyana  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:40:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1108 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schmidt, Cheryl  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:40:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1109 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Luce, Gale  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:41:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1110 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rutkowski, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:41:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1111 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cardinal, Enid  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:41:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1112 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Turiano, Kimberly  



Received: Jun,10 2023 10:41:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1113 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reynolds, Matt  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:42:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1114 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: levin, cathyelizabeth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:42:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1115 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dubord, Jordana  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:42:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1116 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Comer, James  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:42:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1117 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Meyer, Scott  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:42:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1118 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Beeler, James  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:43:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1119 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Buell, Tiffany  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:43:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1120 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mccullough, William  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:43:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1121 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clemm, Britt  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:43:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1122 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schaub, Marsha  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:44:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1123 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hodges, Christina  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:44:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1124 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clark, Robin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:44:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1125 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Walker, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:44:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1126 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Parkin, Silvina  



Received: Jun,10 2023 10:44:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1127 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kellman, Lisa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:44:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1128 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: M., R.  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:45:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1129 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lunz, Jackie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:45:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1130 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reese, Craig  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:45:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1131 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fekete, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:46:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1132 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kasbarian, Anita  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:46:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1133 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cromer, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:46:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1134 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kamath, Tara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:46:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1135 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gokey, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:46:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1136 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Snyder, Stephanie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:46:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1137 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: WOLFE, Terry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:46:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1138 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rodgers, Sandy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:47:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1139 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Forney, Kathy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:47:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1140 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Scrimenti, Anthony  



Received: Jun,10 2023 10:47:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1141 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Berry, Jane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:47:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1142 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Silverman, Erica  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:48:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1143 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jones, Kathy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:48:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1144 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Button, Pat  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:48:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1145 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gill, Alan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:48:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1146 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Desmond, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:48:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1147 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: DVM, Julia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:49:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1148 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Waldow, Siri  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:49:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1149 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Haworth, Laura  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:49:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1150 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kite, Richard  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:49:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1151 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Whetstine, Linda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:49:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1152 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Rhonda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:49:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1153 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Halvorsen, Verlaine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:49:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1154 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nicholson, Alice  



Received: Jun,10 2023 10:50:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1155 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Donna  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:50:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1156 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: SKINNER, NANCY  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:50:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1157 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Potts, Paul  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:51:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1158 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Krausz, Lisa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:51:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1159 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pluska, Jackie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:51:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1160 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Atchison, Katherine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:51:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1161 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brennan, Jessica  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:51:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1162 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hopwood, Timothy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:51:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1163 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ruhl, Sharon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:51:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1164 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Levin, Shaun  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:51:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1165 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ray, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:51:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1166 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Benedict, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:52:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1167 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ambrosius, Cindy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:52:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1168 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Garrecht, Jamila  



Received: Jun,10 2023 10:53:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1169 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zampitella, Maryanne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:53:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1170 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hopkins, Jean  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:53:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1171 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McClure, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:53:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1172 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Otero, Anastasia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:53:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1173 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stoner, Cynthia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:53:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1174 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ohman, Diana  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:54:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1175 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Heyden, Neil  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:54:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1176 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Best, Shirley  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:55:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1177 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Teunissen, Christina  
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Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1178 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Layne, Allister  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:55:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1179 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nowicki, Maria  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:55:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1180 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Selch, Ruthie  
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Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1181 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: maker, janet  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:55:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1182 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Garrett, Marilyn  



Received: Jun,10 2023 10:55:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1183 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ohman, Diana  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:55:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1184 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tucker, Alan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:55:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1185 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fladaager, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:55:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1186 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Royer, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:56:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1187 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Andersson, Joan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:56:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1188 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Karnauskas, Leslie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:56:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1189 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bittner, Evelyn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:56:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1190 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Greer, Dale  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:56:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1191 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mccabe, Ann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:56:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1192 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Webster, Ellen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:57:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1193 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bond, James  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:57:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1194 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brannigan, Kelly  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:58:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1195 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pirrone, Annette  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:58:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1196 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Laylander, Belle  



Received: Jun,10 2023 10:58:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1197 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mueller, Johanna  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:58:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1198 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Tracey  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:59:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1199 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sundrajan, Aditi  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:59:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1200 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Buchanan, Anne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:59:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1201 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Young, Karl  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:59:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1202 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nagle, Mirabai  

Received: Jun,10 2023 10:59:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1203 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pool, Patricia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:00:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1204 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fernandez, Sebastian  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:01:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1205 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ande, H  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:02:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1206 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Insley, William  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:03:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1207 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tosh, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:03:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1208 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pyo, Kyle  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:04:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1209 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goldberg, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:04:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1210 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: LaRue, Erik  



Received: Jun,10 2023 11:05:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1211 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: White, Loretta  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:05:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1212 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Teed, Cornelia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:06:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1213 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nakamura, Carol  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:06:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1214 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carlson, Dorothy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:06:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1215 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McCombs, Annie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:06:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1216 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: hughes, vicki  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:07:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1217 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dayhoff, Signe  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:07:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1218 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: King, Theodore  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:07:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1219 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jones, Jan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:07:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1220 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shaffer, Kendra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:07:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1221 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Imlay, Marc  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:07:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1222 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Littell, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:08:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1223 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: murphy, margaret  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:08:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1224 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Macheski, Karin  



Received: Jun,10 2023 11:09:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1225 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Varner, Janet  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:09:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1226 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Walter, Rhetta  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:09:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1227 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Unger, David  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:09:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1228 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Scott, Nolen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:10:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1229 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Chewning, Debbie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:10:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1230 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Watson, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:10:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1231 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Drew, Craig  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:11:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1232 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brown, Alan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:11:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1233 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dobrzanski, Irene  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:11:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1234 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Danilak, Eva  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:11:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1235 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fernandez, Cynthia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:11:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1236 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Soleimani, Joanne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:11:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1237 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Beaulieu, Richard  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:11:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1238 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pedler, Stephanie  



Received: Jun,10 2023 11:11:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1239 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Swenson, Annika  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:12:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1240 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Russo, Guy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:12:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1241 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Barnhardt, Russell  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:12:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1242 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dausch, Melanie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:12:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1243 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Steward, Ernest  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:12:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1244 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tandy, Cy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:12:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1245 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Frischer, Linda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:12:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1246 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Spiegel, Ilse  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:13:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1247 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Levy, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:13:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1248 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Green, Kristin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:13:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1249 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schabitzer, Diane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:13:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1250 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: An, Pati  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:13:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1251 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Emsley, Scott  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:13:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1252 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tashjian, Charmian  



Received: Jun,10 2023 11:14:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1253 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Corkran, Thomas  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:14:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1254 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Atlas, Debra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:14:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1255 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cremin, Gayla  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:14:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1256 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Abbott, Alison  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:15:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1257 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Briggs, Sandra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:15:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1258 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Krebsbach, Tom  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:15:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1259 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Friedman, M  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:16:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1260 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Solum, Stacey  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:17:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1261 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lambros, Kathryn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:17:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1262 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Blackwell, Randa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:17:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1263 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Watkins, James  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:17:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1264 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lord, Herbert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:17:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1265 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hurd, Anna  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:18:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1266 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Piaseckyj, Claudia  



Received: Jun,10 2023 11:18:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1267 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Florian, Heather  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:18:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1268 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dunn, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:18:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1269 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nelson, Joanne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:18:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1270 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schaffer, Carol  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:19:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1271 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lasko, Judith  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:19:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1272 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goff, Henry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:19:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1273 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rogers, Sherry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:19:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1274 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rogers, Sherry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:20:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1275 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Williams, Kathryn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:20:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1276 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jerlstrom, Jennifer  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:20:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1277 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kohlman, Christopher  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:20:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1278 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Berg, Sheryl  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:20:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1279 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Skiles, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:21:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

As a recent visitor to the Big Island , I am appalled that low flying helicopters are allowed over Volcano NP. There 
are better and less offensive ways to enjoy the park and its wildlife and birds. Give the locals and the park some 
peace by protecting all National Parks affected by this. 



Correspondence ID: 1280 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lawrence, Sarah  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:21:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1281 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Benedict, Lhesli  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:21:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1282 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Edwards, Jeri  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:22:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1283 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Monastero, Joseph  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:22:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1284 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Muller, George  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:22:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1285 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gaillour, Kathy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:22:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1286 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Colon, Victor  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:22:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1287 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Randolph, Peter  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:23:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1288 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Baker, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:23:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1289 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gordon-Omelka, Judy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:23:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1290 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pluta, Joseph  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:24:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1291 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mondragon, Michelle  



Received: Jun,10 2023 11:24:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1292 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bottorff, Virginia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:25:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1293 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Patton, James  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:25:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1294 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bryan, Melissa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:25:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1295 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carter, Jenny  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:26:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1296 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pingel, Alva  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:27:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1297 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fray, Antje  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:28:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1298 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dantonio, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:28:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1299 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lagarde, Jean  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:28:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1300 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kavanagh, Laura  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:29:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1301 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Landsberg, Marisa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:30:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1302 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mccannon, Carla  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:30:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1303 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Golding, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:30:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1304 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wolfe, Amy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:30:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1305 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wilson, angela  



Received: Jun,10 2023 11:30:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1306 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Guendelsberger, Debra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:31:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1307 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ausman, Candi  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:31:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Thank you. 

Correspondence ID: 1308 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reyes, Lisa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:31:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1309 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stevens, Carol  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:31:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1310 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Salgado, Dalia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:32:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1311 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Albanese, Dawn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:33:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1312 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Root, Rosemaria  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:33:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1313 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Case, Brenda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:33:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1314 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Barrett, William  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:33:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1315 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Moore, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:34:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1316 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mitchell, Linda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:35:10 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1317 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Provance, D  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:35:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1318 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jenkin, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:36:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1319 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: murrow, stacey  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:36:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1320 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jordan, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:36:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1321 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Murray, Marilee  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:36:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1322 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Miller, Marion  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:37:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1323 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Alexander, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:37:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1324 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: CANTLON, SUSAN  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:37:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1325 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fenda, Paula  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:37:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1326 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kretmar, Gerald  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:37:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1327 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Travers, Mike  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:38:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1328 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ahn, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:38:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1329 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sutton, Jane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:38:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1330 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Guy, Peter  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:39:09 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

I visited the Haleakala crater before the helicopter tours and regard the tours as an unnecessary, disruptive, and 
destructive activity. Please chose Alternative 2! 

Correspondence ID: 1331 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kassera, Marca  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:39:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1332 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Griffin, Chas  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:39:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1333 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mizsak, Andrew  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:39:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1334 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wing, Marjorie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:39:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1335 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Arthur, Leibowitz  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:40:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1336 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Poremba, Charles  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:40:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1337 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Benson, Sarah  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:41:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1338 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rhodes, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:41:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1339 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Szulc-Flissi, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:42:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1340 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gowans, Coleen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:42:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1341 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bullock, Beverly  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:43:04 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1342 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Haam, Lori  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:43:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1343 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kates, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:43:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1344 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Conover, Cecelia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:43:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1345 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cuff, Kermit  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:43:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1346 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Singer, Judy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:43:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks. If not 
outright banned, they should be strictly limited. 

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1347 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sumner, Brenda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:44:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1348 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pearthree, Pippa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:44:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1349 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brant, Dawn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:44:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1350 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Public, Jean  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:44:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1351 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rockway, Sheryll  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:45:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1352 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Paul  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:45:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1353 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Leonard, Fred  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:45:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1354 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Picchetti, Gloria  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:45:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1355 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Baumann, Charles  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:46:10 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1356 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Webert, Evelyn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:46:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1357 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mitchell, Gordon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:46:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1358 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Resovich, Robin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:46:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1359 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Drwinga, Helen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:47:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1360 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sutton, Rick  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:47:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1361 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vanderhill, Margo  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:47:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1362 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: E, Kristine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:47:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1363 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shayne, A.f.  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:48:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1364 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Minerovic, Constance  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:48:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Man is supposed to Protect NOT Abuse Nature! Act now to make it happen! 

National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours 
should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1365 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hewitt, Margaret  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:48:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1366 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Acosta, Mike  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:48:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1367 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rosen, Bryan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:49:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1368 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thomas, Carol  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:49:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1369 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kerr, Lynda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:49:38 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1370 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Worth, Richard  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:50:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1371 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tashjian, Charmian  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:51:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1372 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Libby, Dominic  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:51:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1373 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clusen, Charles  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:51:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1374 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Michaelson, Andrew  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:51:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1375 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goff, Henry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:51:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1376 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Finch, Jordan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:52:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1377 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mackey, Frederick  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:52:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Thankfully National Parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, 
and enjoy interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration. 

Correspondence ID: 1378 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Huff, Terry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:52:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1379 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcculloch, Jamie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:52:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1380 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tucker, James  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:52:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1381 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mistretta, Jill  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:52:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1382 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Speer, Rich  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:52:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1383 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mola, Nicole  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:53:22 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1384 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Insprucker, Lou  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:53:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1385 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wangman, Anne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:53:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1386 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Taylor, Charles  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:53:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1387 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Munderback, Lisa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:53:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1388 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Scherer, Wendy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:54:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1389 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ross, Kimra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:54:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1390 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gonzales, Nicholas  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:54:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     &quot;A Society grows great when old men plant trees whose shade they know they shall 
never sit in&quot; 

National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours 
should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

 

&quot;There is none which compares in importance with the great central task of leaving this land even a better 
land for our descendants than it is for us&quot; 

-Theodore Roosevelt 

Correspondence ID: 1391 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Frankel, Linda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:54:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1392 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Packheiser, Jennifer  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:54:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1393 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marriott, Pat  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:54:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1394 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Karimova, Regina  



Received: Jun,10 2023 11:54:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1395 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Waterworth, Pamela  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:54:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1396 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hartman, Nancy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:54:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1397 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Esposito, Dan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:54:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1398 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Youmans, Ona  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:56:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1399 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Honda, Mike  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:56:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1400 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reinhart, Robin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:56:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1401 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schondorf, Lee  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:56:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1402 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Erpelding-garratt, Liz  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:56:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1403 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Erpelding-garratt, Liz  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:56:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1404 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Polzin, Brenna  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:56:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1405 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: White, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:56:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1406 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Garratt, D  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:57:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1407 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Houk, Rebecca  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:57:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1408 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Book, Carol  



Received: Jun,10 2023 11:57:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1409 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Felts, Terry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:57:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1410 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gayer, Donna  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:57:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1411 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Seimer, Priscilla  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:57:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I have visited Volcanoes National Park and experienced its beauty and totally unique 
landscape. It and Haleakala can be enjoyed from the ground without the noise or danger to wildlife helicopters 
cause. I live near a former air base where helicopters still occasionally visit and they are incredibly noisy. Please, 
protect the uniqueness and environment of these special Hawaiian places, and do not continue to allow the air 
tours - they are not necessary to appreciate these spectacular parts of the Hawaiian islands. 

National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours 
should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1412 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Magpale, Mario  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:58:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1413 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Byrne, Nick  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:58:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1414 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cousins, Cathy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:58:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1415 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Picker, Seth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 11:59:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1416 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Knight, Kendra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:00:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1417 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: D, N  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:00:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1418 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Burger, Theodore  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:00:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1419 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McIntosh, Rita  



Received: Jun,10 2023 12:00:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1420 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bywaters, Lynn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:01:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1421 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Csuhta, Tom  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:01:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1422 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Burval, Peter  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:01:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1423 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kuhl, William  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:03:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1424 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dunoyer, Arnaud  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:03:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1425 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carney, Marilyn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:03:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1426 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Paskowitz, Nancy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:03:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1427 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Weiss, Stuart  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:03:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1428 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rose, Kimberly  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:03:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1429 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kammerud, Lance  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:05:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1430 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Miller, Lynn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:05:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1431 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reiff, S  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:05:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1432 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lapp, Hannah  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:05:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1433 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fox, Stephanie  



Received: Jun,10 2023 12:05:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1434 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wardlaw, Jessica  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:05:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1435 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Topp, Krista  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:05:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1436 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reiff, S  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:05:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1437 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pavlak, Patrick  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:05:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1438 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Feezor, James  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:05:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1439 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hemmila, Rod  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:07:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1440 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Philip  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:07:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1441 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Madsen, Madelyn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:07:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Air tours should NOT be part of a National Park experience. I go to them to be a part of 
nature. I find air tours of any kind very disruptive to my experience, both the noise and the visual intrusion. Please 
stop them completely in both Hawaiian Parks. While we are at it, air tours should not happen in any National 
Park. 



National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours 
should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1442 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brown, Nancy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:07:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1443 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Phenix, Anja  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:08:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1444 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Livingston, Elaine  



Received: Jun,10 2023 12:08:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1445 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carli-Jones, Dorian  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:08:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1446 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Always, Patricia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:08:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1447 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Price, Thomas  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:09:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1448 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McNair, Dianna  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:09:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1449 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sunderland, Felicia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:09:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1450 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Witzeman, Janet  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:10:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1451 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Perlman, Janet  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:10:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1452 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fifer, Dolores  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:10:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1453 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Solano, Kristen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:11:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1454 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Keiser, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:11:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1455 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Davis, Kevin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:11:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1456 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cosman, David  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:11:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1457 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mohr, Meredith  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:11:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1458 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Modjeski, Jan  



Received: Jun,10 2023 12:11:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1459 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sidbury, Mercy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:11:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1460 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Iffland, Lisa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:13:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1461 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ross, Trudy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:13:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places to go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and just 
enjoy the experience.  

For both Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks, commercial air tours have been destroying the natural 
sounds that visitors come to enjoy. The air tours are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the 
wilderness experience.  

Also noise generated by air tours severely impacts all wildlife including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks 
are home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1462 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wagner, Pat  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:13:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1463 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ribbens, Ann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:14:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1464 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hunt, Cyndi  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:14:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1465 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gooding, Luna  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:14:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1466 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vadas, Virginia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:14:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1467 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Oxley, Rhonda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:14:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1468 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Maguire, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:16:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1469 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Philpot, Andrew  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:16:06 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1470 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hewitt, Lyndsey  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:16:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1471 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wilcox, Marta  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:16:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1472 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: panciocco, sammia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:16:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1473 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brown, Edith  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:17:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1474 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hensgen, Eric  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:17:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1475 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Maxa, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:17:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1476 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cruise, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:17:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1477 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Petty, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:17:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  
If not completely prohibited, at least reduced and routed over areas without trails.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1478 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mocella, Anne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:17:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1479 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Coleman, Robin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:17:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1480 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Waltzer, Mark  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:18:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1481 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tagawa, Ann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:18:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1482 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Conner, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:18:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1483 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Finnegan, Cheryl  



Received: Jun,10 2023 12:18:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1484 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gleason, Jennifer  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:18:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1485 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Duran, Geena  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:21:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1486 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Torkar, Suzanne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:21:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1487 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ramirez, Angela  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:21:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1488 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Benson, Taylor  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:21:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1489 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dutschke, Stephen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:21:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1490 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Huber, William  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:21:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1491 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Katz, Elana  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:21:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1492 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Miller, Nathan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:22:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1493 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gato, Liz  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:22:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1494 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mott, Macey  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:22:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1495 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Boruta, Matthew  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:23:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1496 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Catron, C  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:23:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1497 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnston, Judy  



Received: Jun,10 2023 12:23:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1498 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rosen, Helene  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:25:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1499 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wasfi, Ellen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:25:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. Thank you. 



Correspondence ID: 1500 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Miller, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:25:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1501 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Maranowski, Erica  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:26:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1502 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Boettger, Marsha  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:26:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1503 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Byrne, Nick  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:26:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1504 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lucaciu, Daniel  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:27:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1505 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mendoza, Viviana  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:27:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1506 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Etapa, Christine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:28:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1507 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carr, Irene  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:28:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1508 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Simms, Lisa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:29:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1509 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Medlin, Barry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:29:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1510 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Peters, Steve  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:29:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1511 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hassel, Alice  



Received: Jun,10 2023 12:29:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1512 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rawlings, Peter  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:29:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1513 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Richer, Christian  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:29:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1514 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: burton, martha  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:30:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1515 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hall, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:30:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1516 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hetzel, Agnes  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:30:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1517 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Difante, Diane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:31:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1518 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marne, Marielle  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:32:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1519 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Saxe, Matthew  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:32:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1520 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zirasri, Ran  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:32:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1521 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Billing, Elena  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:33:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1522 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harrison, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:34:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1523 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harris, Hilary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:34:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1524 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnston, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:34:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1525 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: PASCHEL, Richard  



Received: Jun,10 2023 12:34:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1526 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Priven, Louis  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:35:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1527 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Graves, Michelle  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:35:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1528 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Domb, Doreen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:35:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1529 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Byrne, Nick  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:36:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1530 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Walters, Linda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:36:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1531 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Juric, Eileen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:36:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1532 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vollmer, Alexander  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:37:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1533 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vollmer, Alexander  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:37:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1534 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: April, William  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:38:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1535 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Knight, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:38:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1536 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Frey, Larry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:40:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1537 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schwarz, Leigh  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:40:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1538 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Buczkowske, Cynthia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:40:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1539 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Renner, Thomas  



Received: Jun,10 2023 12:40:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1540 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mayall, Johnny  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:41:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1541 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Heck, Nancy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:41:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1542 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wilson, Steve  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:42:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1543 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sare, Gail  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:42:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1544 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: weinstein, elyette  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:42:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1545 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fleming, Lizanne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:42:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1546 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Morgan, Janine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:43:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1547 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dawson, James  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:43:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     I live near Washington, DC and am an active member of the National Parks and Conservation 
Association, where I chair the Mid-Atlantic Council.  

I regularly visit our national parks, and last month spent a week visiting the Big Island of Hawaii. The highlights of 
that trip included watching the sunset after a hike from the MaunaKea Information Station (a state park) and a 
visit to Hawaii Volcanos National Park, where we hiked the Kilauea Iki Trail from the Crater Rim Trail through 
Kilauea Iki Trail. During that hike, we heard the roar of helicopters while on the trail, which disturbed the 
fascinating and beautiful, peaceful walk. 

National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours 
should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1574 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bonarek, Gail  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:53:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1575 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rosenfield, Michael  



Received: Jun,10 2023 12:53:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1576 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Osmer, William  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:53:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1577 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reeves, Lenore  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:54:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1578 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Czechowski, Alicia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:54:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Why hurt wildlife so that useless boring people can take generic selfies while ruining the 
planet. Humans do not belong in nature they only destroy it for its real inhabitants, wildlife.National parks are 
places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours should be 
prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1579 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Han, Richard  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:54:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1580 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mckiernan, Rogene  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:54:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1581 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Haley, Jim  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:54:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1582 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rimestad, Pat  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:55:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1583 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Luxton, Jan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:55:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1584 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Greene, Kelly  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:55:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1585 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hinshaw, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:55:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1586 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Headley, Linda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:56:39 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1587 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Baker-Smith, Gerritt  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:56:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1588 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Elio, Joel  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:58:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1589 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Bush, Don  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:58:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1590 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Krug, Catherine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:59:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1591 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: DeCargouet, Yves  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:59:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1592 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Seaman, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 12:59:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1593 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Darlington, Beth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:00:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1594 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Weininger, Gail  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:00:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1595 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Coahran, Margaret  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:00:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1596 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Green, Kathy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:00:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1597 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mccune, Sylvia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:01:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1598 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bravenec, April  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:01:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1599 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Monteleone, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:02:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1600 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kulik, Carol  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:02:49 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1601 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Biederman, Janice  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:05:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1602 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: O'Neill, Melody  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:05:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     The degredation of the enviornment for a noisy and expensive experience by the egocentric 
&quot;few&quot; and the enabling greedy entrepreneurs is totally unacceptable, 

National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours 
should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1603 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Philipps, Justin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:05:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1604 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Frentzel, Dorothy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:06:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1605 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Davis, Kevin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:06:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1606 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pickles, Penny  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:08:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1607 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Martini, Denise  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:08:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1608 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Barry, Marion  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:08:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1609 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Micco, Adrianne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:09:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1610 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zimmerman, Trudy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:09:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1611 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Evans, Micaela  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:09:39 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1612 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fite, Gregory  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:10:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1613 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marshall, Leslie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:10:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1614 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Harris, Scott  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:10:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1615 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Badeau, Kirk  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:11:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1616 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Badeau, Kirk  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:11:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1617 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Frayer, Marivee  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:11:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1618 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jones, Clayton  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:11:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1619 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcdaniel, Pj  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:11:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1620 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Weinberg, Jessica  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:11:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1621 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Silver, Jay  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:12:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1622 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harper, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:12:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1623 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Meehan, Carol  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:12:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1624 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: LaFrance, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:13:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1625 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brooker, Mark  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:13:32 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1626 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McGowan, Laura  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:13:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1627 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sears, Carol  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:14:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1628 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Hewitt, Cheryl  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:14:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1629 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Poppe, Dorothy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:15:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1630 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Angelo, Marjorie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:15:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1631 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Desousa, Sarah  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:15:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1632 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Aiken, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:16:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1633 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Elliott-cattell, June  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:16:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1634 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Attayi, Reza  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:16:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1635 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: G, Shari  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:16:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1636 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Aiken, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:16:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1637 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wind, Marilyn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:16:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1638 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gibson, Jason  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:17:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1639 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kerchevall, Charlene  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:18:22 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1640 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Latta, Natasha  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:18:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1641 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Farley, Barry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:19:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1642 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Johnson, Jessie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:19:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1643 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Seltzer, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:20:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1644 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jeude, Shirley  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:20:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1645 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bailey, Margaret  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:20:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1646 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Coleman, David  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:21:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1647 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fritsch, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:22:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1648 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Binder, Terri  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:22:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1649 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Welo, Tiffany  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:22:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1650 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Walsh, Marce  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:23:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1651 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Winkler, Erich  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:23:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1652 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Klatch, J.  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:23:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1653 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hodgkiss, Warren  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:24:00 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1654 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rinas, Juanita  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:24:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1655 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: BURMEISTER, JEREMY  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:24:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1656 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Lansin, Gloria  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:24:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1657 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Roth, Lu  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:24:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1658 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Algee, Martha  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:24:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1659 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Weisman, Naomi  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:25:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1660 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cumine, Sally  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:25:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1661 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hurd, L  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:26:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1662 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hoang, Lynn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:26:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1663 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zettel, Stephen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:26:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1664 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dames-Fincher, Glinda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:26:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1665 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fossa, Wendy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:26:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1666 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bielaus, Edward  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:26:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1667 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carter, Ronald  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:27:08 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1668 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Patra, Lynn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:28:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1669 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kallsen, Elissa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:28:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1670 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Hantel, Johanna  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:28:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1671 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: West, Paul  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:28:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1672 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Glancy, JoAnn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:30:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1673 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lapolla, Joann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:31:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1674 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Golembiewski, Mark  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:31:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1675 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lowery, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:32:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1676 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Miller, Travis  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:32:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1677 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hollis, Chloe  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:32:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1678 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fitzgerald, Kevin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:33:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1679 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Katz, David  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:34:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1680 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McNamara, Catherine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:34:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1681 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Holland, Gabriele  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:34:59 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1682 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcconnell, Jennifer  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:34:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1683 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goin, Cody  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:34:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1684 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Maranowski, Erica  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:35:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1685 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Weldon, Wendy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:35:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1686 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Martin, Fred  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:36:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1687 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ridenour, Patty  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:37:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1688 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Langelier, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:37:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1689 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Andrews, Rosalind  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:37:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1690 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Danford, Mark  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:37:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1691 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Elton, Wally  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:39:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I write as one who has visited both Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks to state 
my opposition to continuing air tours over these parks. Our national parks are places I and others visit to 
appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretative activities. I also welcome the natural quiet 
of these parks and do not appreciate having it disrupted by helicopters or other aircraft overhead. 

In both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds I come to enjoy. Air tours conflict 
with users of hiking trails and visitor centers and diminish the overall park experience for visitors.  

Studies have found that noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that are indigenous 
to Hawaii. Both parks are home to over 50 endangered and threatened species, many of which only live on these 
islands.  

National parks offer respite from the hustle and sounds of our everyday lives. They are places where we can 
appreciate nature and learn about our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to disrupt visitor experiences 
and disturb wildlife. The National Park Service says that Alternative 2 to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the 
greatest protection of visitor use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala.  

That is what I want. We should not settle for anything less than the &quot;greatest protection&quot; for our 
parks. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

Correspondence ID: 1692 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reed, Wanda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:39:49 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1693 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kolodney, Bette  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:39:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1694 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McDonough, Joseph  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:40:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1695 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Wilson, Merlin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:40:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1696 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Elman, David  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:40:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1697 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hall, David  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:40:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1698 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dervin, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:40:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1699 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gilford, Elfi  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:41:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1700 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rees, Melissa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:41:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1701 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Edwards, Ann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:41:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1702 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hatchell, Wendy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:41:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1703 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hatchell, Wendy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:41:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1704 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McQuaide, William  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:42:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1705 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Evans, Micaela  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:42:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1706 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dingleberry, Patricia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:42:49 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1707 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rehberg, Cindy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:43:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1708 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tomasello, Pela  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:44:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1709 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Nowak, Diane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:44:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1710 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wallace, Pam  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:44:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1711 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Phelps, James  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:44:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1712 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Robinson, Deanna  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:44:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1713 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McWilliams, Glen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:44:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1714 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schwab, Judith  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:45:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1715 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dailey, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:45:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1716 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Felton, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:47:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1717 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Grieves, Kathy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:47:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1718 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Obrien, Victoria  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:48:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1719 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bogan, Debra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:48:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1720 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Obrien, Victoria  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:48:54 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1721 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Michael, Veronica  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:48:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1722 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Martin, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:48:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1723 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Meneese, William  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:48:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1724 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wilber, Stewart  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:48:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Is there anything more obnoxious than helicopter noise overhead?  

That's why air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

The National Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest 
protection of visitor use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything 
less than the &quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1725 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Silverman, Mark  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:49:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1726 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McClure, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:50:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1727 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clarke, Lorraine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:51:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1728 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Long, Kathy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:51:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1729 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schaem, Suzanne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:51:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1730 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rice, K.  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:51:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1731 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Williams, Catherine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:51:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1732 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Meinzenbach, Jack  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:52:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1733 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Taylor, Jeri  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:52:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1734 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gottlieb, Norma  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:53:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1735 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Newman, Sharon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:53:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1736 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Karst, Karl  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:54:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1737 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Palau, Fleur  



Received: Jun,10 2023 13:54:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1738 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Markushewski, Edward  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:55:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1739 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dacus, Chris  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:55:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1740 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bourlotos, George  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:56:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1741 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Parhar, Pawiter  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:56:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1742 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gardner, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:57:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1743 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Finley, Diane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:58:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1744 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Matthews, Carole  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:58:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1745 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rippberger, Ada  

Received: Jun,10 2023 13:59:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1746 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McVey, Harry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:01:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1747 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fast, Linda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:01:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1748 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wood, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:01:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1749 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Matthews, Sherry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:01:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1750 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Deysher, Anne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:01:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1751 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Caldwell, Jill  



Received: Jun,10 2023 14:02:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1752 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: James, Virginia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:02:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1753 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: James, Virginia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:02:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1754 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ratto, Nicholas  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:02:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1755 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gatto, Dana  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:02:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1756 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Evans, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:03:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1757 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hague, Cole  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:03:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1758 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Petrella, Saundra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:03:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1759 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Donohue, Gayle  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:04:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1760 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tine', Tina  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:04:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1761 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Boes, Sondra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:04:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1762 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bogin, Ronald  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:04:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1763 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hart, Debra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:04:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1764 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Blumberg, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:05:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1765 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carnein, Carl  



Received: Jun,10 2023 14:05:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National Parks are not places for wealthy white trash to trash for their own fun. National 
parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours should 
be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1766 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Soddy, Diane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:05:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1767 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Linnolt, Mike  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:06:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1768 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lombardi, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:06:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1769 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Elvi, Mari  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:06:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1770 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Donahue, Sandra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:07:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1771 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fleischaker, Gail  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:07:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1772 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reeves, Cathy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:07:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1773 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carlton, Jean  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:09:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1774 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bierman, Kenneth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:09:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1775 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nordquist, Teresa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:09:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1776 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mullins, Pamela  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:09:51 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1777 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Robinson, Rhonda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:09:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1778 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lamb, Patricia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:10:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1779 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Kelly, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:10:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1780 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Anderson, Frank  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:10:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1781 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Richards, Geoffrey  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:11:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1782 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Koester, Tanya  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:11:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1783 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Holston, Jennifer  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:11:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1784 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Weiss, Helene  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:11:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1785 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Swanson, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:12:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1786 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Saxon, Diana  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:13:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1787 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fletcher, Paddy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:13:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1788 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cush, Kaniela  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:14:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1789 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Koritz, Raleigh  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:14:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1790 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Oda, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:14:43 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1791 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Strassburger, Elaine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:15:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1792 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: B, Annie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:15:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1793 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Smith, Terrie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:15:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1794 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Powell, Peter  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:17:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1795 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Miyashiro, Marla  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:18:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1796 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McDonald, Charles  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:18:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1797 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Micco, Adrianne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:18:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1798 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Munoz, George  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:18:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1799 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Elvi, Mari  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:18:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1800 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: E, Deb  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:18:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1801 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: E, Glenn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:19:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1802 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Guhman, Ed  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:19:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1803 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: wiegandt, dan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:20:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1804 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Petersen, Tracy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:20:11 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1805 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lopez, M  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:21:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1806 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McBride, Debbie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:21:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1807 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Mulcahy, Olga  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:21:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1808 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: rither, William  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:23:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1809 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Trecartin, Constance  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:23:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1810 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Biddle, Belinda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:23:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1811 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: rither, William  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:23:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1812 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Serafin, Kiara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:23:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1813 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Walters, Ernie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:24:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1814 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sawyer, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:25:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1815 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nachazel-Ruck, Jane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:25:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1816 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tanner, Mildred  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:26:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1817 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Morton, Donald  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:26:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1818 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harper, Alan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:26:53 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1819 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eythrib, Myriam  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:28:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1820 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Knight, Lisa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:29:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1821 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Spradlin, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:29:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1822 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reader, Charlene  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:29:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1823 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Evans, D  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:29:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1824 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ammon, Kay  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:30:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1825 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Acosta, Mike  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:30:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1826 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brown, Marilyn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:31:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1827 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brookshire, Becky  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:31:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1828 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Longanecker, Amy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:31:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1829 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Spray, Eric  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:31:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1830 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pardi, Marco  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:32:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1831 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eikenbary, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:32:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1832 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clark, P.  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:32:00 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1833 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Westerbeek, Meintje  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:32:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1834 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dalton, Suzanne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:33:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1835 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Addesso, Julie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:33:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1836 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Isaacson, James  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:35:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1837 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cross, Russ  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:35:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1838 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tesch, Kristen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:35:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1839 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lewis, Scott  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:36:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1840 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: BENOIT, MARIA  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:36:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1841 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: west, rebecca  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:37:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1842 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ashmore, Sandra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:38:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1843 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Men, C.  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:39:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1844 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Boucher, Virginia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:39:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors like me come to enjoy. 
Air tours are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience. They contribute to 
the climate crisis! 

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1845 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zelasko, Sandy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:40:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1846 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reiter, Hayden  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:40:59 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1847 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schwarz, Kurt  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:41:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including critically endangered birds that only live in 
Hawaii. Both parks are home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1848 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gushleff, Gerald  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:43:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1849 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Reese, Mykel  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:43:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1850 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rosell, Bobbi  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:43:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1851 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stuebben, Angela  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:43:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1852 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Allen, Michaell  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:45:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1853 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wade, Kimberly  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:45:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1854 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Josephs, Lawrence  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:46:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1855 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Morringello, Gerri  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:49:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1856 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cohen, Frederica  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:49:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1857 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Grove, Laura  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:50:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1858 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Caputo, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:50:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1859 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McFarland, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:52:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1860 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thompson, Donna  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:52:33 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1861 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eguren, F.  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:53:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1862 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Doyka, Christine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:53:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1863 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Grimes, Cindy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:54:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1864 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tousley, Kay  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:56:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1865 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Walter, Gail  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:56:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1866 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ayres, Ken  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:57:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1867 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gravell, Amy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:57:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1868 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Craig, Rebecca  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:58:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1869 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Ben  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:58:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1870 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Janczuk, Stan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:59:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1871 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: D, M  

Received: Jun,10 2023 14:59:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1872 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stone, Christine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:00:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1873 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Steckhouse, Lisa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:00:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1874 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: S, H  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:00:40 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1875 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Koopmans, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:02:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1876 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Van de Riet, Paul  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:03:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1877 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Cielukowski, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:03:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1878 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nutini, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:04:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1879 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Beverly, J.  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:05:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1880 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wayne, Conrad  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:05:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1881 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gentry, Carol  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:05:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1882 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Challgren, Peg  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:07:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1883 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Katherine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:08:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1884 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fitch, Stephen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:08:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1885 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fregosi, Andi  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:09:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1886 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Krenke, Robin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:09:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1887 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Huenefeld, Mary-Alyce  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:11:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1888 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Huenefeld, Carl  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:11:40 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1889 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kob, Tricia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:12:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1890 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marshall, Ron  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:14:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1891 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Colahan, Kristina  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:15:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1892 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Blackwood, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:15:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1893 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Miedtke, Doug  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:15:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1894 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wallace, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:15:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1895 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ucko, Aaron  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:16:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1896 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fingerman, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:17:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1897 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Payne, Grace  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:17:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1898 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Caumo, James  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:18:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1899 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cantrell, Dan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:18:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1900 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ainsley, Brian  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:19:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1901 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fletcher, Pam  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:20:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1902 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bean, F  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:20:46 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1903 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kutilek, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:20:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1904 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Richardson, Gail  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:21:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1905 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Felix, Kristin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:21:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1906 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Back, Richard  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:21:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1907 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: groshardt, joanne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:21:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1908 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ross, Jean  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:22:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1909 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Recknagel, Peggy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:25:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1910 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Buco-Desjarlais, Caitlin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:25:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1911 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Aman, Gloria  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:25:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1912 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jones, Cheryl  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:26:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1913 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Korn, Meryle  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:29:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1914 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Leek, Kathren  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:29:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1915 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Flanders, Gail  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:29:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1916 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Allison, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:30:07 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I am writing as a past visitor to Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks. National 
parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours should 
be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1917 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Earley, Alexandria  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:30:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1918 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vaughan, Carolyn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:30:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1919 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Phelan, Nick  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:31:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Ban all air tours 

Correspondence ID: 1920 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hanse, Constantina  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:31:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1921 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Curry, Dennis  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:31:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1922 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Loo, Chris  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:32:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1923 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kramarck, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:33:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1924 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cameron, Denise  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:35:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1925 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: grabar, Christine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:35:29 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1926 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Woestwin, Carl  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:35:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1927 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Frisch, Roger  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:35:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1928 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Petro, Pat  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:35:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1929 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Petro, Pat  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:35:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1930 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sewright, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:36:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1931 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: h, Kj  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:36:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1932 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sexton, Tonya  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:36:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1933 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gasco, Christine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:36:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1934 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: g, j  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:36:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1935 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schmidt, Kimberly  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:36:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1936 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pielke, Janet  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:37:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1937 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kanoff, Julie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:38:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1938 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Arnold, Charles  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:38:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1939 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kieffer, Lynda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:38:32 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1940 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harper, Alan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:38:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1941 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Burke, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:39:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1942 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Sonin, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:39:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1943 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Strangstad, Lyn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:39:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1944 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lindsay, Pat  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:41:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1945 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dennis, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:41:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1946 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Painter, Becky  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:42:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1947 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hallead, Gerald  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:45:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1948 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hallead, Gerald  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:45:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1949 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Longever, Jordan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:46:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1950 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Forbes, Graeme  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:47:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1951 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Erba, Antonino  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:48:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1952 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bilisoly, Kandice  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:48:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1953 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Heath, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:49:19 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1954 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Citron, Jean  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:49:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1955 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Navan, Gloria  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:50:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1956 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: massey, carolyn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:51:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1957 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Whitman, Fanny  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:52:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1958 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Graffagnino, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:52:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places my husband and I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch 
wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National 
Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

PLEASE FOR THE HEALTHY AND WELL-BEING OF ALL CURRENT AND FUTURE GENERATIONS, 
WILDLIFE AND THE ENVIRONMENT, WE URGE YOU TO protect Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala 
National Parks, its wildlife, and the visitors who enjoy them. THIS IS THE HEALTHY, RIGHT, FAIR, JUST, 
HUMANE ACTION TO TAKE!!! 

Correspondence ID: 1959 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eames, Lee  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:53:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1960 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wessner, Derek  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:53:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1961 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Burkhart, Kathryn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:55:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1962 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rakaczky, Rachel  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:55:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1963 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stachura, Delores  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:56:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1964 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hartgraves, Paula  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:56:40 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1965 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Essman, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:57:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1966 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cook, S  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:58:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1967 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Mazias, Melissa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 15:59:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1968 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Spencer, Catherine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:00:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1969 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Ellen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:00:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation - not be disturbed and deafened by air tours. (Can only imagine how much more disturbed the 
wildlife is!) Air tours should be prohibited over national parks and especially over Hawaii Volcanoes and 
Haleakala National Parks, both of which I have visited and treasured.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1970 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kelly, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:00:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1971 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shannahan, Richard  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:00:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1972 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fihelly, Linda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:00:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1973 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McKennon, Mark  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:00:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1974 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rosas, Greg  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:01:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1975 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shively, Judy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:01:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1976 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gelles, Kat  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:01:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1977 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kuntzman, Steven  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:02:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1978 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nathan, Samantha  



Received: Jun,10 2023 16:02:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1979 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Messmer, Kim  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:03:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1980 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lucaciu, Lidia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:03:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1981 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bovenkerk, Janet  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:04:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1982 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Otto, Brian  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:05:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1983 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Spilecki, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:05:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1984 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Corr, F  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:06:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1985 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: O'Reilly, Meghan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:06:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1986 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kiefner, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:09:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1987 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Powell, Miyuki  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:10:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1988 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Powell, Miyuki  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:10:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1989 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Raymond, Catherine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:10:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1990 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Amano, Stephen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:10:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1991 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wilkin, Sue  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:11:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1992 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Charron, Anik  



Received: Jun,10 2023 16:11:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1993 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kremet, Willempje  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:11:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1994 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bravo, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:11:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 1995 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lesley, Thomas  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:12:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1996 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Katz, Paula  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:13:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1997 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Monaghan, Shelley  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:13:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1998 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Markey, Alice  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:13:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 1999 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Christopher, Sandra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:15:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2000 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jaskowitz, Rita  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:15:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2001 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cook, Anice  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:16:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2002 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eaton, Chris  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:16:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

I believe in the near future tour companies will be in a position to offer air tours in much quieter air taxi drones. 
For the present we need the soothing sounds of nature in special places without helicopters drowning it out. 

Correspondence ID: 2003 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eames, Cheryl  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:18:34 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2004 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cutts, Bruce  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:20:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2005 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Potter, Penny  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:20:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2006 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Merljak, Julija  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:20:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2007 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tober, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:21:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2008 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wolf, Rachel  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:23:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2009 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mathews, Lynda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:23:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2010 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McCalister, Janet  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:24:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2011 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Knouse, Tracey  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:24:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2012 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cloud, Jarrett  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:25:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2013 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Blackman, Laura  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:26:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2014 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jones, Pat  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:26:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2015 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jones, Jane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:26:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2016 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Galloway, Marge  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:27:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2017 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Paul, Betsy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:27:32 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2018 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dean, Randall  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:28:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2019 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Puccini, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:28:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2020 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Villeneuve, Kiel  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:28:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2021 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schindler, Lynda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:29:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2022 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bywater-Hoather, Sandra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:29:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2023 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pryich, Ann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:30:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2024 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Verkamp, Doris  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:32:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2025 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mackenzie, Linda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:33:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2026 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Long, Pat  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:33:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places where people can appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, 
and enjoy interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2027 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Caldwell, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:34:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2028 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: coffman, michele  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:35:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2029 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Heuler, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:35:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2030 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Duckworth, Susie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:37:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Thank you! 

Correspondence ID: 2031 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pitzel, Diane  



Received: Jun,10 2023 16:38:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Ugly Americans, or people who think that their wealth entitles them to be deplorable in their 
misbehaviors, are great at making people and places around them less scenic or fragrant for the rest of us. They 
have to show off their ugliness to &quot;own&quot; people who they accuse of being antifa. National parks are 
places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours should be 
prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience. Even if oligarchs or greedy 
deplorables from around the world participate in providing or using air tours, the idea is ugly.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2032 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bruining, Dianne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:38:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2033 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: S, C  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:38:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2034 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cairns, Rachel  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:38:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2035 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Winters, Lisa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:39:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2036 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnston, Virginia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:40:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2037 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kubrin, Francine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:43:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2038 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rauscher, Janet  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:43:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2039 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Benson, Andrew  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:44:19 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2040 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Packard, Roger  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:44:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2041 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zinn, Andrea  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:44:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2042 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Stratten, Ann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:45:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2043 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mehrings, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:46:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2044 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sand, Gretchen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:46:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2045 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ngo, Jinn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:47:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2046 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harkov, Ronald  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:47:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2047 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kaehn, S  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:48:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2048 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hummel, Lani  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:50:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2049 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Steven  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:50:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2050 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jakab, Elisabeth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:52:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2051 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Richards, Julie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:52:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2052 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: brown, Darleen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:54:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2053 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Frazer, Jane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:55:16 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2054 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Henning, Linda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:56:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2055 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Somerville, Lisa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:56:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2056 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Williams, Weldon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:56:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2057 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kraus, Cathy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:56:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2058 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Patten, Robin  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:57:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2059 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brody, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 16:58:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2060 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goetz, Gary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:00:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2061 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dennis, Gudrun  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:01:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2062 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Turner, Phyllis  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:01:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2063 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lheureux, Jole  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:03:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2064 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lewis, Verlene  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:03:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2065 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kramer, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:04:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     It's time to protect nature. National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, 
watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala 
National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2066 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cole, J  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:04:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2067 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mckillip, Linda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:04:42 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2068 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Burns, Lynne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:05:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2069 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Baer, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:06:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2070 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Franck, Faith  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:06:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2071 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Plant, Eleanor  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:09:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2072 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kendall, Charles  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:09:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2073 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pooley, Lynn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:10:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2074 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harkins, Dennis  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:11:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2075 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: H, Jen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:12:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2076 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kessler, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:12:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2077 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sivesind, Torunn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:12:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2078 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Laporte, Michele  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:12:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2079 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ferrara, Loraine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:12:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2080 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rhoads, Bonnie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:12:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2081 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harrison, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:12:55 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2082 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Skinner, Gail  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:13:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2083 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ervin, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:13:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2084 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: youd, mark  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:14:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2085 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Garn, Sarah  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:14:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2086 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cushing, Grace  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:15:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2087 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Baldock, patricia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:15:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2088 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Batchelder, Jan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:16:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2089 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Florin, David  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:16:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2090 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dabanian, Kathy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:16:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2091 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Verna, Diane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:17:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2092 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Abbott, Katie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:17:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2093 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nunemaker, Connie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:18:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2094 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nasta, Steven  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:18:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2095 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Krasner, Shay  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:18:49 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2096 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rickels, Katherine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:19:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2097 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Book, Joan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:21:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2098 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Romine, Janet  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:21:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2099 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hanson, Lois  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:22:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2100 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bockino, Alida  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:23:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2101 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: DeBing, Therese  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:24:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2102 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kocher, Sharon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:25:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2103 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Baker, Angie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:26:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2104 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sardineer, Ann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:27:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2105 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sardineer, Ann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:27:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2106 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sexton, Krista  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:27:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2107 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Alvesteffer, Pamela  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:29:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2108 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mallery, Jill  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:29:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2109 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Meyer, Marilee  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:30:09 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2110 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bold, Richard  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:30:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2111 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gallo, Joseph  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:30:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2112 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Shotwell, Andi  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:31:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2113 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kowtun, Alex  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:31:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2114 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stern, Karli  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:31:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2115 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jessler, Darynne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:32:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2116 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marine, Roberta  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:32:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2117 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Furino, Gary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:33:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2118 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Delaney, Bryce  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:33:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2119 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Langgin, Diane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:34:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2120 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Norton, Daria  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:35:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2121 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wakiji, Dana  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:36:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2122 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Deng, Lawrence  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:38:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2123 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Donnelly, Linda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:41:11 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2124 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lang, Liana  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:41:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2125 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Graff, Wanda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:41:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2126 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Prostko, Linda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:41:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2127 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gentili-Lloyd, Mika  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:41:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2128 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harris, X  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:41:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2129 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Roberts, George  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:42:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2130 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cornell, Denice  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:42:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2131 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Berkowitz, Julia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:43:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2132 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Joy, Veda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:44:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2133 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Malis-Andersen, Suzanne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:44:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2134 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zastrow, Sandra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:45:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2135 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mack, Dorothy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:45:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2136 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zanger, Manfred  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:46:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2137 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bramlet, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:46:59 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2138 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hull, Cynthia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:48:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2139 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hilgers, Irene  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:49:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2140 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Maruki-Fox, Setsuko  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:53:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2141 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cierech, Thomas  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:53:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2142 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vandegrift, Debra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:53:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2143 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Oltarsh, Victoria  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:53:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2144 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Scull, Jennifer  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:54:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2145 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Boomershine, C.jean  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:54:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2146 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Van Aken, Richard  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:54:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2147 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Moranville, Stacy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:56:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2148 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Haig, Glenn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:59:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2149 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Worrall, Courtney  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:59:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2150 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Milam, Scott  

Received: Jun,10 2023 17:59:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks. They remove 
the beauty of the quiet. 

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2151 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Steinle, Sandra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:00:40 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2152 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Coz, Ann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:00:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2153 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mora, Sharon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:01:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2154 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Ruutz-Rees, Roland  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:02:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2155 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Frank, Marshalek  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:03:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2156 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Laboy-Vagell, Marjorie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:03:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2157 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jones, Helen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:04:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2158 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gmeiner, Kjersten  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:04:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2159 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fisher, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:04:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2160 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Frazier, Shelley  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:05:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2161 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Futrell, Sherrill  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:05:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I'm not sure why you keep allowing LOUD helicopter trips over Mauna Kea, Mauna Loa, 
Kilauea etc. It's TOTALLY ANNOYING. National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch 
wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National 
Parks. - AND EVERY NATIONAL PARK.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2162 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McReavy, Kim  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:06:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2163 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pire, Pat  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:06:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2164 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Salvner, Amanda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:07:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2165 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Guthrie, Sarah  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:08:07 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2166 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Krekeler, Nancy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:08:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2167 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stofko, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:09:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2168 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Price, Mara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:09:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2169 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Santangelo, Roseann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:14:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2170 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Drabbs, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:15:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2171 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: m, sam  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:15:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2172 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rubin, Luana  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:17:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2173 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Renwick, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:17:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2174 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lindner, Clara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:18:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2175 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hair, Karla  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:18:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2176 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Greenberg, Jill  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:19:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2177 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wheeler, Dorothy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:22:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2178 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Swanson, Laurie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:22:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2179 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Matz, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:22:43 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2180 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Koch, Joann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:24:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2181 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nagel, Dennis  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:24:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2182 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Ackerson, Dave  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:25:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2183 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Powell, Barb  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:26:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2184 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bourassa, Veronica  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:26:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2185 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hoffman, Tom  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:26:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2186 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ward, Denise  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:27:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2187 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Obrien, Gina  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:29:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2188 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Caro, Steve  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:29:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2189 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Koch, Judith  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:30:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2190 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Palmer, Kirstie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:30:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2191 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Handley, Edward  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:31:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2192 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schultz, Kaylene  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:31:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

LEAVE THESE ANIMALS ALONE 

Correspondence ID: 2193 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Conner, Suzanne  



Received: Jun,10 2023 18:31:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2194 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McCann, Donald  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:33:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2195 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fry, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:33:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2196 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lull, Patricia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:35:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2197 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stewart, Jackie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:36:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2198 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wertz, Deborah  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:36:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2199 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcgaughey, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:38:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2200 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hunter, Jeffrey  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:39:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2201 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lindsay, Johanna  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:40:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2202 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vorwalske, Sharon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:40:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2203 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gillooly, Niele  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:40:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2204 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hargrove, Barbara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:41:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2205 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Potter, Penny  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:44:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2206 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Quick, Jennifer  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:44:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2207 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gajda, Mary  



Received: Jun,10 2023 18:45:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2208 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nowicki, Ann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:45:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2209 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ferrary, Richard  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:45:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2210 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Maszczak, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:46:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2211 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nowicki, Ann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:46:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2212 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zissu, Thomas  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:47:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2213 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Woolsey, David  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:47:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2214 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fleener, Teresa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:47:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I am lucky to live near Olympic National Park, and to travel by Mt. Rainier National Park 
frequently. Professionally, I am a resource manager, naturalist and conservationist. National parks are places I go 
to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over 
Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks. For that matter, they are not needed at any national park. 

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We should not pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2215 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Powers, Kay  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:48:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2216 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Larrabee, Margot  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:49:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2217 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: tager, kent  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:49:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2218 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cooper, James  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:50:19 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2219 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kreager, Charissa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:52:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2220 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: O'Reilly, Maureen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:53:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2221 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Ruegsegger, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:53:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2222 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Haskell, Eric  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:54:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I spent time at Hawaii volcanoes national Park as far back as the 1980s, and unfortunately 
experience the frequent helicopter flights. National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch 
wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National 
Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2223 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Blair, Debbie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:55:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2224 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: kindel, karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:56:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2225 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mazur, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:56:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2226 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vance, Patricia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:56:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2227 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schroeder, Joy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:58:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands. 

What about the fossil fuels required to power air tours? Tours of Nature need not add to air and water pollution!  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2228 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: bar Hill, Michael  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:59:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2229 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ryan, Carolyn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 18:59:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2230 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Holland, Jonathan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:01:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2231 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reed, Claudia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:01:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2232 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mercier, Lyssa  



Received: Jun,10 2023 19:01:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2233 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bakke, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:03:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2234 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Borcherding, Paul  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:08:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2235 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fahey, Maryann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:08:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2236 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Trier, Wayne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:10:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2237 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: murray, tom  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:10:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2238 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Heintz, Nancy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:11:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2239 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Comunale, Elliot  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:12:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2240 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Porter, Penny  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:13:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2241 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Karpick, Ron  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:14:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2242 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Martin, Ben  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:15:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2243 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dixon, Sheila  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:15:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2244 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vail, Mark  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:16:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2245 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Murray, Joan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:16:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2246 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zettek, Ms.  



Received: Jun,10 2023 19:16:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2247 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Montapert, Anthony  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:17:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2248 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Slate, Judi  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:18:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2249 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Babineau, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:18:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2250 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Booth, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:19:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2251 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Barker, Walt  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:19:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2252 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Michalek, Dorothy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:20:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2253 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carley, Carol  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:22:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2254 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Amonette, Alison  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:23:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2255 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Quiggle, David  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:23:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2256 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Walker, Nora  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:24:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2257 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Paxton, Greg  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:26:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2258 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Becker, Christine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:26:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2259 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Howell, Carol  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:26:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2260 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carter, Alan  



Received: Jun,10 2023 19:30:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2261 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brahinsky, David  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:30:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2262 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hummel, Lisa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:30:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2263 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bannerman, Brittany  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:30:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2264 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wheeler, Vicki  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:31:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2265 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wells, Barron  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:32:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2266 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Trumbo, Kristine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:32:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2267 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kieffer, Ramsay  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:37:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2268 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nicodemus, Sharon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:37:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2269 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Farmer, Bonnie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:37:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2270 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kerner, Jim  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:41:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2271 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dunham, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:42:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2272 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pearson, Cheryl  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:43:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2273 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Felice, Carol  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:47:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2274 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: W, Naomi  



Received: Jun,10 2023 19:47:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2275 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cipriano, Gina  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:47:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2276 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cipriano, Gina  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:47:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2277 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mitchell, Bonnie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:48:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2278 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hill, Carol  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:49:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2279 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kornreich, David  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:49:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2280 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shekell, Margaret  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:49:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2281 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ayres, Peter  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:51:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2282 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Magnuson, Kayla  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:51:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2283 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Roberts, Jack  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:51:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2284 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brophy, Tracy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:52:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2285 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Plum, Ruth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:53:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2286 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Southward, Roger  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:53:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2287 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bemer, Lynne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:53:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2288 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schmidt, Roger  



Received: Jun,10 2023 19:54:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2289 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Andrade, Debra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:54:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2290 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marsh, Heather  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:56:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2291 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Giese, Mark  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:56:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2292 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lemonik, B.  

Received: Jun,10 2023 19:57:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2293 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Collins, Belinda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:00:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2294 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Heyneman, John  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:00:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2295 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pope, Nancy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:00:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2296 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Paley, Leon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:01:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2297 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brown, Brian  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:02:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2298 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nord, Randall  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:02:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2299 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Newburn, Phyllis  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:05:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2300 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kenosky, Joseph  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:07:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2301 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Poignant, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:07:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2302 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fitz, Pat  



Received: Jun,10 2023 20:08:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2303 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Horowitz, Daniel  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:09:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2304 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lubin, Thalia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:10:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2305 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Aquino, Tracey  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:10:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2306 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Miller, Matthew  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:11:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2307 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sullivan, Sharon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:11:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2308 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sullivan, Sharon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:12:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2309 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Leslie, Virginia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:12:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2310 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hull, Lise  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:12:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2311 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McCarthy, Debbie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:13:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2312 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lowe, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:15:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2313 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fonken, Miryam  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:18:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2314 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Beville, Richard  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:19:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2315 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: O'Neil, Sl  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:19:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2316 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Norman, Melissa  



Received: Jun,10 2023 20:20:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2317 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Yeoman, Leigh  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:21:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2318 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kawszan, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:22:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2319 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wright, Trigg  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:24:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2320 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eames, Cheryl  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:25:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2321 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schwarz, Diane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:26:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2322 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kahigian, Peter  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:26:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2323 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Weaver, Wes  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:28:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2324 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stanley, Norm  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:29:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2325 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Strzelebich, Mikeyla  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:30:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2326 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcauliffe, Carole  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:31:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2327 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nunez, Stephanie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:32:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2328 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Aseltine, Sandra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:32:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2329 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Walker, Alice  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:33:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2330 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Waters, Diana  



Received: Jun,10 2023 20:33:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2331 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Meilenner, Stephen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:33:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2332 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Adelman, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:34:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2333 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bloom, R  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:34:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2334 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ernesti, Theo  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:37:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2335 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Macgregor, Susan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:37:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2336 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hyun, Philip  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:38:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2337 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Boice, Ruth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:38:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2338 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Grajczyk, Joyce  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:39:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2339 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brooks, Aspen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:39:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2340 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Franco, Diana  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:40:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2341 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: MacKelvie, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:40:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2342 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ogawa, Kim  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:41:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2343 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reifman, Jamie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:42:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2344 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Frye, Linda  



Received: Jun,10 2023 20:42:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2345 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Holloran, Heidi  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:43:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2346 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Holloran, Heidi  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:43:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2347 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bergh, Colleen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:44:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2348 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wolfe, Charles  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:44:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2349 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Endahl, Gayla  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:46:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2350 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Blankenship, Darren  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:47:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2351 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Price, Cheri  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:48:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2352 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Weber, Jeanine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:49:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2353 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lasiter, April  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:49:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2354 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Motta, Denise  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:50:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2355 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Glass, Perri  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:51:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2356 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Davidson, Jocelyne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:51:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2357 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Roberto, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:52:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2358 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tait, Erline  



Received: Jun,10 2023 20:55:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2359 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fooks, Gloria  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:56:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2360 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tulu, Baysan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:56:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2361 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Percopo, Dominic  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:57:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2362 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Andaloro, Bernadette  

Received: Jun,10 2023 20:59:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2363 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Parkins, Janet  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:01:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2364 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Matherne, Christy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:01:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2365 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dorsett, Terry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:04:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2366 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: C., Lynne  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:04:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2367 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Canarsky, Maurine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:04:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours must be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours must not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National Park 
Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor use and 
experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We must not pick anything less than the &quot;greatest 
protection&quot; for our parks. Stop the air tours now. 

Correspondence ID: 2368 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shofstall, Stephen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:05:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2369 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dingeman, Christine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:06:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2370 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Walther, Rachel  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:07:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2371 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Colwill, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:07:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2372 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lasley, Barbara  



Received: Jun,10 2023 21:10:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2373 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hauck, Dennis  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:11:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2374 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hotarek, Kathryn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:13:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2375 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Frohn, Joyce  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:14:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2376 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tao, Carol  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:15:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2377 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clark, Mary  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:16:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2378 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Anderson, PJ  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:17:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2379 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Atendido, Cliff  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:18:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2380 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Serazio, Sandra  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:21:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2381 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Psaras, Brenda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:23:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2382 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Psaras, Brenda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:24:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2383 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hendry, Dawn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:27:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2384 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hendry, Dawn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:27:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2385 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, M.E.  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:29:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2386 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Declements, Mari  



Received: Jun,10 2023 21:30:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2387 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mills, Lesia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:30:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2388 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mills, Lesia  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:30:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2389 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kane, Pamela  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:31:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2390 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Center, Jeanine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:32:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     American tourists are highly self-indulgent, asking for services that cater to them despite their 
effect on the areas they are visitingair tours of national parks, for example.  

Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks. A visit to a national park 
should mean escaping the hustle and bustle of our everyday lives, appreciating nature, and learning about our 
culture.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National Park Service 
says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor use and 
experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the &quot;greatest 
protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2391 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: ship, l  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:33:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2392 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Williams, Lori  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:34:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2393 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Costolo, Elaine  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:35:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2394 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Seltzer, Devon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:35:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2395 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Petrulias, Linda  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:37:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2396 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Horstman, Kara  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:39:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2397 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Scheifele, Edna  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:39:22 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2398 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Donaldson, Britton  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:40:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2399 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marsh, Tiffany  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:41:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2400 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: MacLamroc, Alan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:42:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2401 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dorsey, Ann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:45:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2402 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kohn, Jessica  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:46:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2403 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reynolds, Rebecca  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:47:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2404 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ludington, Byron  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:47:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2405 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Duy, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:48:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2406 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Polak, Carolyn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:48:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2407 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Riddle, Carolyn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:51:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2408 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Isoda, Andrew  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:53:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2409 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Isoda, Andrew  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:53:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2410 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kushman, Kathryn  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:55:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2411 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wasgatt, Ann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:56:08 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2412 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Farnsworth, Stu  

Received: Jun,10 2023 21:59:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

STOP the disruptions from noisy aircraft ASAP and leave Nature QUIET and TRANQUIL  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2413 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Singwi, Veena  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:01:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2414 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gorfain, Lillian  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:03:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2415 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Spaulding, D.  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:03:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2416 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kohl, Sybil  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:08:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2417 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Moissant, Helena  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:09:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2418 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hollar, Rondane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:10:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2419 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Engelhardt, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:10:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2420 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Engelhardt, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:10:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2421 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: MacArthur, Ron  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:13:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2422 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Henzel, William  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:14:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2423 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Moulesong, Jon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:14:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2424 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Spooner, Jim  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:16:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2425 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mancuso, Bernadette  



Received: Jun,10 2023 22:18:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2426 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Yuan, Teresa  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:19:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2427 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Erbs, Lori  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:27:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2428 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Blumenthal, Diane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:30:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2429 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Blumenthal, Diane  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:30:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2430 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Finkelstein, Sheldon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:30:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2431 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Slocum, Karen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:31:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2432 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Esser, Pamela  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:31:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2433 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ruiz, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:35:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2434 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Strickland, Tracy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:40:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2435 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fielder, Dr.  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:47:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2436 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clerie, Pascale  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:49:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2437 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Levous, Paula  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:49:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2438 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Unertl, Ann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:50:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2439 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reichert, Charlotte  



Received: Jun,10 2023 22:50:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2440 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Yingling, Terry  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:53:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2441 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Morton-Quinn, Lugene  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:54:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2442 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Huntsman, Leon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:54:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2443 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sena, Jani  

Received: Jun,10 2023 22:59:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2444 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mizar, Robert  

Received: Jun,10 2023 23:01:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2445 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sramek, Jo-Ann  

Received: Jun,10 2023 23:02:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
Hawaii is home to many threatened and endangered species of plants &amp; animals and we should do our 
utmost to protect them. It makes me sad to know that many people are going along with the culture of hate which 
says that it is okay to kill and injure animals, plants and their environment. 

Correspondence ID: 2446 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Frasieur, Forest  

Received: Jun,10 2023 23:03:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2447 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fenton, Grace  

Received: Jun,10 2023 23:05:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2448 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Coker, Pamela  

Received: Jun,10 2023 23:06:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2449 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: White, Nancy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 23:06:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2450 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brown, Damon  

Received: Jun,10 2023 23:07:56 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2451 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dinell, Alexander  

Received: Jun,10 2023 23:09:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2452 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lamorte, Bill  

Received: Jun,10 2023 23:10:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2453 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Griswold, Dean  

Received: Jun,10 2023 23:15:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2454 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pavcovich, Michelle  

Received: Jun,10 2023 23:26:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2455 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Delaney, Janet  

Received: Jun,10 2023 23:30:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2456 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zissu, Thomas  

Received: Jun,10 2023 23:33:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2457 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gathing, Nancy  

Received: Jun,10 2023 23:34:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2458 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Burke, Russell  

Received: Jun,10 2023 23:38:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2459 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McGrath, Carol  

Received: Jun,10 2023 23:48:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2460 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Svec, Bonnie  

Received: Jun,10 2023 23:48:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2461 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carlson, Joan  

Received: Jun,10 2023 23:49:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2462 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Naidich, Sandra  

Received: Jun,11 2023 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2463 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: horton, karen  

Received: Jun,11 2023 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2464 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: horton, karen  

Received: Jun,11 2023 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2465 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gurdin, Barry  

Received: Jun,11 2023 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2466 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Campbell, Allan  

Received: Jun,11 2023 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2467 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Arnold, Carlos  

Received: Jun,11 2023 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2468 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goetschius, Lascinda  

Received: Jun,11 2023 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2469 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Knapp, Michael  

Received: Jun,11 2023 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2470 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rogers, Joe  

Received: Jun,11 2023 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2471 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sabbara, Serena  

Received: Jun,11 2023 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2472 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kalleberg, Glenn  

Received: Jun,11 2023 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2473 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: C, Jo  

Received: Jun,11 2023 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2474 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Richardson, Leslie  

Received: Jun,11 2023 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2475 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lynch, Larry  

Received: Jun,11 2023 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2476 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Yater, Jane  

Received: Jun,11 2023 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2477 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Taylor, Debra  

Received: Jun,11 2023 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2478 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zywan, Katherine  

Received: Jun,11 2023 01:01:16 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2479 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Simington, Kathy  

Received: Jun,11 2023 01:06:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2480 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kane, Leah  

Received: Jun,11 2023 01:07:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2481 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Messinger, Lisa  

Received: Jun,11 2023 01:14:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2482 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Real, Amanda  

Received: Jun,11 2023 01:18:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2483 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Barnes, Kim  

Received: Jun,11 2023 01:20:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2484 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schiffman, Lauren  

Received: Jun,11 2023 01:23:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2485 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Van Os, Colette  

Received: Jun,11 2023 01:26:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2486 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Van Os, Colette  

Received: Jun,11 2023 01:26:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2487 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Polesky, Alice  

Received: Jun,11 2023 01:29:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2488 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hung, Charles  

Received: Jun,11 2023 01:41:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2489 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hewitt, Carol  

Received: Jun,11 2023 01:41:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2490 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tait, Barbara  

Received: Jun,11 2023 01:46:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2491 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jenkins, Jacqueline  

Received: Jun,11 2023 01:50:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2492 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Filas, Tamara  

Received: Jun,11 2023 01:51:16 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2493 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stridinger, Jennifer  

Received: Jun,11 2023 01:51:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2494 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hong, Celeste  

Received: Jun,11 2023 01:52:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2495 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Nath, Cynthia  

Received: Jun,11 2023 01:55:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2496 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: LaMagdeleine, Diane  

Received: Jun,11 2023 02:02:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2497 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Woods, Sheila  

Received: Jun,11 2023 02:06:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2498 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lang, Lynn  

Received: Jun,11 2023 02:12:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2499 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Koch, Cary  

Received: Jun,11 2023 02:13:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2500 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Heather  

Received: Jun,11 2023 02:18:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2501 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: MORA, CARLINA  

Received: Jun,11 2023 02:24:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2502 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thomasson, Tabitha  

Received: Jun,11 2023 02:32:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2503 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Busher, Sharmayne  

Received: Jun,11 2023 02:32:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2504 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hang, Khai  

Received: Jun,11 2023 02:37:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2505 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rees, Judy  

Received: Jun,11 2023 03:09:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2506 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carrier, Paula  

Received: Jun,11 2023 03:16:08 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2507 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wertheim, Ellen  

Received: Jun,11 2023 03:22:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2508 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Weshinskey, Gwenna  

Received: Jun,11 2023 03:26:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2509 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Hoskin, Cornelia  

Received: Jun,11 2023 03:36:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2510 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kunsch, Lisa  

Received: Jun,11 2023 03:41:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2511 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mckenna, Jacci  

Received: Jun,11 2023 03:45:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2512 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ruiz, George  

Received: Jun,11 2023 03:48:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2513 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Seidel, Steven  

Received: Jun,11 2023 03:50:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2514 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Voyles, Tamara  

Received: Jun,11 2023 03:52:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2515 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gibson, Anna  

Received: Jun,11 2023 03:53:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2516 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Macy, Michelle  

Received: Jun,11 2023 03:59:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2517 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Canty, Ken  

Received: Jun,11 2023 04:05:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2518 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Freedland, Nancy  

Received: Jun,11 2023 04:12:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2519 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Connor, Mina  

Received: Jun,11 2023 04:12:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2520 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Everitt, Allison  

Received: Jun,11 2023 04:15:03 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2521 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bernstein, Abbie  

Received: Jun,11 2023 04:19:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2522 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Steinberg, Jack  

Received: Jun,11 2023 04:24:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2523 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Bobek, Gabriel  

Received: Jun,11 2023 04:39:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2524 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sheridan, Lydia  

Received: Jun,11 2023 04:40:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2525 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Subjin, Sharon  

Received: Jun,11 2023 04:41:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2526 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Janke, Donna  

Received: Jun,11 2023 04:48:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2527 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Seegler, Monika  

Received: Jun,11 2023 04:54:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2528 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hamulak, Pamela  

Received: Jun,11 2023 05:09:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2529 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gallen, Selena  

Received: Jun,11 2023 05:15:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2530 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hatcher, Cindy  

Received: Jun,11 2023 05:22:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2531 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wagner, Herman  

Received: Jun,11 2023 05:25:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2532 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wagner, Herman  

Received: Jun,11 2023 05:25:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2533 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gold, Jeff  

Received: Jun,11 2023 05:26:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2534 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Laberge, Lucie  

Received: Jun,11 2023 05:28:45 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2535 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kroeger-Mappes, Joy  

Received: Jun,11 2023 05:34:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2536 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fenster, Steven  

Received: Jun,11 2023 05:38:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2537 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Ledden, Dennis  

Received: Jun,11 2023 05:44:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2538 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Donahue, Cathie  

Received: Jun,11 2023 05:48:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. One can't hear or appreciate the natural sounds when they are 
drowned out by noise. 

Correspondence ID: 2539 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Symmes, Donald  

Received: Jun,11 2023 05:48:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2540 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Umbreit, Robert  

Received: Jun,11 2023 05:48:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2541 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cook, Eleanor  

Received: Jun,11 2023 05:55:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks. Also over 
Glacier NP.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2542 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cowling, Dean  

Received: Jun,11 2023 05:56:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2543 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Guarino, Donna  

Received: Jun,11 2023 05:57:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2544 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Davis, Roger  

Received: Jun,11 2023 05:57:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2545 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Alanis, Lauren  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:00:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2546 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hamilton, Pamela  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:01:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2547 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Meade, David  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:03:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2548 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Beasley, Todd  



Received: Jun,11 2023 06:04:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2549 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Miller, Audrey  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:11:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2550 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lightman, Lori  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:12:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2551 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carman, Judy  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:14:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2552 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Anthony, Annette  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:17:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2553 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sehroy, Carl  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:21:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2554 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clark, Karen  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:21:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2555 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Philips, Nancy  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:22:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2556 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Strattner, Susan  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:24:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2557 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: O, D  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:25:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2558 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Turetsky, Samantha  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:28:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2559 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Turetsky, Samantha  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:28:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2560 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Albetta, Christina  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:32:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2561 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hamilton, Pamela  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:32:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2562 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shifler, Cynthia  



Received: Jun,11 2023 06:34:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2563 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Delia, Cathy  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:38:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2564 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Loosmore, Lawrence  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:45:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2565 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Keeler, Gail  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:50:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2566 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: HURSCHIK, KIMBERLY  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:55:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2567 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Charnetski, Cindy  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:55:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2568 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fetsko, Andrea  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:55:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2569 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marlatt, Michael  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:56:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2570 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Owens, Linda  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:59:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2571 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carleton, Cathy  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:59:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2572 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carleton, Cathy  

Received: Jun,11 2023 06:59:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2573 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Giuliani, Diane  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:00:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2574 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Coughlin, Jacki  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:02:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2575 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carnal, Jim  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:04:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2576 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Caldwell, Kaci  



Received: Jun,11 2023 07:04:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2577 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Daniels, Mikki  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:07:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2578 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Travis, Tamara  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:07:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2579 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ammon, Cara  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:10:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2580 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Macarthur, Scott  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:12:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2581 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Morey, Roy  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:13:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2582 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kovalcik, Nicholas  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:13:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2583 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Drew, Janet  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:14:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2584 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Davison, Richenda  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:14:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2585 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Purse, Renee  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:15:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2586 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thomas, Susan  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:15:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2587 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ukoha, Grace  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:16:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2588 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Mary  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:16:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2589 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Volovnik, Leonid  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:17:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2590 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Caddy, Gail  



Received: Jun,11 2023 07:26:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2591 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smarr, Todd  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:26:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2592 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schneider, Sally  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:27:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2593 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Raymond, Mike  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:28:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2594 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Finley, Gavin  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:28:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2595 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hoffmann, Sandra  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:32:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2596 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bodek, Sharon  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:35:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2597 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lincoln, Sarah  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:37:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2598 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hunter, Margie  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:38:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

Air tours are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience. Noise generated by 
air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are home to over 50 
endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands. We go to national parks to escape the noisy 



intrusiveness of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about our culture. Air tours should not be 
allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. In addition, air tours carry human life risk as well, 
referencing the helicopter crash in December 2019 that killed an entire family.  

The National Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest 
protection of visitor use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything 
less than the &quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks.  

The primary purpose of NPS is to protect our national environmental and cultural treasures. Selecting Alternative 
2 is the only proper action for this agency. 

Correspondence ID: 2599 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cockerill, Joanne  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:42:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2600 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Newman, Sharon  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:43:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2601 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Letko, Artem  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:44:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2602 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Steve  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:45:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2603 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Coutant, Linda  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:48:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2604 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kafka, Mo  



Received: Jun,11 2023 07:54:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2605 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Huang, Grace  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:56:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2606 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Duda, Mary  

Received: Jun,11 2023 07:59:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2607 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Beversdorf, Aaron  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:05:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2608 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bush, Claire  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:09:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2609 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Davis, Shonna  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:10:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2610 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Townsend, Sue  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:16:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2611 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wyatt, Janet  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:16:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2612 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kilbon, Shelley  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:17:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2613 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: White, Kaiba  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:17:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2614 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schmit, Jane  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:18:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2615 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mchale, Cynthia  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:18:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2616 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Block, Emily  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:19:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2617 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sophia, Tristan  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:28:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2618 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schueth, Steve  



Received: Jun,11 2023 08:31:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2619 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rivas, Mary  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:31:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2620 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vincelette, Cindy  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:32:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2621 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Allen-Prather, Jennifer  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:32:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2622 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Yoshida, Janet  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:33:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2623 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Helvie, Linda  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:34:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2624 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bilodeau, Catherine  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:34:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2625 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Steiner, A.l.  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:36:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2626 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brown, Kristen  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:36:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2627 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gryk, D  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:38:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2628 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kust, Melina  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:38:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2629 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smilko, Monica  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:39:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2630 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harper, Shannon  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:42:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2631 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Karpel, Janice  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:46:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2632 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Costas, Deborah  



Received: Jun,11 2023 08:48:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2633 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Duke, James  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:50:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2634 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Auerbach, Martha  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:50:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2635 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ross, Eric  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:54:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2636 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wedge, Joanne  

Received: Jun,11 2023 08:55:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2637 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Colston, Laura  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:00:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2638 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Steiner, A.l.  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:02:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2639 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wakeman, Ann  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:08:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2640 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tomlian, Janice  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:09:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2641 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carpenter, Lisa  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:16:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2642 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Anzellmo, Barbara  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:17:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2643 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Anzellmo, Barbara  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:19:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2644 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cratty, Bruce  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:22:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2645 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reynolds, Michele  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:22:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2646 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: King, Mary  



Received: Jun,11 2023 09:25:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2647 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rubin, Sheila  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:26:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2648 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Northcraft, Laura  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:26:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2649 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lenz, Pat  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:28:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2650 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: wells, michael  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:30:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2651 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Job, Joyce  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:31:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2652 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Singletary, Linda  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:34:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2653 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hennessy, Fabio  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:35:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2654 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nixon, Karen  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:36:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2655 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thomas, Dayna  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:36:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2656 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Searle, Clark  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:36:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2657 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wittern, Dennis  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:40:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2658 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: MacAlpine, Barbara  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:43:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2659 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ramirez, Hank  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:44:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2660 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Steininger, Robin  



Received: Jun,11 2023 09:46:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2661 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brown, Susan  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:47:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2662 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Abshier, Carroll  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:50:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2663 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brignell, Kelly  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:53:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2664 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ramos, Judith  

Received: Jun,11 2023 09:57:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2665 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Odonnell, Eileen  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:05:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2666 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brown, Kimberly  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:09:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2667 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: silva, melissa  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:09:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2668 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gliva, Stephen  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:15:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2669 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clayman, Julie  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:16:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2670 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: MBenson, Tina  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:20:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2671 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Palenik, John  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:21:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2672 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Family, Susang-Talamo  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:22:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2673 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cope, Thomas  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:23:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2674 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rappaport, Nancy  



Received: Jun,11 2023 10:25:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2675 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Borrelli, Silvana  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:27:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2676 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bell, Michelle  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:34:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2677 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tomsky, Andy  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:34:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2678 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cumberbatch, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:36:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2679 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dickinson, Vicki  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:37:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2680 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kellermann, Thomasin  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:39:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2681 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zupancic, Ryan  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:39:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2682 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gill, Gary  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:40:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2683 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Garrison, Michael  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:45:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2684 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bischof, Greg  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:46:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2685 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Binet, Mariejo  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:47:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2686 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: O'Brien, Laura  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:50:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2687 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schlichter, Beth  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:52:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2688 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dillon, Christi  



Received: Jun,11 2023 10:54:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2689 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Murrray, Curtis  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:55:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2690 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harris, Missy  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:59:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2691 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hileman, Judy  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:59:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2692 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Peltz, Audrey  

Received: Jun,11 2023 10:59:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2693 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: nottingham, Lois  

Received: Jun,11 2023 11:00:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2694 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bosco, David  

Received: Jun,11 2023 11:03:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2695 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jaimet, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,11 2023 11:06:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2696 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kane, Barbara  

Received: Jun,11 2023 11:06:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2697 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dumas, Candice  

Received: Jun,11 2023 11:12:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2698 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ramlow, Bob  

Received: Jun,11 2023 11:13:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2699 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Miller, Doretta  

Received: Jun,11 2023 11:25:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2700 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: DeAngelo, Vic  

Received: Jun,11 2023 11:27:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We can't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2701 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lyons, Laura  

Received: Jun,11 2023 11:34:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2702 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nasseh, Grace  



Received: Jun,11 2023 11:41:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2703 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dana, Krista  

Received: Jun,11 2023 11:42:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2704 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ferguson, Brenda  

Received: Jun,11 2023 11:42:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2705 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cleary, Colleen  

Received: Jun,11 2023 11:44:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2706 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vranek, Louise  

Received: Jun,11 2023 11:45:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2707 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Plotkin, Rabbi  

Received: Jun,11 2023 11:51:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2708 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carroll, Linda  

Received: Jun,11 2023 11:52:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation in peace and quiet. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National 
Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences, harm human health as recently 
documented in an article in the New York Times, and harm wildlife. The National Park Service says the choice 
(Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor use and experience&quot; in 
Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the &quot;greatest protection&quot; for 
our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2709 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: De Hazes, Marisa  

Received: Jun,11 2023 11:54:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2710 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rogers, Jim  

Received: Jun,11 2023 12:03:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2711 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hedblom, Mary  

Received: Jun,11 2023 12:04:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2712 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, J.T.  

Received: Jun,11 2023 12:15:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2713 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hancock, Mary  

Received: Jun,11 2023 12:25:18 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2714 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Conroy, Faith  

Received: Jun,11 2023 12:25:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2715 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Knaack, Dennis  

Received: Jun,11 2023 12:27:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2716 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: King, Christine  

Received: Jun,11 2023 12:28:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2717 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: PASQUINELLI, DOROTHY  

Received: Jun,11 2023 12:30:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2718 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Simerl, Gladys  

Received: Jun,11 2023 12:34:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2719 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Singleton, Martha  

Received: Jun,11 2023 12:35:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2720 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lesem, Ken  

Received: Jun,11 2023 12:38:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2721 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Petzel, Cheryl  

Received: Jun,11 2023 12:40:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2722 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wright, Debra  

Received: Jun,11 2023 12:42:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2723 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schmitt, Tim  

Received: Jun,11 2023 12:47:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2724 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McGowan, Joan  

Received: Jun,11 2023 12:49:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2725 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rogers, David  

Received: Jun,11 2023 12:51:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2726 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Slack, Debbie  

Received: Jun,11 2023 12:52:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2727 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Huff, Averill  

Received: Jun,11 2023 12:55:15 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2728 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McCue, Michael  

Received: Jun,11 2023 12:55:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2729 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Davis, Milton  

Received: Jun,11 2023 12:57:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2730 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Krulisky, Gwynette  

Received: Jun,11 2023 12:57:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2731 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Corona, Roberta  

Received: Jun,11 2023 12:58:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2732 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Neary, Sally  

Received: Jun,11 2023 12:58:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2733 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wineburgh, Carolee  

Received: Jun,11 2023 13:03:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2734 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Grove, Shel  

Received: Jun,11 2023 13:06:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2735 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stenberg, Fran  

Received: Jun,11 2023 13:08:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2736 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Young, Doug  

Received: Jun,11 2023 13:15:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2737 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rudolph, JoEllen  

Received: Jun,11 2023 13:18:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2738 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gano, Sheylinn  

Received: Jun,11 2023 13:20:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2739 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vintilla, Joanna  

Received: Jun,11 2023 13:30:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2740 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Arbogast, Jeannie  

Received: Jun,11 2023 13:31:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2741 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Savonne, Brenda  

Received: Jun,11 2023 13:38:07 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2742 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Roberson, Pat  

Received: Jun,11 2023 13:39:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2743 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Romero, Jorge  

Received: Jun,11 2023 13:41:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2744 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: McCarty, Chris  

Received: Jun,11 2023 13:42:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2745 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Woods, Erika  

Received: Jun,11 2023 13:52:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2746 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Iacob, Noa  

Received: Jun,11 2023 13:54:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2747 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Swanson, Jerry  

Received: Jun,11 2023 13:54:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2748 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jacquet, Teresa  

Received: Jun,11 2023 13:55:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2749 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tiefer, Hillary  

Received: Jun,11 2023 14:03:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2750 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fleming, Nancy  

Received: Jun,11 2023 14:04:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2751 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mott, Amy  

Received: Jun,11 2023 14:11:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2752 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Britton, Bill  

Received: Jun,11 2023 14:12:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2753 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rohatynski, Tammy  

Received: Jun,11 2023 14:29:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2754 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Golobitsh, Erin  

Received: Jun,11 2023 14:30:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2755 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wolf, Dietlinde  

Received: Jun,11 2023 14:30:58 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2756 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stair, Cynthia  

Received: Jun,11 2023 14:30:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2757 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shadix, Lois  

Received: Jun,11 2023 14:31:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2758 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Leland, Lora  

Received: Jun,11 2023 14:33:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2759 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lovejoy, Valerie  

Received: Jun,11 2023 14:36:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2760 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Olds, Carrie  

Received: Jun,11 2023 14:43:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2761 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Alpern, Dianne  

Received: Jun,11 2023 14:45:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2762 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wineburgh, William  

Received: Jun,11 2023 14:47:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2763 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tasset, Niurys  

Received: Jun,11 2023 14:48:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2764 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Alvarez, Leandro  

Received: Jun,11 2023 14:49:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2765 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rand, Michael  

Received: Jun,11 2023 14:51:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2766 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Maagoe, Marjorie  

Received: Jun,11 2023 14:53:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2767 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Herrmann, Keith  

Received: Jun,11 2023 14:53:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2768 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tichenor, Lisa  

Received: Jun,11 2023 14:55:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2769 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thompson, John  

Received: Jun,11 2023 14:55:59 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2770 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Taylor, Lois  

Received: Jun,11 2023 15:00:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2771 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hasegawa-ahrendt, Carla  

Received: Jun,11 2023 15:06:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2772 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Bunn, Karen  

Received: Jun,11 2023 15:08:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2773 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vilimek, Linda  

Received: Jun,11 2023 15:14:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2774 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ransom, Cat  

Received: Jun,11 2023 15:23:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2775 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pigler, Harald  

Received: Jun,11 2023 15:33:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2776 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Allen, Cynthia  

Received: Jun,11 2023 15:33:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2777 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kopp, Sally  

Received: Jun,11 2023 15:47:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2778 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Auer, Patricia  

Received: Jun,11 2023 15:49:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2779 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Osowski, Maryjo  

Received: Jun,11 2023 15:52:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2780 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zelinski, Dawn  

Received: Jun,11 2023 15:55:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2781 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Krinke, Jennifer  

Received: Jun,11 2023 15:55:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2782 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Slatin, Patricia  

Received: Jun,11 2023 15:59:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2783 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Colee, Andy  

Received: Jun,11 2023 16:07:00 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2784 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rosenberg, Steven  

Received: Jun,11 2023 16:19:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2785 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wetter, K  

Received: Jun,11 2023 16:24:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2786 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Arrington, Aubrey  

Received: Jun,11 2023 16:26:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2787 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Beauchamp, Catherine  

Received: Jun,11 2023 16:26:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2788 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Turner, Gina  

Received: Jun,11 2023 16:28:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2789 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Monheit, Donald  

Received: Jun,11 2023 16:35:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2790 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Aguirre, Gloria  

Received: Jun,11 2023 16:35:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2791 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Holt, Bill  

Received: Jun,11 2023 16:39:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2792 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bulicek, Cathryn  

Received: Jun,11 2023 16:42:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2793 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cottrell, Robin  

Received: Jun,11 2023 16:50:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2794 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: L., Mary  

Received: Jun,11 2023 16:51:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2795 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dorting, Janice  

Received: Jun,11 2023 16:52:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2796 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lafferty, Janine  

Received: Jun,11 2023 16:53:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2797 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Beers, Linda  

Received: Jun,11 2023 17:20:01 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2798 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gay, Larry  

Received: Jun,11 2023 17:20:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2799 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Malecki, Maribeth  

Received: Jun,11 2023 17:24:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2800 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: FitzPatrick, Maureen  

Received: Jun,11 2023 17:30:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2801 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harrison, Patricia  

Received: Jun,11 2023 17:32:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2802 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Webber, Taylor  

Received: Jun,11 2023 17:38:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2803 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Patterson, Janelle  

Received: Jun,11 2023 17:41:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2804 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Farnsworth, Christina  

Received: Jun,11 2023 17:45:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2805 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Curtin, Doreen  

Received: Jun,11 2023 17:51:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2806 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wessner, Susan  

Received: Jun,11 2023 18:04:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2807 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sword, Shirley  

Received: Jun,11 2023 18:06:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2808 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Urban, Donna  

Received: Jun,11 2023 18:08:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2809 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johansson, Carolyn  

Received: Jun,11 2023 18:14:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2810 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Swope, Robin  

Received: Jun,11 2023 18:16:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2811 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Horwath, Ann  

Received: Jun,11 2023 18:16:26 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2812 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Havens, Susan  

Received: Jun,11 2023 18:29:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2813 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Blauwasser, Toby  

Received: Jun,11 2023 18:32:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2814 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Dusenberry, Bethany  

Received: Jun,11 2023 18:33:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2815 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Llyod, Adrienne  

Received: Jun,11 2023 18:39:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2816 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lommel, Lois  

Received: Jun,11 2023 18:39:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2817 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Crouse, Sue  

Received: Jun,11 2023 18:46:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2818 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carter, Mary  

Received: Jun,11 2023 18:47:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2819 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pettway, Beverly  

Received: Jun,11 2023 18:53:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2820 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tylo, Terri  

Received: Jun,11 2023 18:55:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2821 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hartmann, Christie  

Received: Jun,11 2023 18:56:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2822 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Scott, Kari  

Received: Jun,11 2023 18:57:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2823 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ikler, Bill  

Received: Jun,11 2023 19:00:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I hope to enjoy Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks in peace and quiet someday. 
Parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours should 
be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2824 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Biswas, Jennifer  

Received: Jun,11 2023 19:05:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2825 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Groom, Gene  

Received: Jun,11 2023 19:07:14 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2826 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schumann, Char  

Received: Jun,11 2023 19:08:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2827 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goble, Anna  

Received: Jun,11 2023 19:10:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2828 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Baxter, Jo  

Received: Jun,11 2023 19:13:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2829 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Espinoza, Bernadette  

Received: Jun,11 2023 19:25:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2830 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Warner-Huggins, Vicki  

Received: Jun,11 2023 19:31:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2831 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Benedict, Derek  

Received: Jun,11 2023 19:41:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     When I need to escape the hustle &amp; bustle of city-life, I go to National Parks where I can 
appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. 

Air tours are highly disruptive, and should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2832 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: greenrod, sharon  

Received: Jun,11 2023 19:49:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2833 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: German, Bonnie  

Received: Jun,11 2023 19:49:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2834 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Berg, Alan  

Received: Jun,11 2023 19:50:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2835 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pugh, Lindsay  

Received: Jun,11 2023 19:51:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2836 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bodager, Am  

Received: Jun,11 2023 19:53:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2837 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mattison, Priscilla  

Received: Jun,11 2023 19:55:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2838 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Porter, Nm  

Received: Jun,11 2023 19:56:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2839 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Newman, Eric  



Received: Jun,11 2023 19:57:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2840 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Slawson, Tom  

Received: Jun,11 2023 20:08:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places we go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2841 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Espinoza, Susan  

Received: Jun,11 2023 20:08:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2842 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Linam, Stephanie  

Received: Jun,11 2023 20:12:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2843 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Raper, Connie  

Received: Jun,11 2023 20:18:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2844 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Raper, Connie  

Received: Jun,11 2023 20:18:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2845 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Beard, Susan  

Received: Jun,11 2023 20:20:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2846 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kemple, Jason  

Received: Jun,11 2023 20:24:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2847 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wapner, Michael  

Received: Jun,11 2023 20:29:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2848 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Luciani, Nicole  

Received: Jun,11 2023 20:34:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2849 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Espinoza, Bernadette  

Received: Jun,11 2023 20:38:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2850 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lindsay, Jim  

Received: Jun,11 2023 20:47:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2851 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Powers, Sheila  

Received: Jun,11 2023 20:50:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2852 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Janacua, Cathy  

Received: Jun,11 2023 20:57:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2853 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Sharon  



Received: Jun,11 2023 21:09:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2854 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ozkok, Cem  

Received: Jun,11 2023 21:09:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2855 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Glover, Robert  

Received: Jun,11 2023 21:11:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2856 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Maloney, Darlene  

Received: Jun,11 2023 21:12:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Just as air boats are prohibited in the Everglades so should air tours be prohibited in the airspace of Hawaiian 
national parks. Thank you! 

Correspondence ID: 2857 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Blaesing, Shawn  

Received: Jun,11 2023 21:16:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2858 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wizner, Dan  

Received: Jun,11 2023 21:18:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2859 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Soddano, Michele  

Received: Jun,11 2023 21:22:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2860 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pierotti, Rebecca M  

Received: Jun,11 2023 21:30:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Over the past ten years commercial helicopter flight in HVNP has increased, and with it 
subsequent noise pollution. Alternative one (do nothing) is obviously not in alignment with Park, ecosystem, 
cultural and native practices and residential values. The remaining alternatives listed are 2 (no commercial air 
tours, excluding flight 5000' and above and 1/2 mile out of ATMP area) and 3 (commercial air tour designation 
along the coast the Pu'u'O'o flight circle, Kahuku/Pohue, plus flight 5000' and above and 1/2 mile out of ATMP). 
Alternative 3 raises issues already elicited: concerns for avian welfare, cultural practices (native shoreline 
fishing/gathering), impacting honu'ea, honu and monk seal habitat, and maintaining solitude wilderness 
environments. The Pu'u'O'o flight area would allow circling. The area of Nāpau and the Kipuka in Kamoamoa 
mauka which spans over 45 acres of native thick forest is a large canopy for birds. I recently hiked to this Kipuka a 
few days ago. From there the residential village of Kalapana can be seen, which would also be negatively impacted 
by commercial flight in this area. 
No commercial activity is allowed in the backcountry or wilderness areas of Hawaii Volcanoes National Park. 
Why is air space excluded? What is the positive impact of continuing to allow commercial air flight? Continuing to 
allow flight puts increased pressure on the Park to manage it appropriately.  
There are many areas (specifically backcountry and wilderness areas) of HVNP that already need attention. 
Please Keep what's left of Wild Hawaii Wild. No commercial air tours. 

Correspondence ID: 2861 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carroll, Nedra  

Received: Jun,11 2023 21:32:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2862 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Patak, James  

Received: Jun,11 2023 21:36:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2863 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Karpenick, Janice  

Received: Jun,11 2023 21:39:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2864 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bupp, Sherry  



Received: Jun,11 2023 21:44:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2865 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pan, Grace  

Received: Jun,11 2023 21:52:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2866 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pelzer, Ann  

Received: Jun,11 2023 21:54:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2867 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Garner, Peggy  

Received: Jun,11 2023 21:55:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2868 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: MD, Shari  

Received: Jun,11 2023 22:00:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2869 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thompson, Thomas  

Received: Jun,11 2023 22:15:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2870 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Durbin, Kira  

Received: Jun,11 2023 22:20:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2871 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Griffith, Julie  

Received: Jun,11 2023 22:24:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2872 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Huang, Winston  

Received: Jun,11 2023 22:30:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2873 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Foley, Catherine  

Received: Jun,11 2023 22:30:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2874 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Magliola, Lawrence  

Received: Jun,11 2023 22:50:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2875 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Levine, Kathy  

Received: Jun,11 2023 22:58:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2876 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shultz, Linda  

Received: Jun,11 2023 23:03:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2877 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shultz, Linda  

Received: Jun,11 2023 23:03:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2878 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Levan, Patricia  



Received: Jun,11 2023 23:05:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2879 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: goelzer, bobbie  

Received: Jun,11 2023 23:14:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2880 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Andrascik, Roger  

Received: Jun,11 2023 23:20:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2881 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: DeMott, Margaret  

Received: Jun,11 2023 23:20:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2882 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lianzi, Theresa  

Received: Jun,11 2023 23:30:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2883 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: MORIN, Julie  

Received: Jun,11 2023 23:31:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2884 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Malven, Tania  

Received: Jun,11 2023 23:40:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2885 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jones, Angela  

Received: Jun,11 2023 23:56:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2886 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Moretti, Vicente  

Received: Jun,11 2023 23:57:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2887 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Frusteri, Marianne  

Received: Jun,12 2023 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2888 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cole, Tracy  

Received: Jun,12 2023 01:03:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2889 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shumaker, Dennis  

Received: Jun,12 2023 01:32:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2890 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rubin, Luana  

Received: Jun,12 2023 01:43:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I am writing to you as a wildlife photographer, business owner, and parent. We have visited 
our family in Hawaii every year, for 30+ years.  

National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours 
should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2891 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ippolito, Suzette  

Received: Jun,12 2023 03:12:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2892 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goodrich, Darcy  

Received: Jun,12 2023 03:27:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2893 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ings, Raymond  

Received: Jun,12 2023 04:09:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2894 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Santora, Marc  

Received: Jun,12 2023 04:10:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2895 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcdermott, Marley  

Received: Jun,12 2023 04:16:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2896 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Howard, Nancy  

Received: Jun,12 2023 04:20:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2897 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Miller, Susanna  

Received: Jun,12 2023 04:24:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2898 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Friend, Friend  

Received: Jun,12 2023 04:53:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2899 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ward, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,12 2023 05:27:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2900 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Petyerak, Steve  

Received: Jun,12 2023 05:35:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2901 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hudock, Christopher  

Received: Jun,12 2023 06:11:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2902 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hardin, Kathryn  

Received: Jun,12 2023 06:16:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2903 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Corliss, Nan  



Received: Jun,12 2023 06:18:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2904 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marino, Patricia  

Received: Jun,12 2023 06:25:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2905 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johanessen, Kathryn  

Received: Jun,12 2023 06:27:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2906 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thomas, Dwayne  

Received: Jun,12 2023 06:32:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2907 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nuesch, Raymond  

Received: Jun,12 2023 06:39:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2908 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hamilton, Pamela  

Received: Jun,12 2023 06:46:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2909 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clare, Jan  

Received: Jun,12 2023 06:55:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2910 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: VanBuren, Beth  

Received: Jun,12 2023 06:57:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2911 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Puckett, Peggy  

Received: Jun,12 2023 07:02:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2912 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wadsworth, Andrew  

Received: Jun,12 2023 07:08:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2913 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wilcox, David  

Received: Jun,12 2023 07:11:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2914 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Christensen, Julie  

Received: Jun,12 2023 07:14:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2915 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zaret, Cortney  

Received: Jun,12 2023 07:15:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2916 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Boop, Tracy  

Received: Jun,12 2023 07:18:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2917 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: D'Errico, Mary  



Received: Jun,12 2023 07:18:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2918 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gross, Linda  

Received: Jun,12 2023 07:19:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2919 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eliopoulos, Jacqueline  

Received: Jun,12 2023 07:24:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2920 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lau, Sandra  

Received: Jun,12 2023 07:26:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. 

****As people try to profit from National Park maintained areas, there is increasing damage to the areas wildlife as 
well as disrupting the visiters. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National 
Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

 
*****The most disturbing of these is 
Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

****Thank you for considering changes of the previous errors made and make efforts to discontinue use of air 
tours in the volcanic areas. 

Correspondence ID: 2921 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Miller, Susanna  

Received: Jun,12 2023 07:33:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2922 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Salt, Max  

Received: Jun,12 2023 07:52:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2923 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Liptow, Jennifer  

Received: Jun,12 2023 07:53:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2924 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vickers, Daniel  

Received: Jun,12 2023 07:59:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2925 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nielsen, Colleen  

Received: Jun,12 2023 08:00:35 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2926 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Espinoza, Debra  

Received: Jun,12 2023 08:18:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2927 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Waltman, Leslie  

Received: Jun,12 2023 08:20:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2928 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Arguello, Sylvana  

Received: Jun,12 2023 08:28:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2929 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Anderson, Chyla  

Received: Jun,12 2023 08:33:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2930 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pons, Scott  

Received: Jun,12 2023 08:36:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2931 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hofmann, Michelle  

Received: Jun,12 2023 08:40:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2932 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mason, Kathy  

Received: Jun,12 2023 08:41:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2933 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Courtney, Ms  

Received: Jun,12 2023 08:44:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2934 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bernett, Cynthia  

Received: Jun,12 2023 08:45:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2935 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lindsay, Leslie  

Received: Jun,12 2023 08:48:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2936 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: David, Helen  

Received: Jun,12 2023 08:52:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2937 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thompson, Susan  

Received: Jun,12 2023 08:59:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2938 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fallaw, Jenna  

Received: Jun,12 2023 09:01:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2939 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marks, Diane  

Received: Jun,12 2023 09:13:15 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2940 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Taylor, Tanya  

Received: Jun,12 2023 09:14:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2941 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Snoles, Susan  

Received: Jun,12 2023 09:16:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2942 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: O'Neil, Phillip  

Received: Jun,12 2023 09:18:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2943 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Salyer, Allen  

Received: Jun,12 2023 09:25:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2944 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: O'Donnell, Deanne  

Received: Jun,12 2023 09:41:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2945 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vargo, Mark  

Received: Jun,12 2023 09:42:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2946 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Doherty, Jeanne  

Received: Jun,12 2023 09:45:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2947 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lynch, Lisa  

Received: Jun,12 2023 09:45:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2948 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Polcher, Kelsey  

Received: Jun,12 2023 09:46:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2949 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marks, Eva  

Received: Jun,12 2023 09:47:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2950 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: LANGELOTTI, ALEXIS  

Received: Jun,12 2023 10:05:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2951 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Perella, Christina  

Received: Jun,12 2023 10:05:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2952 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nelson, Deborah  

Received: Jun,12 2023 10:15:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2953 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Santora, Marc  

Received: Jun,12 2023 10:16:58 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2954 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hollis, Joanna  

Received: Jun,12 2023 10:17:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2955 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Camp, Mike  

Received: Jun,12 2023 10:22:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2956 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Fiskin, Jensen  

Received: Jun,12 2023 10:24:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2957 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lillis, Jocelyn  

Received: Jun,12 2023 10:25:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2958 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mckenna, Margaret  

Received: Jun,12 2023 10:39:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 2959 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Burns, Barbara  

Received: Jun,12 2023 10:44:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2960 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mohning, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,12 2023 10:49:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2961 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hauth, Nancy  

Received: Jun,12 2023 11:04:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2962 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: R, E  

Received: Jun,12 2023 11:10:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2963 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bovenschulte, Kito  

Received: Jun,12 2023 11:14:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2964 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Kristin  

Received: Jun,12 2023 11:15:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2965 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lynch, Jaremy  

Received: Jun,12 2023 11:21:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2966 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smock, Amanda  

Received: Jun,12 2023 11:39:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2967 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hufnagel, Glenn  

Received: Jun,12 2023 11:39:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2968 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McCrary, Richard  

Received: Jun,12 2023 11:42:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

See you soon! 

Correspondence ID: 2969 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Miller, Kellie  

Received: Jun,12 2023 12:07:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2970 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Rosenbaum, Robert D 

Received: Jun,12 2023 12:07:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I write to comment on the draft Hawaii Volcanoes National Park Air Tour Management Plan 
("ATMP") and related Environmental Assessment which NPS has published for public comment.  
In January of this year, my wife and I for the first time in our lives visited the Big Island of Hawaii and spent time at 
Hawaii Volcanoes National Park. We drove the Crater Rim Drive, stopping to see the active Kilauea Crater from 
overlooks. We drove the Chain of Craters Road and marveled at the lava beds resulting from successive eruptions, 
extending the land out into what was once ocean.  
In addition, we hiked the Kilauea Iki Trail, which the NPS ranger at the visitor center told us was one of the "top 
five" hikes in the entire National Park System. This very popular hike begins by taking the visitor through lush 
tropical forests, and at overlooks from the trail one has the opportunity to stand and gaze at the huge crater far 
below and the steep cliffs surrounding the crater. The NPS trail guide we purchased states:  
As you hike the trail today, listen to the soothing forest sounds--birds singing, insects buzzing and trees  
blowing in the wind.  
We then descended to the black rock Kilauea Iki Crater floor. We learned from the NPS trail guide that this rock 
was a "lava lake" created by cooling lava resulting from a 1959 eruption. The trail then takes the hiker across that 
lava lake in an otherworldly experience, climbing over broken lava and around vents. Our guide book describes 
the experience:  
The crater floor is quiet and peaceful. … Sounds bounce around the crater in an unpredictable way. You  
may hear the crunching of footsteps when no one is nearby. … Its amazing to stand in this near-dead  
crater and to see and hear the profusion of life all around you just beyond the field of Pele's destruction.  
This Park, like Haleakala National Park which we visited years ago (hiking there into the crater as well), provides 
opportunities for visitors to have unique experiences they can have almost nowhere else on earth. Visitors like me 
and my wife travel long distances to have these experiences and probably will not return. Those experiences are 
marred by the noise of helicopter overflights. That noise interferes with the ability to enjoy the peaceful forest 
sounds or the otherworldly crater floor hike. 
I urge NPS to adopt Alternative 2 and eliminate air tours for the protection of the visitor experience. 

Correspondence ID: 2971 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thomas, Karen  

Received: Jun,12 2023 12:18:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2972 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carollo-Zeuner, Christine  

Received: Jun,12 2023 12:24:43 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2973 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Van Dusen, Sara  

Received: Jun,12 2023 12:25:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2974 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Silver, Amanda  

Received: Jun,12 2023 12:25:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2975 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Merry, William  

Received: Jun,12 2023 12:25:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2976 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: DVM, Mike  

Received: Jun,12 2023 12:30:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2977 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dahlman, Jill  

Received: Jun,12 2023 12:31:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2978 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mountain, Pauline  

Received: Jun,12 2023 12:33:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2979 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Polczynski, Eric  

Received: Jun,12 2023 12:35:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2980 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McCullough, Maureen  

Received: Jun,12 2023 12:36:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2981 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cortez, Pablo  

Received: Jun,12 2023 12:41:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2982 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Epstein, Sarah  

Received: Jun,12 2023 12:46:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2983 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: West, Julie  

Received: Jun,12 2023 12:47:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2984 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fatzinger, Donald  

Received: Jun,12 2023 12:58:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2985 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Morgan, Ellen  

Received: Jun,12 2023 13:10:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2986 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Griffin, Margaret  

Received: Jun,12 2023 13:12:37 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2987 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Poll, Sandra  

Received: Jun,12 2023 13:41:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2988 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcgill, Bonnie  

Received: Jun,12 2023 13:48:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2989 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Villeneuve, Michele  

Received: Jun,12 2023 13:50:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2990 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shonkwiler, Randy  

Received: Jun,12 2023 13:51:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2991 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sedall, Sabine  

Received: Jun,12 2023 13:54:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2992 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zack, Mary  

Received: Jun,12 2023 13:55:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2993 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fass, Arline  

Received: Jun,12 2023 13:55:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2994 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hughes, Judith  

Received: Jun,12 2023 13:56:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2995 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sisti, Laura  

Received: Jun,12 2023 14:12:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2996 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Linde, H  

Received: Jun,12 2023 14:14:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2997 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vadnais, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,12 2023 14:21:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2998 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: CARTER, MICHELLE  

Received: Jun,12 2023 14:41:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 2999 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Per, Aggie  

Received: Jun,12 2023 14:46:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3000 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ford, Ellen  

Received: Jun,12 2023 14:51:33 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3001 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Miller, Crickett  

Received: Jun,12 2023 14:51:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3002 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Silvasy, Jean  

Received: Jun,12 2023 14:53:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3003 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Hancock, David  

Received: Jun,12 2023 15:06:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3004 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tobias, Tony  

Received: Jun,12 2023 15:16:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3005 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hayes, David  

Received: Jun,12 2023 15:30:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3006 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hammond, Robert  

Received: Jun,12 2023 15:44:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3007 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Switalski, Diane  

Received: Jun,12 2023 15:45:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3008 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Halloran, Clare  

Received: Jun,12 2023 15:50:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3009 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Chen, Allan  

Received: Jun,12 2023 16:14:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3010 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thompson, Nancy  

Received: Jun,12 2023 16:20:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3011 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Togashi, James  

Received: Jun,12 2023 16:27:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3012 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Searles, Deborah  

Received: Jun,12 2023 16:42:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3013 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Taylor, Daniel  

Received: Jun,07 2023 

Correspondence Type: Letter 

Correspondence:     Aloha, Madame Superintendent 

I read with great pleasure the draft Air Tour Management Plan for Hawaii Volcanoes National Park. 

I appreciate the writers' careful attention to the clearly articulated purposes of the Park and the adverse impact of 
air tour scenic flights that have caused serious degradation of the ambient acoustic environment, particularly in 
the designated Wilderness Areas. I also appreciate the careful articulation of air tour flight corridors and 
schedules that would mitigate most of the annoying impacts of overhead helicopters. With admiration for those 
writers who propose mitigation actions, I respectfully suggest that this Air Tour Management Plan consider a 
complete prohibition of commercial scenic tours, simply 
because none of the three alternative proposed routes and none of the proposed schedule restrictions will 
satisfactorily mitigate the disruptive effects of overflights by helicopters. As a nearby resident of the National Park 
I frequently walk along the several trails that are also destinations for scenic tour aircraft. I usually am obliged to 
select trails and schedules that avoid the nearly ubiquitous overflights. The annoyances and dislike of scenic tour 
aircraft reflect my personal opinions articulated below. 

I perceive the following flaws in the draft ATMP: 

1. Ambient 35 decibel acoustic level are easily disrupted by helicopters in most adjacent permitted zones where 
the stand-off distance specifies a 1-mile or less. 



2. Sec 3.8, the "Quiet Technology" standard for certain aircraft is nowhere in the ATMP specified in such manner 
as could be challenged or verified. The draft ATMP implies that certain aircraft would be equipped with devices 
that would mitigate the sound of motors and rotor blades, yet such technologies are not articulated here. Similarly 
the "Fly Neighborly" flight behavior referred to by operators and pilots has never been satisfactorily defined or 
demonstrated. 

3. The ATMP often refers to a forested landscape as being especially sensitive to native animals, such as birds, yet 
the writers fail to recognize that other sensitive native species might be impacted if such are not in a forested 
habitat. 

4. Sec 4.1 (Aircraft Monitoring Technology) identifies the normal identification characteristics for aircraft but fails 
to specify a unique identifying feature such as a LEGIBLE numeric or alpha character that can be recognized and 
read by a person who is on the ground below the aircraft. 

Therefore, I respectively recommend a NO SCENIC AIRCRAFT TOUR option in this otherwise splendid draft 
ATMP. Scenic tours in Hawaii Volcanoes National Park are a relatively recent activity, as in most other parks. 
Helicopters have become popular methods of entertainment, as seen in cinema and television, as well as in 
industrial and technical activities. However scenic air tours in national parks are directly contrary to the solitary 
and natural conditions normally protected by national park officials. The conflicting government mandates that 
guide operations in national parks and less protected public places create a confrontational relationship between 
agencies that are supposed to serve the public interest. This ATMP should clearly articulate this conflict. This 
ATMP draft document should clearly state a resolution that would serve both the purposes of the Federal 
Aviation Administration as well as the National Park Service. Scenic air tour overflights by helicopters or fixed-
wing aircraft must be prohibited in order to properly protect national park tranquility. 

Respectfully, 

 
Daniel Taylor 
Former Chief of Resources Management, Hawaii Volcanoes National Park (Ret) 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3032 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rossman, Ann  



Received: Jun,12 2023 19:08:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Received: Jun,12 2023 19:28:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3034 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 
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Received: Jun,12 2023 19:28:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 3035 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McClellan, Terry  

Received: Jun,12 2023 19:37:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3036 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hanmer, Noah  

Received: Jun,12 2023 19:42:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3037 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Friedenberg, Susan  

Received: Jun,12 2023 19:51:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3038 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brower, Daniel  

Received: Jun,12 2023 20:14:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. Noisy airplanes and helicopters are incompatible with the park 
experience I expect and my tax dollars pay for. These disruptions must cease and the solitude and peaceful park 
restored.  

Thank you. 

Correspondence ID: 3039 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rowe, Victoria  

Received: Jun,12 2023 20:14:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3040 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wahlers, Dorothy  

Received: Jun,12 2023 20:19:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3041 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Boulan, Cassidy  

Received: Jun,12 2023 20:25:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3042 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gailey, Cindy  

Received: Jun,12 2023 20:26:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3043 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Knutsen, Shaun  

Received: Jun,12 2023 20:36:50 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3044 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Knuteson, Mary  

Received: Jun,12 2023 20:37:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3045 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Coveney, Jennifer  

Received: Jun,12 2023 20:42:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3046 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Akkoul, Sharon  

Received: Jun,12 2023 20:59:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3047 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Crist, Pierre  

Received: Jun,12 2023 21:42:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3048 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carlino, Thomas  

Received: Jun,12 2023 21:51:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3049 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Andalibi, Mariam  

Received: Jun,12 2023 22:42:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3050 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clark, Renee  

Received: Jun,13 2023 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3051 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hamilton, Jeff  

Received: Jun,13 2023 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     The meeting on June 7th was very well done. Appreciate the information provided and the 
opportunity to comment. 

Overall the plan is much needed. We often are in the park on a walk on Sundays and the annoying drone of the 
helicopters flying to and from the volcano area is terrible. Other times when we are at my wife's property in the 
Volcano area, the constant noise from the tour helicopters is very annoying. Sometimes they fly low and that 
needs to stop. 



My concern is that with the new flight regulations there will be more traffic in the area of our residence. Now we 
deal with the Hilo helicopter companies flying through our area on the way to volcano and back to Hilo. Will 
there be more traffic with these companies flying alternative routes to get near the park area without violating the 
limits to be set?  

Would like to see the scope of the plan enhanced to minimize flights over this part of the island also.  

Thank you 

Correspondence ID: 3052 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Burge, Deborah  

Received: Jun,13 2023 01:51:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3053 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cardenas, Maria  

Received: Jun,13 2023 02:08:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3054 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schwegmann, Annette  

Received: Jun,13 2023 05:13:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3055 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Roberts, Stacy  

Received: Jun,13 2023 05:44:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3056 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Warren, DonnaLynn  

Received: Jun,13 2023 05:47:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3057 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ransom, Louise  

Received: Jun,13 2023 07:26:56 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For once do something for nature while we can still save it.  
Thank you for doing the right thing by stopping the air tours which just put money in people's pockets - doing 
nothing to save our natural resources. 

Correspondence ID: 3058 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Battles, Eileen  

Received: Jun,13 2023 07:34:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3059 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hayes, Carolyn  

Received: Jun,13 2023 07:51:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3060 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Samytowski, Hendricka  

Received: Jun,13 2023 07:57:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3061 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hyland, Karyn  

Received: Jun,13 2023 08:27:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3062 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lebert, Mary  

Received: Jun,13 2023 08:51:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3063 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Barfield, Walter  

Received: Jun,13 2023 08:59:54 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery, watch wildlife, and interprete history. Air 
tours should be prohibited or greatly restircted over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

At both parks, commercial air tours shatter the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy and can be just a 
disruptive as small drones which are rightfully prohibited. Air tours are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor 
centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

National parks are a refuge to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday lives, to proftect and appreciate nature, 
and to learn about our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. 
The National Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest 
protection of visitor use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything 
less than the &quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3064 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Salaza, Lisa  

Received: Jun,13 2023 09:40:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3065 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Salazar, Lisa  

Received: Jun,13 2023 09:40:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 3066 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Horowitz, Laura  

Received: Jun,13 2023 09:58:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. Let's stop damaging the environment of these areas and 
disrupting the life dependent on them. 

Correspondence ID: 3067 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: MacKey, John  

Received: Jun,13 2023 10:06:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3068 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Weaver, Kelly  

Received: Jun,13 2023 10:16:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3069 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Barritt, Jim  

Received: Jun,13 2023 10:31:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3070 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Alexander-brown, Karen  

Received: Jun,13 2023 10:34:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3071 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hughes, Dwight  

Received: Jun,13 2023 10:43:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3072 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clark, Renee  

Received: Jun,13 2023 11:09:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3073 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carter, Kristin  

Received: Jun,13 2023 11:28:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3074 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thornton, Mary  

Received: Jun,13 2023 11:39:39 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3075 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Orvin, Allison  

Received: Jun,13 2023 11:58:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3076 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ostlie, Susan  

Received: Jun,13 2023 12:15:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3077 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: George, Kim  

Received: Jun,13 2023 12:29:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3078 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Quigley, April  

Received: Jun,13 2023 12:30:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3079 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: wheeler, tara  

Received: Jun,13 2023 12:32:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3080 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jones, Tony  

Received: Jun,13 2023 13:23:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3081 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Powers, Henry  

Received: Jun,13 2023 13:23:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     This plan would be a huge improvement for all of the people in the park. I love walking the 
trails in the park and really enjoy listening to the native birds like the Apapane, Amakihi, and Omao. It's a shame to 
have the birds singing drowned out by the sound of helicopter noise. Helicopter noise greatly diminishes the 
wilderness experience for everyone on the ground in the park so that a very small number of people who fit into a 
helicopter can have a view. It would be great if the helicopters also had a more limited amount of time that they 
were allowed to fly over the park. I think everyone who visits and pays fees to enter the park will appreciate the 
new plan. 

Correspondence ID: 3082 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Campton, Britta  

Received: Jun,13 2023 13:26:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 3083 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mccuen, Cory  

Received: Jun,13 2023 13:37:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3084 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Martin, Michele  

Received: Jun,13 2023 13:38:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3085 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lewis, Gloria  

Received: Jun,13 2023 14:09:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3086 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Holland, Dianna  

Received: Jun,13 2023 14:16:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3087 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: carpenter, donald s 

Received: Jun,13 2023 14:24:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     6/13/2023 Aloha with our islands fragile eco system and irresponsible way the tour helicopter 
pilots have acted with low flight over our parks homes schools Forest reserve, National wildlife refuge ex. .Low 
flight every day as speak just now, there is ( no ) reasonable governing body none, FAA Flight Standards has an 
extremely unhealthy relationship with tour helicopter industry, This industry has no respect for our islanders 
wildlife just $$$ if your interested we filmed hundreds of low flights over our home, This self regulating industry is 
out of control, we believe it should be completely shut down until it can be properly regulated,  
The way our kupuna have been treated living in single wall constricted dwellings and targeted for low flight and 
noise is inexcusable,  

donald carpenter 808 990 0122 po box 6098 hilo hi 96720 

Correspondence ID: 3088 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Markson, Craig  

Received: Jun,13 2023 14:36:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3089 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Towner, Erline  

Received: Jun,13 2023 14:58:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Stop the insanity of greed attempting to infiltrate National Parks. 

National Parks are not evolved to supply a business opportunity at the expense of the purpose of the National 
Parks.  

National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours 
should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3090 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Murphy, Dacia  

Received: Jun,13 2023 16:17:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3091 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Porter, Kenneth  

Received: Jun,13 2023 16:35:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3092 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Barnes, Linda  

Received: Jun,13 2023 16:54:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3093 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Davis, Andrea  

Received: Jun,13 2023 17:12:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3094 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harris, Freya  



Received: Jun,13 2023 17:14:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3095 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Toma, Sharon L 

Received: Jun,13 2023 17:48:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I would like to comment on the helicopter and plane noise over our area here I want it stop as 
all of do in this area I'm tired of the noise they create!! 

Correspondence ID: 3096 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Telle, Hannah  

Received: Jun,13 2023 18:11:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3097 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jeffers, Jacqueline  

Received: Jun,13 2023 19:02:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3098 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: hollandsworth, kimberley  

Received: Jun,13 2023 19:25:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     NO FLY 

Correspondence ID: 3099 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Betts, Cynthia  

Received: Jun,13 2023 20:07:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3100 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Winkle, Cheryl  

Received: Jun,13 2023 20:08:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3101 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Weaver, Michael  

Received: Jun,13 2023 20:23:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3102 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pedone, Chris  

Received: Jun,13 2023 20:34:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3103 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Campbell, James  

Received: Jun,13 2023 22:03:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3104 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bell, Sheila  

Received: Jun,13 2023 22:34:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3105 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nitsos, Pamela  

Received: Jun,13 2023 23:57:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3106 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Weber, Brian  

Received: Jun,14 2023 02:13:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3107 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mendiola, Janie  

Received: Jun,14 2023 03:22:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3108 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Holzer, Rebecca  

Received: Jun,14 2023 10:43:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3109 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Olenjack, Michael  

Received: Jun,14 2023 10:55:48 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3110 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Roberts, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,14 2023 11:44:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3111 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Christman, Mary  

Received: Jun,14 2023 11:54:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3112 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Finn, Nelda  

Received: Jun,14 2023 12:29:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3113 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Keating, Thomas  

Received: Jun,14 2023 13:02:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3114 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bishop, Joanna  

Received: Jun,14 2023 13:32:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3115 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: ernst, robert  

Received: Jun,14 2023 13:38:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     HAWAII VOLCANOES NATIONAL PARK DRAFT ATMP COMMENTS 

Below are comments from our Hawaii Congressional Representative Ed Case:  

&quot;Every day our beautiful national parks, especially Hawai'i Volcanoes and Haleakala, are being deeply 
disrupted and degraded by tour helicopter/small aircraft overflights. The National Park Service (NPS) and Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) have issued draft Air Tour Management Plans for our Hawai'i parks which would 
reduce but not eliminate this disruption. These overflights are fundamentally incompatible with our national 
parks and should not be allowed.&quot; 

I agree, tour aircraft and their impacts have no place in Hawaii Volcanoes National Park, the adopted ATMP for 
the Park should be NO FLY. 

For 24 years IOA tour aircraft have had unlimited use of the Park which was 24 years of negative impacts which 
not only negatively impacted the Park but those Park visitors on the ground trying to enjoy the Park as National 
Parks are supposed to be enjoyed. 

The ATMP proposed routes will not protect the Park from those negative impacts. 

The proposed draft ATMP offshore route is not as protecting as the FAA mandated urban Long Island Offshore 
Route that the FAA implemented in 2008. 

The FAA has the responsibility and authority to protect those on the ground from aircraft noise, as they did on 
urban Long Island, NY. 

FAA Offshore Route Rule: 
https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/rulemaking/media/NYNShoreHelicopterFinalRule.pdf 

In addition, § 44715(a), provides that to &quot;relieve and protect the public health and welfare from aircraft 
noise,&quot; the Administrator of the FAA, &quot;as he deems necessary, shall prescribe * * * (ii) regulations to 
control and abate aircraft noise * * *&quot; 

Court order upholding Offshore Rule: https://caselaw.findlaw.com/court/us-dc-circuit/1638545.html 

Under the plain text of § 40103, the FAA has authority to &quot;prescribe air traffic regulations ․ [to] protect[ ] 
individuals and property on the ground.&quot; 49 U.S.C. § 40103(b)(2). This is exactly what the FAA did here. 
Responding to the noise complaints of Long Island residents, the FAA prescribed new air traffic regulations with 
the purpose of protecting these residents' use and enjoyment of their property.  

It is beyond clear that the FAA has the responsibility and authority to protect those on the ground from aircraft 
noise, as they did on urban Long Island, NY. 

As the FAA mandated an offshore route for urban Long Island, NY, so should the FAA also mandate an equally 
one mile offshore route at an altitude of 2500 feet offshore route rule for Hawaii Volcanoes with NO FLY over the 
Park itself. 

Furthermore, the tour copter operators have argued that not being allowed to overfly the Park they would fly over 
the neighboring communities/homes. 

HAI Slams Parks Air Tour Plans for--- Hawaii 

the proposed routes now move air tour operations over communities 



The Hawaiian Islands deserve and need an offshore route more so than Long Island, since in Hawaii the tour 
aircraft operations are year around and the number of annual operations are much higher and since the airports in 
Hawaii where the tour aircraft fly from have direct access to open water offshore routes. 

The FAA must exercise their responsibility and authority to protect the people on the ground in Hawaii from tour 
copter noise nuisance pollution. 

Correspondence ID: 3116 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cotner, David  

Received: Jun,14 2023 14:03:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3117 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cooper, Charlene  

Received: Jun,14 2023 14:32:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3118 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hale, Audrey  

Received: Jun,14 2023 14:34:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3119 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Doss, Melissa  

Received: Jun,14 2023 14:49:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3120 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schumacher, Amy  

Received: Jun,14 2023 15:08:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3121 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Begg, John A 

Received: Jun,14 2023 15:32:19 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I agree, tour aircraft and their impacts have no place in Hawaii Volcanoes National Park, the 
adopted ATMP for the Park should be NO FLY. 

For 24 years IOA tour aircraft have had unlimited use of the Park which was 24 years of negative impacts which 
not only negatively impacted the Park but those Park visitors on the ground trying to enjoy the Park as National 
Parks are supposed to be enjoyed. 

The ATMP proposed routes will not protect the Park from those negative impacts. 

The proposed draft ATMP offshore route is not as protecting as the FAA mandated urban Long Island Offshore 
Route that the FAA implemented in 2008. 

The FAA has the responsibility and authority to protect those on the ground from aircraft noise, as they did on 
urban Long Island, NY. 

Correspondence ID: 3122 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Robinson, Marci  

Received: Jun,14 2023 15:52:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3123 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zerr, Laura  

Received: Jun,14 2023 16:03:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Unnecessary to have these helicopters disturbing both the wildlife and visitors. Save it for 
research or search &amp; rescue. National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, 
and enjoy interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 3124 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brooke, Anne  

Received: Jun,14 2023 16:18:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Noise from helicopter tours in the NP and surrounding area is an ongoing burden on the 
residents of Hawaii and visitors. We pay the an unaccounted cost in noise disturbance so small number of people 
get a thrill out of seeing the NP from the air. I urge the NP to protect the environment from unwelcome helicopter 
intrusion 

Correspondence ID: 3125 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: ,  

Received: Jun,14 2023 16:21:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     No fly for HVNP, including Kahuku unit. Commercial air tours are culturally insensitive, 
noisy and overall have a negative impact on visitors enjoyment of Hawaii volcanoes national Park. 

Correspondence ID: 3126 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Chavez, Gayle L 

Received: Jun,14 2023 16:45:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Aloha, 

Mahalo for allowing me to comment on this draft proposal.  

As a 40-year resident of Puna, 22 of those years of living in Volcano, please allow these comments to serve as one 
person's experience with helicopter noise and its impacts. I urge the powers that be to please consider the noise 
impact of the amount of helicopter traffic that you are discussing. Constant helicopter noise is disruptive to our 
community at large, disruptive for animals and disruptive for sensitive individuals who are suffering from PTSD 
and other anxiety disorders. We have only to look at this past week's eruption and the heightened amount of air 
traffic over the caldera and the surrounding neighborhoods to get a preview of what the daily noise might be like 
when factoring in multiple daily flights. Several days this past week the helicopter noise started at 9am and 
continued unabated until late afternoon. Many people in the community have been discussing how intrusive and 
stressful it has been.  

It is important to note that I fully support reasonable monitoring by air of the eruption; it is a necessary and vital 
component to gathering data about Kilauea. What I adamantly object to is the seeming priority given to the 
proposed barrage of tourist flights. They make huge profits while we suffer. This is not fair, reasonable or 
appropriate and does not foster good long-term relations between HVNP and the surrounding community who 
deeply cherish both the serenity of Volcano and the splendor of our National Park.  

If there is to be tourist helicopter traffic over the caldera I urge you to give primary consideration to this peaceful 
rural community and severely limit the days and hours of operation for those types of flights. Please be pono and 
considerate of us residents as you continue your discussions regarding the issue. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Gayle Chavez 

Correspondence ID: 3127 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thornhill, Robert  

Received: Jun,14 2023 16:53:03 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3128 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hansen, David C 

Received: Jun,14 2023 16:56:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     NO FLY, PERIOD!  

We have had 12 years of dealing with at times, daily/all day disruptive overflights in our neighborhood alone. 

So much for trying to live in what would otherwise be a Peaceful Paradise, as it should be. 

NO FLY!!!!! 

Correspondence ID: 3129 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schoffstall, Winona  

Received: Jun,14 2023 16:58:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     The park is for everyone to enjoy without the distraction of the noisy helicopters. The noise 
also disturbs the wildlife to and from the park and in it.  
I am for no fly in Or around the park. 

Correspondence ID: 3130 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Isbell, Linda  

Received: Jun,14 2023 17:50:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate wonderful scenery and history, watch wildlife, 
and get away from the hustle of the city. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala 
National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture, not to listen to helicopter noise. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and 
harm wildlife. The National Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the 



greatest protection of visitor use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick 
anything less than the &quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3131 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Regeimbal, Susan  

Received: Jun,14 2023 18:43:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I live in the overflight path. Though I am not terribly sensitive to the noise, I find the constant 
chopper noise to be the opposite of the peace and quiet I should be able to enjoy in a rural rainforest location. 

I agree, tour aircraft and their impacts have no place in Hawaii Volcanoes National Park, the adopted ATMP for 
the Park should be NO FLY. 

For 24 years IOA tour aircraft have had unlimited use of the Park which was 24 years of negative impacts which 
not only negatively impacted the Park but those Park visitors on the ground trying to enjoy the Park as National 
Parks are supposed to be enjoyed. 

The ATMP proposed routes will not protect the Park from those negative impacts. 

The proposed draft ATMP offshore route is not as protecting as the FAA mandated urban Long Island Offshore 
Route that the FAA implemented in 2008. 

The FAA has the responsibility and authority to protect those on the ground from aircraft noise, as they did on 
urban Long Island, NY. 

Correspondence ID: 3132 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Camara, Bobby  

Received: Jun,14 2023 18:52:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     11 June 2023 

Welina mai, 

I write to say that I DO NOT CONCUR with the findings of the ATMP for Hawaiʻi Volcanoes National Park 
(HAVO). The impacts of the preferred alternative are greater than what is described in the EA.  

I was born and raised on the Island of Hawaiʻi, and during my 72 years have seen the proliferation of technologies, 
some good, some bad. One of the worst is commercial, recreational helicopter tours. I retired after a career at 
HAVO. During my 50 year association with the park and its many unique resources, Iʻve watched a marked 
decline in the experiences of visitors. Today they are driven by social media, by the need to post photos and 
information essentially saying "Look! I was here!!!", then moving quickly to their next destination. Any connection 
to place seems irrelevant to those folks.  

Iʻve cherished and appreciated thousands of hours, and years spent in the park, stewarding resources, and 
educating the interested. During contemplative times at overlooks, at backcountry sites, or hiking many trails, as 
well as leading groups of visitors, experiences have been shattered, daily, by the seemingly incessant thrum of 
helicopters. One can hear them approaching from miles away. The noise is perhaps even more intrusive during 
times of cultural practice when connections to and with place are most important. Birdsong disappears, lost are 
the sounds of Pelehonuamea and her creative work, and we are left wondering when will the next batch of air 
tours arrive? Whatʻs most disturbing, is that for all the commotion caused, visitors in the air spend only a few 
minutes observing places, then they move on to the next. And the next. And unfortunately, this doesnʻt only 
happen at Kaluapele. The noise is everywhere in the Park, including wilderness backcountry sites. One cannot 
escape. 

While the Preferred Alternative greatly decreases flights in the Park, ANY flight along proposed routes, either 
from the ocean up to Puʻuʻōʻō , or offshore along the south coast of the Park will be noisy and will impact cultural 



resources and those participating in cultural practices such as Native Hawaiian religious ritual, fishing, gathering, 
etc. 

I understand that there is a 5,000ʻ AGL ceiling, above which the ATMP does not impact. I believe that there 
should be no commercial airtours over any of the lands of any National Park, including Hawaiʻi Volcanoes 
National Park, so peace and quiet can be preserved. 

Mahalo for the opportunity to comment. 

Bobby Camara 
Keaʻau, Island of Hawaiʻi 

Correspondence ID: 3133 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kaneoha, Kawika  

Received: Jun,14 2023 19:20:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Air tour operators have NO RIGHT to continue disturbing the peace of our aina and Ohana's. 
The ATMP for the park should be No Fly. Operators like Blue Hawaiian have repeatedly and consistently shown 
they prioritize profits over locals. I've seen Blue Hawaiian helicopters fly below the mandated minimum altitude 
over my house in HPP and when I call the office they just say "we'll look into it". No accountability needs to end. 
A business mode that has to fly helicopters over houses has no place in our state. 

Correspondence ID: 3134 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cotten, Jay  

Received: Jun,14 2023 19:52:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3135 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Remak, Jeannette  

Received: Jun,14 2023 20:05:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3136 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cormier, Stephanie  

Received: Jun,14 2023 20:40:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3137 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: , Keawe  

Received: Jun,14 2023 22:49:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     No fly zone 

Correspondence ID: 3138 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vinton, Janine  

Received: Jun,14 2023 23:02:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3139 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gray, Eric  



Received: Jun,14 2023 23:59:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3140 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Davis, Scheree  

Received: Jun,15 2023 01:53:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3141 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lester, Mary  

Received: Jun,15 2023 07:38:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 3142 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Murray, Michael B 

Received: Jun,15 2023 09:10:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     June 15, 2023 

Ms. Rhonda Loh, Superintendent 
Hawaiʻi Volcanoes National Park 
P.O. Box 52 
Hawaii National Park, HI 96718 

Subject: Proposed Air Tour Management Plan and Environmental Assessment for Hawaiʻi Volcanoes National 
Park 

Dear Superintendent Loh:  

I am writing on behalf of over 2,400 members of the Coalition to Protect America's National Parks (Coalition), all 
of whom have worked or volunteered for the National Park Service (NPS) and who collectively represent more 
than 45,000 years of national park management experience. The Coalition studies, educates, speaks, and acts for 
the preservation of America's National Park System. Among our members are former NPS directors, regional 
directors, superintendents, resource specialists, rangers, maintenance and administrative staff, and a full array of 
other former employees, volunteers, and supporters.  

We offer the following comments for your consideration regarding the proposed Air Tour Management Plan 
(ATMP) and Environmental Assessment (EA) for Hawaiʻi Volcanoes National Park (HAVO or Park).  

GENERAL COMMENTS 

1. First, we commend the agencies for preparing a proper environmental assessment (EA) for the proposed ATMP 
that considers a range of alternatives and evaluates the potential impacts of those alternatives - When considering 
a proposed agency action, such as a new ATMP, NPS must comply with the National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA) and related guidance, including the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) NEPA implementing 
regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), and with the agency's own NEPA guidance found in the NPS NEPA 
Handbook 2015. We have been deeply concerned that NPS has failed to comply with basic NEPA guidance by 
issuing numerous previous "proposed ATMPs" for other parks without considering a reasonable range of 
alternatives and without preparing any sort of environmental impact analysis for public review. We applaud you 
and the planning team for following the appropriate NEPA process requirements that the HAVO ATMP proposal 
deserves. 

2. Compliance with the NPS Organic Act (54 USC §100101) is integral to compliance with the National Parks Air 
Tour Management Act (49 USC §40128), yet the EA barely mentions the Organic Act or its relevance - Section 802 
(Findings) of the National Parks Air Tour Management Act (NPATMA) states, in part: "Congress finds that-- 

(1) the Federal Aviation Administration has sole authority to control airspace over the United States;  
(2) the Federal Aviation Administration has the authority to preserve, protect, and enhance the environment by 
minimizing, mitigating, or preventing the adverse effects of aircraft overflights on public and tribal lands;  
(3) the National Park Service has the responsibility of conserving the scenery and natural and historic objects and 
wildlife in national parks and of providing for the enjoyment of the national parks in ways that leave the national 
parks unimpaired for future generations[.]" (Emphasis added) 

The NPS "responsibility for conserving" park resources and values mentioned in NPATMA §802(3) above derives 
directly from the NPS Organic Act and is often referred to as the NPS "conservation mandate." As described in 
NPS Management Policies 2006, Section 1.4.1: "The most important statutory directive for the National Park 
Service is provided by interrelated provisions of the NPS Organic Act of 1916 and the NPS General Authorities 
Act of 1970, including amendments to the latter law enacted in 1978." As further stated in Management Policies 
Section 1.4.3:  



The fundamental purpose of the national park system, established by the Organic Act and reaffirmed by the 
General Authorities Act, as amended, begins with a mandate to conserve park resources and values. This mandate 
is independent of the separate prohibition on impairment and applies all the time with respect to all park 
resources and values, even when there is no risk that any park resources or values may be impaired… Congress, 
recognizing that the enjoyment by future generations of the national parks can be ensured only if the superb 
quality of park resources and values is left unimpaired, has provided that when there is a conflict between 
conserving resources and values and providing for enjoyment of them, conservation is to be predominant. This is 
how courts have consistently interpreted the Organic Act. (Emphasis added) 

Given that both the proposed ATMP and EA are or should be focused on reducing potential impacts of 
commercial air tours on the Park's natural and cultural resources, and visitor experiences, we would expect the 
NPS conservation mandate to serve as a key basis for evaluating those impacts. However, we are quite concerned 
that the EA barely mentions the Organic Act (e.g., it is mentioned in regard to cultural resources on EA p. 80). In 
our view, the NPS conservation mandate is so important to the management of air tours in national parks that 
Congress chose to embed a key portion of the Organic Act in §802(3) of the NPATMA. To address this concern, 
we recommend that a section summarizing applicable laws relevant to the proposed action, including the NPS 
Organic Act, be added to Chapter 1 or as an appendix. 

3. The EA appropriately considers the 2017 Foundation Document for Hawaiʻi Volcanoes National Park, which 
provides important context for the planning process regarding the Park's significance and the Fundamental 
Resources and Values that could be adversely affected by commercial air tours - As described in the document: 
"The purpose of Hawaiʻi Volcanoes National Park is to protect, study, and provide access to Kīlauea and Mauna 
Loa, two of the world's most active volcanoes, and perpetuate endemic Hawaiian ecosystems and the traditional 
Hawaiian culture connected to these landscapes[.]" 

The document identifies "Fundamental Resources and Values" that help focus planning and management efforts 
on what is truly significant about the Park. Fundamental Resources and Values are "those qualities that are 
essential (fundamental) to achieving the purpose of the Park and maintaining its significance." (Emphasis added) 
HAVO's Fundamental Resources and Values identified in the Foundation Document, which are potentially 
impacted by air tours, include: 

- Natural Sounds. Park soundscapes are protected from many human-caused sounds and are dominated by the 
sounds of wind, ocean, volcanic activity, and native species. 
- Wahi Kapu (Sacred Places) and Wahi Pana (Celebrated Places). The entire park landscape and all of its 
inhabitants and features, including the sky as a layered extension of the landscape, are sacred to Native 
Hawaiians[.]  
- Opportunity for Traditional Cultural Use. Native Hawaiian traditional uses in the park perpetuate traditional 
practices, knowledge, and the cultural importance of this area. These practices, including chants and dances, 
depend upon natural sounds, unobstructed views of mountain summits, and an environment that has not been 
greatly altered by human-caused changes. 

The cultural and spiritual importance of the Hawaiʻi Volcanoes landscape to Native Hawaiians cannot be 
overstated. Kīlauea Volcano, the home of Pelehonuamea, and Mauna Loa Volcano are sacred to many Native 
Hawaiians. The Park is a place of birth and the physical representation of many spirits and forces; the active 
volcanism, the features of the terrain, and the plants and animals that live there are all important to the Native 
Hawaiian sense of identity, unity, and continuance. The journeys of the Hawaiian people, and those who 
followed, portray cultural clashes, adaptations, and assimilations that provide enduring lessons about human 
resourcefulness, interdependence, and respect on an active volcanic landscape. As a result, the sacred nature of 
the Park's landscape to Native Hawaiians provides one of the, if not the most, compelling reasons to eliminate air 
tours at HAVO. 

4. Consistent with NPS Management Policies Section 1.5, the EA should include an "appropriate use analysis" for 
the proposed action - Management Policies Section 1.5 states, in part: "An 'appropriate use' is a use that is 
suitable, proper, or fitting for a particular park, or to a particular location within a park. Not all uses are 
appropriate or allowable in units of the national park system, and what is appropriate may vary from one park to 
another and from one location to another within a park…When proposed park uses and the protection of park 
resources and values come into conflict, the protection of resources and values must be predominant. A new form 



of park use may be allowed within a park only after a determination has been made in the professional judgment 
of the superintendent that it will not result in unacceptable impacts." (Emphasis added) 

The NPATMA established procedural requirements for allowing air tours over parks; however, the Act does NOT 
mandate that commercial air tours are appropriate and must be allowed. In fact, section (b)(3)(A) of the Act 
provides that the agencies "may prohibit commercial air tour operations over a national park in whole or in part." 
Under the Act, air tours are essentially a discretionary activity subject to agency approval. As far as we know, NPS 
has never formally considered or determined whether commercial air tours are an appropriate use of (or over) 
HAVO. As a result, we strongly recommend that the EA be amended (e.g., through errata or as an appendix) to 
include an appropriate use analysis as described in Management Policies Section 1.5. 

5. The eventual decision document for the ATMP should include an "impairment determination" for the selected 
action - NPS Management Policies Section 1.4.7, states, in part: "Before approving a proposed action that could 
lead to an impairment of park resources and values, an NPS decision-maker must consider the impacts of the 
proposed action and determine, in writing, that the activity will not lead to an impairment of park resources and 
values. If there would be an impairment, the action must not be approved." (Emphasis added) Furthermore, "[t]he 
impact threshold at which impairment occurs is not always readily apparent. Therefore, the Service will apply a 
standard that offers greater assurance that impairment will not occur. The Service will do this by avoiding impacts 
that it determines to be unacceptable. These are impacts that fall short of impairment, but are still not acceptable 
within a particular park's environment." (Emphasis added) As a result, we strongly recommend that the eventual 
decision document, presumably a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), includes an impairment 
determination as described in Management Policies Section 1.4.7. 

6. Section 9.0 ("Amendment") of the ATMP itself should be revised - We have a significant concern about Section 
9.0 in the proposed ATMP. This section of the ATMP is not described in the EA. The very first sentence in Section 
9.0 (ATMP p. 14) states that "the ATMP may be amended at any time" (emphasis added) if either NPS or the FAA 
notifies the other agency. We imagine that the Amendment clause is intended to convey the concept that the 
ATMP could be updated and revised if/when the agencies determine it is needed and appropriate; and we fully 
understand that all management plans are subject to future change.  

However, the use of the words "at any time" creates the distinct impression that reversal of the ATMP decision 
and/or resumption/expansion of air tours at HAVO could happen on short-notice (i.e., "at any time"). This 
wording also suggests there is little certainty that the significant reduction of air tours proposed at HAVO would 
be a durable decision (since it could be changed "at any time"). In our view, creating such uncertainty in the 
ATMP unnecessarily invites industry appeals and/or political intervention on behalf of air tour operators. Our 
observation has been that many NPS management decisions that curtail or eliminate controversial recreational 
and commercial activities in parks, such as off-road vehicle (ORV) use, hunting, and in this case commercial air 
tours, are often subject to industry lobbying and/or political reversal, especially if/when there is a change in 
administration.  

Over 20 years after the passage of the NPATMA, litigation was needed to force the agencies to finally prepare the 
required ATMPs. Moving forward, it is critical that the new ATMPs are widely viewed as providing for consistent 
long-term air tour management at the individual parks involved, rather than creating the distinct impression of 
uncertainty about their longevity. Toward that end, we recommend that the agencies revise the wording of 
Section 9.0 of the ATMP itself to state the following: 

(add new first sentence) This ATMP will remain in effect until amended or terminated by mutual agreement of the 
agencies. This ATMP may be amended at any time (i.e., delete: "at any time"): if the NPS, by notification to the 
FAA and the operator(s), determines that the ATMP is not adequately protecting Park resources and/or visitor 
enjoyment; if the FAA, by notification to the NPS and the operator(s), determines that the ATMP is adversely 
affecting aviation safety and/or the national aviation system; or, if the agencies determine that appropriate changes 
to this ATMP are necessary to address new information or changed circumstances. 

These minor revisions would affirm the intended stability and longevity of the ATMP; and refocus the 
Amendment provision on the limited circumstances that could justify reconsideration of the ATMP, rather than 
on the potential timing or abruptness of amending the ATMP. 

SECTION-BY-SECTION COMMENTS  



Chapter 1 

1. Section 1.1 Introduction - The third paragraph of this section describes the "objective" of ATMP under the 
NPATMA, as follows: "The objective of the ATMP, under the Act, is to develop acceptable and effective measures 
to mitigate or prevent significant adverse impacts, if any, of commercial air tour operations on the Park's natural 
and cultural resources, Native Hawaiian sacred sites and ceremonial areas, Wilderness character, and visitor 
experience." (Emphasis added) Of concern (again), the NPS Organic Act's "fundamental purpose of parks" 
statement (54 U.S.C §100101(a)) provides the legal basis for conserving the above mentioned park resources and 
values, yet there is no mention of the Organic Act in this section of the EA or in the ATMP itself. As described in 
General Comment # 2 above, compliance with the Organic Act's conservation mandate is integral to compliance 
with §802(3) of the NPATMA. To address this concern, we recommend that a new section summarizing 
applicable laws relevant to the proposed action, including the NPS Organic Act and the HAVO enabling 
legislation be added to Chapter 1 or as an appendix. Or, at the very least, this section should include a sentence 
stating that "Conservation of park resources and values is a fundamental purpose of units of the National Park 
System as described in the NPS Organic Act (54 U.S.C §100101(a))." 

2. Section 1.4 Purpose and Need - A stated in this section, "The purpose of the ATMP is to comply with the Act 
and other applicable laws…" (Emphasis added) Similar to our previous comment, this would seem to be the 
perfect opportunity to identify the "other applicable" laws, such as the NPS Organic Act, that the agencies 
considered or should have considered during the development of the ATMP. By not identifying any other 
"applicable laws," it leaves the impression that the agencies have not consciously considered the proposed action 
within the context of the Organic Act's conservation mandate. This should be addressed by providing a brief 
summary of "other applicable laws" in Chapter 1 or as an appendix to the EA. 

3. Section 1.5 Environmental Impact Categories Not Analyzed in Detail - As described in this section of the EA, 
the agencies have appropriately identified a number of impact categories that were considered but not analyzed in 
detail. In our view, the dismissed categories are generally not relevant or significant to the analysis; and the impact 
categories that have been carried forward for detailed analysis in the EA include the most relevant or significant 
impact topics for the analysis that follows in Chapter 3 of the EA.  

Chapter 2 

1. Section 2.1 Alternatives Development - We greatly appreciate the detailed description of how the ATMP 
preliminary alternatives were developed primarily by an NPS inter-disciplinary team and then reviewed by the 
FAA. We also appreciate the detailed references to the Park's Foundation Document purposes and management 
objectives, which helped inform development of the alternatives. In general, we believe that the agencies have 
developed and considered an appropriate range of alternatives. It also is very appropriate that the alternative of 
"Air Tours Above Existing Levels or Air Tours at Existing Levels with Current Operating Parameters" has been 
eliminated from further study for the reasons stated in Section 2.2.1. 

2. Section 2.4 Alternative 1 (No Action Alternative) - As described in this section, "[t]he No Action Alternative 
represents a continuation of what is currently flown under existing conditions…" We strongly agree with the 
statement that "[t]he No Action Alternative… is not a selectable alternative because it does not meet the purpose 
and need for the ATMP (refer to Section 1.4, Purpose and Need)." (Emphasis added) It is highly evident from the 
impact analysis of the No Action Alternative in Chapter 3 that the existing level of air tours at HAVO is causing 
unacceptable impacts to park resources and values that NPS is mandated to conserve unimpaired under the NPS 
Organic Act.  

3. Section 2.5 Alternative 2 (Elimination of Air Tours) - As described, "Alternative 2 would provide the greatest 
level of protection for the purposes, resources, and values of the Park because it would not authorize air tours in 
the ATMP planning area. Under this alternative, the heart of the Park, including the summit of Kīlauea, all 
Wilderness areas, and cultural and visitor use areas, would be free of commercial air tours. Alternative 2 would 
prohibit commercial air tours within the ATMP planning area no later than 180 days after the ATMP is signed by 
all required signatories from both agencies (the ATMP's effective date)… Air tours outside of the ATMP planning 
area (i.e., at or above 5,000 ft. AGL or more than ½-mile outside the Park boundary) are not subject to the Act and 
are therefore not regulated under the ATMP. Thus, there would be no limitations on the number of air tours that 
could occur outside the ATMP planning area." (Emphasis added) 



Alternative 2 (i.e., elimination of air tours at HAVO) would clearly provide "the greatest level of protection for the 
purposes, resources, and values of the Park." Given the cultural, biological and Wilderness significance of HAVO, 
we believe that elimination of air tours should have been identified as the Preferred Alternative for this ATMP. It 
is the alternative that is most consistent with NPS Management Policies Section 1.4.3, which states: "[W]hen there 
is a conflict between conserving resources and values and providing for enjoyment of them, conservation is to be 
predominant." 

4. Section 2.6 Alternative 3 (Preferred Alternative) - As described in the EA, Alternative 3 would reduce the 
number of air tours over the Park from 11,376 (three-year average) to 1,565, an 86% reduction. It would also limit 
all air tours to the following three designated routes:  

1.Pu'u'ō'ō Route: The Pu'u'ō'ō Route consists of a route on the east rift of Kīlauea in the Pu'u'ō'ō area with a 
single entry and exit over the ocean.  
2.Coastal Route: The Coastal Route runs bi-directionally offshore along the edge of the Park boundary, but within 
½-mile of the Park boundary. Air tours on the Coastal Route would maintain 2,000 ft. lateral distance from shore 
and a minimum altitude of 2,000 ft. AGL.  
3.Kahuku Route: The Kahuku Route runs bi-directionally across the south side of the Kahuku Unit following 
Highway 11. Air tours on the Kahuku Route would maintain a minimum altitude of 1,500 ft. AGL. This route 
would provide access for Kailua-Kona flights and circle island tours to provide expansive views of Mauna Loa.  

Based on the designated routes above, the heart of the Park, including the summit of Kīlauea, designated 
Wilderness areas, and key cultural and visitor use areas, would generally be free of commercial air tours. In 
comparison to the No Action Alternative, Alternative 3 would significantly reduce how much of the Park would 
be impacted by air tour noise by restricting flights to 3 designated routes and by limiting the number of flights per 
day. The Puʻuʻōʻō and the Kahuku air tour routes, in particular, would reduce impacts on the Park's resources and 
values. Importantly, the Halemaʻuma'u Crater is protected, enhancing cultural and natural resource protections 
and visitor experience.  

The Coastal Route, however, will continue to result in substantial impacts on both cultural and natural resources 
and on recreational activities. Importantly, the EA does not take into full account the concerns of Native 
Hawaiians who consider the entire Park as sacred. Their voices were not heard especially regarding the Coastal 
Route which includes many ceremonial areas, sacred sites and fishing grounds. In addition, along the Coastal 
Route are the primary nesting areas of endangered sea turtles, and where important wilderness hiking and 
camping sites occur to Halapē and up the Hilina Pali to over 3,300 ft. elevation. Air tour flights at 1,500-2,000 ft. 
over the Coastal Route would be visible below by those who hike to the top of the Hilina Pali. Alternative 3 would 
also adversely affect Wilderness qualities in some native forest bird habitat where rare honeycreeper, 'I'iwi, occur, 
and in locations where endangered nēnē (Hawaiian goose) occur. 

In brief, although Alternative 3 represents a significant improvement in resource protection over the No Action 
Alternative, it would still result in significantly more adverse impacts than Alternative 2. For this reason, we 
strongly support the selection of Alternative 2, the elimination of air tours at HAVO. 

5. Section 2.7 Summary of ATMP Alternatives - Table 3 provides a side-by-side comparison of various Alternative 
Attributes for Alternatives 1-3. We call your attention to the "Monitoring and Enforcement" attribute on p. 27 of 
the EA. As described in the table, monitoring associated with Alternative 3 would focus primarily on documenting 
flight numbers and locations. There is no mention of resource monitoring to document ongoing impacts to 
natural and cultural resources that would undoubtedly continue to be adversely affected by air tour noise 
disturbance along the designated route corridors. 

The lack of a resource monitoring plan is an obvious and significant flaw in the proposed action. If NPS decides to 
allow air tours to continue at HAVO, we strongly recommend that NPS develop and include a monitoring plan 
that would systematically and periodically assesses the impacts of air tour noise on wildlife, Wilderness character, 
Native Hawaiian cultural sites and fishing grounds, and recreational activities in general. Such information will be 
essential for evaluating the effectiveness of the ATMP over time and for informing future amendments of it. 

Chapter 3 



Chapter 3 includes comparative analyses of the respective alternatives on various impact categories (i.e., resources 
or uses affected by air tours) at HAVO. Nearly every analysis indicates that Alternative 2, the elimination of air 
tours at HAVO, would provide the greatest level of protection and/or restoration of resources at the Park. Our 
comments below are focused on the impact categories that we believe would receive the most significant benefits 
of significantly reducing or eliminating air tours at the Park. 

1. Section 3.1 Noise and Noise-Compatible Land Use - This section includes appropriate references to relevant 
FAA and NPS policies. Specifically, FAA Order 1050.1F, paragraph 11-5.b(10) defines a noise sensitive area as 
"[a]n area where noise interferes with normal activities associated with its use. Normally, noise sensitive areas 
include residential, educational, health, religious structures and sites, parks, recreational areas, areas with 
Wilderness characteristics, wildlife refuges, and cultural and historical sites." (Emphasis added) In other words, 
the entirety of HAVO is a noise sensitive area and should be protected accordingly.  

NPS Management Policies (2006) Section 4.9, Soundscape Management, directs the NPS to preserve soundscapes 
and the acoustic environment to the greatest extent possible and to restore these resources to their natural 
condition wherever they have become degraded by noise and unwanted sounds. In other words, NPS 
management polices direct NPS to restore the natural soundscape at HAVO that has been adversely impacted by 
air tour noise.  

In addition, the HAVO Foundation Document identifies natural sounds as a Fundamental Resource and Value of 
the Park. The natural soundscape is a highly desired value for park visitors as well as for Native Hawaiians who 
consider the Park to be a sacred place; and low ambient sounds plays a vital role in the health of HAVO's natural 
ecosystems. 

Section 3.1's comparative analysis of the noise levels likely to be caused by the respective alternatives strongly 
supports Alternative 2 as the alternative with the greatest likelihood of restoring the natural soundscape at HAVO, 
consistent with FAA Order 1050.1F and NPS Management Polices Section 4.9. Under Alternative 1 (No Action), 
82% of the Park would continue to experience audible air tour noise. Alternative 2 (elimination of air tours) 
would provide 365 days per year without noise from air tours within the ATMP planning area and would reduce 
noise in the most noise sensitive regions of the Park resulting in direct beneficial effects compared to the No 
Action Alternative and Alternative 3. Under Alternative 3 (Preferred Alternative), on "Standard Days" (see Table 
6), 18% of the Park would experience audible air tour noise for at least 60 minutes a day (non-contiguous). And 
on "Quiet Technology-Only Days" (see Table 7), 9% of the Park would experience audible air tour noise for at 
least 60 minutes a day (non-contiguous). Because Alternative 2 would clearly result in the greatest reduction of air 
tour noise, we support the elimination of air tours at HAVO. 

2. Section 3.3 Biological Resources - This section includes analyses of the potential impacts of air tours on 
biological resources, specifically mammals, reptiles and birds, including multiple species that are federally listed as 
threatened or endangered. As described in the analysis, multiple protected bird, mammal, and reptile species 
within the TAMP planning area that are adversely impacted by aircraft noise. Alternative 2 (elimination of air 
tours) would provide the greatest level of protection to these biological resources and would likely "have no effect 
on federally listed threatened or endangered species." See EA Appendix H. For this reason, we fully support 
selection and implementation of Alternative 2. In contrast, the Preferred Alternative (Alternative 3) provides a 
lower level of protection in that it may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect federally listed threatened or 
endangered species, nor would it result in the destruction or adverse modification of federally designated critical 
habitat. 

3. Section 3.4 3.4 Cultural Resources - The National Historic Preservation ACT (NHPA), 54 U.S.C. §§ 300101 et 
seq., is comprehensive federal preservation legislation intended to protect cultural resources. Section 106 of the 
NHPA (54 U.S.C. § 306108), as implemented in 36 CFR Part 800, requires federal agencies to consider the effects 
of undertakings on historic properties, should any such properties exist. In addition to Section 106 of the NHPA, 
the NPS's Organic Act* and Section 110 of the NHPA apply to and provide for the preservation of historic, 
ethnographic and cultural resources on parkland. (*EA p. 80 is a rare instance in which the EA actually mentions 
the NPS Organic Act.) 

The EA, Table 10, identifies 43 cultural resources within the Area of Potential Effect (APE), including historic, 
architectural, archaeological, and cultural resources, inclusive of ethnographic resources, traditional cultural 



properties (TCPs), sacred sites, cultural landscapes, historic districts, and prehistoric and historic buildings and 
structures. It is noteworthy that the entire Park is considered a TCP because of its associations with the cultural 
practices, traditions, beliefs, lifeways, arts, crafts, or social institutions of Native Hawaiians. Commercial air tours, 
by their nature, have the potential to impact resources for which feeling and setting are contributing elements. 

Under Alternative 2, the elimination of commercial air tours from the ATMP planning area would significantly 
reduce the noise and visual intrusions from directly impacting the feeling and setting of cultural resources within 
the APE and result in the greatest beneficial impacts to ethnographic resources and sacred sites, TCPs, 
archaeological resources, cultural landscapes, historic districts, and prehistoric and historic buildings and 
structures compared to current conditions. Indirect noise impacts may still occur due to air tours displaced to 
outside the ATMP planning area. 

Compared to Alternative 1, Alternative 3 (the NPS Preferred Alternative) would reduce noise and visual intrusions 
over most, but not all, cultural resources in the APE by reducing the total number of air tour flights allowed and by 
restricting tours to designated flight routes. However, portions of the Hawaiʻi Volcanoes National Park TCP over 
part of the Puna-Ka'ū Historic District, over the edge of the Kahuku-Pōhue Parcel Archaeological Sites, and over 
the Kahuku Ranch Cultural Landscape would continue to experience air tour noise impacts. 

Because the elimination of air tours would provide the greatest level of protection for the diverse cultural 
resources within the APE and the greater Hawaiʻi Volcanoes landscape that Native Hawaiians consider sacred, we 
fully support the selection and implementation of Alternative 2. It would be the most appropriate alternative to 
implement under applicable NHPA, FAA, and NPS cultural resource guidelines and policies. 

4. Section 3.5 Wilderness - The Wilderness Act of 1964 is the primary federal legislation regulating the 
management of designated Wilderness areas. While Wilderness is not an impact category the FAA traditionally 
examines, the NPS has agency wide (see NPS Management Policies (2006), Chapter 6, and Director's Order 41, 
2013) and park specific guidelines (NPS, 2015) for managing designated Wilderness areas within the National 
Park System. HAVO has four distinct sections of designated Wilderness that are informally considered "units" 
because they vary in characteristics such as vegetation, elevation, location, and climate. These four units, the 
Mauna Loa, Ka'ū Desert, East Rift, and 'Ōla'a, collectively span approximately 123,100 acres of the park's 354,461 
acres. 

The NPS manages the Wilderness for the following qualities of Wilderness character: 

- Untrammeled: Unhindered and free from the actions of modern human control or manipulation. Natural: 
Ecological systems are substantially free from the effects of modern civilization.  
- Undeveloped: Retaining primeval character and influence without permanent improvements or modern human 
occupation.  
- Solitude or Primitive and Unconfined Recreation: Ability to provide outstanding opportunities for solitude or 
primitive and unconfined type of recreation.  
- Other features of value: Wilderness preserves other features of value that are of scientific, educational, scenic, or 
historical value. 

Air tours would have no direct effect on the "untrammeled" and undeveloped" qualities of the four Wilderness 
units at HAVO; while potential impacts to "other features" (e.g., cultural resources) are evaluated elsewhere in the 
EA. As a result, the EA analysis focuses on potential impacts to the "natural" and "solitude" qualities of 
Wilderness character. Because natural sound is such an integral part of Wilderness character, the NPS considers 
noise above 35 dBA to negatively impact Wilderness character.  

Under Alternative 2, commercial air tour aircraft would not fly within the ATMP planning area, which would 
offer the greatest protection to Wilderness character. Alternative 3 would not allow air tours to be conducted 
directly over any of the designated, eligible, or potential Wilderness within the ATMP planning area. Compared to 
current conditions, this would enhance qualities of Wilderness character by reducing the intensity noise, the 
footprint of noise, and the number of noise events over Wilderness areas, although some noise would still be 
present. Under Alternative 3, noise above 35 dBA would occur for less than 15 minutes a day in the Great Crack, 
East Rift, and Ka'ū Desert Wilderness units, while the majority of the Wilderness areas within the Wilderness 
study area would not experience impacts to the natural quality of Wilderness, as noise above 35 dBA would not 
occur. While Alternative 3 would provide significant improvement (i.e., reduction in air tour noise) over existing 



conditions, it would still allow for considerably more cumulative noise impacts than Alternative 2. As a result, we 
strongly support Alternative 2 as the most appropriate alternative to implement under applicable NPS Wilderness 
stewardship policies. 

5. Section 3.6 Visitor Use and Experience and Other Recreational Opportunities - While visitor experience is not 
an impact category the FAA traditionally examines, the NPS has agency wide (NPS Management Policies § 8.2, 
2006) for managing visitors within the National Park System. This section of the EA also examines impacts to air 
tour customers.  

As described in the EA, from 2017-2019, the Park welcomed an average of 1.5 million visitors per year. Due to the 
equable climate year-round, Park visitation is fairly evenly distributed throughout the year, with slightly higher 
visitation in July, August, and particularly December. Most park visitation is for day-use, with visitors typically 
entering the Park between 10:00 AM and 2:00 PM and visiting just the Kīlauea caldera area. In 2017, an estimated 
82,600 people took commercial air tours of the Park, which equates to approximately 4% of the over two million 
visitors that same year. 

Under Alternative 2, commercial air tours would not fly within the ATMP planning area which would eliminate 
this source of noise from the ATMP planning area. Therefore, Alternative 2 offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience. However, elimination of air tours would be an adverse effect on those seeking that experience 
within the ATMP planning area. 

Alternative 3 would permit air tours to be conducted along designated routes and altitudes (see EA Figure 20). The 
authorized routes avoid flying directly over or close to areas of the Park that have the highest amount of visitor 
use, including those near the Kīlauea caldera, which would promote hearing the natural sounds, including of lava, 
by park visitors. However, the Noise Technical Analysis indicates that Alternative 3 would not meet the Park's 
acoustic-based visitor use standards for two modeled location points in the transitional zone and three points in 
the wild/primitive zone. Other modeled location points would be in compliance with the standard, which 
represents an improvement compared to the No Action Alternative. Alternative 3 would limit the availability of air 
tours for those who wish to view the Park from an aerial vantage point to no more than 1,565 tours per year. 

Noise is undisputably one of the most significant adverse impacts of air tours over parks. It is clear from the Noise 
Technical Analysis that Alternative 2 would provide the greatest level of protection from (i.e., the greatest level of 
reduction of) air tour noise that significantly impacts visitor use and experience at the current level of air tours at 
HAVO. While Alternative 3 would provide significant improvement (i.e., reduction in air tour noise) over existing 
conditions, how is it acceptable that the positive experience provided by an air tour for several people per flight is 
allowed to adversely impact the experiences of hundreds of park visitors on the ground? Continued air tours 
under Alternative 3 would still allow for considerably more cumulative noise impacts than Alternative 2. For this 
reason, we support the selection and implementation of Alternative 2.  

6. Section 3.8 Visual Effects - As described in this section, visual resources include buildings, sites, TCPs, and 
other natural or manmade landscape features that are visually important or have unique characteristics. Visual 
character refers to the overall visual makeup of the existing environment where the alternatives would be located. 
Within the Park, visual resources can be related to the Park's geologic features, including lava flows, craters, 
coastal areas, mountains, and other natural scenic areas, such as forests, coastal plains, and grasslands, and are 
often tied to visitor use and ethnographic resources. One such viewshed is the historic Crater Rim Drive, the most 
visited corridor in the park that provides access to a number of unique volcanic, scenic, and cultural features such 
as Nāhuku lava tube, Uēkahuna, Kīlauea Visitor Center, and Steam Vents. A major attraction for visiting HAVO is 
to experience the natural scenery and landscape of the park. In addition, as approximately 123,100 acres of the 
Park are federally designated Wilderness, the natural areas and features provide an aesthetic and visual character 
unique to HAVO that is free from visual evidence of human civilization.  

Studies indicate that aircraft noise in national parks can impact human perceptions of aesthetic quality of 
viewsheds (Weinzimmer et al., 2014; Benfield et al., 2018). Visitors may notice aircraft overflights because of the 
accompanying noise. Impacts to visual resources and visual character relate to a decrease in the aesthetic quality 
of the Park resulting from air tours. In general, commercial air tours detract from the visitor's opportunity to 
observe these resources when commercial air tours are present. Reporting data from 2017-2019 indicates that 



visitors have the potential, on average, to see commercial air tour aircraft approximately 31 times per day, and the 
maximum number of tours reported over the Park during this time period was 90 tours a day.  

Under Alternative 2, commercial air tour aircraft would not fly within the ATMP planning area so commercial air 
tours in this area would not detract from visual resources in the visual effects study area. Visual character would 
improve significantly compared to current conditions; and Alternative 2 would provide the greatest protection to 
Park viewsheds across the three alternatives. 

Under Alternative 3, some Park viewsheds would continue to experience temporary impacts when commercial air 
tours are flying within the visual effects study area, and those instances would be generally limited to viewsheds 
where aircraft could be seen along the designated routes and altitudes (see Figure 24). This would be limited to no 
more than 1,565 instances per year, an 86% reduction compared to the No Action Alternative. 

In sum, although Alternative 3 would reduce impacts to visual resources compared to the No Action Alternative, it 
would still allow greater adverse impacts than Alternative 2. The elimination of air tours would provide the 
greatest level of protection to the Park's visual resources; and for this reason, we strongly support the selection 
and implementation of Alternative 2 at HAVO. 

7. Section 3.11 Summary of Environmental Consequences - Table 16 provides a side-by-side comparison of the 
environmental consequences for each of the alternatives considered across each environmental impact category. 
This comparison provides overwhelming evidence that Alternative 2, elimination of air tours, would provide the 
greatest level of protection to or within the various impact categories analyzed in the EA. For this reason, we 
strongly support selection and implementation of Alternative 2, the elimination of air tours at HAVO. 

CLOSING COMMENT 

In closing, we commend the agencies for preparing a proper EA that evaluates the potential impacts of a range of 
air tour alternatives at Hawaiʻi Volcanoes National Park. The information and analysis provided in the EA provide 
overwhelming evidence that Alternative 2, elimination of air tours, is the most appropriate alternative to 
implement. We greatly appreciate the opportunity to comment on this important issue. 

Sincerely, 

Michael B. Murray, Chair 
Coalition to Protect America's National Parks 
editor@protectnps.org 
2 Massachusetts Ave NE, Unit 77436 
Washington, DC 20013 

cc: William Schott, Acting Director of Regions 9, 10 and 12, National Park Service  
Ray Sauvajot, Associate Director for Natural Resource Stewardship and Science, NPS 
Karen Trevino, Chief, Natural Sounds and Night Skies Division, National Park Service 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     Mahalo, 

Tour aircraft and their impacts have NO PLACE in Hawaii Volcanoes National Park (VNP)!  

The adopted Air Tour Management Plan (ATMP) for VNP should be NO FLY. 

For 24 years the Interim Operating Authority (IOA) tour aircraft have had unlimited use of the Park. This not only 
negatively impacted VNP but also visitors on the ground trying to enjoy VNP as National Parks are supposed to 
be enjoyed. 

The ATMP proposed routes will not protect the Park from those negative impacts. In particular, see the FAA 
mandated urban Long Island Offshore Route that the FAA implemented in 2008. This should be a guideline and 
model going forward. 

The FAA has the responsibility and authority to protect those on the ground from aircraft noise, as they did on 
urban Long Island, NY. 

Correspondence ID: 3145 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Walsh, Danica H 

Received: Jun,15 2023 10:27:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Volcano National Park should have a very limited or NO FLY zone. I have spent many years 
of my life hiking around the forests there and the helicopter noise is always an annoying occurrence. Now that the 
lava is erupting again, I understand the world wants to see the action, which is why I propose there be set hours if 
they must fly at all, such as 10am-12pm, and 7-9pm. Please consider how the constant noise of helicopters affects 
those living in the area and how it affects the environment and people who are trying to enjoy some peace in 
nature.  
Thank you.  

Danica Walsh 

Correspondence ID: 3146 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Woods, Rocquelle  

Received: Jun,15 2023 10:37:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3147 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Donlon, Timothy  

Received: Jun,15 2023 11:32:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I moved here to embrace the beauty, serenity, and spirituality of the Park. My trips into the 
Park to meditate and enjoy the peaceful setting is constantly interrupted by the incessant noise of overhead 
helicopters. How much is enough? I understand to complex nature of the National Park System, to provide 
maximal access and enjoyment of resources while maintaining them, which is a bit of an oxymoron. Other aspects 
of access are limited in three tiers: 1) visitors center access and hiking, 2) camping permits are required for 
campers, 3) back-country permits limit access to exceptionally fragile locations in the Park. Why can't we limit 
access to the airspace over the Park? This is on the same tier as back-country permits. I believe that the fragile 
balance between &quot;use&quot; and &quot;protection&quot; is out of control.  

Another of my concerns involves the use of electric bicycles (motorized vehicles) on trails in the Park. I've been 
nearly run-over by these machines. I realize that they are allowed on paved trails, however, they are motor 
vehicles and should be limited to roads. I've also noticed the leader of the tour parking on Hwy 11, unloading 
passengers and vehicles at the gate, and entering via the escape road on Old Volcano Rd. Are they paying to enter 
the Park? I haven't seen them depositing their payments into the box at the gate. If not, why are we supporting 
their invasion of our privacies?  

Please use my testimony to help limit this intrusion into our enjoyment of our Park. 

Correspondence ID: 3148 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Trask, Barbara  

Received: Jun,15 2023 12:13:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3149 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wiltse, Michael J 

Received: Jun,15 2023 12:15:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence:     I am totally in favor of limiting helicopter flights. Living close to Hawai'i Volcanoes National 
Park, I am often there in the park to hike, experience nature, and to relax. There are certain trails that I like that I 
tend to avoid because of the noise of the helicopters. There are times I have experienced having to pause in mid-
sentence while talking with hiking partners because I can not be heard over the helicopter noise. There are 
viewpoints where when I go to sit and reflect only to be buzzed by four or five helicopters I less than an hour. One 
of the thrills of an eruption is hearing the volcano only to have the sound of the volcano drowned out by 
helicopter noises.The sounds of the native birds are too often replaced by the sounds of whirlybirds. The park is 
supposed to be a place of peace,a place to experience the beauty, serenity, and power of nature. Please adopt the 
program to limit helicopter flyovers so the park can better fulfill that role. 

Correspondence ID: 3150 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McClelland, Mary T 

Received: Jun,15 2023 12:26:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I attended the June 7th Zoom information meeting for the Draft ATMP for Hawaii volcanoes 
NP. It is a great improvement from the inflated IOAs that were temporarily granted years ago but it does not go far 
enough. Operators have no entitlement to continue disrupting the natural sounds for private profit. This is a 
unique place that the Superintendent stated is 71% in need of wilderness character protection. 
Although the proposed number (from an average of 11,376 to 1565/year) is a huge improvement, the Parks' 
inhabitants, sacred sites, and natural ecosystems do not have "hours" for wilderness character and quality quiet 
visitor experiences. Natural sounds are delicate and easily overpowered by even one tour flight. Overflights can 
disrupt the preservation and interpretation of these sites by creating intrusive noise and visual distractions. These 
disturbances can diminish the cultural and historical value of the park, affecting its educational and heritage 
aspects. 
In a recent article in AINonline, the organization Helicopter Association International claims that the limitations 
imposed by the ATMPs unfairly affects access to the Parks for the "elderly, very young, disabled, and others", 
further claiming that it discriminates against visitors who might not have the time or physical ability to see the park 
except in a helicopter. 
This argument is flawed. No operator has ever volunteered data to back up this claim and they certainly don't 
advertise to accommodate these groups of people- they advertise the thrill, the view that nobody on the ground 
can get (at the expense of the ground visitor that they get their thrill). Yet many of the Parks developing ATMPs 
have dozens of studies on noise and the overflight nuisance. And any very young or disabled or elderly person that 
can climb into a helicopter can climb into a bus or a car or a boat to see the Parks.  
From the start, one of the options in NPATMA has been that an ATMP may prohibit commercial air tour 
operations entirely. There is no more worthy place than a National Park with World Heritage site recognition, 
Int'l Biosphere Reserve with the culturally important Hawaiian history. 
Overflight proponents keep suggesting 'quiet technology' will solve all the problems - except that in the ATMP 
Section 4, reference to quiet technology incentives as defined in lines 513-516 it is apparently one of the main 
arguments for keeping flights? None of the helicopters listed qualify as quiet technology (average helicopter noise 
ranging from 78 dB to &gt;100 dB). 
According to 1999 report by the Natural Resources Council, helicopters typically produce noise louder than a jet, 
depending on factors like rotor design, engine type, and flight operations. Helicopter noise attenuation is STILL 
in its infancy.  
Who will protect the natural sounds in the meantime? 
And as Hawaii as Representative Ed Case has stated, "These overflights are fundamentally incompatible with our 
national parks and should not be allowed." 
Also at the ZOOM meeting June 7th, there was a statement that approximately 4% of Hawaii Volcanoes National 
Park visitors take an air tour. That means 96% do not and must endure the noise pollution of the overflight 
industry's assumption of entitlement. 
Allowing commercial tours, benefits individual operators' profit, while destroying the very conditions the ATMPs 
were designed to protect for all Americans who seek refuge in a National Park.  
Advocates for natural sounds in our National Parks are protecting every Americans' right to enjoy the parks set 



aside for their natural resources and unique characters, which includes the quiet and natural sounds. The taxpayer 
has no obligation to the operators of overflights to allow the disruption and adverse impact to peace and quiet 
found National Parks. All visitors have the right to seek solitude and tranquility in visiting a National Park.  
Do you think of the noise of a helicopter when you think of going to a park, even a city park? 
This is why National Parks should be no fly zones. Only a ban on commercial overflights will eliminate the 
manmade noise that overpowers natural sounds resources, whether it is 5 helicopters a day or 50. By avoiding 
overflights, we can help ensure the preservation of these special places for current and future generations. 

Correspondence ID: 3151 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eargle, Patricia  

Received: Jun,15 2023 12:26:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3152 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shanaman, Kurt  

Received: Jun,15 2023 12:55:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I agree, tour aircraft and their impacts have no place in Hawaii Volcanoes National Park, the 
adopted ATMP for the Park should be NO FLY. 

For 24 years IOA tour aircraft have had unlimited use of the Park which was 24 years of negative impacts which 
not only negatively impacted the Park but those Park visitors on the ground trying to enjoy the Park as National 
Parks are supposed to be enjoyed. 

The ATMP proposed routes will not protect the Park from those negative impacts. 

The proposed draft ATMP offshore route is not as protective as the FAA-mandated urban Long Island Offshore 
Route that the FAA implemented in 2008. 

The FAA has the responsibility and authority to protect those on the ground from aircraft noise, as they did on 
urban Long Island, NY. 

I have lived in Volcano for over 20 years and the helicopter tour groups disregard the residents and fly low over 
our homes and cause much noise pollution. We moved here for the solitude of the tropical rainforest and the 
peace and quiet. Our daily lives are shattered by loud noise.  

I would appreciate protecting the aina(land) and natural resources by stopping the over-flights. 

Thank you 

Correspondence ID: 3153 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Ugalde, Linda  

Received: Jun,15 2023 13:34:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Last night (June 14th) beginning just before 9pm and continuing for some time maybe till 
around 930. There were helicopters, at least one and maybe one more. Circling around the Golf Cour subdivision 
(I'm on Kaekaha Place)……I understand about tourists, but not at that hour. I'm an early to bed early to rise type 
person, I couldn't go to sleep, thinking it might some other reason for the noise. The copter go overhead every 
day, I don't complain about daytime…but geeze…9pm. 

Correspondence ID: 3154 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schramm, Catherine  

Received: Jun,15 2023 13:43:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3155 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ong, Philip F 

Received: Jun,15 2023 13:47:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Aloha, I am a Volcano area resident for 20 years, and I support the draft ATMP. I understand 
the need for heli tourism but the numbers in the past (especially during the Puʻuʻōʻō era, with flight paths over my 
neighborhood) were ridiculous. Perhaps there is a way to fold in a &quot;surge capacity&quot; so that during the 
few days a year that there is extra volcanic activity there would be a way to allow more operations, or perhaps 
there would be a mechanism to allow more &quot;news&quot; flights during those times. Apart from those 
concerns, the drastic reduction in flights is very necessary and I am in full support. 

Correspondence ID: 3156 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: HOLLAND, MR  

Received: Jun,15 2023 14:30:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  



Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3157 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jones, Ashlee  

Received: Jun,15 2023 15:36:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3158 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cannata-Winge, Karolyn  

Received: Jun,15 2023 16:26:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National Parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to National Parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. I have personally visited Haleakala National Parks &amp; have heard this noise first-hand. Noisy air 
tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National Park Service says the 
choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor use and 
experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the &quot;greatest 
protection&quot; for our parks. Please make the right decision and eliminate these air tours! 

Correspondence ID: 3159 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gimenez, Miguel  

Received: Jun,15 2023 18:55:22 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3160 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Murdock, Lauren  

Received: Jun,15 2023 20:07:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3161 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Morrow, Jeremy S 

Received: Jun,15 2023 20:17:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     • As noted in the ATMP documents, helicopter tours are incompatible with the primary 
purposes national parks were established and maintained for the majority of park visitors, and for the wildlife 
residing in the parks. We therefore support significant restrictions, if not a total ban, on helicopter tours over the 
park. We would like to see the maximum number of flights per year at zero. Failing that, the number should 
certainly not be above the proposed 1,565/year. 

• Shortly before the latest eruption, I and my family visited the Byron Ledge/Devastation Trail area of HVNP, 
partly to view and listen to the many beautiful birds. By 0830, there were extended periods when we could no 
longer hear any birds, due to rotating/successive overflights of a number of helicopters directly overhead and over 
the nearby caldera. Just when we thought we might gain some relief from the constant helicopter noise, another 
helicopter would rotate into the caldera area as the previous one departed the area. These helicopters basically 
destroyed our enjoyment of the park and its wildlife which we were there to see and listen to. I can only imagine 
how this noise negatively affects the behavior of the birds.  

• We are residents of the Volcano Golf Course development. We and many other residents have noticed an uptick 
of tour helicopters using the golf course area, directly above residents' homes, at fairly low altitude and at night, 
for approach to the caldera area and as an orbiting/hovering location for views of the eruption. We are concerned 



that one unintended consequence of this ATMP's rules governing flights within a half mile of the park boundary is 
to dramatically increase the number of low-level flights (well below 5,000 feet AGL) over the golf course area, as it 
is the closest area to the caldera and current eruption that is not governed by the ATMP.  

• As the ATMP governs flights below 5,000 feet AGL, doesn't this mean that any number of flights can be 
conducted above 5,000 feet, with all the attendant noise and disruption to park enjoyment? Lines 349/350 of the 
draft ATMP would therefore not be correct: "air tour noise will not be heard for approximately 9.5 hours of a 12-
hour day in that area of the Park." If the helicopters can make their noise even in the heart of the park above 5,000 
feet AGL, everyone will be able to hear their noise at all times and every day including Sundays.  

• We are concerned that the coastal route would disrupt a beautiful and pristine area of the park. We always 
recommend that visitors take the time to drive down Chain of Craters Road to the coast, to see the stunning, 
desolate beauty where lava met the sea. I have also hiked to and camped at both Halape and Keauhou 
campgrounds on the ocean in the park wilderness area, and hiked to Apua Point, and lament that anyone would 
think helicopter tours running directly adjacent to those areas would be acceptable. Just as helicopter tours 
disrupt and destroy visitors' enjoyment of the heart of the park at Kilauea's summit, so too would helicopter 
presence and noise severely detract from the reasons visitors hike to and spend time at the coast and at the 
camping areas by the park seashore. 

Correspondence ID: 3162 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vercos, Stasia  

Received: Jun,15 2023 21:18:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3163 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Taliaferro, Jessica  

Received: Jun,15 2023 21:47:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3164 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rosenthal, Andrew  

Received: Jun,15 2023 22:13:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     As was clear in the year 2000 and even more clear today, helicopters are not compatible with 
the crown jewels of the United States, our national parks.  

Air tours over national parks are incompatible with the purpose of these national parks. The proposed ATMP is a 
step in the right direction, but does not go far enough. All nonessential overflights (within 3 miles of the park 
boundaries) should be banned. This would benefit the many rare species in the parks, would greatly enhance the 
visitor experience of these scared places, and would help stem climate change. It would also improve the health of 
those residents of Hawaii who are subject to these overflights. 

Correspondence ID: 3165 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shamblin, Harriet  
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Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3166 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shamblin, Harriet  
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Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3167 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Visser, Deirdre B 

Received: Jun,16 2023 01:01:49 
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Correspondence:     1. Thank you for completing a full EA. As you know well, whenever NPS is considering 
proposed agency action, such as a new ATMP, it must comply with the National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA) and related guidance.  

2. Compliance with the NPS Organic Act (54 USC §100101) is integral to compliance with the National Parks Air 
Tour Management Act (49 USC §40128). The EA hardly mentions the Organic Act. 

3. The NPS "responsibility for conserving" park resources and values derives directly from the NPS Organic Act 
and is often referred to as the NPS "conservation mandate."  

4. The proposed ATMP and EA should be focused on reducing potential impacts of commercial air tours on the 
Park's natural and cultural resources and visitor experiences. I would expect the NPS conservation mandate to 
serve as a key basis for evaluating those impacts. 

5. The cultural and spiritual importance of the Hawaiʻi Volcanoes landscape to Native Hawaiians cannot be 
overstated. The sacred nature of the Park's landscape to Native Hawaiians provides one of the, if not the most, 
compelling reasons to eliminate air tours at HAVO. 

Correspondence ID: 3168 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Whipple, Lisa  

Received: Jun,16 2023 02:24:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3169 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Moulds, James  

Received: Jun,16 2023 02:50:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     NO FLY ZONE! PERIOD!! 

Correspondence ID: 3170 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Arioli, Kristin  



Received: Jun,16 2023 03:32:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3171 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Groton, Jimmy  

Received: Jun,16 2023 07:14:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3172 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Talbot-Heindl, Chris  

Received: Jun,16 2023 09:46:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 



Correspondence ID: 3173 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lesourd, Nicola S 

Received: Jun,16 2023 10:58:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I am glad to see the ATMP designates three routes that avoid the summit of Kīlauea and 
outlines flying hours. That being said, I hope the FAA enforces violations of this plan. I live in the village of 
Volcano and I have routinely observed and heard helicopters flying over/near my house. While at the Volcano 
golf course I have also seen helicopters flying close to 500ft altitude over the parking lot/driving range. How can 
citizens report violations if we don't get tail numbers; do you want video or location/times observed? Would be 
helpful to put this information in plan and advertise to public as it sounds like it will be in us to alert authorities. 

Correspondence ID: 3174 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Camara, Kahale R 

Received: Jun,16 2023 11:16:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     They fly very early over a large residential area and is very loud and disturbing in the early 
mornings. Have them route to the volcano over non-residential areas, which are available due to the &quot;Big 
Island's&quot; large uninhabited areas. Malama Pono the Kamainas here. 

Correspondence ID: 3175 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: N, E  

Received: Jun,16 2023 11:29:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     The plan for HVNP may be the wrong forum, but low-altitude flight paths over subdivisions 
need to be curtailed. Both very loud and invasively low-flying helicopters are a regular intrusion into otherwise 
quiet life in HPP and Maku'u Hawai`ian Homesteads. A flight path inland could easily be routed in between 
Maku'u Homesteads and Hawaiian Beaches/Shores if they really need to be flying that low for the tourists. Flights 
over large residential areas should NOT be at low altitude. This invades privacy in our own backyards, subjecting 
residents to being photographed/video recorded from the air. If auntie wants to sunbathe topless in the backyard 
behind her fence, she should not have to panic that a helicopter just flew over low enough that the tourists will be 
posting photos of her on instagram. The noise levels disturb babies and alarm our animals. There is ZERO reason 
for tour operators to be flying tourists slowly at low altitude directly over our non-coastline homes. Plenty other 
paths to take. 

Correspondence ID: 3176 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marion, Jay  

Received: Jun,16 2023 11:56:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     All air tours should be stopped whether they are in National Parks or elsewhere. The planet is 
too crowded 
there is no waste land where unnecessary noise is acceptable. If air tours are desired, new quiet means should be 
employed such as lighter than air vehicles. Example: 

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/air-space-magazine/airships-rise-again-180979343/ 

Correspondence ID: 3177 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kroposki, Michael  



Received: Jun,16 2023 12:46:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     The Volcanos Park plan is a good start especially for quiet days and the requirements for the 
use of the best technology. Helicopter noise is a serious health risk and needs to be managed for the community 
good 

Correspondence ID: 3178 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Niese, Patrick  

Received: Jun,16 2023 13:24:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3179 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lobel, Colleen  

Received: Jun,16 2023 13:25:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3180 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: coles-morales, christine g 

Received: Jun,16 2023 14:45:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     The proposed plan by the NPS for HVNP is fabulous and will address the current noise 
problems. I fully support the current plan proposed and hope that there are no compromises. Being a resident of 
Volcano living 3.2 miles from Kilauea and having a constant stream of helicopters during the current eruption has 



made it seem the area is under attack even though most of the tours do go around. It would be nice if all of the 
tour companies were encouraged to use stealth rotors rather than the ones they are using now, as they are heard at 
least a half mile away! We love the peace and quiet of our Ohia forest home and hope to keep it that way! 
Mahalo for allowing me to voice my concerns. 
Aloha 

Correspondence ID: 3181 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gobely, Michelle  

Received: Jun,16 2023 15:19:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3182 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: MERMEL, JEFFREY  

Received: Jun,16 2023 15:28:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Aloha: Regarding the Draft EA for managing commercial air tours over and around Hawaii 
Volcanoes National Park:  

I comment being a retired naturalist here in the Interpretation Division at HAVO. 

I commend the staff for creating such a well written EA. 

However there is one significant OMISSION to the Draft EA: 
While the EA mentions (3) commercial air routes and altitudes, the 4th alternative should be NO helicopter flights 
or routes whatsoever over nor near Hawaii Volcanoes National Park. 

This 4th ALTERNATIVE is the one that I would most strongly support. 

Correspondence ID: 3183 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Picher, Huguette G  

Received: Jun,16 2023 15:54:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I agree, tour aircraft and their impacts have no place in Hawaii Volcanoes National Park, the 
adopted ATMP for the Park should be NO FLY. 

For 24 years IOA tour aircraft have had unlimited use of the Park which was 24 years of negative impacts which 
not only negatively impacted the Park but those Park visitors on the ground trying to enjoy the Park as National 
Parks are supposed to be enjoyed. 



The ATMP proposed routes will not protect the Park from those negative impacts. 

The proposed draft ATMP offshore route is not as protecting as the FAA mandated urban Long Island Offshore 
Route that the FAA implemented in 2008. 

The FAA has the responsibility and authority to protect those on the ground from aircraft noise, as they did on 
urban Long Island, NY. 

Correspondence ID: 3184 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Horn, Hali  

Received: Jun,16 2023 16:25:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     To Whom It May Concern, 

I wanted to mention that my sons (ages 7 and 10) and I went on a helicopter tour with Paradise Helicopters 
yesterday. I've since heard that there's a desire to discontinue helicopter rides in Hawaii. I disagree with this. The 
tour was such a joy for my boys and I. We learned a lot of the island's history from our pilot. We were also able to 
see some areas that wouldn't have been accessible to us. It was a beautiful experience and I hope that it continues.  

Thank you for your time.  
Hali Horn 

Correspondence ID: 3185 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Heist, Roberta  

Received: Jun,16 2023 18:29:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3186 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Facinelli, William  

Received: Jun,16 2023 19:11:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks. 
Commercial tour flights have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. These activities 
conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience. The noise severely impacts wildlife, 
including birds native only to Hawaii. Both parks are home to over 50 endangered and threatened species. 

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours are incompatible with the visitor experience. Please go with the National Park Service 



Alternative 2, which would eliminate air tours. We shouldn't pick anything less than the &quot;greatest 
protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3187 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: , Mana  

Received: Jun,16 2023 22:36:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Tour aircraft and their impacts have no place in Hawaii Volcanoes National Park, the adopted 
ATMP for the Park should be NO FLY. 

For 24 years IOA tour aircraft have had unlimited use of the Park which was 24 years of negative impacts which 
not only negatively impacted the Park but those Park visitors on the ground trying to enjoy the Park as National 
Parks are supposed to be enjoyed. 

The ATMP proposed routes will not protect the Park from those negative impacts. 

The proposed draft ATMP offshore route is not as protecting as the FAA mandated urban Long Island Offshore 
Route that the FAA implemented in 2008. 

The FAA has the responsibility and authority to protect those on the ground from aircraft noise, as they did on 
urban Long Island, NY. 

Correspondence ID: 3188 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Winn-Dallmer, Lauren  

Received: Jun,16 2023 23:48:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3189 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Phillips, Bradley M 

Received: Jun,17 2023 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I would request that helicopters be required to fly at an altitude to and from the park at which 
the noise level would not exceed 85 decibels at ground level. Companies exceeding that noise threshold would be 
fined heavily. From the airport they could have a 1 mile zone to reach such altitude to reach the allowed noise 
level without fines. 

Correspondence ID: 3190 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Warshauer, Frederick R 



Received: Jun,17 2023 01:21:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     The draft air tour management plan for Hawaiʻi Volcanoes National Park (HVNP) is a sham 
that should not be empowered in any form. The air tour industry has been running amok for years, disturbing not 
only HVNP, but also neighboring communities and habitats for native species. To continue such disturbance in 
any alleged attenuated form is more of the same, and none of it should be tolerated or authorized. The continued 
auditory disturbance to HVNP is unjustifiable in that the park is a special place that should not suffer such 
disturbance for commercial purposes. That HVNP announces and apologizes for any park-mission flights is its 
own admission of the intrusion that these few such flights provide to the public and natural resources of the park. 
Similarly, HVNP restricts drone aircraft in recognition of their adverse qualities. For the park to have such 
commercial intrusions as proposed in these draft rules is a travesty against the nature of the park and the natural 
and cultural sensitivities therein. Decades ago, commercial flights were not happening and the park was true to its 
mission of protecting the resources of the park for their intrinsic values. This needs to continue. Any of this 
industrial air touring at any level has been the bane of such values and it needs to stop now. 
In addition to the sanctity of HVNP airspace, the proposers of this callous rule need to consider the neighbors of 
HVNP, as they also share the consequences of these intrusions. The human neighbors have been subjected to the 
same intrusions to their quiet lives as the park, as the flight sounds carry far and start early (5:36am this morning, 
for example). More importantly, the native organisms, especially the birdlife, are under the same auditory assault 
and are equally traumatized by the cacophony. This noise adversely affects the birdlife as it does the human life. 
HVNP and surrounding areas are home to both common and rare bird life, and these noise intrusions are 
disruptive to their lives. For HVNP and FAA to authorize the flights in these proposed rules is a travesty to both 
the human and natural animal life nearby. It is decidedly an abhorrent and unneighborly act. 
The current disturbance to neighbors extends several miles outside the park's boundaries, especially near the 
summit where so much of the industrial air tour activity is centered. Both HVNP and FAA should abandon these 
proposed rules and start over with rules that will protect the lands and cultural and natural resources of HVNP 
and those of its neighbors. All commercial tour flights should be legally restricted from all the HVNP airspace and 
from a buffer of three miles outside its boundaries. We have seen in the past couple of decades that no voluntary 
"fly neighborly" or other self-imposed restrictions by the air tour industry have had any positive effect on the 
natural and human residents of this island. We all have suffered immensely for their profits. Restrictive and 
enforceable exclusionary regulations are the only solution. These restrictions need also to apply to fixed wing and 
other private aircraft. Military aircraft need also adhere to this same airspace exclusion. Their over flights have 
been particularly noisy and have also included night hours. 

Correspondence ID: 3191 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Szabo, Liz  

Received: Jun,17 2023 02:02:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3192 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Hamilton, Pamela  

Received: Jun,17 2023 06:57:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3193 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: ,  

Received: Jun,17 2023 07:11:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     No more helicopters 

Correspondence ID: 3194 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lemme, Christine  

Received: Jun,17 2023 09:13:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3195 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: COOPER, DENISE  

Received: Jun,17 2023 09:51:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3196 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Higel, Gary  

Received: Jun,17 2023 15:54:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3197 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Friesen, Christian  

Received: Jun,17 2023 19:37:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     The impact of tour aircraft on visitors to HVNP are all negative. 
The ATMP should be NO FLY. 
The default in national parks is to have no overflights and there is no valid reason to carve out an exception.  
Doing so is giving away our public interest in enjoying the park. 
Please preserve our national park and protect it from tourist overflights. 
Thank you. 

Correspondence ID: 3198 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: ,  

Received: Jun,17 2023 19:50:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     The Hawaii Volcanoes Draft ATMP reduces but does not eliminate the problem of tour 
helicopter noise over the park. National Parks should be tranquil, reflective places for visitors and the wildlife 
within them should not be disturbed. The only answer is for the FAA to mandate NO FLY zones in these 
sanctuaries.Tour helicopter companies do not have to right to shatter the peace and quiet that should exist in all 
National Parks. 



Correspondence ID: 3199 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gonzales, Debbie  

Received: Jun,17 2023 19:55:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     Is this Volcano National Park or Volcano International Airport?  

Appalled at the amount of noise pollution the tour helicopters are making around volcano national park. At what 
point are you going to let greed get in the way of guests enjoying the beautiful national park? The helicopters are 
disturbing not only the guests visiting the park but more importantly disturbing the animals, like The Nene , 
Tropic birds, Amakihis , I'Iwis and Apapane. Yesterday my family and I visited the park to enjoy the new eruption 
… Fantastic job logistic wise on the new parking area at KMC and a huge thank you to the parking rangers. 
Anyway the whole morning and afternoon we could not enjoy the beautiful eruption and scenery due to the tour 
helicopters continuously flying over the active caldera and surrounding areas including Mauna Ulu, Makaopuhi 
and Napau crater. They actually fly really low around Makaopuhi and Napau Crater and while bird watching 
there I have witnessed the honey creepers cower / take cover in fear when they fly so low over these areas and if 
your in the open I can feel the ground shake from them. If I'm feeling the ground shake there is no way the pilots 
are following the FAA rules at maintaining 2000 feet and all for what , to entertain a few people? This is 
harassment of wildlife especially these birds that are endangered Thought this was a federal offense and violation 
of The Endangered Species Act of 1973???? Can't believe it's gotten to this point with them at Halemaumau crater 
now. We could not even enjoy the birds singing away, all we heard was the helicopters flying back and forth and 
hovering. Again certain birds can only be heard on the islands and these helicopters are harassing them. We were 
so grateful when the clouds covered the caldera up and the helicopters stopped. In fact We could not even hear 
the actual eruption until they flew off which is a once in a life time opportunity for people to be able to hear. If the 
park does not allow guests to fly drones in the park because it disturbs people and harasses wildlife then why are 
you allowing something larger and louder ruin people's experience at Volcano National Park. If you allow 
helicopters then please allow drones so I can get better footage of the lava flowing! Please, please , please don't 
ruin this beautiful, magical area with these annoying machines. Keep it as nature should be , not sounding like an 
international airport all day. Thank you for reading and hope we can not turn Big Island into a huge tour 
playground. Warm regards  

John Gill 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     comments on 
Air Tour Management Plan (ATMP) Hawaiʻi Volcanoes National Park 
and on 
Draft Environmental Assessment (DEA) for an Air Tour Management Plan Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park 
due June 20, 2023 
https://parkplanning.nps.gov/document.cfm?parkID=307&amp;projectID=103522&amp;documentID=128163 
from Sierra Club, Hawaiʻi Island Group, PO Box 1137, Hilo, Hawaiʻi 96721 

GENERAL COMMENTS  
We urge that there be no air tours over the park, at any altitude, with a no-fly buffer zone around the park of one 
and one-half miles, to protect the park's irreplaceable resources. 

The park is part of an international biosphere reserve, is a World Heritage Site, and has special protections under 
the Clean Air Act. According to the Foundation Document, the park is &quot;a laboratory for the study of 
biogeography and evolution within the Pacific Islands and a cornerstone for recovery of native Hawaiian species 
found nowhere else in the world. ..an important home to living cultures in Hawai'i.&quot;  

If the park doesn't protect these resources, who will? And why should the few who run tours, and who can afford 
tickets, be allowed to degrade these resources, and disturb the experiences of cultural practitioners and visitors on 
the ground? 35 years after recommendations on overflight impacts were made in Public Law 100-91, it's high time. 
US Representative Ed Case supports a ban, and bans are in effect or proposed in other locations. 

The prospect that air tours will re-route, increasing impacts to communities outside the park, does concern us, but 
the park resources need to be protected, and we plan to continue our support for aviation-impacted communities. 

Constant human intrusion heightens our awareness of our own species, while diminishing our awareness of other 
species. This affects our perceptions of their value and our knowledge about the planetary ecosystem, and 
ultimately directs our actions, which in turn impact the planet. 

COMMENTS ON ATMP  
See also our April 1, 2022 comments on the ATMP (attached) but note those comments were incorrect in saying 
the Air Tour Management Act did not allow prohibiting all air tours. 

APPENDIX A  
1.0 COMMERCIAL AIR TOUR ALLOCATIONS p. 16 
There should be a limit on daily operations to ensure compliance with this law: 
AIR TOUR MANAGEMENT ACT 2000…  
Sec. 40128. Overflights of national parks 
``(a) In General... 
`(3) Exception.--Notwithstanding paragraph (1), commercial air tour operators may conduct commercial air tour 
operations over a national park under part 91 of the title 14, Code of Federal Regulations if-- 
...(C) the total number of operations under this exception is limited to not more than five flights in any 30-day 
period over a particular park. [bold added] 

 
COMMENTS ON DEA  

1.5 Environmental Impact Categories Not Analyzed in Detail 
Biological Resources (Fish, Invertebrates and Plants) 
The ATMP would not result in ground disturbance or in-water activities that could affect plants, fish or 



invertebrates. p. 4 
These categories should be analyzed because ultrafine particles could affect them. See our April 1, 2022 
comments. 

2.5 Alternative 2  
Alternative 2 would provide the greatest level of protection for the purposes, resources, and values of the Park 
because it would not authorize air tours in the ATMP planning area. p. 15 
In line with our April 1 comments, we urge that there be no air tours over the park, at any altitude, with a no-fly 
buffer zone around the park of one and one-half miles. 

There is precedent elsewhere: 

&quot;Cusco province has published regulations banning helicopters at Machu Picchu and the surrounding 125 
square miles.&quot; 
Helicopter ban to protect wildlife at Machu Picchu, the Guardian, June 21, 2010, 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/jun/21/helicopter-ban-at-machu-picchu 

&quot;The Park Omnibus Appropriations Act of 1998 banned the use of low-flying, commercial air tours over 
Rocky Mountain National Park.&quot; 
https://www.nps.gov/romo/learn/nature/night-sky-natural-sounds.htm 

&quot;Air tour bans that would take effect if the proposals become final after a 30-day comment period would 
apply to Badlands National Park and Mount Rushmore National Memorial, both in South Dakota... 
Glacier National Park's plan calls for all commercial air tours to be phased out by the end of 2029&quot; 
https://www.nationalparkstraveler.org/2023/05/update-national-parks-proposing-ban-significantly-cut-back-
commercial-air-tours 

US Representative Ed Case of Hawai'i also supports a ban on overflights: 
&quot;Every day our beautiful national parks, especially Hawai'i Volcanoes and Haleakala, are being deeply 
disrupted and degraded by tour helicopter/small aircraft overflights. The National Park Service (NPS) and Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) have issued draft Air Tour Management Plans for our Hawai'i parks which would 
reduce but not eliminate this disruption. These overflights are fundamentally incompatible with our national 
parks and should not be allowed.&quot; 
June 7, 2023 e-mail to Cory Harden from Nestor Garcia, Communications Director, Congressman Ed Case  

However, we offer comments on Alternative 3 to reduce impacts in case that alternative is chosen. 

 

2.6.6 Additional Requirements 
Annual Meeting 
The Park staff, the local FAA FSDO, and all operators would be required to meet once per year to discuss the 
implementation of the ATMP and any amendments or other changes to the ATMP. p. 22 
A representative from the public should be included in the meeting, and the meeting should be open to the public. 

Adaptive Management p. 23 
Public comments should be taken before decisions are made. 

3 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 
This section should analyze impacts on surrounding communities from air tours flying overhead to reach the 
park. A Sierra Club member attended a meeting on air tours on August 14, 2018, at Nani Mau Gardens in Hilo. 
Over 100 people attended, some so irate about overflights that they talked about shooting at the helicopters. 
Please see the clip from Big Island Video News, especially testifiers at the beginning and at 14:10 and 15:38 
minutes. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7m-nml3eksE&amp;ab_channel=BigIslandVideoNews 

3.1 Noise and Noise-Compatible Land Use 
Section 4.9, Soundscape Management, of NPS Management Policies (2006) directs the NPS to preserve the Park's 
natural soundscape and acoustic environment which refer to the combination of all the natural sounds occurring 
within the Park, absent the human-caused sounds, as well as the physical capacity for transmitting those natural 



sounds and the interrelationships among Park natural sounds of different frequencies and volumes. This 
management policy directs the NPS to preserve soundscapes and the acoustic environment to the greatest extent 
possible and restore these resources to their natural condition wherever they have become degraded by noise and 
unwanted sounds… 
An important part of the mission of the NPS is to preserve or restore the natural soundscapes associated with 
units of the National Park System (NPS, 2006). pp. 29-30 
3.1.1 Affected Environment 
All four sites [in the Kakuku Unit in 2013] had nearly untouched natural soundscapes with no more than 0.3 dBA 
added to the natural ambient sound level from anthropogenic sound sources. p. 32 
The NPS should choose our alternative to comply with its own policies, and preserve one of the very few places 
left on earth with little human noise. 

If the NPS doesn't protect natural quiet, who will? 

…Park soundscapes are protected from many human-caused sounds and are dominated by the sounds of wind, 
ocean, volcanic activity, and native species.  
Foundation Document, Hawai'I Volcanoes National Park, January 2017, p. 7  

People can escape noise of cars and other people by travelling away from certain places--but they can't escape a 
helicopter that can appear overhead without warning and has an enormous noise footprint 

The detrimental effects of noise on physical and mental human health are well documented. 

Humans evolved in natural quiet, surrounded by subtle and constant input from nature, so we are not adapted to 
human-dominated soundscapes. 

Constant human noise heightens our awareness of our own species, while diminishing our awareness of other 
species. This affects our perceptions of their value and our knowledge about the planetary ecosystem, and 
ultimately directs our actions, which impact the planet. 

Silence by Sara Teasdale 

We are anhungered after solitude, 
Deep stillness pure of any speech or sound, 
Soft quiet hovering over pools profound, 
The silences that on the desert brood, 
Above a windless hush of empty seas, 
The broad unfurling banners of the dawn, 
A faery forest where there sleeps a Faun; 
Our souls are fain of solitudes like these …  

The excess noise can do more than just annoy park visitors. It can also undo the benefits of spending time in 
nature, like improved mood and memory retention. For plants and animals, the ruckus can disrupt entire 
communities. Some plants need silence for seed dispersal--revving cars can scare away rodents that might 
otherwise do the job. Animals need silence to hear predators approaching or to communicate with their mates: A 
bird whose song would normally travel 100 meters would, with a 10-fold increase in noise, have its melody stifled 
to a 10-meter radius. &quot;In so many landscapes, both people and other organisms are living in shrunken 
perceptual worlds,&quot; says Clinton Francis, an ecologist at California Polytechnic State University in San Luis 
Obispo, who was not involved in the work. 
Noise pollution is invading even the most protected natural areas, Science, May 4, 2017 
https://www.science.org/content/article/noise-pollution-invading-even-most-protected-natural-areas 

Renowned acoustic ecologist Gordon Hempton has declared that there are only, at most, 12 places in the US 
where one can go without hearing any human caused noise. Hempton records soundscapes and has travelled 
across the world three separate times to capture the sounds and rhythms of nature. 
Hempton lives in the Northwestern part of Washington state, very near to Olympic National Park. His work 
includes the documentary Soundtracker: A Portrait of Gordon Hempton, more than 50 soundscape albums 
available for download on iTunes, an adventurous and brave narrative entitled One Square Inch of Silence, and 
many other interviews and lectures. 



Hempton's passion is to record and find places that are quiet. The quiet which he sets out to capture is not silence, 
as some might assume, but rather the quiet that is created by the sound of pure nature, void of any and all 
manmade noise. Hempton considers a location to be quiet if he can listen to the sounds of nature without any 
manmade interruptions for 15 minutes. His work has caused him to state that there may only be twelve of these 
quiet places left in the continental United States, although ten is the more likely number. 
Hempton will only reveal three locations where one can find absolute quiet. He names The Hoh Rainforest in 
Olympic National Park (ironically, near his own home), Boundary Waters Canoe Area in Minnesota, and 
Haleakala National Park in Hawaii. He believes anonymity to be the only power at his disposal to ensure the 
preservation of the remaining locations, thus the rest are known only to Hempton.  
Anyone who has spent time completely engrossed by nature knows that it creates an inimitable feeling of both 
comfort and transcendence. A feeling that you are part of something much larger than yourself. The prospect that 
humanity may destroy all places where the pure sound of nature can be experienced is frightening. 
There are Only 12 Quiet Places Left in the U.S. (And This Man Will Only Tell Us 3 of Them), Inertia, June 21, 2016 
https://www.theinertia.com/music-art/american-idol-winner-iam-tongi-and-jack-johnson-perform-together/ 

Gordon Hempton, an acoustic ecologist and founder of the non-profit One Square Inch, recorded sounds from 
one or two aircraft per hour. &quot;Even if you are far from a road, you are not far from the roads in the 
sky,&quot; he says. 
Unfortunately, Hempton says that there is absolutely no place on Earth that is completely free from human sound 
all of the time. A map of the established flight paths over the US, for example, &quot;looks like a plate of 
spaghetti,&quot; he says. 
Hempton is not alone in this pronouncement. &quot;There are no places on Earth that I've been that haven't 
been affected by human sound,&quot; agrees Bernie Krause, an expert in bioacoustics and one of the founders of 
the field of soundscape ecology. &quot;All over the Earth, not a day goes by when you don't hear 
something.&quot; 
For the past 30 years, Hempton has made it his mission to discover what he calls the last great quiet places, areas 
that clock in at audible human noise-free intervals of 15 minutes or more. He only counts areas of around 3,100 
square kilometres (1,200 square miles) or larger - enough to create a sound buffer around a central point of 
absolute quiet. Over the years, his list has shrunk as he returns to a previously quiet spot, only to find it now 
polluted by noise. ... 
Hempton and Krause hope that nations will adopt a quiet area program akin to dark sky programs. They are 
pushing for the US National Park Service to adopt such regulations in 2016, in time for the agency's centennial. 
&quot;I absolutely believe we will have our quiet places,&quot; Hempton says. &quot;Just like we went through 
with water quality, things have to get really bad before we recognise them as a basic value and clean them 
up.&quot; 
The last place on Earth without human noise, BBC, January 16, 2014 

3.1.2 Environmental Consequences 
Indirect and Cumulative Effects  
Indirect Effects  
For any alternative (Alternatives 2 and 3) that would limit the number of flights per year to a level below existing 
conditions (11,376 flights per year), it is reasonably foreseeable that current air tour operators could seek to make 
up lost revenue in other ways. One of the ways that operators could potentially generate revenue is by offering air 
tours outside of the ATMP planning area, as these would not be regulated by the ATMP. This type of shift in air 
tour activity is referred to as &quot;air tour displacement,&quot; and could consist of air tour operators shifting 
routes or altitudes to just outside the ATMP planning area. This could result in impacts to resources to the extent 
that they are present near the locations where the displaced air tours would occur. p. 46 
This does concern us, but the unique and irreplaceable resources of the park need to be protected, and we plan to 
continue our support for aviation-impacted communities. 

 

 
3.2 Air Quality and Climate Change  
3.2.1 Affected Environment  
Air Quality 



The Park is a designated Class I Airshed, which means that it is afforded the highest degree of protection (NPS, 
2015). p. 50 
See the section on ultrafine particles in our April 1, 2022 comments on the ATMP. 

3.3 Biological Resources  
3.3.1 Affected Environment 
There are hundreds of native species within the Park, many of which are recognized as threatened or endangered 
(NPS, 2019). All native mammals and several bird species in the Park are listed as federally and state listed 
threatened or endangered species… Many of the Park's native wildlife species face pressure from nonnative 
species… p. 56 
Federally Listed Species  
Mammals  
Hawaiian Hoary Bat 
Noise exposure to bat species during daytime roosting and while rearing young can lead to abandonment of their 
roosts and young…p. 56 
Hawaiian Monk Seal 
[studies indicate] seals show a heightened response to helicopters versus fixed-wing aircraft…p. 58 
Birds  
Forest Birds 
…noise from aircraft has been demonstrated to influence bird vocalizations to overcome the masking effects from 
aircraft noise in areas where loud and frequent helicopter traffic occurs (Gallardo Cruz et al., 2021). While altering 
vocalizations may not result in death of impacted birds, this change in behavior is likely to be indicative of other 
effects (e.g., stress response) seen in numerous bird species in response to noise disturbance (Francis et al., 2009; 
Barber et al., 2010; Shannon et al., 2016; Buxton et al., 2017). Stress is well known to reduce survival and 
reproductive success in birds (Delaney et al., 1999; Kleist et al., 2018). p. 62  
These facts support our recommended alternative. 

Seabirds p. 63 
Analysis of the effects of aircraft overflights should be done for these species. 

3.3.2 Environmental Consequences  
Noise from commercial air tours may impact wildlife in a number of ways, including altered vocal behavior, 
breeding relocation, changes in vigilance and foraging behavior, direct collisions, and impacts on individual fitness 
and the structure of ecological communities to name a few…p. 68 
See comment re.3.3.1. 

Alternative 3 
Mammals 
Alternative 3 would provide protection to the 'ōpe'ape'a (Hawaiian hoary bat) primarily by limiting the hours of 
operation for commercial air tours within the ATMP planning area to 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM for non-quiet 
technology flights and 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM for quiet technology flights. Since the 'ōpe'ape'a is a nocturnal species 
that may be active near dawn and dusk hours, these restrictions would provide protection to those that may be 
active during this time. p. 73 
The EA should cite relevant studies and analyze effects on sleeping bats.  
3.4 Cultural Resources  
3.4.1 Affected Environment 
Cultural Resources (including Ethnographic Resources, Sacred Sites and Traditional Cultural Properties) 
Many chants that are found in written and published stories of Pele reiterate the importance of silence. Silence, in 
most traditions of Hawaiian practice, is essential Hawaiʻi Volcanoes National Park ATMP Draft Environmental 
Assessment 84 for learning, understanding, observing, and respecting another's space, thoughts and kapu. Silence, 
in the presence of Pelehonuamea, reflects one form of ultimate respect (Keali'ikanakoleohaililani, 2009). Pp. 83-84 
These facts support our recommended alternative. 

3.4.2 Environmental Consequences  
Commercial air tours, by their nature, have the potential to impact resources for which feeling and setting are 



contributing elements. p. 91 
See previous comment. 

Alternative 3  
Some points in or near the following cultural resources may experience a slight increase in noise intensity and/or 
duration as compared to current conditions as more flights may fly near these resources than currently pass those 
areas [12 sites]…p. 93 
See previous comment. 

3.5 Wilderness 
…natural sound is…an integral part of Wilderness character…p. 101 
See previous comment. 

Solitude  
The ability to experience solitude is an integral component of Wilderness character. In preserving this Wilderness 
quality, the NPS places importance on considering the value of maintaining these places where present and future 
generations have the opportunity to feel free, at peace, and self-reliant, and observe landscapes without modern 
human effects. p. 102 
… A review of research suggests that solitude encapsulates a range of experiences, including privacy, being away 
from civilization, inspiration, self-paced activities, and a sense of connection with times past (Borrie and 
Roggenbuck, 2001)&quot; (p. 51). p. 104 
See previous comment. 

3.6 Visitor Use and Experience and Other Recreational Opportunities 
3.6.1 Affected Environment 
Visitor Experience 
About half of all visitors at Steam Vents (43.2%) and Nāhuku (Thurston Lava Tube) (53.9%) reported that hearing 
the sounds of nature was a very important reason for visiting the Park, and about one-quarter of Steam Vents 
visitors (29.2%) and one-third of Thurston Lava Tube visitors (32.6%) reported that enjoying peace and quiet was 
a very important reason for visiting the Park. The same study examined the effects of natural and human caused 
sounds, including air tour sounds, on the visitor experience at the Park. Most visitors that reported hearing 
aircraft considered it either unacceptable or annoying and reported negative emotions or feelings associated with 
hearing aircraft sounds at the Park. p. 111 
See previous comment. 

 
Other Recreational Opportunities 
In 2017, an estimated 82,600 people took commercial air tours of the Park, which equates to approximately 4% of 
the over two million visitors that same year. p. 110 
Why should a few people in aircraft be allowed to impact millions of people on the ground--who are doing 
nothing to bother people in aircraft? 

3.6.2 Environmental Consequences  
Alternative 1: No Action 
Natural quiet is a foundational resource for the Park and a primary reason for visitation, and air tours disrupt 
natural quiet throughout the Park which affects the visitor experience for activities such as hiking, camping, bird 
watching, nature viewing, and hearing the sounds of lava flows, all activities which value natural quiet. p. 113 
Alternative 3 
Alternative 3 would not be in compliance with the Park's soundscape management standards for visitor use and 
experience in these locations within the wild/primitive zone…p. 118 
These facts support our recommended alternative. 

3.7 Environmental Justice and Socioeconomics p. 120 
Air tours impact native Hawaiians more than other groups because of their deep connection to the natural world. 

Commercial Air Tours  
The price per person for each air tour varies by company and can range from $350-$650 per person  
pp. 124-125  



Why should a few people who can afford air tours be allowed to impact the experience of many people who 
cannot afford them? 

3.7.2 Environmental Consequences 
Alternative 2 
…the air transportation industry represents less than 1% of the total employment in Hawai'i County, and the 
prohibition on air tours within the ATMP planning area would not preclude operators from making up this 
revenue generation Hawaiʻi Volcanoes National Park ATMP Draft Environmental Assessment 128 in other ways 
such as using their aircraft for other business ventures or conducting air tours elsewhere within the region…p. 
127 
These facts support our recommended alternative. 

COMMENTS BASED ON  
FOUNDATION DOCUMENT (FD) HAWAI'I VOLCANOES NATIONAL PARK, JANUARY 2017  
https://www.nps.gov/havo/learn/management/upload/havo_fd_sp_508.pdf  

The park Foundation Document describes the uniqueness and significance of the park, certainly worthy of the 
highest protection. 

.. Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park is both a laboratory for the study of biogeography and evolution within the 
Pacific Islands and a cornerstone for recovery of native Hawaiian species found nowhere else in the world. ..an 
important home to living cultures in Hawai'i. FD pp. 3-4 

 
Fundamental Resources and Values … 
Natural Sounds. Park soundscapes are protected from many human-caused sounds and are dominated by the 
sounds of wind, ocean, volcanic activity, and native species. FD p. 7 
…scenic vistas are unobstructed by development …Natural Landscape Character…Opportunity for Traditional 
Cultural Use…The entire 
park landscape and all of its inhabitants and features, including the sky as a layered extension of the landscape, are 
sacred to Native Hawaiians…Native Hawaiian traditional uses …depend upon natural sounds, unobstructed 
views of mountain summits, and an environment that has not been greatly altered by human-caused changes. FD 
p. 8 

Part 2: Dynamic Components  
Special Mandates and Administrative Commitments  
Special Mandates  

Hawai'i Volcanoes and Haleakalā National Parks were designated as &quot;Hawaiian Islands International 
Biosphere Reserve&quot; …the conservation of these ecosystems and their biodiversity is sought to be 
maintained. FD p. 10 

Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park was designated as a World Heritage Site in 1987. The United States, as a country 
that has ratified the World Heritage Convention, has pledged to conserve its World Heritage Sites and to protect 
its national heritage…FD p. 11 

Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park is designated a Class I area under the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977, which 
provide special protection for air quality, sensitive ecosystems and clean, clear views…This designation bestows 
an &quot;affirmative responsibility&quot; on federal land managers to integrating air resource management into 
NPS operations and planning for the protection of air quality and related values, including visibility, plants, 
animals, soils, water quality, cultural resources, and public health, from adverse human-caused air pollution 
impacts. FD p. 11 
### 
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Correspondence:     Sierra Club, Hawai'i Island Group 
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comments on Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park Air Tour Management Plan (ATMP) 
file:///C:/Users/333co/Downloads/HAVO-NewsletterTemplate-2-11-2022-508Compliant - DIGITAL VERSION 
PEPC _ Emails (1).pdf 

comments due April 1, 2022 at 
https://parkplanning.nps.gov/projectHome.cfm?projectId=103522 

We support a fifth alternative: no air tours over the park or within one and one-half miles of the park boundary. 
Since the Air Tour Management Act of 2000 does not give the National Park Service (NPS) authority to do this, we 
urge that NPS advocate to gain that authority through an executive order or a Congressional law.  

The four proposed alternatives are all insufficient to protect the environment and people's wilderness 
experiences. However, we note that Alternative 2 offers more protection than the others, prohibiting air tours 
within the ATMP planning area (areas below 5,000 feet AGL and within ½-mile of the Park boundary). 

History 
The glacial pace of action on overflight noise is unconscionable. Attempts to address the problem have now been 
going on for 35 years, since Public Law 100-91 was passed in 1987, containing recommendations re. protecting 
national parks from overflight impacts.  

It took 20 years, and a lawsuit by Hawai'i Coalition Malama Pono and Public Employees for Environmental 
Responsibility, to compel agencies to start writing ATMPs as required by the Air Tour Management Act of 2000.  

And even the August 2022 deadline set for ATMPs after that lawsuit will not be met.  

In addition, the Air Tour Common Procedures Manual has not been updated for almost 15 years, despite major 
changes in population and land use.  

Meanwhile, air tours continue to impact people and wildlife in the park. There were over 16,500 commercial air 
tours over the park in 2017, an average of 46 per day.  

Noise impacts 
Few, if any, places on Earth, remain free of human noise. Quiet and solitude are becoming extinct.  
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20140117-earths-last-place-without-noise 

The Sierra Club air tours policy states: 
(1) Air tours are flights conducted for sightseeing. 
(2) The Sierra Club supports management tools and methods to diminish or eliminate impacts from aircraft tours 
and landings, including bans of tours and landings wherever and whenever appropriate, on National Monuments 
and units of the National Park System and the National Wilderness Preservation System. 
(3) Agencies should preserve and, where there are impacts, fully restore the natural quiet within protected areas 
and address this issue in their general management plans. 
(a) The Sierra Club believes that, to be the most appropriate and effective, control over air 
tour use of airspace above such protected areas should rest with the respective land management agencies (e.g., 
National Park Service, U. S. Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service). These 
are the agencies in position to understand these areas most intimately, and which are charged to provide them the 
fullest possible resource protection. 
(b) The managing agency should work with responsible parties to reduce or eliminate air tours or landings outside 
a protected area if needed to restore natural quiet within the unit. Federal managers of adjoining areas should 
coordinate their management planning efforts. 
(c) The Sierra Club supports the establishment of appropriate noise standards and comprehensive baseline sound-
level monitoring and sound-source inventories of all protected areas. This includes continual assessment of noise 
from all human-generated sources and incorporation of public comments about noise impacts. 
Principles of Natural Quiet 
(1) The sounds and silences of nature are among the intrinsic elements that combine to form the natural 



environment. Natural sounds amidst intervals of stillness are inherent components of the &quot;scenery and the 
natural and historic objects and the wildlife&quot; within National Monuments and units of the National Park 
System and National Wilderness Preservation System. 
(2) Natural quiet is the extended opportunity to experience only natural sounds amid periods of deepest silence. 
The quiet to be preserved or restored is as defined by the National Park Service as &quot;the quiet at the lower 
end of the ambient sound level range that occurs regularly between wind gusts, animal sounds, etc., not just the 
average sound level.&quot; As the Park Service explains, &quot;Lulls in the wind or interludes between animal 
sounds create intervals where the quiet of a sylvan setting is quite striking. In considering natural quiet as a 
resource, the ability to hear clearly the delicate and quieter intermittent sounds of nature, 
the ability to experience interludes of extreme quiet for their own sake, and the opportunity to do so for extended 
periods of time [are] what natural quiet is all about.&quot; 
(3) Many of these protected areas are vast, open places of astonishing beauty and wildness. Each protected area 
has a distinct and powerful aura, fully dependent upon the tenuous natural sounds and natural quiet. As such, 
these areas afford unique opportunities for undistracted respite, solitude, contemplative recreation, inspiration, 
and education. Further, these units also provide scarce refuge and undisturbed natural habitat for animals. 
Artificial, human-generated noise can disturb some sensitive animal activities. Therefore, noisy overflights that 
disturb the peace are not normally appropriate in our protected areas. 
Quotations are from National Park Service, U.S. Department of Interior, Report to Congress on Effects of Aircraft 
Overflights, 1994. 
Policy adopted by the National Sierra Club Board of Directors, February 17th, 2001. 
https://www.sierraclub.org/policy/air-tours 

Large portions of the park are wilderness areas. The 1964 Wilderness Act says that wilderness areas &quot;shall 
be administered…in such manner as will leave them unimpaired for future use and enjoyment as wilderness, and 
so as to provide for the protection of these areas, the preservation of their wilderness character…&quot; 

 
In Hawai'i, the sound and sight of aircraft is often reported to impact native Hawaiian cultural practices. 

Quiet in the park would give island residents welcome relief from the noise and vibration of tour helicopters that 
has been bedeviling people in their homes for decades. Repeated and widespread concerns voiced by beleaguered 
communities have largely been ignored. The noise terrifies children and animals, sets off PTSD in war veterans, 
intrudes on sleep, interrupts conversations, and causes inescapable stress. On Hawai'i Island, during the eruption, 
tour helicopters never let up--they kept flying, over people who were losing their homes, their neighborhoods, 
and their livelihoods. 

Visual Impacts 
Even if quiet technology is used, the sight of aircraft impacts wildlife and impacts people's wilderness experience. 

Lead agency; monitoring, and enforcement 
NPS, not FAA, should be the lead agency and enforcing agency, since the mission of NPS is to preserve resources, 
but the mission of FAA is to provide an aerospace system.  

NPS should do full disclosure of monitoring and key findings. Noise monitoring should be appropriate for air 
tours, reflecting the impacts of intermittent noise and its intrusiveness upon the natural background of quiet. Use 
of quiet technology should be maximized to keep noise from flights near the park from entering the park area.  

Aircraft should be required to use tracking devices and keep them turned on. Complaints should be tracked.  

Carbon footprint  
The tours, which are not essential travel, generate a carbon footprint. This should be quantified by NPS. 

Ultrafine particles  
Ultrafine particles from aircraft emissions affect human health, and are likely to affect the health of insects and 
other animals under the path of air tours. 

From Quiet Skies Hawai'i https://www.quietskieshawaii.org/environmental-impacts: 
Aircraft emissions have environmental and health impacts. Ultra Fine Particles (UFPs) have been associated with 
cardiovascular and neurological effects to humans, as they have been shown to cross the blood-brain barrier. Dr. 



Neelakshi Hudda, Research Professor, Department of Civil &amp; Environmental Engineering at Tufts 
University, has been studying the impacts of aviation emissions and has published peer-reviwed research. 

Preterm Birth Rates Among Mothers Exposed to Ultrafine Particles from Jet Exhaust 
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/6177480970b3541175fcfd91/t/6195765977aeb37bb55e5459/163718511761
3/Dr+Hudda+ANE+Symposium+.pdf 

Preterm Birth Among Infants exposed to In Utero Ultrafine Particles from Aircraft Emissions 
https://ehp.niehs.nih.gov/doi/full/10.1289/EHP5732 

 
Emissions from an International Airport Increase Particle Number Concentrations 4-Fold at 10km Downwind 
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/es5001566 

International Airport Impacts to Air Quality: Size &amp; Related Properties of Large Increases in Ultrafine 
Particle Number Concentrations 
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/acs.est.5b05313 

Impacts of Aviation Emissions on Near-Airport Residential Air Quality 
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.est.0c01859 

Criteria for comments 
NPS should consider comments supporting various alternatives even if specific reasons are not given. Large 
numbers of these kinds of comments are valuable for reflecting community sentiment.  

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the ATMP.  

Your comments were successfully submitted at 
March 23, 2022 10:45 PM Mountain Time 
Park: Hawai`i Volcanoes National Park 
Project: Hawai'i Volcanoes Air Tour Management Plan (ATMP) 
Document: ATMP Potential Alternatives Newsletter and FAQs 
Name: Cory Harden 
Address: P O Box 1137 
City: Hilo 
State: HI 
Postal Code: 96721 
Email Address: 333cory@gmail.com 
Organization:Sierra Club of Hawai'i, Hawai'i Island Group 
Keep My Info Private: No 
Comment ID: 2187561-118739/592 
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Name: Garlit, Donald  
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Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. Make it so. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     Tour helicopter pilots are the main culprit in air noise pollution. I live in Hawi and tours pass 
by on the way to HVP. Minimum altitude standards are violated daily. Air tower operations indicated that the 
pilots are mostly retired military and don't like being told what to do(?????). The bottom line is no matter what 



rules are in place, pilots will continue to violate minimum altitude restrictions. Accountability is the only solution 
in my opinion. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     I agree, tour aircraft and their impacts have no place in Hawaii Volcanoes National Park, the 
adopted ATMP for the Park should be NO FLY. 

A 1994 study sponsored by the Hawaii Department of Transportation was published by UH Professor Panos 
Prevedouros. 
This report shows that Helicopter NOISE has the LOUDEST impact of all types of noise in our community. Fast 



moving low flying Helicopters on cloudy days over hard terrane produce the greatest degree of noise 
due to the reflection of the sound between the clouds and hard surfaces. 

Helicopter tours customers pay to have a good views. Hawaii is the only state which allows a minimum altitude of 
500 feet above ground over residential communities during cloudy weather. Therefore, most 
of the time they operate at MINIMUM altitudes. The pilots want to complete the route quickly, therefore 
operates at near MAXIMUM speeds. Hawaii Island is volcanic and our ground is HARD. Also, located at a higher 
elevations we have more CLOUDY then sunny day per year. 

Tour Helicopters produce the greatest noise of any other equipment operated in our community due to the nature 
of their business. 

Comments from online Petition at Change.org (2017)  

Sharon Lee P?hoa HI 96778 United States 6/23/2017 Please let us stop the madness of tour helicopters who have 
invaded and interrupted our lives with their money hungry attitude and disregard for the health and welfare of the 
people on land that they fly over in excess of 100 times per day. That works out to one flight every three minutes 
all day long.  

Kat Thomason Tappan NY 10983-1111 United States 6/23/2017 It is inhumane to subject people to this ceaseless 
helicopter noise. 

Isis Albright Hilo HI 96720 United States 6/23/2017 &quot;I am constantly bombarded by tour helicopters. There 
is no peace in my home. There is NO NEED to fly over peaceful residents not the name of profit. Helicopter 
companies refuse to be pono despite constant requests over many many years. It is time to legislate and regulate.  
Ps in the time it took to write this 3 have flown over my home. LOUD. Not pono &quot; 

Penny Shaver P?hoa HI 96778 United States 6/24/2017 I live in the neiborhood they fly over. Very disturbing for 
some of our PTSD vets!!! 

Kathie Griffeth captain cook HI 96704 United States 6/24/2017 I live in Ocean View. Multiple times a day we have 
helicopters well below the 1000 foot limit. We hear them, see them, wave (or salute), but no care. Our animals 
freak out, no care. The almighty tourist dollar means NOTHING to us, so take your high dollar choppers out to 
sea. 
Aloha Steven Pahoa HI 96778 United States 6/24/2017 Helicopter operators are making millions of dollars a year 
yet I have never once seen a helicopter company put any money back into the community; no sponsorships, no 
scholarships, no community improvement grants, nothing. There are times when the helicopters fly significantly 
below the required 500 feet above houses and livestock, yet there is no response to complaints let alone 
enforcement of existing regulations. On days when a family member is ill and trying to rest having helicopters 
blasting over the house (which upsets animals and causes them to bark or squawk or yowl) dozens of times is quite 
frustrating. Probably they &quot;donate&quot; (that is the proper term for bribe, kickback, and pay-off, right?) 
the big bucks to Schatz, Hirono, and Hanabusa so that makes it all good. Yep. 

Bradley Duell Kailua Kona HI 96740 United States 6/24/2017 I TOTALLY support this. So many times I have gone 
to Volcanoes Park and had to endure helicopter after helicopter after helicopter after helicopter go over and 
disturb the sacred peace of Kilauea. 

Frederick Warshauer Volcano HI 96785 United States 6/24/2017 Much of Hawaii Island suffers from the frequent 
noise from the air tour industry flying tourists over the quiet forests, parks and residential areas of the island 
without any considerations for those below. Any other noise making industry seems to have some sort of 
regulation, so it is time to regulate where these tour helicopters can and cannot fly. The industry and its clients 
come from other places, but we residents have to bear the obnoxious noise and attitude of the air tour industry 
day after day. No place is it worse than over the extensive residential subdivisions of Puna, where the majority of 
their flight path lengths are right over residences. The industry and its impacts continue to expand, with 
absolutely no regard for us residents. Regulate their flight paths to off shore. 

Armand Rivas Missoula MT 59801 United States 6/24/2017 I live in papaikou and constantly have helecoptors 
flying over my house. :( 



Christine Gower West Sussex ENG BN14 8BJ United Kingdom 6/24/2017 Everyone has a right to a quiet life, it's 
inconceivable that you should feel it's okay to people with sound pollution in the name of greed.  

Rudi Stade Huntsville ON P1H1N9 Canada 6/24/2017 Is it too much to ask to be able to visit a place so beautiful 
and sacred without having to yell to each other over the racket of choppers overhead like so many mosquitos? Is 
nothing sacred anymore? 

Gary Hollister Scottsdale AZ 85253-1103 United States 6/24/2017 When I visit Hawaii, I too am disturbed by all 
the helicopter's and resultant noise in this island paradise. If tourists want to see Hawaii from the air, do like we do 
in Arizona - take a quiet hot air balloon ride! Thanks for your consideration. 

Linda Evans Kalaheo HI 96741 United States 6/24/2017 There is way too much noise and interference in modern 
life....and these helicopters are a plague....More silence and peace is needed, Please stop the excessive helicopter 
flying; have mercy on the people/animals etc. 

Candis Dow Mountain View HI 96771 United States 6/25/2017 I have helicopters flying over my home.Some 
times as early as 8 am and as late as 6 pm. Many times too low and some times about two minutes apart. I hang out 
my laundry, they are there, I garden, they are there, I have friends over for a BBQ and we have to yell because they 
are there. The dogs in the neighborhood bark because they are there. I, as many others, don't want them there. I 
will find myself becoming so full of anxiety. They interfere EVERY DAY with my life. The animals lives. My 
community. There must be a solution. So many years.  

Makua Maipono Haiku HI 96708 United States 6/25/2017 Unnecessary, Destructive and Profit driven. These 
must STOP!! Maui also is plagued by Helicopter Tours, especially over Haleakala which is ironically dubbed 
&quot;the Quietest place on Earth&quot;  

Don Diehl pahoa HI 96778 United States 6/25/2017 &quot;Living the last twenty years here in Hawaiian Paradise 
Park I can attest to the unreal noise. Yesterday starting at six a.m .  
Christmas or any day for that matter is interrupted by teeth chattering noise. It is totally fucked.  
Please help us this once. Put people over money if you know how.&quot; 

Dorian Weisel Honokaa HI 96727 United States 6/25/2017 The irresponsible, care nothing about those that are 
adversely impacted by their tours, behavior of the helicopter industry on the Big Island of Hawaii must stop 

Bodhi Anderson Hilo HI 96720 United States 6/25/2017 There is no need for helicopter tours to fly over our 
homes during their tours. The off shore route is beautiful and respects the lives of the people who live here. 

Trish Campbell Honolulu HI 96822 United States 6/26/2017 I immensely dislike having helicopters flying over my 
home and down my street unless they are rescue oriented or with the military, police, or fire department. It is 
especially creepy when I google my street address and see how much of my home and my privacy has been 
exposed to the public, so having helicopters flying overhead feels like an invasion of my privacy. Mahalo.  

Mary Ann Saindon Keaau HI 96749 United States 6/26/2017 I am signing because of the constant loud noise over 
my property. Also I consider this an invasion of my privacy. 

Dexter Williams Pahoa HI 96778 United States 6/26/2017 Sometimes we have helicopters one after the other for 
hours on end. The noise is so loud that we cant even talk on the phone. On other islands people have succeeded in 
making tour companies be re reasonable. Lets do it here. 

Jeremy Bracken Kurtistown HI 96760 United States 6/27/2017 The helicopters fly low over our Kurtistown Puna 
Hawaii farm causing us and our livestock &amp; pets stress anxiety and diminished quality of life 

Bonnie Terry Keaau HI 96749 United States 6/29/2017 I live in Hawaiian Paradise Park and helicopters fly over 
my house many times a day on their way to see the lava. I feel that a flight plan that goes out over the ocean would 
be nice for the tourists, and also give us peace and quiet, privacy and would be safer for the residents  

Susan Sodan Graham NC 27253 United States 6/29/2017 There are multiple helicopters in the air over my home at 
ant given time during the summer. They are loud and obtrusive. This is a residential area. This needs to stop. 
There is absolutely no concern for the people whose lives are disrupted due to the noise and theft of our feeling of 
privacy.  



Vickie VanFechtmann Pahoa HI 96778 United States 6/30/2017 I am signing because the heavy flight traffic over 
our neighborhoods adversely effects our peaceful homes. Too much noise! Take the helicopters off the coast. 

Meriam Corcoran Ocean View HI 96737 United States 6/30/2017 The danger factor of something going wrong 
with a copter flying over public could cost enormous on property owners and the lives lost or injured. This alone 
should be an intelligent reason why helicopters should fly off shore in the first place. 
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Correspondence:     Good afternoon, 

I applaud HVNP's efforts to reduce the number of helicopter overflights and mitigate the associated impacts. I 
think the Draft ATMP is a good start but I do not think it goes far enough. Personally I do not believe that tour 
helicopters belong near Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park's air space at all. 

As a long time resident of Hawai'i Island I have enjoyed hiking the park's trails and spending time appreciating the 
amazing beauty, unique species and culturally significant landscapes for decades. There is something so 
completely incongruous about strolling in the native forest listening to the chatter of the forest birds and then, in a 
moment, to have the peace obliterated by loud helicopter noise booming overhead. The disturbance is even worse 
when a large number of flights come one after another as on cruise ship days.  

I believe there is already adequate access for all people to appreciate the beauty of the park and helicopter 
overflights are an unnecessary and destructive disturbance. They clearly negatively impact native species, disturb 
cultural practices and diminish the overall experience of this amazing place. 

Thank you for creating a plan to mitigate the impacts of tour helicopters. I only wish they could be banned 
completely. 

With aloha, 
Malia 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     I was an Air Traffic Controller during my time in the US Army (1966-68). As such, I believe in 
the oportunity for visitors, (all types) to experience Hawaii Volcanoes National Park at its fullest. This would 
include the valuable prospective from aircraft. 
The visitors who I've spoken to, and they were numerous, almost all believe that with the limited time available to 
visit the National Park, they would NOT restrict flying on any one day. They would embrace it. And they also 
suggested that flights be allowed on every day of the week- especially on Sunday (along with Saturday). If any one 
day needs to be restricted, it should perhaps be Tuesday followed by Thursday but NOT the weekends. Thank 
you for the opportunity to respond on this subject. 
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Correspondence:     This is the second letter which I have written today in regard to stopping air tours over 
national parks. The noise generated by these air tours is unconscionable - both for the wildlife and the park 
visitors who wish to LISTEN to NATURE!!!  

National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours 
should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     ***DRAFT ATMP COMMENTS*** 

Lines 147-148: Can they hover/loiter/circle for up to 5 min multiple times along the route, or only once? 

Lines 191-193: How will you ensure you're receiving accurate reporting data? Will there be on the ground 
monitoring or enforcement? 

Lines 311-314: No specific mention of avoiding/minimizing impacts to wildlife. 

Lines 333-335: What is the predicted max noise level from air tours? How many hours/day will have noise levels 
above 35 dB? 

Lines 356-357: Results from Gallardo Cruz et al. (2021) were not cited and would provide a stronger justification 
for the proposed ATMP measures, as it was a study conducted within HAVO and examined helicopter noise 
effects on native Hawaiian bird species. The research found that helicopter noise induced a temporal shift in 
songbird vocalizations at Napau Crater, which had average helicopter noise levels of 81 dB and a flight frequency 
of 13.8 helicopters/hour during the study. In contrast, there were no significant temporal changes to songbird 
vocalizations at sites with fewer than 4 aircraft/hour and average helicopter noise levels of 75 dB. Noise levels 
were obtained from Online Resource 3 and converted using the equation in the section "Power measurement 
conversion": y = 1.8x - 268.09 

Lines 361-362: Higher altitude requirements also reduce noise levels over important bird habitat.  

Lines 371-372: Minor, but the last sentence appears to be a different color from the rest of the text. 

 
*** DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT COMMENTS*** 

P. 4, Paragraph 2 of "Biological Resources": Gallardo et al. 2021 should be corrected to Gallardo Cruz et al. 2021 

P. 71, Paragraph 3 of "Forest Birds": Gallardo Cruz et al. 2021 did assess effects of noise on I'iwi in the Upper 
Waiakea Forest Reserve and found a slight decrease in vocalization time during helicopter noise compared to 
before and after the noise, but it was not statistically significant (See Fig. 2). This was likely due to low rate of 
helicopter overflights, higher altitude overflights, and lower power of noise. It is likely that helicopter noise would 
have a significant effect on I'iwi vocalizations in areas with higher power of noise and rate of overflights.  

P. 72, Paragraph 1 of "Other Native Birds": The work described for 'apapane should cite Gallardo Cruz et al. 2021. 
This study also assessed effects of noise on Hawai'i amakihi and 'oma'o, but these species were only present in the 
two sites that had a lower rate of helicopter overflights and lower noise levels than Napau crater, where significant 
impacts on 'Apapane were found. There was no significant effect of helicopter noise on their vocalizations, but 
there was a slight increase in 'oma'o vocalizations during helicopter noise (Fig 2). It is likely that helicopter noise 
would have a significant effect on Hawai'i 'amakihi and 'oma'o vocalizations in areas with higher power of noise 
and rate of overflights. 

Section 3.3 Biological Resources: I did not see any mention of how helicopter noise can affect arthropod species, 
of which there are many endemics in HAVO, including crickets like Laupala spp. and Trigonidium spp. that may 
also be sensitive to noise.  

Some suggested papers, though there may be more recent relevant work:  

Schmidt R, Morrison A, Kunc HP (2014) Sexy voices no choices: male song in noise fails to attract females. Anim 
Behav 94:55-59 

Orci KM, Petroczki K, Barta Z (2016) Instantaneous song modification in response to fluctuating traffic noise in 
the tree cricket Oecanthus pellucens. Anim Behav 112:187-194  



Costello RA, Symes LB (2014) Effects of anthropogenic noise on male signalling behaviour and female phonotaxis 
in Oecanthus tree crickets. Anim Behav 95:15-22 
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Correspondence:     We just took a helicopter tour over Volcanoes National Park on June 18, 2023. It was a 
wonderful and awe-inspiring adventure that gave us a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to see a volcano actively 
bubbling lava in its caldera. It is impossible to have this experience from the ground in the national park. Although 
I am a staunch supporter of the environment and would not want to engage in an activity that was actually harmful 
to the environment, I think there has to be evidence of actual harm being committed before an activity like this 
were to be prohibited. The more humans are exposed to the natural beauty of our earth, the more they will 
(hopefully) take action to protect it. I know that my children's experiences with national parks has made them 
avid supporters of nature and animals. As such, I believe direct harmful consequences of air tours should be 
assessed before they are banned altogether from flying over the Volcanoes National Park. Thank you, 
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Correspondence:     June 19, 2023 

Volpe National Transportation Systems Center 
Kaitlyn Rimol V-326 
Attn: Hawaii Volcanoes National Park ATMP 
55 Broadway 
Cambridge, MA 02142 

Subject: Air Tour Management Plans for Hawaii Volcanoes National Park 

 
This company strongly opposes the draft ATMP for Hawaii Volcanoes National Park. No cost analysis has been 
conducted on revenue loss to the VNP and the drastic reduction of flights to all the operators over the VNP. 
Aircraft access brings into the National Parks much needed additional income without costing taxpayer's 
additional costs. The reduction or elimination of flights would cause a serious economic impact to the local 
communities. Hilo district has already been designated an impaired economic area. The ATMP creates additional 
hardships within this zone.  

The Federal Government recognized that those operators who were flying into a National Park before any 
regulations like the Interim Operating Permit were technically "grandfathered" and could not be eliminated. The 
Interim Operating Permit allowed existing aircraft operators to continue. This company would be reduced to 
approximately 17 flights per month, which is not even a break-even situation. A break-even would be 
approximately 70 flights per month. In essence, this would be a condemnation of this company that has been 
conducting tours over VNP for over 30 years without due compensation.  

Initially, this company qualified for its Interim Operating Authorization with three (3) aircraft operating from Hilo 
and Kona International Airports. Due to the lack of enforcement by the VNP and FAA of the existing IOA 
Specifications with other companies, this company has experienced additional economic damages and reduced its 
operations down to one (1) aircraft for the last ten (10) years. Had there been proper enforcement of the IOA for 
other operators, this company would have been able to maintain its existing approved authorizations.  



It is already mandated for all operators to have ADS-B equipment installed on their aircraft. Mandating additional 
equipment that does the same as satellite tracking data to agencies is a totally unnecessary economic burden.  

"Quiet technology" is not defined and as such it becomes arbitrary and capricious. It needs to be defined by 
decibel levels during daylight hours. A case-by-case basis to determine what is and is not "Quiet Technology" is 
completely arbitrary. Once a definition is determined, it must be applicable to all vehicles within the VNP. No 
passenger cars, motorcycles, buses, or any other noise creating equipment can be exempt. 

The ATMP for VNP does not allow for people whether by age, physical handicap, elderly or time constraints to 
visit portions of the park otherwise inaccessible unless one was of peak physical condition to visit. This would be 
discriminatory and in violation of existing Federal Regulations. 

The current route structure is unreasonable even if the lava flow is only from the Puu O'O' Vent. A flight is just 
being diverted over a different location to the coast which requires operators to fly over communities' operators 
have been trying to avoid for noise abatement. There is a major safety factor for having aircraft fly to and from the 
entry point which causes head-on traffic and is a major safety concern. It had been tried before and with current 
weather conditions, it would increase the potential for head-on traffic concerns. This company has on file a video 
which was submitted to NTSB under the former Chairman, Mr. Jim Hall, of a fast moving fixed-wing aircraft at 
the same 1,000-foot AGL flight pattern and within seconds the helicopter pilot saw this aircraft at the corner of his 
eye and avoided a mid-air collision within 50 feet of each other. It is obvious that the National Park has no clue 
about safety of flight. Only the FAA can determine what is and is not a safety issue. 

There is no provision for other eruption locations that may occur in the future within VNP. The Puu O'O' Vent 
has not erupted for almost 3 to 4 years. Once an eruption begins, it may only last a few days. There is no provision 
for such a circumstance in this proposal. If none, then all operators cannot see current volcanic activity which has 
been done for the past 35+ years.  

A proper ATMP should welcome collaborations with FAA, NPS and flight operators to work out reasonable 
considerations within the VNP. Organizations like HiCop are politically motivated and did not even file their 
concerns through the 9th Circuit of Appeal but used a Washington D.C. court to avoid any defense by existing 
operators who are affected by this new ATMP. HiCop members reside in the 9th Circuit. This gives rise to proper 
jurisdiction of their filling. VNP, operators, visitors and public concerns are all under the jurisdiction of the 9th 
Court of Appeals.  

Submitted, 

 

Preston S. Myers 
President 
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Correspondence:     For 24 years IOA tour aircraft have had unlimited use of the Park which was 24 years of 
negative impacts which not only negatively impacted the Park but those Park visitors on the ground trying to 
enjoy the Park as National Parks are supposed to be enjoyed. 

The ATMP proposed routes will not protect the Park from those negative impacts. 

The proposed draft ATMP offshore route is not as protecting as the FAA mandated urban Long Island Offshore 
Route that the FAA implemented in 2008. 

The FAA has the responsibility and authority to protect those on the ground from aircraft noise, as they did on 
urban Long Island, NY. 



From personal experience living in the Puna district which was (and may still be, we have since moved) part of a 
very popular route to Volcanos National Park, I can confirm that the impact on the local communities in the flight 
path of the commercial helicopter tours to Volcanos National Park was severe and extremely stressful to have to 
endure day after day. With easily 30 flights per day flying over our homes at low altitudes, we could in no way 
avoid the sound and sight and of the air tour helicopters. When I contacted the FAA about the situation I was sent 
a letter in which they said they considered the case closed. Apparently the impact on the community was simply 
not something that they considered important enough to hear about, let alone take any action on.  

There is a growing body of evidence that excessive helicopter noise is harmful to humans and animals: 
https://noisefree.org/sources-of-noise/helicopters/ 
https://stopthechopnynj.org/why/ 
https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Documents/ScientificUnderstanding/EnvReport2019-
WhitePaper-Noise.pdf 
https://www.nature.com/articles/hr200886.pdf 
https://www.gao.gov/products/gao-21-200 

Based on past behavior, it is clear commercial helicopter air tours have proven they will not self regulate enough to 
consider their impact on those they fly over, be it local communities or National Parks. It is well past time the FAA 
did its duty to protect the public and our Volcanos National Park.  

Tour aircraft and their impacts have no place in Hawaii Volcanoes National Park, the adopted ATMP for the Park 
should be NO FLY. 
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Correspondence:     We came to The Big Island all the way from Colorado staying 3 nights in Volcano so we could 
view the eruption. We were so disappointed. We were subjected to endless helicopter noise throughout the 3 
days. There are signs telling us to listen to the volcano erupting but that was hopeless because of the helicopters 
engines echoing off the crater walls. I never thought I would be thankful for cloud cover when the fights ceased. 
How can you let a few elite destroy such an amazing environment? 
Why are they allowed? Can't the viewers come up by car/ tour bus/ or passenger bus to see the eruption to prevent 
this noise invasion like all the hundreds of other viewers? And what about the wildlife? Tropic birds live around 
the crater and they must be disturbed every time a flight goes over.  
IF they have to fly, limit it from sunrise for no more than 4 hours. Give the regular viewers peace and quiet for the 
rest of the day. Ceasing flights for five days a year is absolutely ridiculous. There should be a quiet time for at least 
four hours during every day. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     Mahalo for the opportunity to comment. 

All of these flights are a travesty betraying the mission of the Park Service. As a regular hiker in the park,I find 
spent toilet paper on the trails and helicopters in the air as similar daily nuisances. This noise pollution offends 
and perturbs the auditory sense of peacefulness, and impacts negatively all other senses of the non-wealthy visitor. 
For these reasons, my comments of support, in CAPS are: 

• Authorize up to (delete:1,565) 1464 air tours per year on three defined routes, WITH NEVER MORE THAN 3 
IN ANY GIVEN 24 HOUR PERIOD.   
• Designate Wednesdays for quiet-technology (QT) flights only during the hours of 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.    
• Designate no-fly days on Sundays, AND SATURDAYS   
• Establish specified flight times of 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for non-QT flights and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. for QT flights.    

PLEASE GIVE OUR NATIONAL PARK BACK TO NATURE, NOT TO BUSINESSES. 

Kevin Kunz 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     Support all four Park management objectives, lines 102 -122 of draft document on page 4; 
however, at present there are too many helicopters flying over Halemaumau Crater and the noise is disturbing. 
With this kind of noise pollution, the Plan's objective to &quot;protect natural sounds&quot; cannot be achieved. 
There should be stricter controls for fly overs where tourists have independent access to view volcanic activity. 

Line 126: I support limiting ATMP tours to 1, 565 commercial air tours per year. This should be a benchmark 
against which the ATMP is evaluated. 

Line 152: Coastal Route should be suspended during Hawksbill turtle breeding and hatching season. Noise 
pollution can disrupt this fragile ecological area. 

Line 190: SUPPORT SEMI-ANNUAL REPORTS by air tour operators. Together with this, I would like to 
recommend that any public complaints be incorporated into the review of the operator's reports by the FAA and 
NPS. 

Line 272: Please make available online and elsewhere, the form which the public can use to file complaints and 
reports of violations by air tour operators. 

Lines 217 to 322: I totally agree! Well stated. In addition, we do hear air craft and helicopter in the Village, which is 
absolutely disruptive to our community. 

Thank you for this opportunity to provide input into the ATMP. Please provide a final report to all of us with 
much appreciation. 
Kathleen Mishina 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 



Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     Aloha e,  

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Hawaii Volcanoes Draft ATMP. I am a local resident and 
regular user of Hawaii Volcanoes National Park. It is time to stop the commercial helicopter flights over this 
unique natural, cultural and social resource, which has been recognized as an International Biosphere Reserve and 
a World Heritage Site.  

The noise from commercial helicopter flights generates high extremely disruptive experiences for those residents 
and visitors seeking to experience, use and enjoy the Park's unique ecological landscapes and wildlands. The noise 
from commercial helicopters degrades the cultural resources of the landscape and the ethnographic resources. 
The noise negatively effects Native Hawaiian sacred sites and cultural practices. While specific studies are not 
available, the noise from commercial helicopters is so intrusive and widespread within the Park, it is questionable 
how the noise would not be negatively impacting native wildlife, including federally listed species.  

Commercial helicopter flights serve as a form of entertainment for visitors and a limited number of residents. The 
flights generate business income and a limited number of support jobs. Commercial flights over Hawaii Volcanoes 
National Park have been allowed to go on for decades. That does not mean that is has been the right thing to do in 
the past or going forward. 

It is now time to stop utilizing the Park for entertainment and commercial gain. Visitors and residents have access 
to extensive portions of the park via vehicles, vans, buses, bicycles and walking. This includes extensive paths that 
are handicap accessible.  

Stop the commercial flights now. Businesses - their owners and employees will evolve and find new enterprises 
and work to support themselves and their families. 

Mahalo. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     These helicopter tours are more than a nuisance, it's dangerous for those onboard and below, 
as the areas they're flying aren't always the best for flying, due to the winds and other natural weather conditions. 
But the biggest thing is commercialized tourism that is always getting the green light to do as they wish, when we 
should be giving the green light to preservation and protection of Hawai'i. We the people of Hawai'i are sick and 
tired of being pushed out of our own home and it starts with the tourism, as we cater to their needs before the 
ones who live here…especially the natives of this land, the Kānaka Maoli and Hawaiians. Enough is enough…if 
they want a Birds Eye view of Hawai'i or want to visit our home, just Google it! 
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Correspondence:     Mahalo for accepting my comments. We live on the north side of the Big Island in the Kohala 
district (home of Kamehameha I). 
The Pu'ukohola National Park protects the Historic Heiau that Kamehameha built according to Hawaiian 
prophecy that one day 
he would unite the government of Hawaiian Islands and no more warring. Further, prophecy required a human 
sacrifice, hence the 
Heiau or altar. 
This altar is the highest structure, at that time but was built without cement and at constant risk of crumbling due 
to vibration by low flying helicopters. 
Our request is to include this National Park to this Management Plan. Seems all the requirements, all the same 
helicopters, etc. 
are the same. Thank you 
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Correspondence:     STOP FLY SO LOW OVER MY HALE! 
They scare my animals, wake da napping keiki up, no can lay out in da sun cuz tourists taking pictures!!! 

INVASION ON PRIVACY!!! 

NO FLY ZONE OVER HOMES!!!  
NO LOW FLY NEAR HOMES!!! 

Make em fly farther and not bother people who live here. 
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Correspondence:     Aerial noise is tremendous when it happens. 
I feel in the last two years they are trying BUT could they try harder 
to always fly different patterns to give us all a break. 
Two weeks ago we had helicopters over the same area of Lorenzo Road 
with the same pattern of flying and time of day. That's then people I feel 
get upset. 
Including this when I have called the FAA they say they don't see all flights 
that get out and is this the case? Are airplanes and such out there and they 
took off without mention? Spooky if so. 
Late after 10 pm sometimes we hear jets going down the coast by Naalehu etc. 

Good luck and thank you for the companies who try and I am sorry for the companies 
that don't think people, farm lands aren't affected by loud noise. You hellies fly to low most times and if you'd fly 
over more than 200 feet higher than our trees fine but some of you fly right just above the ohias. 

a hui hou 

Coreen Nelson 

Correspondence ID: 3239 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ordway, Nadine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 11:11:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     I am writing to state my opposition to helicopters flying over our national parks. I agree with 
the following letter. Please add my name to the opposition of these flights over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala 
National Parks. I have witnessed first hand the disruption to the beauty and solitude of these beautiful areas and I 
believe there should be a NO FLY zone above all of our national parks. 

"Every day our beautiful national parks, especially Hawai'i Volcanoes and Haleakala, are being deeply disrupted 
and degraded by tour helicopter/small aircraft overflights. The National Park Service (NPS) and Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) have issued draft Air Tour Management Plans for our Hawai'i parks which would reduce 
but not eliminate this disruption. These overflights are fundamentally incompatible with our national parks and 
should not be allowed.&quot; 

 
I agree, tour aircraft and their impacts have no place in Hawaii Volcanoes National Park, the adopted ATMP for 
the Park should be NO FLY. 



For 24 years IOA tour aircraft have had unlimited use of the Park which was 24 years of negative impacts which 
not only negatively impacted the Park but those Park visitors on the ground trying to enjoy the Park as National 
Parks are supposed to be enjoyed. 

The ATMP proposed routes will not protect the Park from those negative impacts. 

The proposed draft ATMP offshore route is not as protecting as the FAA mandated urban Long Island Offshore 
Route that the FAA implemented in 2008. 

The FAA has the responsibility and authority to protect those on the ground from aircraft noise, as they did on 
urban Long Island, NY..  

Thank you,  
Nadine Ordway 
Whitefish, Montana 

Correspondence ID: 3240 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Whiteflower, Debra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 11:44:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Yes!!!! We definitely need air traffic regulation over HVNP! 
Stop disturbance for the wildlife. Protect them. 
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Name: Yundt, Stephen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 12:44:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     Aloha, I have lived in Leilani Estates for 20 years. We have had to listen to tour helicopter 
noise constantly since the 2018 eruption nearby. They are loud and fly directly overhead at very low elevations 
causing daily disruption to our lives. Perhaps if they flew over the ocean until arriving at their viewing destination, 
and flew over at a higher elevation just one time that would help. 

Correspondence ID: 3242 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: De kovevn, Kenneth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3243 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Hymer, Monica  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3244 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bergh, Darcy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3245 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Morris, Julie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3246 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Adamyan, Eva  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3247 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bronson, Jonette  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3248 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gingrich, Thomas  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3249 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sher, Doris  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3250 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tatelman, Robyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3251 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jambusaria, Ami  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3252 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Finsterer, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3253 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Archer, Brad  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3254 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eck, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:50 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3255 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: C, Karen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3256 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zimbler, Joanne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3257 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Levin, Mark  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3258 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wissman, Deborah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3259 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cid, Carmela  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3260 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Colangelo, Michele  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3261 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Koroleva, Natalia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3262 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Averill, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3263 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Duplex, Janice  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3264 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Decker, Mg  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3265 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dolpp, Anita  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3266 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gaman, Steven  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3267 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Griffin, Kelley  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:07:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3268 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Flores, George  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:02 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3269 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Walker, Leslie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3270 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cantu, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3271 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: London, Joy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3272 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Knight, Anita  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3273 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bischoff, Nancy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3274 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Plummer, Pam  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3275 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Small, Denise  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3276 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nichols, Debbie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3277 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hathaway, William  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3278 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Blechman, Michael  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3279 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dawson, Princess  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3280 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lung, Ashlee  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3281 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Somers, David  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3282 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gulhang, Donna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:11 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3283 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: O'gorman, Therese  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3284 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Minich, Christopher  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3285 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Clark, Scott  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3286 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wright, Janice  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3287 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Scott, James  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3288 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cooper, Sheri  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3289 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Magana, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3290 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rubin, Eryn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3291 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: White, Teresa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3292 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Taibbi, Gail  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3293 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Krell, Nancy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3294 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Blaylock, Dawnell  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3295 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thompson, Shari  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3296 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Levitt, Lacey  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:24 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3297 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carivan, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3298 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Simon, Roslyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3299 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Wakefield, Janet  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3300 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nappi, Glenn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3301 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gaerlan, Giselle  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3302 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Orland, Shari  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3303 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rincon, Chris  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3304 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Farnum, Bruce  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3305 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gaess, Judie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3306 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wills, Anne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3307 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mills, Randy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3308 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sterner, James  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3309 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gitter, Olaf  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3310 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sabagh, Liz  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:51 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3311 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Young, Allison  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3312 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brown, Sharon  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3313 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Hamilton, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3314 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Surban, Anna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3315 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rivera, Gaby  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3316 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bond, Julia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3317 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Channell, Dianne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3318 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eisen, William  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3319 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Anderson, Joyce  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3320 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kawamoto, Gary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3321 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gissendaner, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3322 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lindemulder harris, Laurie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3323 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shade, Herb  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3324 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fransila, Justin  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:08:59 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3325 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dea, Robert  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3326 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Friedman, Maggie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3327 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Calambro, Leslie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3328 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Raynard, Mirella  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3329 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vassilakidis, Pat  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3330 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Meier, Christine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3331 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Crockett, Nelson  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3332 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Myers, Sidney  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3333 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Horton, Gloria  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3334 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Markman, Tracy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3335 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Peil, Diana  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3336 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Martin, Tim  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3337 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hamilton, April  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3338 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lemessy, Denise  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:10 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3339 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ho, Josephine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3340 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bouillaud, Martine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3341 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Barbour, Holly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3342 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Payton, Juanita  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3343 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Semel, Richard  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3344 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Matthews, Rhonda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3345 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cornell, Karen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3346 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Collard, Judith  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3347 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Batterman, Barbra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3348 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marzelli, Michael  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3349 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mercado, Darleen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3350 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mccleary, Bob  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3351 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Parsons, Drennen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3352 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Miller, Carol  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:44 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3353 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dudley, Nancy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3354 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mccarthy, Darlene  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3355 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Leonard, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3356 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mooney, Dawn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3357 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mullen, Charlotte  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3358 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Snider, Phyllis  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3359 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Chernak, Debi  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3360 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lang, April  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3361 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Blanchard, Robert  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3362 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Amoriello, Angela  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3363 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bodine, Jane  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3364 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tapp-kratzer, Wanda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3365 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcnair, Nicole  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3366 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bianco, Andy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:53 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3367 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Twiggs, Ruth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3368 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Arnoldy, Jotham  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3369 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Wirth, Carol  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3370 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wells, Michele  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3371 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Livergood, Lora  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3372 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Walsh, Denise  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3373 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ogilvie, Cathy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3374 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Keaton, Clinton  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3375 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gauff, Darrell  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:09:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3376 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Garison, Cherish  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3377 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lent, Kelli  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3378 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Roybal, Christopher  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3379 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Demuth, Robert  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3380 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Steel, Carly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:01 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3381 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lehman, Cayla  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3382 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marroquin, Coreen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3383 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Brock, Dale  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3384 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bains, Ken  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3385 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goldberg, Rachelle  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3386 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Byrne, Grace  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3387 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Idy, Joan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3388 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harris, Kymberlee  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3389 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gallagher, Tree  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3390 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zubko, James  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3391 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Feldstein, Stephan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3392 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dorcas-werner, Dawna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3393 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Barnes, Corey  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3394 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Winters, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:09 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3395 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shumsker, Paul  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3396 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clough, Richard  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3397 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Peterson, Sandra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3398 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Aron, Deborah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3399 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Spadazzi, Frank  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3400 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wilson, Debra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3401 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcconville, Jane  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3402 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Trumble, S  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3403 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Williams, Amanda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3404 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Faeth, Lori  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3405 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Buck, Barbara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3406 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mollica, Minerva  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3407 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Worker, Kevin  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3408 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thomas, Rebecca  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:21 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3409 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Petrella, Nicholi  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3410 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: M, Mindy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3411 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Burns, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3412 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rice, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3413 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tadlock, Warren  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3414 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tamburro, Melissa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3415 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Seitz, Bob  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3416 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Favero, Michael  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3417 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Holmes, Paula  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3418 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wechsler, J  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3419 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cook, Charlotte  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3420 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Donovan, Charlene  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3421 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Scott, Luella  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3422 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lauxmann, Timothy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:28 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3423 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fowler, Beverly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3424 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Russell, Sandra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3425 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Taylor, Beverly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3426 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: K, Melissa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3427 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Levan, Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3428 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Doane, Judith  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3429 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pedreira, Carmen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3430 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ayres, Philomena  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3431 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rivera, M  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3432 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schuetz, Sue  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3433 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ferro, Sylvia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3434 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Farrahi, Shireen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3435 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rubinstein, Sherry  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3436 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: L, A  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:37 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3437 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gorgo, Jennifer  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3438 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ash, Tiffany  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3439 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Kanavy, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3440 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Feryan, Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3441 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Veaux, Carl  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3442 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Cecile  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3443 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bernath, Debra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3444 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Moore, Sheila  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3445 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Salsitz, Diane  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3446 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hoeper, Becky  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3447 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Southerland, Ada  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3448 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kupferberg, Marcia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3449 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Desantis, Richard  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3450 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Corrigan, Anne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:45 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3451 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Abreu, Melissa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3452 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hamson, Nancy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3453 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Lundquist, Charles  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3454 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Williams, Janet  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3455 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Luft, Ann  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3456 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Kim  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3457 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Young, Cheryl  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3458 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Phillips, Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3459 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Gordon  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3460 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stawinoga, Greg  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3461 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bolick, Charles  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3462 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dickstein, Stephen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3463 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cowan, Jan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3464 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Young, Kyle  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:56 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3465 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Grace, Ahsha  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3466 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dorantes, Raven  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3467 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Faircloth, Diane  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3468 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Grantham, Pat  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3469 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Esposito, Barbara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3470 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Westbrook, Bonnie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3471 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Miller, Mara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3472 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: O'callaghan, Judith  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:10:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3473 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jackson, Leila  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3474 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shrum, Kenneth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3475 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Christoff, Stephanie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3476 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Parshall, Dorothy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3477 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Moniz, Maria  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3478 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hemingway, Carol  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:05 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3479 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Illiano, Neil  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3480 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cox, Nonya  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3481 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Durgin, Patrease  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3482 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Housseau, Catherine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3483 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gallup, Earl  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3484 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Burrier, Jean  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3485 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Asperti, Sissi  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3486 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Weiner, Nona  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3487 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Frank, Wayne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3488 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hehn, Ruth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3489 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hunter, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3490 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hepner, Jean  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3491 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Robles, Sean  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3492 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Baird, Melissa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:12 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3493 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mann, Jeff  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3494 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ifft, Douglas  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3495 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Whitesel, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3496 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Burger, Ryan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3497 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Buckley, Phyllis  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3498 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Miller, Sharon  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3499 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Flanary, Jodie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3500 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Amrod, David  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3501 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cooper, Daniel  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3502 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hensman, Robert  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3503 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Galil, Leonie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3504 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gamblin, David  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3505 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fedorsky, Tsar  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3506 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Potter, Don  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:24 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3507 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hartig, Frank  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3508 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lavallade, Hugo  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3509 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Schwall, Nancy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3510 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: White, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3511 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sauer, Gretchen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3512 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Weishaar, Lenette  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3513 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Emanuel, Suzi  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3514 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lorencz, Katherine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3515 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Seailles, Heloise  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3516 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sewell, Frostianne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3517 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tucker, Elaine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3518 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Callender, Shelly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3519 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tutihasi, R-laurraine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3520 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lunsford, Jimmie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:32 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3521 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pavlidis, Gregory  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3522 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Poehlmann, Penelope  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3523 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Bradford, Paula  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3524 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tack, Martha  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3525 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Trzesniowski, Wieslawa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3526 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Woods, Barb  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3527 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Piasecki, Kimberly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3528 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tillman, Elena  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3529 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Roth, Agnes  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3530 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Makos, Roger  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3531 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Martin, Patty  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3532 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Warthen, Suzanne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3533 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcchesney, Larry  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3534 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eastwood, Maria  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:39 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3535 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mccarthy, Sharon  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3536 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lotz, Kathy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3537 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Valli, Michele  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3538 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Polston, Margaret  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3539 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Granatir, Kelly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3540 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rian, Jill  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3541 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hagedorn, Hans  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3542 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: SeTaL aNemtst, Test US  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3543 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gundlach, Howard  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3544 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ball, Dale  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3545 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Peterson, Ken  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3546 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Christie, Laura  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3547 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Helmer, Bob  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3548 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Andrews, Carmen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:11:59 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3549 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wright, Kylie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3550 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcmurdy, Lori  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3551 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Kuhar, Chris  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3552 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ricker, Karen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3553 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hart, Cynthia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3554 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Engquist, Pamela  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3555 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sutherland, Laura  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3556 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gross, Sandy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3557 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Martin, Drew  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3558 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reichert-nadol, Meleesa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3559 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Preza, Cristina  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3560 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Egorin-hooper, Sara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3561 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Allen, Nikki  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3562 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Blady, Ken  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:16 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3563 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ann, Marilan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3564 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Webster, Julie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3565 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Odell, Katharine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3566 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcdaniel, Sharon  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3567 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Donahue, C  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3568 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carl, Nathan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3569 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lyons, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3570 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rojeski, Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3571 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shank, Michele  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3572 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mize, Cassie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3573 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vicari, Laura  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3574 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sommers, Megan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3575 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Townsend, Pam  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3576 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rader, Bradley  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:28 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3577 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fader, Renee  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3578 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kaufman, David  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3579 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Gimpel, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3580 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: C, K  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3581 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brierly, Kirby  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3582 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hyde, Josephine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3583 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nadelman, Fred  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3584 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Siroky, Lisa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3585 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nerwick, Randall  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3586 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Best, Diane  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3587 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sherrill, Gisella  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3588 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wolf, Jodi  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3589 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mjolsness, John  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3590 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bennett, Adrienne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:41 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3591 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Woods, Danawoods  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3592 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wilburn, Ruth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3593 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Chankasingh, Geeta  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3594 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tubbs, Suzanne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3595 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tafoya, Deborah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3596 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stockton, Joyce  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3597 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Leventon, Judith  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3598 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Beldner, Brad  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3599 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Luster, Kenneth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3600 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marshall, Anita  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3601 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bailey, Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3602 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Baluchinsky, Delia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3603 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ego, Laura  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3604 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Russell, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:51 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3605 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Frank, Margo  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3606 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bailey, Daniel  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3607 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Lucchi, Beverly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3608 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carlino, Joanne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3609 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wozniak, Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3610 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Whealin, Alice  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3611 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mahaney, Bill  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3612 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Semenchuk, Pauline  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3613 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Image, Sweet  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3614 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Buckingham, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:12:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3615 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lasek, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3616 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wilson, Lana  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3617 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clark, Marilyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3618 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Baker, Mike  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:03 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3619 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Iraheta, Ana-maria  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3620 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rogers, Catherine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3621 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Nuckols, B  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3622 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Quickel, Margaret  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3623 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kozel, Jean  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3624 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Novick, Jeanie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3625 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hudson, Anne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3626 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Robertson, Kirstin  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3627 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Anderson, Megan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3628 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Star, Lonnee  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3629 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Oholorogg, Dana  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3630 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zapata, Carolina  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3631 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Connery, Bruce  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3632 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Beard, Monica  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:13 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3633 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kandarapally, Matt  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3634 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jennings, Jude  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3635 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Missant, Theresa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3636 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kostukoff, Cynthia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3637 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Curren, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3638 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kirchner, Monica  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3639 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reeves, Rosalie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3640 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Walters, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3641 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Foster, Marcia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3642 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schleis, Lorraine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3643 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcnab, Maryanne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3644 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Girard, Cynthia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3645 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Eric  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3646 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mccorvey, Angela  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:33 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3647 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stilmant, Yves  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3648 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: O'neill, Helene  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3649 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Mittleman, Scott  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3650 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shipmon, Lu  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3651 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Holland, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3652 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zendejas, Alfredo  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3653 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcguire, Marcia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3654 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Holman-bryant, Vicki  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3655 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Peak, Marie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3656 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lloyd, Kitten  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3657 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Agosto, Jo  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3658 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Downing, Christina  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3659 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Skarie, Sarah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3660 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Handy, Gina  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:47 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3661 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Martinez, Angelica  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3662 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carver, Susanne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3663 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Berdahl, Cheryl  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3664 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Epatko, Mary catherine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3665 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Truesdale, Aster  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3666 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nowak, Lisa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3667 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Costa, Lori  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3668 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: John, Nora  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3669 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: George, Janelle  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3670 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Larose, Yvette  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3671 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clapp, Shelly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3672 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Caron, Anjanette  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3673 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pitre, Robin  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3674 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Coppola, Lynne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:57 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3675 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Flores, Anthony  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3676 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Loya, Amanda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3677 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Oviedo, Solange  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:13:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3678 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Eugenia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3679 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zrelak, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3680 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Banys, Felicia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3681 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Morrell, Vivian  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3682 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cole, Shelley  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3683 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mchendry, Priscilla  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3684 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lebo, Marion  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3685 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pullara, Kathy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3686 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pace, Lori  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3687 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jordan, Sheila  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3688 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bailey, Donald  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:10 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3689 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Snider, Tim  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3690 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Valencia, Ralph  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3691 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: M, Roberta  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3692 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Drosdeck, Stephen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3693 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cavazos, Mark  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3694 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lopez, A  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3695 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Roth-vainder, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3696 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nguyen, Ryan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3697 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cook, Tina  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3698 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mehlhoff, Stephen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3699 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Strong, John  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3700 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Baker, Darlene  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3701 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Everarts, Virginie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3702 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Moore, Flora  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:34 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3703 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stupp, Glynda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3704 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Haim, Carla  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3705 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Li, Pei  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3706 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lutsky, Carly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3707 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Oblinger, Jackie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3708 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Murray, Kristen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3709 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fiebiger, Annalise  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3710 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Flores, Pedro  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3711 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Leckner, Robyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3712 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gerlt, Tonya  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3713 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Whiting, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3714 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hinderks, Robert  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3715 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marx-adams, Lorrie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3716 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Riggs, Judy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:44 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3717 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Scott, Kenneth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3718 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Handforth, Michael  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3719 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Thompson, Pat  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3720 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Richards, Derrick  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3721 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hornick, Leesa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3722 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ash, Rose  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3723 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gillette, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3724 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gilmore, Lorraine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3725 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Barro, Vivian  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3726 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Engelke, Karen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3727 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Slusher, Penny  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3728 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Snyder, Betsy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3729 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Breto, Maria  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3730 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Champlin, Herb  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:54 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3731 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rogers, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3732 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Weaver, Diane  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3733 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Ewing, Sarah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3734 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Latimer, Jonathan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3735 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Corps, Belinda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:14:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3736 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Scalfaro, Connie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3737 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Klein, Derek  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3738 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Singleton, Gabriele  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3739 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Lori  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3740 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lubeley, Kris  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3741 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Didiego, Michael  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3742 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nelson, Larry  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3743 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Going, Mila  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3744 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: De guida, Ellyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:04 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3745 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sadur, Anita  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3746 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Alexander, Diane  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3747 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Labey, Georgia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3748 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Morgan, Timothy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3749 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gilbert, Lyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3750 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rabe, Ursela  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3751 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cooper, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3752 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Huq, Aziz  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3753 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Faulk, Joyce  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3754 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Detrick, Carola  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3755 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schlotte, Jack  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3756 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zullo, Barbara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3757 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bauer, Ernst  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3758 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jet, Retro  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:16 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3759 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shadbar, Karen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3760 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Aguirre, Nathan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3761 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Lon, Zvigniew  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3762 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Munchel, Kim  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3763 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dockins, Lorrie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3764 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rohrssen, Wanda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3765 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marinakis, Marie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3766 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sorrentino, Paula  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3767 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cz, N  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3768 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Perino, Angela  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3769 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rimkus, James  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3770 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gardner, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3771 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Perlman, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3772 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Berario, Myra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:22 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3773 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lopez, Susie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3774 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sobczak, Joanne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3775 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Abarno, Stephen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3776 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shea, Laura  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3777 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Macwhinnie, John  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3778 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hayes, Debora  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3779 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Huk, Maryann  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3780 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: White, Darlene  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3781 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Armstrong, Emily  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3782 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Verschelden, Greg  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3783 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Roddvik, Donna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3784 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Adams, Brandi  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3785 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Perlson, Judith  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3786 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bridges, Andrea  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:31 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3787 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Alaro, Bali  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3788 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bohonik, Candace  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3789 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Gindele, Abigail  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3790 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Taylor, Janine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3791 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mai, Dang  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3792 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rathke, Donald  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3793 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Winn, Valorie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3794 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marczynski, Anna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3795 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Walker, Lise  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3796 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pyne, Jo  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3797 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bailey, Laura  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3798 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harris, Hayley  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3799 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Troiano, Jeremy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3800 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Moore, Angela  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:39 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3801 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brooks, Paul  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3802 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mele, Deb  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3803 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Rulon, Danielle  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3804 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Caprio, Valeri  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3805 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nakayama, Midori  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3806 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Olmo, Gladys  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3807 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sato, Cybelle  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3808 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ward, Alfred  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3809 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Doyle, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3810 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Link, C  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3811 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Scarola, Joseph  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3812 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dougherty, Jean  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3813 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Temme, Elle  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3814 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Varner, Lance  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:48 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3815 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wol, Pat  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3816 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rosenberry, Pamelar  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3817 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Kasper, Joseph  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3818 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Deyoung, Joyce  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3819 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Youngquist, Roberta  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3820 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sb, Sj  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3821 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gibson, Rose  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3822 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Padula, Debra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3823 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Timms, Moira  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3824 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cruz, Lillian  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3825 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Matsumoto, Caterina  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3826 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Anthony, Bryan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3827 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brown, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3828 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fierro, Talla  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:59 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3829 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: George, Cathy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3830 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Woods, Enia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:15:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3831 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Howard, Cynthia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3832 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gerritsen, Phyllis  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3833 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wilson, Troy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3834 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Spengler, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3835 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gaudette, Deborah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3836 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gill, Cole  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3837 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcatee, Cheryl  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3838 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reese, Roslyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3839 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Prater, Caroline  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3840 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Namel, Stacey  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3841 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hammond, Carol  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3842 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gladfelter, Brenda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:10 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3843 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bk, Erika  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3844 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tomkiel, Stanley  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3845 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Rountree, Janet  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3846 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Latessa, Yolanda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3847 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Barrineau, Rhonda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3848 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mueller-jenkins, Elisabeth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3849 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Garza, Rosie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3850 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ryberg, Marion  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3851 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Peters, Valerie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3852 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Moreira, Thays  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3853 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shipman, Rachel  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3854 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gillam, Dorothy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3855 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ferguson, Audrey  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3856 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Geriann  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:21 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3857 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Humowiecki, Stephen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3858 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vesely, Renee  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3859 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Uram, Monica  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3860 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carroll, Carrie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3861 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Buttry, Jonathan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3862 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Grabar, Christine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3863 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brown, Jet  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3864 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Avman, Selda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3865 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hamilton, Carol  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3866 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Scott  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3867 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ray, Kristy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3868 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fouts, Skl  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3869 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Derey, Maura  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3870 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcgaughey, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:46 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3871 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Toland, Scott  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3872 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Larose, Amencia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3873 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Gage, Kristy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3874 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brady, Sandra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3875 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Salzberg, Robert  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3876 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reidy, Barbara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3877 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Krajniak, Jan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3878 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kmiec, Pam  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3879 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Doolan, Amilia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3880 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Oliver  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3881 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Winkler, Meg  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3882 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carrero-sune, Rafael  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:16:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3883 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mills, Karen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3884 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tharp, Brett  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:01 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3885 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcdonald, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3886 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Milne, Christine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3887 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Wix, Olivia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3888 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Layton, Laura  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3889 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nowak, Julanne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3890 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eubanks, Patti  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3891 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bohren, Joyce  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3892 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hanniman, Kimberly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3893 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gerl, Blake  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3894 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tersigni, Toni  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3895 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Leonard, Madelyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3896 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Adamo, Janna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3897 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Flake-, Colette  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3898 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Libhart, Valerie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:07 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3899 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Howe, Amy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3900 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jones, Cynthia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3901 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Gaspard, Rachel  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3902 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wilks, Tanya  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3903 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Elkins, Carol  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3904 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gieser, John  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3905 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Murray, Clayton  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3906 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Farren, Marie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3907 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ellsworth, Deborah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3908 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gonzalez, Gilberto  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3909 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ballenger, Charlotte  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3910 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Martinez, Shawn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3911 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ayers, Frank  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3912 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Perdick, Dorinda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:18 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3913 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kirkhart, Cynthia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3914 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kestner, Aves  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3915 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Mollo, Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3916 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Henderson, Janice  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3917 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Murphy, Maura  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3918 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harrington, Joanne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3919 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dvorak, Michelle  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3920 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eitel, Erin  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3921 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rosoff, Michael  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3922 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kane, Zoe  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3923 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brown, Erica  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3924 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pharo, Barbara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3925 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kyle, Alison  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3926 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ramos, Gonzalo  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:26 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3927 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Veintimilla, Kalina  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3928 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Malley, Debbie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3929 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Klinke, David  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3930 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goldstein, Jody  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3931 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dever-reynolds, Penny  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3932 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Starnes, Dianne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3933 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zunich, Monica  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3934 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Balingit, Tess  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3935 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Weinblatt, Gloria  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3936 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Foreman, Julia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3937 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lavik, Tania  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3938 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Arendt, Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3939 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bryant, Shannon  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3940 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Love, Allison  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:38 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3941 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sterns, Kimberly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3942 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sanchez, Luis  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3943 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Sifuentez martinez, Ashley  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3944 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shay, Ralph  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3945 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Wendy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3946 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Uhing, Nicole  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3947 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eagan, Diane  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3948 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Masurat, Gerry  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3949 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Piatigorski, Roxie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3950 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cieplinski, Debbie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3951 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Butchart, Marcia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3952 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eckert, Lauren  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3953 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Meshekow, Marc  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3954 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Patton, Rubbia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:44 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3955 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reilly, Ann  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3956 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stringer, Ola  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3957 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Prestridge, Laura  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3958 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bonstein, Lo  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3959 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Spring, Karola  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3960 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brown, Connor  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3961 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dickinson, Amanda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3962 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Crosby, Marlene  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3963 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Duran, Amanda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3964 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Javier, Michael  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3965 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Diaz jr, Orlando  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3966 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dimock, Tabby  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3967 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gan, Michael  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:17:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3968 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sims, Melinda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:07 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3969 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Davidson, Scott  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3970 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gidey, Lwam  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3971 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Borosh, Helga  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3972 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Velasquez, Aldo  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3973 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Scaduto, Janice  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3974 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Haemmel, Liz  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3975 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Daniel, Tawanda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3976 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Grossi, Lori  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3977 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tanzer, Jeanette  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3978 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clifford, Ruth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3979 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thomas, Richard  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3980 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kendall, Devon  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3981 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Louck, Marion  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3982 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Simonds, Donna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:25 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3983 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: West, Tarina  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3984 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mobley, Brandi  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3985 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Hooper, Lynda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3986 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Palmer, Alun  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3987 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Covey, Michael  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3988 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Evans jr, Leonard  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3989 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Six, Andrea  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3990 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Millett, Pam  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3991 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lamuniere, Suzanne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3992 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Colon, Lena  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3993 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wolfe, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3994 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Engle, Collene  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3995 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Boddy, Dorothy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3996 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Massey, Leandra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:42 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3997 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rachwal, Deborah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3998 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bragado leon, Paula  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 3999 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Castiano, Judith  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4000 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Chatfield, Verena  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4001 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Knight, Gary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:18:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4002 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ding, Nancy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4003 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Leung, Vivian  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4004 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Navarro, Mia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4005 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thomas, Judy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4006 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Liu, Marc  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4007 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kim, Karen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4008 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nicolls, Kani Louise  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4009 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Drummond, Debbie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4010 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Laskowski, Diane  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:07 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4011 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lussier, Kista  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4012 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Iaea, Evelyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4013 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Belair, Pat  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4014 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reed, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4015 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Warner, Paulette  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4016 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cutty, Donald  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4017 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fontana, Felice  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4018 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rolf, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4019 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Emling, Shari  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4020 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Drake, Destiny  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4021 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Whitlock, Richard  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4022 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vincent, Kiley  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4023 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Buchanan, John  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4024 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jardim, Jenna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:16 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4025 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Withers, Jerry  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4026 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Keim, Cathy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4027 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Welchoff, Lori  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4028 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sriboonwong, Irene  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4029 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Richards, Gwen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4030 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bornmann, Stacie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4031 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schmidt, Lorie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4032 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brock, Roger  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4033 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kline, Chante'  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4034 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brines, Jerry  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4035 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Werner, Kenneth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4036 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Horner, Sarah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4037 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Looney, Terry  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4038 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gardner, Leslie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:25 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4039 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Culver, Anne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4040 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Taylor, Mari  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4041 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Stevens, Jane  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4042 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Baglio, Kerrie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4043 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Melora, Carolann  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4044 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hebert, Renelle  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4045 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Perry, Wendy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4046 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Knight, Bev  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4047 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sottman, Robin  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4048 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Robidoux, Mary lou  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4049 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Keegan, Colleen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4050 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mckendry, Richard  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4051 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Evans, Nilda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4052 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Leonard, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:33 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4053 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Girouard, Cheryl  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4054 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcneil, Deborah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4055 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Martin, Kathryn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4056 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Savage, Natalie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4057 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: White, Kim  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4058 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sheldon, Lorraine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4059 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Greenwell, Donna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4060 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Calandro, James  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4061 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Doyle, April  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4062 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schmeski, John  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4063 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cowie, Jonathan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4064 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lewis, Lorraine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4065 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ewalt, Debra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4066 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:42 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4067 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fugebrink, Cynthia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4068 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Redwanski, Merrie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4069 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Castelo, Lisa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4070 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ingelsson, Kajsa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4071 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cantilli, John  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4072 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cullinan, Sarabeth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4073 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tousignant, Eric  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4074 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dugan, George  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4075 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lenkov, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4076 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Colburn, Gayle  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4077 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Alexander, Pam  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4078 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rome, Karen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4079 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Coppersmith, Dawn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4080 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Huotari, Lori  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:54 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4081 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mendoza, Yolanda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4082 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zielinski, David  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4083 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Reilling, Gordon  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4084 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lisi-mccoy, Joan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:19:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4085 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Conrow, Paul  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4086 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tedesco, Robert  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4087 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harvey, Gloria  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4088 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rinzler, Deborah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4089 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Neyhouse, Barbara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4090 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bokal, Tammy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4091 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Juma, Amanda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4092 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lang, Belinda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4093 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Anderson, Meredith  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4094 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Patterson, Maurice  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:10 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4095 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Langmacher, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4096 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Peppin, Fumiko  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4097 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Gaber, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4098 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Holsomback, Sherry  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4099 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sharkey, Ellen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4100 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Anderson, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4101 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kramer, Phyllis  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4102 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Todd, Kalita  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4103 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mullaley, Lisa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4104 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Axberg, Robert  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4105 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Garrett, Mandy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4106 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wright, Barbara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4107 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Williamson, Kathryn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4108 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fersner, Michael  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:18 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4109 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Caucci, Kathryn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4110 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stafford, James  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4111 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Tillery, De'quan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4112 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kashner, John  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4113 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cheeseman, Stacey  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4114 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sutton, Judy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4115 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: P., Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4116 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schumann, Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4117 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kaufman, Barbara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4118 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thomas, Beverly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4119 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Berlinghof, Bonnie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4120 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Alton, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4121 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Felse, Joyce  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4122 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Merritt, Tianna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:29 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4123 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Omalley, Sue  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4124 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Klehm, Erin  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4125 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: James, Laura  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4126 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: French, Katie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4127 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nettesheim, Kelly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4128 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Macciocco, Nicole  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4129 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Elaine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4130 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Urban, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4131 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wagner, Crystal  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4132 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stoup, Anne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4133 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Williams, Robert  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4134 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Parks, Tracey  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4135 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Porter, Christina  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4136 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lendzion, Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:41 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4137 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kramer, Maru  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4138 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mayer, Betty  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4139 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Zenor-kelleher, Melanie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4140 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dingus, Autumn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4141 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tibbo, Laura  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4142 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mayo, Abigail  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4143 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lafrance, Roberta  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4144 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nicholas, Holly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4145 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lafontsee, Dana  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4146 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcloughlin, Gisele  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4147 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hutton, Tom  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4148 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Korn, Julie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:20:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4149 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Garrett-cox, Ginaraye  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4150 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Daghighian, R  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:03 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4151 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Foster, Heather  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4152 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shann, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4153 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Chaloupka, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4154 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Derence, Lea  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4155 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wong, samuel  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4156 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Galt, Cheyenne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4157 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Epstein, Irwin  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4158 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fall, Fred  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4159 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bierlein, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4160 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcdonald, Erin  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4161 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gargantiel, Deb  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4162 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Poore, Beth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4163 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Traun, Dan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4164 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Watkinson, Matthew  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:20 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4165 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hesselink, Joanne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4166 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zuba, Renee  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4167 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Ritz, Deborah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4168 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Soto, Sheila  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4169 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Davis, Gwen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4170 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hopkins, Amina  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4171 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Peebles, Keith  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4172 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eddy, Ashley  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4173 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4174 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schott, Cindy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4175 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pickles, Gaylia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4176 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wagner, Heidi  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4177 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mallon, Sally  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4178 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Springer-peacock, Aimee  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:33 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4179 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Martinez, Krystle  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4180 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marshall, Brianna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4181 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Ewing, Roger  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4182 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Barton-sudol, Gail  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4183 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Parks, Ed  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4184 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Birkby, Stacey  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4185 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bibb, Nancy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4186 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Donaho, Shannon  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4187 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Oaks, Barry  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:21:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4188 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thompson, Susie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4189 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fabbri, Leigh  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4190 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Weiner, Felicia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4191 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Herrera, Ariel  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4192 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Armstromg, Audra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:02 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4193 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Moss, Walter  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4194 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Figueroa, Hiramy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4195 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Murray, Erica  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4196 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Agnello, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4197 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rodriguez, Josephine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4198 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Agosto, Nataly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4199 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Way, Catherine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4200 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bush, Stacey  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4201 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clark, Guadalupe  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4202 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cloyd, Kimberly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4203 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Krull, George  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4204 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lee, Janet starlite  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4205 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Borg, Charles  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4206 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stanfield, Maureen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:31 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4207 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bailey, Deborah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4208 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Levett, Janet  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4209 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Watts, Jan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4210 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: De hoyos, Arthur  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4211 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ditullio, Regina  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4212 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carrillo, Jorge  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4213 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Benzant, Rosa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4214 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tudor, Cherish  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4215 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schramm, Beverly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4216 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Franco, Sharon  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4217 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brzezinski, Curtis  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4218 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lotz, Patty  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4219 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shesgreen, Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4220 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Craft, Cori  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:22:56 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4221 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pascale, Connie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4222 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Williams, Bernadette  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4223 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Delladora, Deborah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4224 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sumrall, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4225 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rachal, Cyleena  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4226 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sparacio, Kathy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4227 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cho, Tony  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4228 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Squires, George  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4229 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Delaney, Bob  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4230 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Santerre, Keira  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4231 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pettit, Carol  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4232 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tuck, Rickert  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4233 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Howe, Alice  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4234 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Geiger, Richard  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:13 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4235 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Golightly, Allison  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4236 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Polick, Tammy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4237 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Feldman, V.  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4238 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Warren, Lashanda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4239 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cap, Lyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4240 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clarence, Winston  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4241 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sonker, Sunny  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4242 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Krygsheld, Clarence  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4243 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ward, Daniel  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4244 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schoonover, Terry  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4245 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cardenas, Christina  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4246 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Maier, Korin  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4247 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Krakenberg, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4248 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gossett, Gracie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:23 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4249 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bierschenk, Taylor  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4250 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Montalbano, Bob  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4251 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Frost, Gregory  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4252 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gamm, Ariel  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4253 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Krugman, Charles  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4254 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Geddes, Kenneth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4255 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jones, Suzanne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4256 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcclain, Tony  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4257 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hazen, Carl  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4258 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wackell, Shayne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4259 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mancini, Richard  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4260 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Painter, Theresa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4261 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Chavez, Gloria  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4262 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Larkin, Richard  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:36 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4263 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mueller, Christopher  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4264 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Baker, Laura  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4265 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Campbell, Charlene  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4266 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tennyson, Carol  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4267 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Slater, Doris  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4268 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Palmer, Brandi  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4269 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Burt, Tanya  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4270 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Winters, Fred  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4271 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Simmons, Daniel  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4272 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wood, Brian  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4273 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sanger, Kathi  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4274 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Betts, Herb  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4275 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cook, Debbie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4276 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Elston, Jon  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:47 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4277 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Villareal, Carmen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4278 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Judi  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4279 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Nava, Autumn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4280 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goldstein, Kathy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4281 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smale, Meri  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4282 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Saavedra, Maria  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4283 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rheault, Sarah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4284 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dawkins, Regina  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4285 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Walgenbach, David  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4286 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sinclair, Juliana  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4287 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lane jr., Daniel  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4288 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Keizur, Rodney  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:23:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4289 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: King, Rosemary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4290 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Noel, Arlene  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:00 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4291 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vernon, Kerrie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4292 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kinney, Larry  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4293 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Daily, C marilyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4294 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Koeppel, Dorothy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4295 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Joe  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4296 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lucas, Raine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4297 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jasso, Arturo  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4298 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Colton, Kathy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4299 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vayda, Karen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4300 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nelli, Nick  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4301 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Berk, Ellen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4302 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Boyd, Deralyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4303 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lalone, Jane  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4304 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Foltz, Stephen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:15 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4305 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sicoli, Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4306 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wigginton, Mark  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4307 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Jentgen, Dinah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4308 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gates, Ellen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4309 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wilson, Laura  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4310 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rana, Indira  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4311 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stewart, Jan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4312 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clay-emerson, Maria  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4313 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Napier, Trisha  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4314 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcdermott, Lisa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4315 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Walker, Fred  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4316 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hudson, Latrice  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4317 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wall, Carol  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4318 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kleidon, James  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:22 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4319 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Van groll, Lee  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4320 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcmaster, David  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4321 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Mcnamara, Nano  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4322 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Branham, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4323 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stephen, Teresa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4324 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dunn, Sherri  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4325 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wheeless, Christy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4326 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcgrath, Barbara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4327 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Arnett, Dina  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4328 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jacobs, Laura  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4329 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nelson, Kay  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4330 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Palladino, Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4331 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Robbins, M  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4332 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fiedler, Sandra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:30 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4333 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Miller, Steven  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4334 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Palmer, Sandra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4335 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Roberts, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4336 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rumbaugh, Lori  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4337 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Abala, Philip  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4338 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Deering, Cameron  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4339 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wilson, Joseph  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4340 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kuhn, Kristian  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4341 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cain, Lavarcyl  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4342 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thompson, Mike  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4343 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: King, Michael  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4344 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: E, Amro  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4345 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Meek, F  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4346 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Medgyesy, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:35 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4347 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Belcher, Elaine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4348 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stiteler, Ellin  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4349 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Howe, Tonia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4350 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Robb, Terri  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4351 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Horn, Sandy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4352 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Isaacs, Megan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4353 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carpenter, Sandra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4354 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Leeper, Bonnie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4355 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bogerd, Carol  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4356 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Crocker, Alan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4357 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Macdonnell, Jo ann  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4358 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Snelson, Janice  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4359 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Burns, esq., Robert  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4360 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harris, D.  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:43 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4361 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Boster, Megan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4362 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dowdle, Michelle  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4363 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Baiza, Abel  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4364 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Meisenburg, Karen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4365 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hanson, Nancy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4366 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bones, Luis  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4367 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Draper, Rob  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4368 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bettolo, Sue  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4369 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vanstralen, Donna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4370 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Chasan, Tina  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4371 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Williams, Billye  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4372 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Emily  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4373 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Foster, George  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4374 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Miranda, Lila  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:58 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4375 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ashby, Suzanne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4376 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Long, Jonne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:24:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4377 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Young, Deborah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4378 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ward, Lolly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4379 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Magee, K  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4380 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Magnolia, Megan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4381 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mclaughlin, Mary ellen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4382 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Childs, Sharon ann  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4383 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Domal, Dave  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4384 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bergman, Simona  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4385 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Spinelli, Herman  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4386 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Elias, Barbara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4387 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Knoll, Tamara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4388 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brown, Martha  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:18 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4389 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mclaughlin, Carolyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4390 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lynch, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4391 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Frederiksen, Robert  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4392 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Obukohwo, Hannah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4393 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hammond, Colton  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4394 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shefski, Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4395 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clayton, Anna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4396 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carpenter, Craig  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4397 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Booker, Gayle  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4398 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Sarah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4399 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mills, Allan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4400 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Laughlin, Danny  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4401 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Green, Tracy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4402 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tavares, Diane  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:23 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4403 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zaccarelli, Jan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4404 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dunlap, Sydney  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4405 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: T, Jadi  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4406 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Burns, Bonnie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4407 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dixon, Eddye  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4408 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Minter, Donna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4409 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Parker, Katie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4410 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: English, Cheryn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4411 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Chenault, Beth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4412 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Raimondo, Laura  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4413 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nelson, Glenn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4414 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hawver-scott, Timothy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4415 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Connors, Cipher  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4416 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wince, Ellizabeth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:29 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4417 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Scheele, Angela  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4418 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Myers, Phillip  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4419 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Baumgartner, Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4420 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Record, Anita  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4421 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fletcher, Michael  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4422 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bova, Stacey  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4423 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fenderson, Bill  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4424 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Neumarque, Richard  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4425 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rotay, Dina  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4426 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sokolow, Alex  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4427 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Pamela  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4428 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cahill, Dorene  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4429 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Santora, Robert  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4430 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brown, Diamond  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:36 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4431 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mirtil, Stherly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4432 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dorgan, Katie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4433 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Frederick, Jean  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4434 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mccoy, Lois  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4435 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Buxton, Julie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4436 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Syverson, Sonja  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4437 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Conrad, Jennifer  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4438 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rush, Richard  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4439 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cates, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4440 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Heyer, Ellis  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4441 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Waller, Emory  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4442 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kabir, Nabila  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4443 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fusinaz, Judy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4444 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Deweese, John  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:43 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4445 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Caruthers, Mark  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4446 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Euser, Adriana  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4447 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Philips, Mark  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4448 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dederich, Neal  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4449 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Honermann, Deidre  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4450 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Logsdon, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4451 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Paradise, Maryann  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4452 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Majeau, Alison  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4453 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Castleberry, Rt  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4454 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Taylor, Karen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4455 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cardwell, Debbie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4456 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Choquehuanca, Jose  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4457 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: McDonald, Lwilliam  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4458 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dalton, Cindy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:48 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4459 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Silbermann, Edith  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4460 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clark, Ted  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4461 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Davis, Maurice  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4462 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gilchrist, George  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4463 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jacobowitz, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4464 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Long, Virginia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4465 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Amacher, Franziska  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4466 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Markowitz, Saul  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4467 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Metzler, Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4468 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Kimberly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4469 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Minick, Audrey  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4470 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Blake, Janice  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4471 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wise, Amy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4472 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hester, Gena  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:57 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4473 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gile, Barrie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4474 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hipwell, Donna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4475 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Wright, Roosevelt  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4476 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Crowe, Kelly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4477 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sanchez, Eugene  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4478 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brenner, Ariel  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4479 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marker, Tim  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4480 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gavula, Ronald  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4481 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcilvaine, Charles  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4482 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Trimble, Ursula  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:25:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4483 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gibbs, Sharon  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4484 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Langston, Cliff/ella  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4485 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: May-adcox, Susie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4486 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Epting, Allen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:02 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4487 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fish, Alex  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4488 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Howell, Annette  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4489 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Blanton, Thomas  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4490 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wehrwein, Nancy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4491 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Davis, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4492 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Perry, Donna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4493 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Velasquez, Michelle  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4494 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dillman, Judith  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4495 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Froment, Edmee  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4496 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lee, Isaac  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4497 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Willis, Nieshea  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4498 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Freeman, Alyssa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4499 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Patak, Gail  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4500 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Davis, Summer  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:08 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4501 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Peterson, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4502 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gamson, Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4503 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Nichols, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4504 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Araguz, William  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4505 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reilly, Joan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4506 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bucher, Theresa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4507 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Maynard, Karin  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4508 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Debra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4509 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Porter, Ellen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4510 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thornton, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4511 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reilly, Joan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4512 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Allen, Don  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4513 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lindhurst, Cheryl  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4514 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Walling, Richie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:19 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4515 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Keen, Anna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4516 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brackett, Ronny  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4517 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Luchesi, Jessie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4518 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eisley, Naomi  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4519 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ficara, Suzanne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4520 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vandrovec, Bryan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4521 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dangott, Juanita  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4522 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wright, Samamtha  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4523 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fairbanks, Jessie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4524 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Maynard, Elaine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4525 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Miller, Emily  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4526 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Durenberger, Bradley  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4527 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Romans, Jennifer  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4528 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nash, Sharon  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:32 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4529 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Boyce, Tracy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4530 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Corbett, Clivonne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4531 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Marquez, Christina  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4532 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jarvis, Carolyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4533 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harp, Steve  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4534 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kaye, Connie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4535 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pfister, Joseph  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4536 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Farrar, Marlene  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4537 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lash, Kat  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4538 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Flores, Nellie flores  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4539 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Matero, Christopher  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4540 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Anderson, Hallie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4541 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Whitaker, Don  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4542 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sears, Melinda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:38 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4543 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kube, Rosalind  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4544 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hundchen, Theresa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4545 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Walz, Wendy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4546 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dickinson, Norman  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4547 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hand, Alyce  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4548 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Youngblood, Francine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4549 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Remson, Abraham  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:26:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4550 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Seckendorf, Michael  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4551 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Turner, Steven  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4552 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dimaggio, Joseph  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4553 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thomas, Randy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4554 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Notaro, Carole  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4555 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Katzman, Annie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4556 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Florio, Dawn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:06 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4557 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hein, Laurie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4558 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: S, Erin  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4559 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Hope, Sue  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4560 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Forsythe, Barbara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4561 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Finnegan, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4562 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Candela, Jackie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4563 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hughes, Jeannette  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4564 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Scott-brier, Barbara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4565 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Abrams, Andrea  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4566 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shisila, Kerrie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4567 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Herron, John  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4568 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hegland, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4569 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bynum, Richard  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4570 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hatcher, David  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:15 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4571 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Terranova, Nancy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4572 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ratley, Jackie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4573 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Matranga, Georgeanne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4574 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Crouse, Lindsay  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4575 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Munn, Edward  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4576 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Garry, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4577 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mulcahy, Constance  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4578 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Casey, Patrick  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4579 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gray, Anthony  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4580 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Chew, Timothy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4581 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Oates, Judy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4582 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sanditz, Stephen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4583 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hartman, George  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4584 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hankins, Peggy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:42 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4585 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dunwoody, Robert  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4586 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Monroe, E.j.  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4587 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Kane, Lynne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4588 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Guenther, Charles  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4589 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Green, Eartha  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4590 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tesler, Lynette  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4591 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Santa, Elissa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4592 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Farquhar, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4593 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Curtis, Anne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4594 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dean, Candace  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4595 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kishbaugh, Connie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4596 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bryant, Sharon  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4597 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fleischner, Carolyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4598 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mccright, Julie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:50 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4599 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Speltz, Stephanie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4600 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tollison, Joanne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4601 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Mcnamara, Robin  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4602 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vaydik, Frank  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4603 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kalvass, Leslie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4604 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Berger, Rhonda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4605 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cross-tedesco, Barbara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4606 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clark, Jean  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4607 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Huffman, Nora  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4608 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Barr, Vanessa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4609 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Simpson, Art  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:27:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4610 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Friedman, Dustin  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4611 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Morgan, Erika  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4612 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ramos, Lallia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:01 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4613 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schwartz, Natalie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4614 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ciaffone, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4615 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Meredith, Carmen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4616 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cox, Deborah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4617 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dimmock, Julie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4618 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Conover, Tacey  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4619 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nuzum, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4620 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Peterson, Denise  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4621 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Watts, Carol  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4622 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Robins, Carey  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4623 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Peters, Sharon  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4624 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Henning, Mark  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4625 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thomas, James  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4626 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mullis, Glenda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:30 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4627 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ingram, Wilma  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4628 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dominic, Duane  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4629 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Petkosek, Christy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4630 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Prussner, Eve  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4631 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Keeler, Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4632 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shepherd, Debora  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4633 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Underhill, Scott  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4634 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Martinell, Corinne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4635 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dalton, Carol  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4636 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gouwens, Mary weaver  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4637 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Spahn, Mark  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4638 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Covey, John  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4639 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dake, Nelson  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4640 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Diamond, Edna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:50 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4641 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Georges, Ericka  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4642 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ainsworth, John  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4643 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Nakamaru, Jeanne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4644 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcelligott, Patrick  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4645 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gruver, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4646 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bolton, Gary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4647 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Powers, Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4648 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hammond, Phabien  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4649 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Blum, Michele  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4650 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Perl, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4651 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stokes, Julianne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4652 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Grimmett, Robert  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:28:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4653 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wilkins, Anne marie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4654 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sanders, Sam  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:12 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4655 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Genthner, Judith  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4656 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hyde, Sheree  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4657 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Ishii, Gayle  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4658 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Luisi, Maria  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4659 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Yahn, Steven  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4660 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: King, Michael  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4661 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Williamson, Roy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4662 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Evans, Sue  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4663 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Laura  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4664 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Moloney, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4665 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Peter, Jacquelyn rae  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4666 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Paul, Michelle  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4667 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brossy, Anne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4668 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Landis, Cindy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:14 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4669 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gordinier, Paula  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4670 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Alleyene-chin, Donna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4671 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Dzikowski, David  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4672 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shimer, Stacey  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4673 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jill reid, Martha  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4674 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: May, William  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4675 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schad, Corey  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4676 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Noir, J  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4677 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brockmeier, Carol  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4678 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rocha, Ruth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4679 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pickens, Maxine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4680 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Yackel, Peter and peggy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4681 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Farr, Brenda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4682 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Owen, Laurel  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:27 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4683 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Luffman, Gina  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4684 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lentz, Dana  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4685 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Mott, Tier  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4686 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kay, Jennifer  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4687 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lawrence, Ted  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4688 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Avalos, Laurie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4689 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Holland, Alexis  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4690 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Seedorff, Terry  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4691 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Kimberly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4692 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bridwell, Lydia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4693 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Beckford, Joseph  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4694 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kosow, George  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4695 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Huth, Dorla  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4696 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Henderson, Ray  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:39 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4697 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harned, Cynthia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4698 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Burger, Kaitlyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4699 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Penner-dang, Lisa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4700 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Edwards, David  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4701 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Easton, Rick  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4702 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Knowles, Diane  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4703 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Yarsky, Colleen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4704 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schorin, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4705 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Infante, Dalia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4706 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hart, Steve  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4707 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pemberton, Tanya  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4708 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shanzer, Sonia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4709 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hart, Patty  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4710 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Berger, Gretchen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:57 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4711 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Burr, Bruce  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4712 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mittleberg, Audrey  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4713 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Ober, Dennis  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4714 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Morocco, Joann  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4715 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Talbott, William  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4716 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Montecristo, Aracelidejesus  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4717 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Elakhaoui, Sahar  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:29:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4718 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Niatum, Duane  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4719 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Threadgill, Onycha  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4720 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Scott, Yvonne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4721 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Apple, Karla  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4722 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Petric, Nadine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4723 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vazquez, Brenda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4724 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Assalit, Sylvia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:16 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4725 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Edwards, Ellen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4726 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Francisco, Gail  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4727 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Mainiero, Joanne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4728 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wisdom, Starr  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4729 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Simmons, Crinn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4730 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Grant, Connie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4731 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rushing, Alisa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:18 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4732 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Crawte, Arly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4733 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Paul, Tim  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4734 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hafemeister, Eunice  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4735 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pead, Pat  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4736 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lerman, Gail  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4737 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: S., A.  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4738 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Irons, Julie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:28 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4739 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Forbis, Toni  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4740 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcnamara, Irene  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4741 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Dunn, William  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4742 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Meyer, Jillana  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4743 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cerda, Rosie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4744 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Meazel, Cheryl  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4745 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schafer, Dennis  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4746 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Traut, Thomas  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4747 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Baloo, Clara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4748 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Snyder, Todd  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4749 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pfohl, Anthony  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4750 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bernal, Chelsea  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4751 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cocchiaro, Charles  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4752 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Braun, Olivia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:57 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4753 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Van dyke, Carl  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4754 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ryker, Mac  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4755 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Watling, Lilliana  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4756 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hafter, Kathy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4757 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Duncan, Catherine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4758 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Henry, Aldis  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4759 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Daniels, Judy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4760 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Barley, Bill  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4761 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dahleen, Heather  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4762 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Young, Alaysha  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4763 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Irick, Jeff  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4764 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Greubel, Michelle  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4765 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Oconnell, Mary lou  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4766 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hockett, Sharon  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:58 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4767 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Barreras, Amy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4768 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Townes, Alfred  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4769 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Walker, Nevaeh  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4770 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kauffman, Barbara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4771 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Larue, Pattie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4772 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bronemann, Larry  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4773 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: De aguiar, Felipe  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4774 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hirsch, Stephen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4775 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mitchell, Sandy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:30:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4776 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Maxwell, Samantha  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4777 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Moure, Pavelly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4778 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Molina, Alex  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4779 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Von arlt, Apryl  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4780 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lieberman, Jill  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:09 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4781 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Davis, John  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4782 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tourgee, Nicole  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4783 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Westhafer, Cindy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4784 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcmarion, Kayah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4785 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wendt, Cheryl  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4786 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ashworth, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4787 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ashland, Van  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4788 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Oloughin, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4789 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcinnis, Jeff  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4790 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: White, Carl  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4791 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brinkman, James  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4792 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hering, Diane  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4793 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Taylor, James edward  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4794 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Curzio, Hannah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:31 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4795 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Forman, Janet  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4796 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Burt, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4797 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Stein, Sonya  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4798 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Flores, Sidnie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4799 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Campeau, Jane  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4800 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Friestad, John  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4801 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Spolar, Joyce  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4802 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Urbaniak, Larry  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4803 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Tellez, Isabella  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4804 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Archer, Janiece  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4805 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cole, Brittany  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4806 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Whaley, Glen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4807 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mizenko, Caruyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4808 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Benson, Rosie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:45 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4809 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bock, Sandra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4810 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hancock, Kevin  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4811 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Albano, Sondra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4812 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clement, Pamela  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4813 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bourgoin, Brinda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4814 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kulp, Louise  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:53 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4815 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pilette, Stela  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4816 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cranford, Carolyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4817 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hinz, Carly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4818 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hart, Barbara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:31:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4819 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nepacena, Stacy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4820 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Antonio, Jim  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4821 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dokmecioglu, Netice  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4822 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brown, Maria  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:07 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4823 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Curry, Chireline  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4824 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dennis, Avante  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4825 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Hamm, Betty  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4826 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wallace, Vanessa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4827 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Payne, Samuel  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4828 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thomas, Connie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4829 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Forbes, William  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4830 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Folvag, Margaret  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4831 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mckinney, Nilah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4832 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Forbes, Reese  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4833 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stonebank, Amanda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4834 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gersten, Ronnie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4835 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ackerman, Judith  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4836 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kunz, Karin  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:14 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4837 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Epperson, Tanika  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4838 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lekarczyk, Erica  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4839 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Grimes, Carolyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4840 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fossum, Mavis  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4841 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Banks, Darlene  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4842 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hines, Amanda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4843 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stocki, M  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4844 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mendez, Xiomara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4845 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Britton, James  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4846 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Holbrook, Cynthia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4847 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gabel, Lori  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4848 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schnur, Dory  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4849 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schonert, Ann  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4850 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Taneja, Sabina  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:44 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4851 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4852 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcknight, Alan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4853 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Nguyen, Jack  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4854 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goldman, Fatima  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4855 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Griese, Roberta  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4856 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reed, Kelly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4857 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Correll, Karen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4858 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Prohaska, Laura  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4859 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pena, Nero  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4860 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Unger, Kimberly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4861 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: De groot, Diane  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4862 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Silverstein, Susan sasha  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4863 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Frick, V.  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4864 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Keesia, Wendy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:55 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4865 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kadolph, Sandy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4866 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lopez, Alan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4867 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Keever, Lonie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4868 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wootan, Cathy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4869 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bishop, Jacqueline  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4870 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Oyler, James  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4871 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dare, Leslie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4872 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stamm, Leslie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4873 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dollinger, Annette  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4874 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wingfield, Trevor  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4875 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harrington, Tyler  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4876 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eldridge, Nancy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4877 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Holt, Robert  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4878 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sadler, Candy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:58 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4879 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Delmonte, Rodd  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4880 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ward, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:32:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4881 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Lozano, Angelica  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4882 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nelson, Bill  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4883 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nizalowski, Edward  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4884 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: M, Anita  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4885 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Linton, Ashley  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4886 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nimitz, Juli  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4887 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Roy, Stephanie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4888 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kistler, Louise  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4889 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pearl, Amanda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4890 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goudreau, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4891 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: White, Catherine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4892 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: M, H  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:11 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4893 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eaglin, Louis  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4894 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Parish, Marvel  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4895 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Heckman, Taylor  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4896 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cardenas, Delia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4897 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lopez, Rosemary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4898 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sokoloff, Natalie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4899 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Slowikowski, Richard  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4900 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Conroy, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4901 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Grundl, Joseph  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4902 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Palermo, Dianne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4903 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Miller, Aimee  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4904 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lister, Sheretta  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4905 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Duncan, Robert  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4906 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Phenicie, Steven  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:36 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4907 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Langham, Jeri  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4908 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: George, C  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4909 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Garcia, Rosa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4910 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Howe, Sheral  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4911 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Taft, Terry  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4912 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Buringa, Debra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4913 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Urbizo, Ekberg  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4914 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gruver, Deborah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4915 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ohiggins, Judy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4916 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cates, Joyce  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4917 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lockard, Theresa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4918 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wilson, Michael  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4919 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Stacie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4920 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shroff, Beheroze  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:48 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4921 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kosack, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4922 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lutz, Scottie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4923 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Boone, Trish  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4924 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Strane, Margaret  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4925 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Camaraota, Richard  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4926 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kubiak, Ted  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4927 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Standish, Melanie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4928 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Byer, Faith  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:33:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4929 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hunter, Jeffrey  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4930 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Close, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4931 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kelleher, Eileen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4932 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eischen, Jerome  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4933 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ben, Kathy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4934 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shuraky, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:04 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4935 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mathias, William  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4936 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Patel, Dhaval  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4937 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Mcwilliams, James  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4938 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kellam, Mahogony  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4939 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Altergott, Deborah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4940 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Church, Michele  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4941 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Roush, Donna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4942 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hendrixson, Spencer  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4943 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ferguson, Peter  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4944 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Davis, R. jane  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4945 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Musante, Gail  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4946 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Flores, Sonia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4947 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Craft, Annie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4948 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Alpha, Ingrid  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:22 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4949 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Morgan, Peter  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4950 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rojas, Bessy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4951 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Botone, Amy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4952 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Everage, Donna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4953 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bryant rock, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4954 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Avery, Dan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4955 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Scarfone, Louise  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4956 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sanders, Beatrice  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4957 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sachdev, Rick  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4958 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Badiang, Diana  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4959 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Picchi, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4960 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cecchini, Barbara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4961 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brisolara, William  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4962 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Graf, Heather  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:33 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4963 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Musleve, Benita  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4964 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lagocki, Barbara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4965 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Repsher, Donna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4966 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Covenant, David  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4967 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Meincke, Arthur  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4968 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Loftus, John  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:34:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4969 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Anderson, Roselyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4970 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Craine, Lorie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4971 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stingle, Jacqueline  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4972 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brislawn, Matt  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4973 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Desmond, Jon  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4974 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Brenda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4975 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Harrison, Phyllis  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4976 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lowder, Michael  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:02 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4977 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: David, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4978 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Metzger, Carol  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4979 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Schaffner, Barbara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4980 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shirley, Donna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4981 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Proud, William  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4982 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Zinnecker, Debra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4983 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kelly, Sandra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4984 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dorfman, Nancy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4985 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Knight, Michjael  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4986 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Akwaegbu, Donetta  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4987 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pearce, Penny  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4988 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Steinberg, Donna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4989 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fox, Matthew  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:17 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4990 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mason, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:23 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4991 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Warwick, Miriam  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4992 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gold, Nancy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4993 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Bassing, Thomas  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4994 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stevens, Russ  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4995 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Sally  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4996 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Morgan, Maren  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4997 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jouanne, Kristine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4998 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lott, Jimmie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 4999 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shreves, Diana  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5000 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Foreman, Roslyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5001 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Anderson, Larry  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5002 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Biermaier, Ann marie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5003 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Walsh, Martha  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5004 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stauffer, Brian  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:32 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5005 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reinhold, Brian  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5006 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Deak, Maggie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5007 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Rapp, Nancy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5008 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Michaud, Ruth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5009 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Selissen, Barbara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5010 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Chambers, Barbra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5011 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Vanellis, John  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5012 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Beal, Richard  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5013 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jacobs, John  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5014 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Evans, Cortney  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5015 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jelassi, Emily  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5016 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Romero, Dulce  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5017 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Klemme, Norma  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5018 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fifield, Carol  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:42 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5019 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marshall, Mark  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5020 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fain, Sharyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5021 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Kampi, Shanna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5022 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Turek, Eileen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:35:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5023 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thompson, Ann  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5024 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ashmore, Cathy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5025 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jurado, Carmen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5026 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Blair, W  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5027 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goodpasture, Mona  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5028 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Troy, Charlie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5029 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Allen, Janice  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5030 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wortman, Margaret  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5031 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Walker, Valerie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5032 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Clark jr, James  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:01 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5033 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Moran, Leslie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5034 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ludwig, Josephine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5035 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Burchell, Richard  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5036 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dombrowski, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5037 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Crowley, Cherlyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5038 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Burgoyne, Sara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5039 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Guerra, Veronica  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5040 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jessee, Sherri  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:03 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5041 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kalner, Bret  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5042 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wise, Shirley  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5043 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Robinson, Keith  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5044 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: White, Kathy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5045 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Swigert, Madeline  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5046 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Austin iii, Archie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:13 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5047 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Oneill, John  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5048 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Black, Tom  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5049 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Tarver, Julia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5050 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gensler, Donna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5051 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dolton, Victoria  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5052 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Oliver, Eric  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5053 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bragg, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5054 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Heim, Liz  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5055 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Butler, Donna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5056 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lyon, Cynthia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5057 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Falvo, Judith  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5058 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cooper, Sharon  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5059 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hunt, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5060 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Howard, Walter  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:30 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5061 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lundgren, June  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5062 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Irish-oien, Sandy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5063 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Connolly, Rosanne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5064 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sinclair, Judy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5065 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Peterson, Eloise  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5066 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rowe, Bernice  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5067 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcpherson, Sarah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:42 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5068 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mckee, Rob  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5069 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Flynn, Christopher  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5070 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Parkel, Dorothy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5071 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Welsh, Brittney  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5072 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fraser, Chris  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5073 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lane, Karen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5074 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Koszeelak, Norman  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:48 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5075 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nolan, Fiona  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5076 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brock, Judy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5077 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Lajeunesse, Jen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5078 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reeves, Timothy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5079 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hoff, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:36:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5080 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Haley, Stephanie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5081 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Erin  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5082 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Orduno, Barbara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5083 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bernstein, Georgia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5084 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Foster, Barbara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5085 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcgann sr., Francisco  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5086 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Castaldi, Debbie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5087 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dixon, Nancy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:12 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5088 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rivas, Teresa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:12 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5089 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ihori, Rebecca  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5090 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Watson, Bonnie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5091 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Matthews, Leah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5092 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Berry, Maureen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5093 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Abrams, Ericka  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5094 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Adil, Junaid  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5095 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Spaeth, Ilka  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5096 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lopez, Angel  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5097 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nelson, Patricia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5098 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Garcia, Andrew  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5099 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Linder, Eric  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5100 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gal, Kat  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5101 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Quintanilla, Nelson  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5102 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Foy, Jamie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:26 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5103 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Robison, Lena  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5104 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Giannotta, Theresa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:43 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5105 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Vevia, Sara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5106 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Anderson, Dartisha  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5107 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Israel, Rita  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5108 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nash, Giva  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5109 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Angeles, Kathryn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5110 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Reshetnik, Eve  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5111 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mauze, Jean  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5112 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Papula, Andy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5113 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Saucedo, Yolanda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5114 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Daniels, Lynda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5115 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Candanedo, Jose  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:47 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5116 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bertin, Diane  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:56 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5117 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Arntson, Nancy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5118 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kassisse, Kenza  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5119 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Brooks, Lynn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:37:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5120 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kalleberg, Glenn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5121 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lyman, Robert  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5122 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lussier, Lee  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5123 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Claes, Gayle  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5124 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Buxman, Ruth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5125 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Macdonald, Christine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5126 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wade, David  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5127 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Williams, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5128 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Oryniak, Alexandra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5129 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Blick, Judith  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5130 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stritch, Arthur  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:07 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5131 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Osowecki, Steve  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5132 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Butler, Ronnie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5133 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Wickard, Sharon  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5134 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Macdonald, Christine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5135 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: White, Steve  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5136 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Staehle, Michael  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5137 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kroll, Luann  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5138 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bacon, Bonnie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5139 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Amaral, Leslie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5140 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rayburn, Kathryn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5141 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Riley, Teresa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5142 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Garvey, Matthew  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5143 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Suzuki, Emily  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5144 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Denise, Maleah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:24 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5145 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Grajeda, Laura  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5146 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kelley, Don  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5147 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Thomas, Meri  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5148 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Macguire, Grace  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5149 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stopher, Stephanie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5150 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Begay, Karen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5151 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: ylesworth, Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5152 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kreider, Lexi  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5153 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: James, Carolyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5154 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schmidt, Steven  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5155 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Collins, Christopher  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5156 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Barton, Marsha  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5157 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rodriguez, Maria  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5158 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Amdur, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:39 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5159 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Martha  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5160 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Scott, Nancy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5161 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Gray, Sandra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5162 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Apfel, Diane  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:38:54 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5163 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jordan, David  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5164 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lancon, Carrie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5165 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Raab, Nikki  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5166 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Landsberg, Carol  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5167 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pedraza, Carmen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5168 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cade, Colleen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5169 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Turner, Sandra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5170 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dewitz, Pat  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5171 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Burris, Kaylee  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5172 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Roe, Shirley  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:12 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5173 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Youles, Nancy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5174 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thomas, Pat  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5175 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Issler, John  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5176 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Devault, Wendy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5177 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cullen, Debra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5178 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Green, Jame  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:13 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5179 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Muirhead, Barbara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5180 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Liguori, Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:14 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5181 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ruegg, Christoph  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5182 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lane, Rebecca  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5183 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carroll, Anne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5184 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Biderman, Rose  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:15 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5185 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mckeown, Jenny  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:16 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5186 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Murray, Marty  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:16 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5187 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nichols, Rosemary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5188 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Simonet, Vernon  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5189 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Norvell, Jill  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5190 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Alonso, Blanca  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5191 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Von, Patsy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5192 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nelsen, Wanda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5193 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ortiz-vazquez, Carlos  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5194 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Nordmann, Rick  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5195 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Elsemore, Frances  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5196 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Chaffin, Heidi  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5197 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mahncke, Wendy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5198 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Baugh, Constance  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5199 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Basile, D  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5200 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schafer, Maryanne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:31 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5201 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Castaneda, Victoria  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5202 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brown, Laurena  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5203 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Barber, Mike  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5204 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Allen, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5205 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pritchett, Thomas  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5206 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sammons, Dianne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5207 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cellini, Christine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5208 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Davenport, Iris  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5209 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wardrop, Stephanie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5210 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lane, Laurie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5211 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Evans, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:46 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5212 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Woll, Joyce  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5213 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Madison, Elaine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5214 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Riccio, Robert  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:50 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5215 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cammisuli, Patrick  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5216 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ouellette, George  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5217 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Watahovich, Jane  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5218 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Politte, Margarita  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5219 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Post, Bert  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5220 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Regensburg, Joanne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:39:57 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5221 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Trump, Peter  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5222 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Welch, Lisa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5223 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kessler, Thomas  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5224 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Denny, Donald  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:01 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5225 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Loschiavo, Victoria  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5226 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Shanklin-spock, Heidi  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5227 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schmieg, Otto  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5228 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Aultman, Tamela  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:24 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5229 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mead, Nancy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5230 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Moreno, Elisabeth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5231 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Wills, Fred  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5232 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Richard  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5233 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Williams, Harry  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5234 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lennon, Matt  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5235 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jones, M  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5236 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pint, Shirley  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5237 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gray, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5238 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Errington-stone, Darlene  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:25 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5239 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eckstein, Harriett  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5240 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Alesi, Victor  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:26 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5241 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bova, Stacey  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5242 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Eldridge, Carrie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:29 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5243 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sidman, Jacqueline  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5244 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Loftlin, Edwina  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5245 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Easton, Melody  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5246 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: C, M  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5247 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sutherland, Peter  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5248 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lail, Ann  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5249 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Capestany, Irma  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5250 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sivey, Mindie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5251 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sydlowski, David  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5252 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gillespie, Kimberly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:41 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5253 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Silva, Maria  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5254 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bogut, John  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:44 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5255 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sagovic, James  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:40:45 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5256 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Newton, Jonathan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:03 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5257 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cultrera, Anita  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5258 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Macauley, Wendy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5259 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Haltom, Nowlin  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5260 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Scott jr, L  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5261 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Smith, Nancy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5262 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kolpack, S.a.  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5263 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcgrath, John  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5264 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Klein, Natalie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5265 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kohlmann, Jeff  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5266 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Weaver, Billy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5267 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Williams, Dwight  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5268 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wilson, Hannah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5269 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lamb, Joni  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:23 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5270 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gauri, Renee  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:24 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5271 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Busby, Marsha  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5272 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Joseph, Thomasine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5273 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Woody, Sharon  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:24 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5274 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Perong, Nancy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5275 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ramos, Jesse  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5276 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sullivan, Frances  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5277 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Peck, Abby  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5278 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Weissmann, George  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5279 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Manning, D  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5280 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Frame, Deborah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:31 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5281 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Desposito, Joanne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5282 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Csaszar, John  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5283 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Paul, Ryan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5284 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Edelstein, Franklin  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:34 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5285 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fiene, Karen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5286 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Spencer, Sanai  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5287 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Enthal, Lili  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5288 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Arias, Karla  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5289 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bracken, Judith  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5290 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Winkler, Andra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5291 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Litwiller, Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5292 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: M, Sharon  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:58 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5293 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Butler, David  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5294 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cole, Donna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:41:59 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5295 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stu, Al  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5296 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Carrasco, Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5297 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lubonty, L  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:02 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5298 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcdougall, Brittany  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:03 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5299 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Goggins, Tanya  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:04 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5300 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Stubbs, Shirley  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5301 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Gee, Donald  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:05 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5302 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kronemeyer, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5303 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Marchessault, Barry  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5304 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Barrett, Kristin  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5305 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Duque, Vanessa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5306 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Poynter, Deanna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5307 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lehew, Jara  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5308 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Woods, Elizabeth  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5309 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Simpson, Randi  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5310 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kimberlin, Nancy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5311 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Friend, Judy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5312 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Markowicz, Ronald  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:10 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5313 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Callanan, Kristi  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:11 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5314 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Andersen, Lakshmi  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5315 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Matthews, Henry  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5316 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Whitty, Jani  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5317 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcgraw, Sheiline  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5318 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Larson, Elaine  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:28 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5319 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sabol, Joyce  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:29 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5320 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Armbruster, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5321 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Freitas, Katia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:34 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5322 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kopinski, Vicki  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:35 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5323 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Kinney, Jayne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5324 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Yanez galicia, Nancy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5325 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Caldwell, Alecto  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:36 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5326 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jones, Gary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:37 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5327 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Lotney, Karlyn isaac  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:37 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5328 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Macdonald, Michele  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:38 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5329 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Conger, Cheryl  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5330 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sheehy, Carol  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:39 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5331 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Bianco, Dina  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:40 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5332 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schechter, Sima  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:48 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5333 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fraase, Fred  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5334 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hubbell, Karen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5335 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcelway, Alvin  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5336 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pacheco, Alicia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5337 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: White, Kathleen  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5338 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ridgley, Anita  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5339 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: King, Connie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5340 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Blanton, Florianna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:51 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5341 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dawkins, Jerome  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5342 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Chandler, Rob  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:52 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5343 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Walsh, Marguerite  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5344 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Thompson, Sheila  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5345 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Galbraith, Aarolyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5346 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Barbour, Norman  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5347 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Yoh, Margaret  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5348 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Enns, Jill  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:42:55 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5349 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Johnson, Jackie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5350 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Paz, Karla  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5351 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dietrich, Marianne  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5352 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Duzgunes, Nejat  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5353 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Preli, Donna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5354 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Chavis, Letha  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:07 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5355 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Dalce, Faye  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5356 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Collett, Kareina  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5357 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Pina, Jay  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:08 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5358 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cordova, Jorge  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5359 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Martin, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5360 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Sherman, Leah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5361 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cochran, Greg  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5362 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gery, Julie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5363 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cramer, Marilyn  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5364 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Gibson, Marsha  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5365 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Perez, Susan  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5366 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Labaun, Michael  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5367 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schmidtchen, Hedwig  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:30 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5368 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Selverston, Sylvia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:31 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5369 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rothrock, Donald  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:32 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5370 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mcgowan, John  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5371 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Possley, Beverly  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:33 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5372 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ibad, Sheyla  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5373 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Koval, Gerald  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:49 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5374 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jackson, Opal  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5375 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Jones, Nancy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5376 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Hoeft, Brian  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5377 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wolter, David  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5378 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Rockhold, Linda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5379 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Parker, Timothy  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5380 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Joseph, Norma  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:50 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5381 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Unasa, Zhanae  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5382 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Cottrell, Sheila  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:51 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5383 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Saul, Michelle  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:51 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5384 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Naimon, Stanley  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5385 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Mornini, Lori  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5386 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Risley, Cynthia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:43:56 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5387 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Wright, Don  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:44:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5388 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brooks, Brenda  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:44:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5389 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Fields, Rachel  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:44:00 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5390 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Schreiber, Christopher  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:44:06 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5391 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Glauber, Mary  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:44:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5392 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Verduin, Melissa  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:44:07 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5393 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Mckelvey, Sharron  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:44:09 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5394 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Plaetzer, Jacqueline  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:44:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5395 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Pope, Howard  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:44:10 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5396 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Ranta, Fred  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:44:19 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5397 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Redman, Amelia  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:44:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5398 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Griffith, Cheryl  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:44:19 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5399 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Ninaud, Sarah  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:44:20 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5400 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Brooks, Bonnie  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:44:21 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5401 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Florez-barnes, M. christina  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:44:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5402 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Casey, Donna  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:44:22 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5403 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Beverly, Sierra  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:44:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5404 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 

Name: Macleod, Heather  

Received: Jun,20 2023 13:44:27 

Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5405 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5413 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 



Name: Abrahams, Terry  
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5415 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 



use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  



We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5420 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 

Correspondence ID: 5421 Project: 103522 Document: 128163 
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Correspondence Type: Web Form 

Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  



For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     The draft air tour management plan for Hawaiʻi Volcanoes National Park (HVNP) and also 
Haleakala National park (HALE) is a sham that should not be empowered in any form. The air tour industry has 
been running amok for years, disturbing not only HVNP and HALE, but also neighboring communities and 
habitats for native species. To continue such disturbance in any alleged attenuated form is more of the same, and 
none of it should be tolerated or authorized. It appears that the air tour industry has convinced the Federal 
Aviation Agency in the US Department of Transportation to propose regulations that legitimize its desecration of 
national parks and also that the National Park Service is willing to go along with it. 

The continued auditory disturbance to HVNP is unjustifiable in that the park is a special place that should not 
suffer such disturbance for commercial purposes. That HVNP currently announces and apologizes for any park-
mission flights is its own admission of the intrusion that these few such flights provide to the public and natural 
resources of the park. Similarly, HVNP restricts drone aircraft in recognition of their adverse qualities. For the 
park to have to accept commercial intrusions as proposed in these draft rules is a travesty against the nature and 
purposes of the park and the natural and cultural sensitivities therein. Decades ago, before commercial air tour 
flights were occurring, the park could be true to its mission of protecting the resources of the park for their 
intrinsic values. This needs to be re-established and to continue. Any of this industrial air touring in and near 
Hawaii's national parks at any level has been the bane of such values and it needs to stop now.  



Presently, the air tour industry's overflights create an intolerable intrusion into the ambiance, natural values and 
cultural practices at these parks. At HVNP the level of disturbance has been particularly bad and increasing for the 
last five to ten years, especially in the Kilauea summit region where most of the visitor concentration is located. 
Similarly much native birdlife and cultural activities are also centered here. 

In addition to the sanctity of HVNP airspace, the proposers of this callous rule need to consider the neighbors of 
HVNP, as they also share the consequences of these intrusions. The boundaries of HVNP Kilauea summit area are 
very close to residential and other private and state lands, and all are under auditory assault. The human neighbors 
have been subjected to the same intrusions to their quiet lives as has the park, as the flight sounds carry far and 
start early in the morning, especially during the periodic eruptive episodes at or near the summit. More 
importantly, the native organisms, especially the birdlife, are under the same auditory assault and are equally 
traumatized by the cacophony. This noise adversely affects the birdlife as it does the human life. HVNP and 
surrounding areas are home to both common and rare bird life, and these noise intrusions are disruptive to their 
lives. A conservation facility that raises Hawaii's rarest birds is located on private lands just a mile and a half from 
the rim of Kilauea's caldera, and tour flight noise near the summit is loud at the facility's open-air aviaries and 
flights over the facility are common. Even closer, endangered nene geese breed and forage in the summit area, in 
and near the summit on park and private lands.  

For FAA and NPS to authorize the flights in these proposed rules is a travesty to both the human and natural 
animal life nearby. It is decidedly an abhorrent and unneighborly act. The proposed reductions and restrictions in 
total flights each year are ludicrous and insulting. Experience has shown that flight numbers will be concentrated 
during periods of eruptive activity and it will be just as disturbing as it is now. The &quot;never on Sunday&quot; 
provision still leaves natural, cultural and human subjects victimized by the air tour industry for the rest of the 
week. FAA is not likely to enforce any exceedances of restrictions anyway, just as they have ignored periodic 
public meeting pleas for air tour restrictions for many years. 

The current disturbance to neighbors extends several miles outside the park's boundaries, especially near the 
summit where so much of the industrial air tour activity is centered. Both HVNP and FAA should abandon these 
proposed rules and start over with rules that will protect the lands and cultural and natural resources of HVNP 
and those of its neighbors. All commercial tour flights should be legally restricted from all the HVNP airspace and 
from a buffer zone of three miles outside its boundaries. We have seen in the past couple of decades that no 
voluntary &quot;fly neighborly&quot; or other self-imposed restrictions by the air tour industry have had any 
positive effect on the natural and human residents of this island. We all have suffered immensely for their profits. 
Prohibitive and enforceable exclusionary regulations are the only solution. These regulations also need to apply to 
fixed wing and other private aircraft. Military aircraft need also adhere to this same airspace exclusion. Their 
overflights have been particularly noisy and have also included night hours. 
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Correspondence:     The continued flights by commercial tour helicopters is an unacceptable, stressful, disturbing, 
annoying and can feel like an invasion of privacy as they fly directly over ones home, and property. This is only 
from a human aspect. What effect it has upon nature, animals and the environment is also a disturbing factor.  
While I understand the value of tourism flights over our incredible landscape, its unfortunate cost to residents, 
animals and nature in general is definitely negatively affected. 
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Correspondence:     I am totally AGAINST ALL commercial air tours!  
Especially in state and fed parks. 
TOO NOISY TOO DISTRACTING. 
PLEASE ALSO LIMIT THEM ON THE NAPALI COAST. 
The noise while hiking the Napali is incessant ..a helicopter every 3 mins. 
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Correspondence:     Aloha, 

I wanted to express my concern in regards to the proposed changes being made. I work in the helicopter industry 
and am very worried I will end up having to find another job, as this bill would have a massively negative impact 
on our ability to stay in business. 

My first experience with helicopters was as a tourist here in Hawaii flying to see the volcano with my sister, who 
minored in geology. Learning about the volcano from her during a flight was a moment our family will never 
forget. While I didn't cry with tears of joy like my sister did when seeing the volcano from above, it definitely gave 
me a newfound appreciation for the island and how powerful yet delicate it is. 

That flight with my family is what got me excited about the job I now have and love. 

I hope that our community will recognize how vital the helicopter industry is when it comes to educating tourists 
about our beautiful island while also employing thousands of it's inhabitants. 

Mahalo, 
Joe 
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Correspondence:     HAWAII VOLCANOES NATIONAL PARK DRAFT ATMP COMMENTS 

Below are comments from our Hawaii Congressional Representative Ed Case:  

&quot;Every day our beautiful national parks, especially Hawai'i Volcanoes and Haleakala, are being deeply 
disrupted and degraded by tour helicopter/small aircraft overflights. The National Park Service (NPS) and Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) have issued draft Air Tour Management Plans for our Hawai'i parks which would 
reduce but not eliminate this disruption. These overflights are fundamentally incompatible with our national 
parks and should not be allowed.&quot; 

I agree, tour aircraft and their impacts have no place in Hawaii Volcanoes National Park, the adopted ATMP for 
the Park should be NO FLY. 

For 24 years IOA tour aircraft have had unlimited use of the Park which was 24 years of negative impacts which 
not only negatively impacted the Park but those Park visitors on the ground trying to enjoy the Park as National 
Parks are supposed to be enjoyed. 

The ATMP proposed routes will not protect the Park from those negative impacts. 

The proposed draft ATMP offshore route is not as protecting as the FAA mandated urban Long Island Offshore 
Route that the FAA implemented in 2008. 

The FAA has the responsibility and authority to protect those on the ground from aircraft noise, as they did on 
urban Long Island, NY. 



FAA Offshore Route Rule: 
https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/rulemaking/media/NYNShoreHelicopterFinalRule.pdf 

In addition, § 44715(a), provides that to &quot;relieve and protect the public health and welfare from aircraft 
noise,&quot; the Administrator of the FAA, &quot;as he deems necessary, shall prescribe * * * (ii) regulations to 
control and abate aircraft noise * * *&quot; 

Court order upholding Offshore Rule: https://caselaw.findlaw.com/court/us-dc-circuit/1638545.html 

Under the plain text of § 40103, the FAA has authority to &quot;prescribe air traffic regulations ․ [to] protect[ ] 
individuals and property on the ground.&quot; 49 U.S.C. § 40103(b)(2). This is exactly what the FAA did here. 
Responding to the noise complaints of Long Island residents, the FAA prescribed new air traffic regulations with 
the purpose of protecting these residents' use and enjoyment of their property.  

It is beyond clear that the FAA has the responsibility and authority to protect those on the ground from aircraft 
noise, as they did on urban Long Island, NY. 

As the FAA mandated an offshore route for urban Long Island, NY, so should the FAA also mandate an equally 
one mile offshore route at an altitude of 2500 feet offshore route rule for Hawaii Volcanoes with NO FLY over the 
Park itself. 

Furthermore, the tour copter operators have argued that not being allowed to overfly the Park they would fly over 
the neighboring communities/homes. 

HAI Slams Parks Air Tour Plans for--- Hawaii 

the proposed routes now move air tour operations over communities 

The Hawaiian Islands deserve and need an offshore route more so than Long Island, since in Hawaii the tour 
aircraft operations are year around and the number of annual operations are much higher and since the airports in 
Hawaii where the tour aircraft fly from have direct access to open water offshore routes. 

The FAA must exercise their responsibility and authority to protect the people on the ground in Hawaii from tour 
copter noise nuisance pollution. 
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Correspondence:     Aloha, I have some concerns about the Draft Air Tour Management Plan for Hawai`i 
Volcanoes National Park I would like addressed. [paragraph] First, why is only an Environmental Assessment 
being made instead of an Environmental Impact Statement? According to 40 Code of Federal Regulations Section 
1502.3 all &quot;major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment&quot; must 
complete an EIS. In the February 2022 HVNP ATMP Newsletter it was pointed out that air tour operations result 
in frequent and loud noise disruptions in many areas of the Park; impede the NPS's ability to fully meet the Park's 
purpose of perpetuating endemic Hawaiian ecosystems; does not support the perpetuation of biological diversity 
and ecological integrity which are fundamental resources and values of the Park; interferes with resource 
management activities; diminishes visitor opportunities to learn about and be inspired by Park resources and 
values; unreasonably interferes with the atmosphere of peace and tranquility and natural soundscapes; repeatedly 
interrupts and unreasonably interferes with interpretive programs and visitor activities; unreasonably interferes 
with the natural soundscape of Wilderness Areas; interferes with the opportunity for solitude and detracts from 
the natural quality of Wilderness Areas. So why isn't this plan, which addresses a problem of such importance that 
it was ordered by the United States Congress, worthy of an Environmental Impact Statement? [paragraph] My 
second concern is that this plan does not conform with 40 Code of Federal Regulation Section 1508.1. This 
regulation states that EA's must consider &quot;indirect effects&quot; which are defined as actions that 
&quot;are later in time or farther removed in the distance but are still reasonably foreseeable.&quot; 
&quot;Reasonably foreseeable&quot; is defined as &quot;sufficiently likely to occur such that a person of 



ordinary prudence would take it into account in reaching a decision.&quot; Why aren't the ATMP developers 
demonstrating prudence concerning the island-wide noise and nuisance of the air tours the Park is profiting from? 
[paragraph] Also, all the routes, rules, and regulations in the world are worthless without monitoring and 
enforcement. This was pointed out to the National Park Service and Federal Aviation Administration by the 
Government Accountability Office back in 2006 after an audit of the ATMP for HVNP that is still under 
development (http://www.gao.gov/assests/gao-06-468.pdf). When asked about this in 2010, FAA ATMP 
Administrator Keith Lusk wrote: &quot;We are not far along in the development of the air tour management plan 
for Hawaii Volcanoes National Park to provide any specifics regarding you question about possible monitoring 
methods.&quot; Now, thirteen years later, this obvious flaw in the ATMP still has not been addressed. And this is 
despite the fact that both the FAA and NPS have been made aware that the FAA's recently installed, state-of-the-
art, ADS-B tracking system does not function along the entire coastal route advocated in this draft ATMP, and 
that the NPS has absolutely no flight tracking equipment. How will the air tours operating in the southeast sector 
of HVNP be monitored and regulations enforced? And why should air tours be allowed to operate without 
supervision in the Park when it has been established that pilots frequently ignore regulations both within the Park 
and the surrounding neighborhoods? [paragraph] I am also concerned by the lack of social justice demonstrated 
in this draft ATMP. A review of the many meetings held by the FAA and the NPS over the years would show that 
nearly all Native Hawaiians -- whose ancestors have been here for over 40 generations -- feel that there should be 
absolutely no air tours over the park or their homes. The vast majority of air tour operation owners -- who have 
only been profiting from this destruction of the Park for a bit over two decades -- are Caucasian males. How can 
allowing these extremely noisy and disruptive businesses to continue polluting our precious island environment 
be considered anything but the codification of white colonial imperialism into the HVNP regulations for 
perpetuity? [paragraph] Please take the time to consider and respond to these comments. [paragraph] Sincerely, 
John Carse 
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Correspondence:     Second Comment (also sent directly to Rhonda Loh, and Danielle Foster, HVNP) 
Aloha Rhonda, 
Forwarded below is the form I submitted regarding the ATMP environmental assessment and plan. I am not sure 
if you read this, or if it goes to someone on the East Coast. This is and has been a definite issue for many years....As 
a full time resident of Volcano, in the Golf Course Subdivision bordering the Park, the noise and intrusion from 
helicopters has increased through the years. There is not one day that we don't hear (and see them), including 
back-country and wilderness areas. My husband and I are backcountry volunteers and spend a great deal of time 
hiking and camping in the backcountry and wilderness of HVNP. About a year ago we were day hiking out to 
Nāpau/Pu'uO'o. Helicopters were flying by and circling every 5 minutes. The noise was unbelievable. Many if 
not all of the helicopters were so low that we could see the pilot. This sort of flight activity (most Blue Hawaiian) if 
any, should not be tolerated! We have also seen many flying over the park Mauna Loa (location 9000' and up).  
Thank you for your attention to this. Forwarded sent form below. 
Rebecca 
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Correspondence:     Comment Three: 
(Also directly sent to Danielle Foster, HVNP) 
Good morning Danielle, 
Since I wrote about the helicopter impact and the ATMP last week, the helicopter flights have increased even 



more! Here in the Volcano Golf Course subdivision, residents are awakening not to bird song, but helicopters. I 
can only speak first hand for my husband and I, but I am sure other residents are experiencing the same. 
The helicopter flights continue throughout the day and appear to fly in the Park from the North, circle the crater 
and then return over Mauna Loa. What is going on? This is greatly disturbing the peace of the area. Since 
reporting that one flashing night helicopter there have been no other night flights, but there are some at dusk. 
There are concerns with Alternative 3, with the potential for air tours to increase and congest these areas, which 
do include residential and avian habitats. Kalapana, Ocean View, Hawaiian Ranchos (residential) and the Kahuku 
unit (vast native tree canopy). 

Once the new ATMP is implemented how will compliance be determined?  
Whom will manage any future air flight issues, non-compliance? 
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Correspondence:     Aloha, It would be mindful not to fly during the lunch hours. Consideration for those eating 
lunch peacefully or who want to socialize/talk between 11 am-1 pm would be good! Post the times of expected 
noise so that others who live/work nearby can plan accordingly around the noise level. Post the number the public 
can call in case there's a community event so that the noise level won't interfere, allow communication about it. 
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Correspondence:     The fake state of Hawai'i should be ashamed that they allow hundreds of tour guide 
helicopters (including private planes) to fly over our community every day at almost all hours of the day. I have on 
camera about 10+ helis hovering close to us, violating our private lives and noise is horrendous from sunrise to 
sunset. This is atrocious, it is embarrassing all because of these greedy cooperations that make money off of stolen 
lands and give nothing in return to the hard working class peoples that have been here for most of their lives, 
including elderly, the sick, the elementary (children have to be interrupted with loud helicopters at all times 
they're in class). OVERTOURISM exploits every part of this island. We already have to deal with massive 
MILITARY planes and helicopters (which is frightening and causes PTSD and resurfacing trauma for veterans) 
and recently had to deal with a chemical toxic spill on our sacred Haleakalā. Where are the morals, respect for 
land and community and common sense? Oh it's not possible when the &quot;state&quot; isn't even legal. We are 
annoyed, tired, angry, exhausted for the misuse of land and all because of MONEY. Sadly, my comment will get 
pushed under the rug and the officials and Hawai'i Tourism Industry (including the Freedumbs and the patriots) 
will laugh at the community and say &quot;hey it's your economy that relies on tourism!&quot;  

Enough! Bissen, if you're wanting to do right and do better than The last Mayor, direct these tourist companies 
back to where they came from. 
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Correspondence:     You are asking on feedback to allow helicopter flights over hawaii's volcano national parks 
and all I can say as a resident in the flight path is please don't. Anyone deciding this issue who doesn't have 
helicopter noise all day long has no idea what it is like. The only people who can afford these rides are tourists and 
these visitors should not be more important then resident's right to the peaceful enjoyment of our homes. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy 
interpretation. Air tours should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience.  

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened speciesmany only live on these islands.  

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday livesto appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours &quot;offers the greatest protection of visitor 
use and experience&quot; in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for our parks. 
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Correspondence:     June 20, 2023 

National Park Service and Federation Aviation Administration 
c/o Volpe National Transportation Systems Center 
Kaitlyn Rimol, V-326 
Attn: HAVO/HALE ATMPs 
55 Broadway 
Cambridge, MA 02142 

Re: Opposition to the preferred alternatives (Alternative 3) in the Air Tour Management Plans for Hawai'i 
Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks 



Dear NPS Director Chuck Sams and FAA Administrator Billy Nolen:  

On behalf of the National Parks Conservation Association and the National Trust for Historic Preservation, and 
our nearly 2.6 million members and supporters nationwide, we submit these comments on the Air Tour 
Management Plans (ATMP) for Hawai'i Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks.  

Since 1919, National Parks Conservation Association (NPCA) has been the leading voice of the American people 
in protecting and enhancing our National Park System. The National Trust for Historic Preservation in the United 
States is a private nonprofit organization chartered by Congress in 1949 to &quot;facilitate public 
participation&quot; in the preservation of our nation's heritage, and to further the historic preservation policy of 
the United States. 

We believe the National Park Service (NPS) and Federal Aviation Administration's (FAA) should have prohibited 
air tours in both parks in order to protect natural sounds, visitor experiences, Indigenous sacred sites and 
ceremonial areas, natural and cultural resources, wildlife, and wilderness resources and values. We assert the 
preferred alternatives allowing commercial air tours 1) result in unacceptable impacts to the aforementioned 
resources and people and 2) do not support the management objectives of the parks.  
The agencies incorrectly applied the National Air Tour Management Act (49 U.S.C. 40128) and National Park 
Service laws (54 U.S.C.) in the ATMPs for both parks. These laws are intended to protect national parks, not 
promote commercial air tours.  

The NPS Organic Act and the Redwoods Amendment Act together create a clear conservation mandate, and that 
use of national parks cannot derogate from the values and purposes for which those protected areas were 
established. The NPS's 2006 Management Policies create a binding interpretation of the Organic Act (Greater 
Yellowstone Coal. v. Kempthorne, 577 F. Supp. 2d 183, 196). The NPS Management Policies explain that the 
Organic Act creates two independent mandates: a conservation mandate and a prohibition on impairment. Those 
mandates require NPS to &quot;seek ways to avoid, or to minimize to the greatest extent practicable, adverse 
impacts on park resources and values&quot; but also &quot;allow impacts to park resources and values when 
necessary and appropriate to fulfill the purposes of the park, so long as the impact does not constitute impairment 
of the affected resources and values.&quot; § 1.4.3. Further, where there is conflict between conserving resources 
and values and providing for enjoyment of them, conservation is to be predominant.  

In Hawai'i Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks, the NPS has identified the protection of natural sounds as a 
primary purpose for each park. The NPS 2006 Management Policies define the natural soundscape as a park 
resource. § 1.4.6. The policies also define &quot;unacceptable impacts&quot; as &quot;impacts that, individually 
or cumulatively, would… unreasonably interfere with… the natural soundscape maintained in wilderness and 
natural, historic, or commemorative locations within the park.&quot; § 1.4.7. There is no doubt natural sound is a 
resource protected under the NPS Organic Act.  

Furthermore, NPS 2006 Management Policies' section on &quot;soundscape management&quot; states, in part, 
that &quot;The National Park Service will preserve, to the greatest extent possible, the natural soundscapes of 
parks&quot; (§ 4.9) and a section on &quot;cultural soundscape management&quot; provides that &quot;The 
Service will preserve soundscape resources and values of the parks to the greatest extent possible to protect 
opportunities for appropriate transmission of cultural and historic sounds that are fundamental components of 
the purposes and values for which the parks were established&quot; (§ 5.3.1.7). 

Air tours are and will continue under the preferred alternatives to cause unacceptable impacts to park resources 
including natural sounds, visitors and Indigenous communities that utilize the parks. Existing air tours are already 
impairing park resources and conditions per the NPS Organic Act.  

Furthermore, when implementing the Wilderness Act (16 U.S. C. 1131-1136), NPS is obligated to choose 
Alternative 2 which offers the &quot;greatest protection&quot; for the designated, eligible and proposed 
wilderness for both parks. In a case involving snowmobile noise near wilderness, Izaak Walton League of 
America, Inc. v. Kimbell, 516 F. Supp.2d 982 (D. Minn. 2007). Conservation organizations sued U.S. Forest Service 
challenging the decision to construct a snowmobile trail connecting lakes adjacent to Boundary Waters Canoe 
Area Wilderness. The plaintiffs claimed that the trail at issue would project the sights and sounds of snowmobiles 
into the wilderness area in violation of § 4(b) of the Wilderness Act. 



The court held, inter alia on cross motions for summary judgment: (1) fact issues existed as to whether the 
agency's actions degraded the wilderness character of designated wilderness area; (2) the Environmental 
Assessment (EA) failed to properly analyze noise impact resulting from snowmobile use on the trail; and (3) the 
EA did not conduct any quantitative measurements of the sound impact in the wilderness. The court concluded:  

&quot;[T]he analysis of sound impact contained in the EA is inadequate to support the [Finding of No Significant 
Impact]. The EA provides no quantitative evidence or analysis of decibel levels projected by the South Fowl Trail 
into the adjoining wilderness... As discussed above, agency activity that results in sound that is louder, more 
constant, more frequent, or of a different quality, than the sound that presently exists within the wilderness, is 
more likely to degrade the wilderness character from its present condition and thus result in a violation of § 4(b) 
of the Wilderness Act. Id. at 995-96. (Emphasis added.).  

Notably, the court also observed that &quot;an agency's duty to preserve the wilderness character under § 4(b) of 
the Wilderness Act may apply to agency activity that occurs outside of the boundaries of the wilderness 
area.&quot; Id. at @989. Footnote #1. 

[footnote #1: But note: The court also stated that: &quot;In other words, where the agency activity does not 
increase or exacerbate the existing sound impact on the wilderness area, such activity would not degrade the 
wilderness character of the area. On the other hand, agency activity that results in noise that is louder, more 
constant, more frequent, or of a different quality, is more likely to degrade the wilderness character from its 
present condition and thus violate § 4(b).&quot; Id. at 989-990.]  

We raise this specific issue because both parks are considering commercial air tour management within and near 
federally designated wilderness.  

For both parks units, we believe the National Environmental Policy Act (42 United States Code (U.S.C.), 4321 et 
seq.) has not been correctly applied. The starting point of the analysis should be the natural ambient sounds of 
each park unit, and the impact analysis must judge the noise impacts of commercial air tours while they are taking 
place in each park--specifically which areas will be impacted by noise from air tours in each park. We encourage 
the agencies to apply this approach to every ATMP.  

Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park 

NPS created foundational documents for every park unit. They are grounded by each park's enabling legislation 
and provide guidance for planning and management decisions. Foundation documents speak to the purpose, 
significance, fundamental resources and values, and interpretive themes for each park.  
NPS describes fundamental resources in the following way:  

The fundamental resources and values are those features, systems, processes, experiences, stories, scenes, sounds, 
smells, or other attributes determined to warrant primary consideration during planning and management 
processes because they are essential to achieving the purpose of the park and maintaining its significance. 
Fundamental resources and values are closely related to a park's legislative purpose and are more specific than 
significance statements.  

Fundamental resources and values help focus planning and management efforts on what is truly significant about 
the park. One of the most important responsibilities of NPS managers is to ensure the conservation and public 
enjoyment of those qualities that are essential (fundamental) to achieving the purpose of the park and maintaining 
its significance. If fundamental resources and values are allowed to deteriorate, the park purpose and/or 
significance could be jeopardized.  

The following fundamental resources and values have been identified for Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park:  

· Volcanoes and Associated Volcanic Features and Processes. Two active hot-spot shield volcanoes, dynamic 
geologic processes, and volcanic features demonstrate the effects of the forces of nature and record the geologic 
history.  

· Body of Scientific Knowledge and Investigations. Documents, collections, and observations contribute to 
scientific discovery and range from early first-hand accounts of eruptive events to current scientific research and 
museum collections.  



· Opportunities for Scientific Research and Monitoring. The park serves as a world-class living laboratory for 
geologic research, conservation biology, ecosystem development, island biogeography, and evolution that 
continues to build on the existing body of scientific knowledge for resource protection, public safety, and 
environmental understanding.  

· Biological Diversity. The park contains an extraordinary assemblage of native plants and animals--more than 
90% of which are endemic to the Hawaiian Islands and many of which are rare, endangered, and threatened with 
extinction.  

· Ecological Integrity. The park perpetuates native ecosystems and communities, many of which are unique to the 
park, and provides a refuge for endemic plants and animals that span seven ecological zones ranging from seacoast 
to alpine. The park also supports the continuation of natural processes and interactions among species and 
between the biotic and abiotic environments.  

· Natural Sounds. Park soundscapes are protected from many human-caused sounds and are dominated by the 
sounds of wind, ocean, volcanic activity, and native species. 

· Night Sky and Scenic Vistas. The unobscured night sky is characterized by an absence of artificial light and 
scenic vistas are unobstructed by development and human-caused air pollution.  

· Remote and Challenging Experiences. The park promotes opportunities for visitors to experience solitude, 
primitive conditions, and challenge.  

· Natural Landscape Character. From mauka (toward the mountain) to makai (toward the ocean), vast expanses of 
the park's wilderness have been affected primarily by the forces of nature--retaining their primeval character.  

· First-hand Volcanic Experiences. The park provides opportunities for visitors to approach and experience active 
volcanic eruptions including fountains, fissures, and flows.  

· Pelehonuamea. Volcanic landscapes and all active flows and products of eruptive events are the representation 
of Pelehonuamea, deity of Hawaiian volcanoes.  

· Wahi Kapu (Sacred Places) and Wahi Pana (Celebrated Places). The entire park landscape and all of its 
inhabitants and features, including the sky as a layered extension of the landscape, are sacred to Native Hawaiians, 
particularly Halemaʻuma'u Crater (home of Pelehonuamea), Mauna Loa's Moku'āweoweo caldera (a focal point 
for the greater Hawaiian relationship to the universe-stars, sun, moon), and mauka forested areas.  

· Opportunity for Traditional Cultural Use. Native Hawaiian traditional uses in the park perpetuate traditional 
practices, knowledge, and the cultural importance of this area. These practices, including chants and dances, 
depend upon natural sounds, unobstructed views of mountain summits, and an environment that has not been 
greatly altered by human-caused changes.  

· Cultural Resources. The park's rich and varied cultural resources, including objects, archeological sites, cultural 
landscapes, historic structures, and ethnographic resources are preserved and contribute to interpreting and 
understanding the greater Hawaiian culture and the more recent human history within the park. 

As described above, Hawaii Volcanoes is national park with many unique resources and attributes. From active 
volcanoes to rare, endemic species, this wilderness is enjoyed by over a million visitors a year. The park is sacred 
to many Native Hawaiians and part of their centuries-old culture. Commercial air tours are not a fundamental 
resource or value and create unacceptable impacts to those resources and values.  

In the Environmental Assessment, the agencies conclude that Alternative 2 prohibiting commercial air tours will 
best protect the fundamental resources identified by the NPS in its foundational document. It states:  

Noise: &quot;Alternative 2 would provide 365 days per year without noise from air tours within the ATMP 
planning area and would reduce noise in the most noise sensitive regions of the Park resulting in direct beneficial 
effects compared to the No Action Alternative and Alternative 3.&quot; (page 39) 

Biological Resources: &quot;Under Alternative 2, commercial air tour aircraft would not fly within the ATMP 
planning area which would eliminate this source of noise from the planning area. Therefore, there would be a 
direct beneficial effect on biological resources since the intensity and likely presence of noise from commercial air 
tours would be less than under the No Action Alternative.&quot; (page 73). 



Cultural Resources: &quot;Under Alternative 2, commercial air tour aircraft would not fly within the ATMP 
planning area. The elimination of commercial air tours from the ATMP planning area would reduce the noise and 
visual intrusions from directly impacting the feeling and setting of cultural resources within the APE and result in 
beneficial impacts to ethnographic resources and sacred sites, TCPs, archeological resources, cultural landscapes, 
historic districts, and prehistoric and historic buildings and structures compared to current conditions.&quot; 
(page 93).  

Wilderness: &quot;Under Alternative 2, commercial air tour aircraft would not fly within the ATMP planning 
area, which would offer the greatest protection to Wilderness. Compared to current conditions, this would 
enhance Wilderness character by reducing the intensity of noise and number of noise events over Wilderness 
areas. There would be direct beneficial impacts to the natural quality of Wilderness and the opportunities for 
solitude under Alternative 2.&quot; (page 105)  

Visitor Use and Experience: &quot;Under Alternative 2, commercial air tours would not fly within the ATMP 
planning area which would eliminate this source of noise from the ATMP planning area. Therefore, there would 
be a direct beneficial impact to Park visitor use and experience since the intensity and presence of noise from 
commercial air tours would be less than under the No Action Alternative. Alternative 2 offers the greatest 
protection of visitor use and experience.&quot; (page 115).  

It is obvious the ATMP should have recommended eliminating commercial air tours as it provides the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; and &quot;direct beneficial impact&quot; for the park. Both the ATMP and 
Environmental Assessment provide evidence that the current commercial air tours as well as Alternative 3 that 
would continue to allow air tours, will harm visitors, natural and cultural resources, wilderness, and wildlife. The 
agencies found that, &quot;The Park has the highest visitor use among the nine NPS units in Hawai'i. Noise from 
low flying air tours can have notable impacts on visitor experience. A 2007 survey conducted at the Park found 
that the majority of people who reported hearing aircraft considered it either unacceptable or annoying and 
reported negative emotions or feelings associated with aircraft sound.&quot; (ATMP at page 11). These broad 
statements about noise impacts to visitor experience have been ignored for decades by NPS and FAA. Now that 
the agencies have an opportunity to address this direct conflict by prohibiting commercial air tours, this ATMP 
recommends continuing this conflict in areas of the park.  

Knowing several species could be harmed by noise, the agencies propose mitigation measures that will not 
guarantee the best possible conditions for them. The ATMP states, &quot;Helicopter noise detrimentally affects 
physiology, pairing and breeding success, and territory size of birds by limiting communication between 
individuals. These effects could have a greater impact on critically endangered Hawaiian endemics, which already 
face a number of additional stressors.&quot; (page 11). This careless approach to ensuring the survival of many 
species violates NPS laws and policies.  

We continue to be baffled by the ATMP's recommendations allowing helicopters to hover over the park. On one 
hand the ATMP states, &quot;Hovering, loitering and/or circling on the Kahuku Route and the Coastal Route are 
prohibited because they could negatively impact visitor experience and cultural and natural resources, including 
sensitive sites.&quot; (page 12). As a general matter, we agree that hovering over an area is hugely disruptive for 
visitors and resources. Yet, the ATMP allows hovering where it states, &quot;Hovering, loitering, and/or circling 
for up to five minutes is permitted on the Pu 'u 'o 'o Route and in the Pu 'u 'o 'o QT Zone. Circling aircraft must 
turn away from the advancing blade as much as possible minimize noise.&quot; (at page 7). The flight path where 
hovering is allowed is directly adjacent to a state protected area, Kahauale'a Natural Area Reserve and close to the 
East Rift Designated Wilderness in the park. As we mentioned earlier, the Wilderness Act's protections apply to 
activities inside and outside of a wilderness area. Allowing commercial air tours is already problematic in the park, 
adding up to five minutes of hovering and loitering only adds to the violation of laws and policies.  

Hakeakala National Park 

The following fundamental resources and values have been identified for Haleakalā National Park:  

· Natural Sounds, Viewsheds, and Dark Night Skies - Natural sounds, panoramic views, and dark night skies 
greatly contribute to Haleakalā's unique sense of place. Ambient sound levels in the Haleakalā Crater are so low 
that they approach the threshold of human hearing, and the crater and summit offer world-renowned stargazing 
opportunities. Visitors flock to the summit to witness spectacular sunrises over the park's natural landscape--this 



and other views in the park are supported by its excellent air quality. In addition to being highly desired values for 
visitors, dark night skies and natural soundscapes are vital components of a healthy, intact, biological community. 
Each plays an important role in wildlife communication and behavior. The preservation of natural sounds, 
viewsheds, and dark night skies is also critical to effective wilderness management.  

· Kīpahulu Moku District (including 'Ohe'o Gulch and Palikea Stream) - Handed down over the centuries through 
oral tradition and practice, the 'Aha Moku system is the traditional Hawaiian system of natural resource division 
and management for ocean and land resources. The undiverted free-flowing Palikea stream and 'Ohe'o Gulch are 
part of an intact East Maui watershed that begins at the piko, or navel, of the island. The park is fortunate to 
protect nearly all of the Kīpahulu moku, including intact ahupua'a (smaller land divisions) within it. The Kīpahulu 
Biological Reserve is discussed and analyzed as part of the Native Hawaiian Biological Diversity fundamental 
resource and value. 

· Wilderness - Approximately 24,000 acres of Haleakalā National Park is federally designated wilderness. The 
wilderness area includes the majority of the Haleakalā Crater and the Kīpahulu Biological Reserve, which protects 
one of the most intact rainforest ecosystems in the Hawaiian Islands. The wilderness area also has cultural and 
spiritual significance to Native Hawaiians, who have used these lands since ancient times, and continue to visit 
sites and features within the wilderness for traditional practices. Visitors have opportunities to participate in 
wilderness experiences--from expansive views across undeveloped lands to primitive recreation and solitude.  

· Ongoing Connections to Living Hawaiian Culture - Haleakalā National Park has cultural and spiritual value for 
Native Hawaiians who have used particular places, sites, and resources in the park for a broad range of activities 
from ancient times to the present. Among these traditional cultural activities are ritual ceremonies, spiritual 
training, and practices related to birth and burial. For Native Hawaiians, traditional uses and connections between 
people and all things spiritual and physical are incorporated in the ancient, sacred tradition of the Kumulipo that 
has been passed down orally for generations in the form of a mele koʻihonua or chant of more than 2,000 lines. 
The Kumulipo recounts the origin of the universe and the beginnings of the Hawaiian world; it inventories and 
explains the existence of all resources so that proper care and respect is applied through kuleana (responsibility). 
Sustaining the connections and interrelationships between Native Hawaiians and culturally significant park 
resources and places is an important objective of park managers.  

· Outstanding Geological Resources, Including the Haleakalā Volcano and Crater - Rising to 10,023 feet in 
elevation, the Haleakalā volcano--also known as the East Maui volcano--is the primary geological feature of the 
park, and preserves a record of Maui's volcanic history. At the volcano's summit is the enormous depression 
known as Haleakalā Crater--described by Congress in the 1916 enabling legislation as the &quot;largest and most 
spectacular crater in the world.&quot; In truth, the label &quot;crater&quot; is somewhat of a misnomer, as this 
impressive depression was not shaped solely by volcanic activity, but also by water and erosion. Northeasterly 
tradewinds collided with the great volcano, producing rainfall, and over time streams cut channels down the 
slopes of the mountain. Eventually, two streams that eroded their way up the mountain joined, ultimately creating 
the long and deep depression that survives today. Later, volcanic vents in this area formed richly colored cinder 
cones and young lava flows--major scenic features of the park. Lava at Haleakalā National Park includes lower 
viscosity &quot;ropy flows&quot; (also called pāhoehoe) and the higher viscosity &quot;rough and jagged 
flows&quot; (also called 'a'ā). There are at least 24 known lava tube caves in the park.  

· Archeological and Historic Resources Associated with Native Hawaiian Culture - Haleakalā National Park 
preserves a high density and variety of precontact and historic archeological resources. These resources exist in 
many locations and include Native Hawaiian temples (heiaus), trails, altars, fishing shrines, house platforms, and 
other features. Historic resources such as historic agricultural sites and astrological shelters are also preserved by 
the park. Some of these resources are still used today as part of the vibrant Hawaiian culture. The upper Kīpahulu 
Valley, on the park's windward side, exemplifies this rich biodiversity - With its wet rainforests and bogs, the 
upper Kīpahulu Valley is a key refuge for native Hawaiian plant and animal species that are disappearing 
elsewhere. The park manages this area as the Kīpahulu Biological Reserve. Within the reserve, no trails or roads 
are planned in order to prevent nonnative species, which are capable of rapidly spreading and outcompeting 
native rainforest plants, from penetrating the valley. Entry to the reserve is allowed only to resource managers and 
scientists who are conducting research and management essential to understanding and protecting this rare relict 
ecosystem. 



· Native Hawaiian Biological Diversity - Haleakalā, rising from sea to summit, and exposed to both the windward 
moist tradewinds and leeward drying air, features a striking variety of ecosystems that support a tremendous 
range of native biological diversity. The park protects endemic and iconic species including the nēnē (Hawaiian 
goose), 'ahinahina (Haleakalā silversword), 'akohekohe (the critically endangered crested honeycreeper), and 
many other threatened and endangered species. The park's remarkable ecological diversity is recognized by its 
designation as a United Nations International Biosphere Reserve. Haleakalā serves as a scientific laboratory for 
studies in climate history and change, classification of species, and taxonomy.  

The upper Kīpahulu Valley, on the park's windward side, exemplifies this rich biodiversity - With its wet 
rainforests and bogs, the upper Kīpahulu Valley is a key refuge for native Hawaiian plant and animal species that 
are disappearing elsewhere. The park manages this area as the Kīpahulu Biological Reserve. Within the reserve, no 
trails or roads are planned in order to prevent nonnative species, which are capable of rapidly spreading and 
outcompeting native rainforest plants, from penetrating the valley. Entry to the reserve is allowed only to resource 
managers and scientists who are conducting research and management essential to understanding and protecting 
this rare relict ecosystem.  

· Kuleana - The Native Hawaiian concept of kuleana is generally recognized as the responsibility passed down 
from the kūpuna (ancestors) to present and future generations for stewardship and respect for all things spiritual 
and physical. Under the traditional 'Aha Moku system of regional boundary management based on observational 
knowledge and sense of place, certain people had kuleana for site specific management and families had certain 
roles within their moku (land division). The Pōhaku Pālaha (the place where the moku boundaries converge) 
marks the beginning of the interconnected system linking the heavens to the depths of the ocean. How kuleana is 
managed affects other moku outside park boundaries as well as ocean resources. The National Park Service has 
accepted kuleana for the management of Haleakalā National Park. The National Park Service and the individuals 
who serve as konohiki (managers and stewards) represent the kia'i, or guardians of this sacred place for Hawaiian 
people. 

There is no doubt Haleakala is a celebrated national park because of its spectacular natural resources from the 
volcano, rainforest, desert to its rich biodiversity. The cultural traditions and resources are abundant, park 
managers embrace stewardship concepts handed down by generations of Native Hawaiians. The ATMP should 
have chosen the most protective management for such a special place. The Environmental Assessment validates 
the best, most protective management for the park is Alternative 2 which would prohibit commercial air tours, it 
states:  

Noise: &quot;Alternative 2 would provide 365 days per year that are free of noise from air tours within the ATMP 
planning area and would reduce noise in the most noise sensitive regions of the Park resulting in direct beneficial 
effects compared to the No Action Alternative and Alternative 3.&quot; (page 39). 

Biological Resources: &quot;Under Alternative 2, commercial air tour aircraft would not fly within the ATMP 
planning area which would eliminate this source of noise from the planning area. Therefore, there would be a 
direct beneficial effect on biological resources since the intensity and likely presence of noise from commercial air 
tours would be less than under the No Action Alternative.&quot; (page 64).  

Cultural Resources: &quot;Under Alternative 2, commercial air tour aircraft would not fly within the ATMP 
planning area. The elimination of commercial air tours from the ATMP planning area would reduce the noise and 
visual intrusions from impacting the feeling and setting of cultural resources within the APE and result in 
beneficial impacts, including ethnographic resources and sacred sites, TCPs, archeological resources, cultural 
landscapes, historic districts, and prehistoric and historic buildings and structures compared to current 
conditions.&quot; (page 81).  

Wilderness: &quot;Under Alternative 2, commercial air tour aircraft would not fly within the ATMP planning 
area, which would offer the greatest protection to Wilderness. Compared to current conditions, this would 
enhance Wilderness character by reducing the intensity of noise and number of noise events over Wilderness 
areas. There would be direct beneficial impacts to the natural quality of Wilderness and the opportunities for 
solitude under Alternative 2.&quot; (page 93).  

Visitor Use and Experience: &quot;Under Alternative 2, commercial air tours would not fly within the ATMP 
planning area which would eliminate this source of noise from the ATMP planning area for up to 1.05 million 



Park visitors each year. Therefore, there would be a direct beneficial impact to Park visitor use and experience 
since the intensity and presence of noise from commercial air tours would be less than under the No Action 
Alternative. Alternative 2 offers the greatest protection of visitor use and experience.&quot; (page 102).  

NPS and FAA should be choosing the alternative that had a &quot;direct beneficial impact&quot; and offers the 
&quot;greatest protection&quot; for Haleakala.  

According to the ATMP's &quot;justification for measures taken,&quot; &quot;The number of flights authorized 
per year was selected to reduce impacts to noise sensitive areas in the Park including those with Wilderness values, 
cultural resources, natural acoustic environment, wildlife, and visitor experience while also providing expansive 
views of the coastal areas to commercial air tour customers. These are noise sensitive areas of the Park where a 
quiet setting is a generally recognized feature or attribute.&quot; (page 14). This is a subjective goal determined by 
the agencies in the ATMP, but this does not comport with the National Park Air Tour Management Act 
(NPATMA), the law that governs this process. The National Park Air Tour Management Act does not guarantee 
&quot;customers&quot; anything, in fact, allowing commercial activity in a park is a privilege and not a goal 
under NPATMA or any other the law. The law states:  

Objective.--The objective of any air tour management plan shall be to develop acceptable and effective measures 
to mitigate or prevent the significant adverse impacts, if any, of commercial air tour operations upon the natural 
and cultural resources, visitor experiences, and tribal lands.  

The agencies continuously admit in the ATMP that natural and cultural resources, visitor experiences and Native 
Hawaiian cultural sites and interactions will be negatively impacted by commercial air tours. The current noisy 
conditions in the park are violating laws and policies, slight management changes will not protect the park. The 
ATMP seeks to minimize flights to one path, but this is guidance and likely won't be strictly enforced. This is just a 
shell game rather than a true comparison of the ideal protection for the park. The &quot;reduction&quot; noted 
above is not significant enough to justify continuing commercial air tours. In fact, on page 13 of the ATMP, the 
agencies pick winners and losers where they identify some areas that will have less noise than others. More 
specifically, in the Environment Assessment appendices (at Table 8. Location point results for Alternative 3), there 
are a total of 44 locations surveyed for noise, of those, 21 locations report some level of noise above 35 decibels 
during the day. 

We disagree with the NPS and FAA approach comparing noise impacts among the alternatives studied by the 
agencies. Instead of using the ambient natural sounds (a fundamental resource) as a baseline for judging noise 
impacts, it compares the alternatives with the current conditions that include thousands of noisy air tours. The 
ATMP chooses Alternative 3 as its preferred alternative for future air tour management. Using this approach, the 
Environmental Assessment states, &quot;Time Audible Natural Ambient: Compared to the No Action 
Alternative, the overall time audible noise footprint for Alternative 3 potentially is only 1% smaller than the No 
Action Alternative…&quot; (page 42). This means noise will continue to permeate the park under the agencies' 
chosen alternative.  

The Environmental Assessment states, &quot;Native Hawaiians have consistently noted that the persistent air 
tours over the Park unreasonably interfere with the silence needed to perform ceremonies conducted by Native 
Hawaiian practitioners at these sacred sites, some of which rely on hearing natural sounds. Under the No Action 
Alternative, these impacts to ethnographic resources would continue to occur.&quot; (page 80). There is no 
mention of Native Hawaiian views of continued commercial air tours under Alternative 3, the ATMP chosen 
management direction.  

The forest birds in Haleakala require proactive protection to ensure their survival. The ATMP states, &quot;At 
least two federally endangered forest bird species within the Park, the kiwikiu and 'akohekohe, are at imminent 
risk of extinction, with fewer than 200 and 1800 individuals, respectively, left in the wild. In addition to impacts to 
the birds themselves, aircraft noise adversely impacts the NPS's ability to monitor federally protected Hawaiian 
forest birds, which is done primarily by acoustic-based surveys to detect birdsongs.&quot; (at page 13). If the NPS 
cannot conduct the studies, the agency could be violating several laws from those governing the NPS to the 
Endangered Species Act. We would urge the agencies to use the precautionary principle, do not put the forest 
birds at risk in order to allow commercial air tours.  



The ATMP has a prohibition on hovering or circling. The Environment Assessment provides the following reason 
for this restriction where it states, &quot;This alternative would prohibit hovering and circling because it could 
negatively impact visitors, cultural, and natural resources, including sensitive sites.&quot; (page 22). We 
appreciate the consideration of visitors and resources, but we find it baffling air tours are allowed at all when the 
agencies know they have a negative impact.  

General concerns that apply to both parks 

As described above, only Alternative 2 meets the Park management objective to protect natural sounds. 
Alternative 3 does not achieve this objective. Similarly, only Alternative 2 meets management objectives to protect 
wilderness character. Alternative 3 does not achieve this objective. Had the ATMPs taken as the starting point of 
the analysis the natural ambient sounds of each park unit, this would have been obvious.  
Moreover, the ATMPs EAs for both parks failed to account for the indirect and cumulative impacts of air tour 
noise in their assessment of the Alternative 3s. In particular, there are a number of entirely foreseeable adaptations 
to the Alternative 3s that operators will make that will significantly impact park resources, but that were not 
analyzed, including flights outside the ½ mile ATMP buffer around national parks, the use of larger, noisier 
equipment, and the use of slower flights that extend the time and noise exposure over the park. Also, the policies 
to implement the Quiet Technology incentives are too weak and ill-defined to actually mitigate impacts. Each of 
these is further described below. By not properly analyzing each of these, the assessment of Alternative 3 
understates the actual impacts that will result.  
Flights outside the ½ mile buffer 

As the EA notes in several places, with fewer permitted operations within the ATMP planning areas, some 
operations will be displaced outside the ½ mile boundary. This could be particularly problematic when the noise 
of the ATMP routes is added to the noise from the non-ATMP flights. Consequently, the EA understated the 
noise impact on the park of the ATMP flights because it did not address the cumulative impact of the non-ATMP 
flights. There are numerous locations where the Park Objectives concerning wilderness character and natural 
sounds are not met by Alternative 3, and additional noise will further degrade those resources. The Hawaii 
Volcanoes Coastal Route provides one example, where the ATMP route is only 640 feet from the ATMP planning 
boundary. Footnote #2.  

[Footnote #2: The Coastal Route is 2000 lateral feet from the wilderness area, while the half mile ATMP planning 
area is 2640 feet from the wilderness area, a difference of only 640 lateral feet.]  

The noise of aircraft flying 640 feet further from the Wilderness Area was not analyzed.  

The noise from non ATMP tours should have been modeled by the EA where such occurrences are predictable. In 
the case of the Coastal Route, it is likely that two flights outside the ATMP planning area would have similar noise 
impacts to one flight on the ATMP Coastal Route. Moreover, it is likely that not only will operations be displaced, 
but in order to meet Quiet Technology incentives, it is likely that operators will use Quieter Technology flights 
within the park and noisier technology outside the park. The noisier equipment on the &quot;half mile&quot; 
coastal route could have a greater impact than the actual ATMP Coastal Route. The expected cumulative adverse 
effects of the &quot;half-mile&quot; coastal route, coupled with the lack of analysis in the EA, make the ATMP 
Coastal Route severely deficient.  

Even without considering the cumulative impacts, the Coastal Route is extremely problematic. It should be noted 
that the ATMP Coastal Route does not provide an adequate buffer for the adjacent Wilderness Area. The Coastal 
Route is 2000 feet off shore but extends ¼ mile (1,320 feet) on either side, leaving only a 680 foot buffer to the 
wilderness area. According to the EA, &quot;The Coastal Route runs bi-directionally offshore along the edge of 
the Park boundary, but within ½-mile of the Park boundary. Air tours on the Coastal Route would maintain 2,000 
ft. lateral distance from shore and a minimum altitude of 2,000 ft. AGL&quot; (EA, 21). But the EA for both parks 
also notes that &quot;Air tour routes within the ATMP planning area are represented by a line with a ¼-mile 
buffer on either side of the route that indicates the acceptable range of deviation that would not trigger 
enforcement action&quot; (EA, 20). 

Flights 680 lateral feet from a wilderness area provide negligible additional buffer than what is provided by the 
2,000 foot minimum height. The noise path following the hypotenuse of a triangle with legs of 2,000 feet (height) 



and 680 feet (lateral distance) is only 112 feet longer than a direct overflight path. The lateral distance to the 
Wilderness Area is not sufficient.  

The cumulative impacts of non-ATMP and ATMP routes, including the Coastal Route and other routes where 
displaced flights may impact the parks, and particularly wilderness areas, must be quantified and analyzed.  

Larger, noisier aircraft 

Larger, and likely noisier, aircraft are another possible indirect impact not considered. Given that operations are 
allocated, and not the number of passengers, it is entirely foreseeable that operators will seek to maximize the 
number of passengers with possibly noisier aircraft to increase the number of paying passengers. This outcome 
will change the mix of aircraft modeled by the EA. The only protection is the unspecified (by the EA and AMTP) 
Quiet Technology and replacement requirements (see below for a further discussion concerning the insufficient 
Quiet Technology policy). The replacement and Quiet Technology policy must be updated as described below.  

Longer time in the ATMP area 

It is almost certain that the EAs' noise modeling has understated the time aircraft will spend in the ATMP planning 
areas. Given that only operations are allocated, and not time in the ATMP planning airspace, it is entirely 
foreseeable that operators will seek to lengthen flights or increase revenue generating hours of flights, by flying at 
a slower rate, increasing noise exposure in the Park. Footnote #3. 

[Footnote #3: It should be noted that we have heard concerns from helicopter operators who feel that the sharing 
of routes by fixed wing and helicopters, due to their different speeds, creates safety hazards. While we are not in a 
position to judge the level of hazard, there is no need to create multiple routes for each aircraft type. The aircraft 
can be segregated by simple time of day or day of week schedules for each aircraft type on a particular route.]  

This scenario, which the ATMP allows for, would make the impacts analysis in the EAs inaccurate and 
inadequate. The AMTPs and EAs should have included time limits to routes in the form of an annual time budget 
for the year. The annual time over the ATMP planning areas that was modeled should have been disclosed. That 
time was the basis for the EAs' decision and should have been described in the EA as a condition of the operations 
granted. Instead, the time over the ATMP planning areas was not disclosed. It is not possible to know if the time 
assumptions were reasonable and what impact operations of greater time might have, as the ATMPs allow for 
aircrafts to spend greater time in the ATMP planning areas than the EAs analyzed. The lack of this information 
makes the ATMPs and EAs analysis of Alternative 3 inadequate.  
The FAA and NPS relied on numerous time-above metrics in assessing the impact of noise, and more time in the 
ATMP planning area is directly related to more impacts. To achieve the impacts shown in the Alternative 3 
analysis, the time operators are over the ATMP areas must be limited to those times in the modeling. Footnote #4. 

[Footnote #4: time-above metrics (e.g. time audible, time above 35dba, time above 52dba)] 

Consequently, Alternative 3 needed to contain an annual noise budget as much as it needed to limit operations to 
the number modeled. The budget should be based on the assumptions in the EA noise modeling, and if the budget 
is exceeded before the permitted operations are used, no further operations shall occur that year or those 
operations shall deducted from the following year's allocation. Footnote #5. 

[Footnote #5: An annual time budget, based on the cumulative time each operation was modeled in the ATMPs 
planning areas in the EA, would provide operators with flexibility due to weather, traffic, and other factors 
throughout the year, yet ensure that impacts are no greater than those modeled by the EA. If operators were to 
claim that the annual budget developed from the modeling assumptions is not sufficient due to safety or some 
other consideration, this would mean that the initial EA modeling assumptions were wrong and understated the 
noise impact of flights, and would need to be recalculated with operations further limited to limit impacts on park 
resources.] 

It should be noted that the total time an operator is over the ATMP planning areas is currently required to be 
tracked and is part of the required reporting data, so determination of compliance with the operations would be 
no different than for the time.  

Moreover, without a time limit within the ATMP planning areas, the ATMP's no hovering or circling rules are 
ineffective. Not only are these terms not defined, but operators could easily evade the no hovering rule by simply 



flying slower at specific locations, and possibly during the entire flight. Consequently, without adding a time limit, 
the EA modeling almost certainly understates the noise impacts.  

In addition to prescribing annual operations, the ATMPs Alternative 3 should have prescribed the annual time 
permitted in the ATMPs planning areas. Otherwise operators will just fly slower and increase impacts to resources 
beyond those described in the EA. The impact of operations is directly related to the time those operations are 
over the park.  

Quiet Technology Policy 

Neither the EAs nor the ATMPs define or describe Quiet Technology. Consequently, the proposed Quiet 
Technology policy is insufficient to protect park resources from increasing impacts. The current plan treats quiet 
technology as a static condition and will not encourage further reductions in noise levels; it rewards quieter 
technology with more times to fly (extending hours during the day and on Wednesdays), but does not incentivize 
future gains. In fact, as more quiet technology aircraft are integrated into the fleet mix, the &quot;quiet 
technology times&quot; will only get louder as more aircraft take advantage of those times.  

The proposed incentives for Quiet Technology are poorly designed and do not reflect a serious effort to reduce 
adverse impacts from operators. Had the agencies taken this aspect seriously, they would have proposed and 
analyzed incentives in the ATMPs and EAs that create a competitive marketplace for quiet, not incentives that 
expand operating times and days.  

For example, a much more effective Quiet Technology incentive would be to reserve 25% to 50% of operations 
for the operators who fly the quietest technology. To implement such a policy, the FAA/NPS, based on the 
reporting data submitted by operators, would determine the rank of each operator in terms of their use of Quiet 
Technology equipment. In the first and second year of the ATMP, the distribution of operations would be the 
same as currently proposed in the ATMP, with the 25% -50% reward for Quiet Technology incentive being 
awarded as in the current ATMP. In the third year, the 25%-50% would be allocated to operators in proportion to 
their rank during the first year. In subsequent years, the 25% - 50% Quiet Technology incentive would be 
redistributed based on the next calculation year. Effectively, this would create a 1 year lag to allow the NPS/FAA 
time to collect and analyze the reporting data and allow operators to adjust their schedules based on the new 
allocation.  

The AMTP does not define Quiet Technology, but the definition is critical to the minimization of impacts on park 
resources. We propose a very simple definition of Quiet Technology aircraft. Quiet Technology aircraft are those 
aircraft with the least noise impact on the park.  

Before exploring this definition, however, it is important to recognize that previous work by the FAA published in 
Advisory Circular AC-93-2, is not helpful or appropriate for application in AMTPs. This document lists aircraft 
meeting a &quot;noise efficiency standard&quot; that reduces noise per seat.  

The Advisory Circular is outdated and a &quot;noise efficiency standard&quot; is a poor definition of Quiet 
Technology because it may or may not correspond to a lesser impact of overflight noise on parks. The simple 
reason is because noise efficiency and quiet technology are not the same thing. Less noise per passenger seat does 
not equate to less noise and fewer impacts per operation on the park. Therefore, noise efficiency does not 
measure the effectiveness of quiet technology on parks.  

It is actually impossible to determine which technology is quietest using AC-93-2 criteria, because the Advisory 
Circular employs five different equations (see below), three different metrics (EPNL, SEL, and LAmax), and 5 
different methodologies.  

EPNL(H) = 80 +10log(# PAX seats/2) dB 
SEL(J) = 77 +10log(# PAX seats/2) dB 
LAmax(F) = 69 +10log(# PAX seats/2) dB 
LAmax(G) = 74 +10log(# PAX seats/2) dB 
LAmax(G) = 77+10log(# PAX seats/2) dB 

The FAA AC-93-2 noise efficiency or per passenger seat noise metric, as expressed by the equation  

Noise Threshold= X dB + 10Log(#PAX seats/2) dB 



is not a useful metric to identify technology that has the least impact on a national park. If it were used as the 
criteria, it would be very problematic and exacerbate the problem discussed above in the section entitled 
&quot;Larger, noisier aircraft.&quot; It is a metric suited for minimizing the noise per passenger, not the noise 
imposed on the park. Only if the park were allocating passenger seats would it be a viable option. But since parks 
allocate operations and not passenger seats, the metric has the perverse effect of maximizing aircraft noise impacts 
on the park per operation. Footnote #6. 

[Footnote #6: It should be noted that it maximizes noise impacts within a given bound, the set of aircraft meeting 
the A-93-2 criteria. It encourages operators to use the largest/noisiest equipment the market can sustain, and 
therefore incentivizes those aircraft with the most noise.] 

Consider, for example, Figure 1 from AC-93-2 
(https://www.faa.gov/documentLibrary/media/Advisory_Circular/AC_93-2.pdf).  

The vertical axis is the noise level; the horizontal axis is number of passengers. Aircraft that fall below the pink line 
qualify as quiet technology. The pink line defining quiet technology is actually a function of the number of 
passenger seats on the aircraft. In the equation, the independent variable is passenger seats while the dependent 
variable is the noise level experienced in the park. The greater the number of passenger seats, the greater the noise 
impact on the park that qualifies as quiet technology.  

The curve of the pink line results from the logarithmic component of the equation (ten times the logarithm of the 
number of passenger seats divided by 2). The shape of the curve seems to be based on an equal energy hypothesis. 
The rationale for the initial threshold value (the initial starting value for 1 passenger in Figures 1-4 of AC-93-2) is 
not given.  

The assumption underlying this equal energy hypothesis is that the combined impact of aircraft noise events on 
the park is related to the combined sound energy of those individual noise events on a per passenger seat basis. 
Consequently, each doubling of the number of passenger seats allows the addition of 3 dB to the permitted level, 
just as each doubling of the number of equal noise events (flights for example) adds 3 dB to the total noise level. 
For example, a helicopter with 4 passengers is permitted to be 83 dBA, a helicopter with 8 passengers is permitted 
to be 86 dB, and two operations of the 4 passenger helicopter have the same combined noise level as one 
operation of the 8 passenger helicopter.  

The major problem with the AC-93-2 equal energy hypothesis is that it would be an effective metric only if the 
parks allocated passenger seats, not operations, to operators. Footnote #7. 

[Footnote #7: There are additional problems with the AC-93-2 quiet technology designation that should also be 
noted, including: 
1. The use of multiple non-comparable noise metrics. 
2. The use of a threshold for quiet technology designation. 
The threshold actually is a disincentive for the development of future quiet technology and a disincentive for the 
use of the quietest technology currently since there is no reward for being quieter than the threshold.] 

If parks allocated a limited number of passenger seats, then any distribution of those seats among aircraft would 
have the same noise impact on the park. Footnote #8. 

[Footnote #8: If for example, 16 passenger seats were allocated, then that allocation can be accomplished for the 
same approximately 89 dB with either one 89 dB 16 seat aircraft, or two 86 dB 8 seat aircraft, or perhaps a 83 dB 4 
seat aircraft]  

In this case, the impact on the park is dependent on the number of seats allocated, and independent of the number 
of operations used to meet the allocation.  

The ATMPs, however, allocate operations instead of allocating passenger seats. In this real world condition, the 
noise in the park is dependent on the size of the aircraft conducting the allocated operations: the larger the 
aircraft, the more the impact on the park.  

Instead of all configurations of seats among operations resulting in the same noise impact when allocating 
passenger seats, when operations are allocated using the A-93-2 equations, the incentive is to increase the noise 
effect on the park. For example, if the limit were four operations, that could be met with either four 4-passenger 



seat operations which combine to 89 dB, or four 8-passenger operations which combine to 92 dB, or four 16-
passenger operations which combine to 95 dB. Clearly, the impact on the park in the above example is dependent 
on, and increases with, the number of seats per aircraft. With limited operations, the operator will have an 
incentive to use the largest aircraft the market can sustain, causing the largest noise impact on the park. 

The reason for quiet technology incentives in the ATMPs is to promote the use of quieter equipment. But the 
currently proposed incentives, and particular, if they are combined with the AC definition of Quiet Technology, 
will instead, incentivize larger noisier aircraft. There are other incentives that more effectively promote the use of 
quiet technology, such as rewarding operators with operations for their use of quiet technology, that we outline 
but which were not studied and presented in the ATMPs and EAs.  

Because quieter technology exists and is constantly being developed, and that today's quietest technology is 
tomorrow's noisy technology, it is important to define quiet aircraft technology in terms of the quietest aircraft. 
Footnote #9. 

[Footnote #9: For example, Stage II commercial aircraft are now considered noisy but, were once considered 
quiet technology.] 

Static definitions, such as those in AC-93-2 become outdated and disincentives that discourage future technology 
improvements beyond the minimum threshold. Once the threshold for quiet technology is met, there is no 
incentive to develop even quieter equipment and no differentiation between aircraft meeting the threshold. 
Footnote #10. 

[Footnote #10: Moreover, it should be noted that &quot;quiet technology&quot; is really a misnomer, since these 
&quot;quiet technology&quot; aircraft are still very loud. Quietest available technology is a better term.] 

A better alternative to the AC method of identifying quiet technology equipment is to use the AEDT model to 
determine which operators used the quietest equipment, but such a process is very time and labor intensive, and 
ultimately unnecessary.  

The simplest and most relevant measure of Quiet Technology for national parks is the Sound Exposure Level 
(SEL) of an aircraft in level flight at 2,000 feet, and it can easily be employed to determine which operators used 
the quietest equipment. The SEL metric provides a good comparison of noise between aircraft. Footnote #11. 

[Footnote #11: &quot;The Sound Exposure Level (SEL) metric represents all the acoustic energy (a.k.a. sound 
pressure) of an individual noise event as if that event had occurred within a one-second time period. SEL captures 
both the level (magnitude) and the duration of a sound event in a single numerical quantity, by 
&quot;squeezing&quot; all the noise energy from an event into one second. This provides a uniform way to make 
comparisons among noise events of various durations.&quot; (FAA, Fundamentals of Noise and Sound, 
https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/policy_guidance/noise/basics/)] 

The other possible metric, the LAmax provides the highest decibel level and measures the impact when it is most 
intrusive, but it lacks a measure of the duration of the event. Footnote #12 

[Footnote #12: LAmax is the maximum A-weighted sound level of an event such as an overflight.] 

The SEL metric combines both magnitude and duration in one metric. The 2,000 foot height is the most common 
operation permitted by the ATMP. Footnote #13. 

[Footnote #13: The FAA and NPS should develop criteria beyond just the A-weighted SEL to account for other 
acoustic characteristics such as frequency and sound quality that also determine the intrusiveness of the noise.]  

The SEL noise level can be measured from overflights or derived from the FAA's AEDT noise model, either 
through modeling or the so called &quot;Noise Power Distance&quot; curves. Once the SEL of each aircraft used 
in overflights is known, the aircraft can be ranked from quietest to noisiest. From that, a simple weighted average 
of the &quot;noise rankings&quot; based on the number of operations of each operator will allow comparison 
between operators to determine their relative rank. For example if there were two operators, and one flew 75 
operations with the quietest aircraft and 25 with the second quietest aircraft, and the other operator flew 50 
operations with the quietest aircraft and 30 operations with the second quietest aircraft, their weighted average 
noise ranking would be:  



Operator 1: [(75 ops X 1 rank) + (25 ops X 2 rank)]/100 Total ops = 1.25  
Operator 2: [(50 ops X 1 rank) + (30 ops X 2 rank)]/80 Total ops = 1.375 

The operator with the lowest weighted average ranking is the operator with the least impact on the park, and the 
one entitled to the greatest reward or incentive for quiet technology.  

After the Quiet Technology rankings of each operator are calculated, and each operator is ranked, the 25% - 50% 
of operations reserved for operators with the quiet technology can be distributed using a formula such as: 

Rank of Operator in Use of Quiet Technology Incentive (Percentage of Quiet Technology Operations  
Awarded) 

1 30% 
2 25% 
3 20% 
4 15% 
5 10% 

The ATMPs and EAs analysis of Alternative 3s failed to adequately define Quiet Technology and provide 
meaningful incentives for use of Quiet Technology.  

Conclusion 

In order to protect and preserve Haleakala and Hawaii Volcanoes, the agencies should adopt Alternative 2 
(prohibition on air tours).  

The ATMPs and EAs for these parks do not propose a serious attempt to address the significant adverse impacts 
from air tours to the natural and cultural resources and the visitor experiences. A serious attempt would have 
studied and presented alternatives that include features such as no new entrants, elimination of the Coastal Route 
at Hawaii, the consideration of cumulative impacts of non-ATMP air tours, the establishment of time in ATMP 
airspace allocations, and the establishment of an effective Quiet Technologies incentives program.  

 
Sincerely, 

Neal Desai Elizabeth Merritt 
Senior Program Director, Pacific Region Deputy General Counsel 
National Parks Conservation Association National Trust for Historic Preservation 
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Correspondence:     In the comments just submitted, by National Parks Conservation Association and National 
Trust for Historic Preservation, Footnote #8 should read in full the following: 

[Footnote #8: If for example, 16 passenger seats were allocated, then that allocation can be accomplished for the 
same approximately 89 dB with either one 89 dB 16 seat aircraft, or two 86 dB 8 seat aircraft, or perhaps a 83 dB 4 
seat passenger aircraft and a 88 dB 12 passenger aircraft (or any other combination of aircraft with seats that add 
to 16).] 
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Correspondence:     Thank you for providing comment opportunity on the proposed Air Tour Management Plan 
for Hawaii Volcanoes National Park 
I have visited/hiked extensively in Hawaii; have visited this Hawaii Volcanoes park and Haleakala, both, on 
occasion, over the past fifty years, have much feel on the value of other state and national parks there; what they 
mean in terms of the larger environment, history, and specifically in terms of aviation noise management. 

*Our Sierra Club, Hawaii Chapter's comments* are the official Sierra Club comments. But I offer some ideas, from 
individual expertise, following the suggested template within the Request for Comments. 

1. What Will or Won't Work 
I have nothing to add specifically right here, beyond the great detail in the Agencies' draft. 

2. Assumptions 
• Quiet Technology - Helicopters 
(In general, there is really no such thing as a "quiet" helicopter. This is common knowledge; however, one notes 
modest, quantitative noise-improvement within the EA Appendices Detailed Analyses, attributed to introducing 
so called "quiet" helicopters, so as always: We value what we get.) 

• Innovative Aircraft Technologies (involving quieter electric motors), are, however, surging suddenly, 
permanently, into Prominence. See 2023-11497.pdf (govinfo.gov): (signaled by the extraordinarily lengthy, June 
14, 2023, FAA Notice, re air taxis' new technology development, operations and law, with, or significantly 
informed, by *additional* predictive content, data, and consequent regulations, in light of that data/regulation's 
status by the time of issuing the final EA and ATMP/ROD for this parks Plan. A fifteen- year overview 
statement/plan, as to therefore *phasing out remaining conventional helicopters*, will be anticipated; possibly tied 
to the next three five-year planning periods: updating what to expect in each phase. The ROD should state to what 
extent noise data in the draft EA drew on improved, up-to-date forecasts for electric-powered aircraft. 

3. Factual Information to insert or to Modify 
FAA and NPS ,and interested public! ought continue to draw from newly issued, 160-page "FAA Publication for 
Comment"; comments due August 13, 2023 in re Federal Register FR Document: 2023-11497 (referenced above) 

4. Reasonable Alternatives: Alternative Two (Air Tour Ban): supported by the Sierra Club.  
If even not finally selected, as preferred, per the Club's Conservation Policy on Air Tours, should be retained as 
desirable baseline Contingency Alternative, as new information arises; at minimum, its re-consideration should be 
stated to occur at five-year intervals until the ATMP is revised or withdrawn. (The five-years' intervals would in 
turn facilitate and integrate consideration of the innovative aircraft technology described in the June 14, 2023 
Federal Register pages cited previously.) 

 
5. Important Elements of the HAVO Alternatives 

• Unique 3-D, aerial perspective(s) is provided in unique way in Alternative's Element allowing "QT": with special, 
closer access thereby provided, to an active Volcano. This gives reason to support that item in the alternative. 
Given eruptions in a quite unique, Park- far-"corner" location in thus constricted time and Park space, it affords 
direct, closer aerial viewing of active Park Volcano-target, relative to adjacent Park acreage in other directions, yet 
removed from trails and ground visitor overlooks,. This improves viewing of oft-erupting site, yet note strict 
control in the EA as to noise, related to such overflights: being briefly admitted, yet spatially confined, within 
unique, incentive-, supplemental corridor for *quiet technology only*, on Wednesdays. 

• Both alternatives drastically reduce air tour noise intrusion still currently allowed, as seen from Lmaxes, Time 
Above, etc. (the Ban Alternative nonetheless achieves this more extensively than Reduced Routes or Flying Time 
Allowances!) 

• Practical, meaningful incentives (including appropriately creative flexibility within a given individual flight plan) 
are appropriately stated for Quiet Technology aircraft. 

• The "BAN" alternative is great in knocking down noise and GHG emissions most efficiently and completely. 
(But both alternatives reduce that commendably, if compared against current operations (2017-2019), and 
particularly against the unseemly high IOA based on late 90's flights numbers.) 



• Uses some essentially uninhabited Coastline stretch to align a Flight Corridor, taking proper advantage also of 
substantial irregularities in Park boundary, thus annoying no, or fewer, casual Park visitors - being otherwise 
removed from popular ground trails and vista points. 

• Ensures extended "Respite" Hours from tour aircraft noise closer to Sunrise and Sunset. 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment, especially to see updated, detailed DOT Sec. 4(f) analysis, Sec. 106 
detailed analysis, (location point maps and noise-impact charts, etc.) to ensure this Project/Plan confirms with 
high quality expectations of longstanding/protective Federal Law. I value especially the intricate Noise Maps and 
Location Point Noise Data in the Technical Appendix, and the tremendous achievement/advance in Noise 
Measurement and Documentation and Analysis with Supplemental Metrics. (Even now under continuing FAA 
Review to end of July, as per its separate, recently published Notice for Comment.) 
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Subject: Draft Environmental Assessment for an Air Tour Management Plan for Hawai`i Volcanoes National Park 

Aloha: 

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and National Park Service (NPS) have cooperated to develop an air 
tour management plan (ATMP) for Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park (Park) pursuant to the National Parks Air 
Tour Management Act of 2000 (NPATMA). A draft environmental assessment (DEA) has been prepared pursuant 
to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) to support the ATMP. 

The implementation of an ATMP for the Park is the proposed action as defined by NEPA. The ATMP intends to 
mitigate or prevent significant adverse impacts of commercial air tour operations on natural and cultural 
resources, designated, eligible and potential Wilderness Areas, visitor experience and Native Hawaiian Traditional 
Cultural Properties (TCP) including sacred sites and ceremonial areas. The DEA describes that noise from the 
existing level of air tours negatively impact Native Hawaiian sacred sites and areas where traditional cultural 
practices occur within the Park and impede the NPS's ability to fully meet the Park's purpose of perpetuating 
endemic Hawaiian ecosystems.  

Kamehameha Schools Keauhou, Kaʻū lands are situated immediately north of Kīlauea Crater, east of the Mauna 
Loa unit and south of the ʻŌlaʻa Forest tract. We offer the following comments: 

Introduction 

Kamehameha Schools is a private trust established by Ke Ali'i Bernice Pauahi Bishop, the great granddaughter and 
last royal descendent of Kamehameha I. Our mission is to create educational opportunities in perpetuity to 
improve the capability and well-being of people of Hawaiian ancestry. 

KS approach to its 'āina portfolio is through culturally-rooted stewardship of its diverse real estate portfolio of 
approximately 365,000 acres of 'Āina Pauahi (KS lands) in the State of Hawaiʻi. . Through this stewardship 
approach, our organization believes the outcomes we will see include Waiwai (wealth, prosperity), Lawa Kūpono 
(sustainability), and Honua Ola (well-being) to build resilient communities across Hawai'i for the betterment of 
our Lāhui (Native Hawaiian community).  

KS has actively managed 'Āina Pauahi for native ecosystem health and well-being, cultural landscape restoration 
and stewardship including the lands of Keauhou, Ka'ū.  



The NEPA Study Area 

Kamehameha Schools believes that the natural and cultural resources, Native Hawaiian traditional practices and 
sacred sites identified and occurring in the Park are elements of a traditional bio-cultural landscape that does not 
stop at the Park boundary. This landscape extends across a large region and onto our Keauhou, Ka'ū lands. 

We recognize that commercial air tours operating outside of the ATMP planning area- 5,000 feet above the 
ground and/or more than ½ mile outside the Park boundary are not subject to regulation under the NPATMA. 
The DEA describes that …there would be no limitations on the number of air tours that could occur outside the 
ATMP planning area (page 17) and …it is reasonably foreseeable that operators would fly just outside of the 
ATMP planning area surrounding the volcanoes in order to view Kīlauea crater or any active lava (Page 18).  

While certain tour operators have reported current flight paths to the Park over our lands (DEA, Figure 2), if 
specific alternatives in the DEA are implemented it is likely that flights and prolonged hovering over our lands will 
increase. As a result, on-going educational programs, endangered species recovery and native ecosystem 
restoration, traditional practices, and cultural sites on our lands could be impacted. 

Kamehameha Schools Keauhou, Ka'ū Lands 

Thousands of students annually participate in educational programs that are based on our Keauhou, Kaʻū lands. 
The NPS has documented the effects of commercial air tours on Park visitor experience over many years and has 
commissioned studies that indicate aircraft noise negatively impacts the visitor experience and disrupt a variety of 
activities that visitors go to the Park for (DEA, Pages 111-113). For Kamehameha Schools, these documented 
impacts and disruptions also effect visitors to our lands- students participating in educational programs and 
cultural practitioners. 

Ecological communities at Keauhou, Kaʻū are intact and diverse, and includes some of the highest quality 
endangered forest bird habitat remaining in Hawaiʻi. Threatened and endangered forest birds in this area include 
the ʻākepa (Loxops coccineus), ʻalawī (Loxpos mana), ʻakiapōlāʻau (Hemignathus wilsoni), and ʻiʻiwi (Vestiaria 
coccinea). These lands provide habitat for at least three additional species of threatened or endangered wildlife 
(ʻio (Buteo solitarius), nēnē (Branta sandvisensis), and ʻōpeʻapeʻa (Lasiurus cinereus semotus))and 25 species of 
threatened and endangered plants, including at least one species (Vicia menziesii) that is only found here and two 
others (kīponapona (Phyllostegia racemosa) and hāhā (Cyanea stictophylla)) whose numbers are so low that they 
are considered &quot;Special Concern&quot; by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). These threatened 
and endangered species are managed cooperatively with the USFWS and the State of Hawaiʻi Department of Land 
and Natural Resources under a 50 year Safe Harbor Agreement. The Keauhou Bird Conservation Center, one of 
only two propagation facilities for endangered Hawaiian birds, including the 'alalā (Corvus hawaiiensis), is also 
located here. 

The DEA describes that …noise from commercial air tours may impact wildlife in a number of ways, including 
altered vocal behavior, breeding relocation, changes in vigilance and foraging behavior, direct collisions, and 
impacts on individual fitness and the structure of ecological communities (Page 68). The DEA is specific in 
recognizing that endangered forest birds … are vulnerable to the effects of low-level overflights including 
commercial air tours because many forest birds forage and nest in the upper parts of the forest canopy that are 
most exposed to noise and physical effects from aircraft (Page 70). 

Kamehameha Schools strongly agrees with these critical points. As active managers of the resources on these 
lands, we have observed noticeable changes in forest bird behavior from the existing levels of commercial air 
tours. Such changes in behavior could reduce reproductive rates and could have cascading effects on other 
species, for example pollination and reproductive success of endangered lobeliads and other species that are 
pollinated by these endangered forest birds. Such bird pollinated species present at Keauhou, Kaʻū include 
Cyanea stictophylla, Cyanea shipmanii, Clermontia lindseyana, Clermontia peleana, and Vicia menziesii. 

Certain alternatives described in the DEA will provide direct beneficial effect on and protection for visitor 
experience and biological resources, and their habitats in the Park. We are concerned however that visitor 
experience and these same resources and habitats outside of the Park could be impacted.  

Conclusion  



Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments. We look forward to continuing consultation with the FAA, 
NPS and all other parties. Please contact me with any questions at belindse@ksbe.edu. 

Mahalo, 
Keola Lindsey 
Senior Project Manager, Natural and Cultural Ecosystems 
Kamehameha Schools 
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Correspondence:     I write to you today on behalf of Airbus Helicopters to echo the comments of Helicopter 
Association International and other industry stakeholders in opposing the draft ATMP for Hawai'i Volcanoes 
National Park.  

We disagree with the severe reduction in Interim Operating Authority (IOA) and urge the National Park Service 
(NPS) and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to do more due diligence to determine the true impacts to 
the environment, operators, the public, and parks resources of this proposed reduction in flights in the ATMP 
process. We also have flight safety concerns with the proposed new routing at Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park. 

According to the NPS documents, from 2017-2019 there were 11,376 tours per year on average to Hawai'i 
Volcanoes National Park. This draft ATMP would aggressively cut flights to 1,565 commercial air tours 
authorized per year, a staggering 86% reduction in flights. 

We encourage the NPS to reach out to the operators to determine the economic impacts of implementing a 
management plan that so severely restricts overflights. We are concerned that limiting the number of allocations 
will not allow for a profitable business nor the realistic prospect of becoming profitable, if demand for air tours 
increases.  

The draft plan's flight allocation numbers do not take into consideration fluctuations in the market and 
fluctuations in unforeseen and temporary operator limitations. Additionally, industry marketing trends change 
and NPS should respect that dynamic, as visitors alter their destinations according to those trends.  

The ATMP provides for "quiet technology incentives", however, there is no definition of quiet technologies. The 
ATMP only notes that "the quiet technology incentive for air tours conducted with quiet technology aircraft is 
only applicable to those aircraft that the agencies have determined, on a case-by-case basis, qualify for the quiet 
technology incentive". To incentivize operators to invest in quiet technology, Airbus recommends defining "quiet 
technologies" to provide operators with greater certainty prior to making their investment decisions. 

At Airbus, we are committed to reducing the sound levels of our helicopters to ensure they are smoothly 
integrated into citizen's everyday lives. Complying with existing industry-wide sound regulations is no longer 
enough: our goal is to go beyond them. Therefore, we continuously look at ways to make our rotorcraft even 
quieter and invest in technologies to do so. Today, our H130 (predominantly used by tour operators), H135, H145 
and H160 helicopters are industry-wide benchmarks for low sound levels in their respective classes.  
While the ATMPs do real economic harm to the operators, we are also concerned about the impact on visitors 
who choose to experience the National Parks by aerial sightseeing. 

As we move past the pandemic years, many National Parks such as Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park saw their 
resources strained by the large number of visitors as the public began to travel again. Air tours are an important 
option for many visitors conducting a once-in-a-lifetime trip to see famous natural landmarks. Visitors taking 
advantage of air tours benefit by avoiding traffic, wait times, and walking trails that are inaccessible for the 
disabled or elderly, while reducing congestion and demand on park infrastructure. 

The National Parks should be available for all visitors to see. Limiting flights over the park unfairly limits the 
elderly, very young, handicapped, and others to experience the park. Limiting flights over the Parks is 
discriminatory to those who might not have the time, resources, or physical ability to see the park any other way. 



Like ground-based tours, air tours are a valid part of our visitor experience, providing a unique window from 
which we can share our cultural, historical and environmental sites with the world. Air tours require no ground-
based infrastructure at the park, which allows visitors accessibility without the need for roads, trails, signs, 
bathrooms, garbage cans, or other services. 

By further restricting an already limited number of allowable air tours, we are reducing opportunities to access our 
parks in a way that leaves little to no environmental footprint or disturbance. Through carbon-offset efforts and 
strict altitude requirements to control noise - just to name a few efforts - air tour operators are working to ensure 
they are responsible stewards of the nation's parks. There are currently no restrictions or mitigation efforts for 
loud vehicles operating in the park, some of which make more noise than a passing helicopter. 

Additionally, the operator pays a fee each time an air tour flies within the park boundary. The National Park 
Service collects hundreds of thousands of dollars in revenue each year from air-tour flights. Air tours require no 
park infrastructure, leaving the bulk of overflight fees to go toward supporting services that benefit the public. 

On safety, the current route structure of set routes and altitudes is cause for concern. Strict corridors with fixed- 
and rotary-wing at the same altitude along with the changing weather patterns in the Hawaiian Islands is a very 
real safety concern.  

Also of concern, the proposed routes now move air tour operations over communities the industry has worked 
with over many years to avoid flying over. Moving routes will also move the sound of operations over new areas. 
Air tour operators are committed to flying responsibly and flying neighborly. 

Undoubtedly it is essential to preserve the National Parks, yet still enable visitations for all to enjoy. Airbus 
opposes the draft ATMP. Commercial air tour operators and industry partners, such as Airbus, would welcome 
collaborative engagement with the FAA, NPS, and all interested parties to benefit the park and the visitors. 

Sincerely, 

Treg Manning 
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Correspondence:     Helicopter flights are not only an integral part of the Hawaiian tourism industry, they also 
make the national park accessible to those who are not mobile and provide an incredible resource for remote 
communities on the Big Island during times of need. 

Thank You 
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Correspondence:     As stated in Hawai`i Volcanoes National Park's draft ATMP, &quot;air tours originating on 
Hawai'i Island from Hilo, Kailua-Kona, Hāpuna and Waikoloa, and airports on Maui and Oʻahu would still 
continue to fly more than 1⁄2-mile outside of the Park's boundary at or below 1,500 feet AGL.&quot;  

As proposed, Hawaii Volcanoes' draft ATMP shifts the burden of air tour impacts--the noise and intrusion-- from 
the park to its neighbors.  

Located within the park, a view of Kilauea's summit caldera is the ultimate goal of nearly every air tour. As 
configured on the ATMP map, the airspace closest to the caldera outside the park's 1/2 mile boundary 
encompasses the Volcano Community.  



The proposed ATMP will significantly impact the Volcano Community. The Volcano Golf Course Subdivision, 
Volcano Village, and Mauna Loa Estates will likely suffer the greatest impacts from a concentrated number of air 
tours. 

IS THIS REALLY THE PLAN? That the park would shift its burden of air tours onto its adjacent communities, 
knowing that Volcano residents especially will suffer immensely from the constant noise and intrusion over their 
homes and neighborhoods? 
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Correspondence:     Aloha, 

The preferred alternative (Alternative 3) will lead to undesirable impacts to wilderness character, particularly 
along the park's coast (Coastal Route) and in the East Rift Zone (Pu'uʻōʻō Route).  

The horizontal distance from the coast allowed by Alternative 3 is 2000 ft with a 1/4 mile (1,320 ft ) buffer, which 
means that air tours could approach as close as 680 feet from the shoreline. Most of the Park's backcountry 
campsites - and overnight backcountry opportunities - are along this shoreline. It is unclear whether the plan 
takes into account the noise and visual disruption that this closest allowable flight path (rather than planned 
average route) would have on wilderness character, but one would reasonably infer that the closer the flight path, 
the greater the negative impact.  

Alternative 3 also allows negative impacts to wilderness character via the Pu'uʻōʻō Route. While the Route and 
Quiet Technology area mostly do not overlap with the East Rift Zone wilderness, air tours will still be visible from 
within that wilderness area. For example, the viewshed from Nāpau trail looking across Nāpau Crater towards 
Pu'uʻōʻō vent would be particularly negatively impacted by air tours. This viewshed is accessed after hours of 
hiking; seeing an air tour over Pu'uʻōʻō from this point would greatly diminish the backcountry experience of 
wilderness and solitude. 

In Alternative 3 the protection of wilderness values seems inconsistent for different parts of the park, with the 
coastal wilderness being most negatively impacted. Alternative 2 would offer the greatest protection of wilderness 
character throughout the park. 
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Correspondence:     Dear ATMP Team Members, 

I do not concur with the Federal Aviation Administration's finding that the proposed Air Tour 
Management Plan for Hawai`i Volcanoes National Park will have no adverse effects on historic 
properties. I feel the FAA's Section 106 conclusions have ignored the community's concerns and 
questions regarding the air tour nuisance problem in the park and surrounding neighborhoods. 
Implementation of the plan presented will clearly effect historic areas outside of the park boundaries, 
which the ATMP is required to consider according to 40 Code of Federal Regulations, Section 1508.8. 
Why does this plan continue to ignore this rule that both the FAA and NPS have been made aware of? 
Just citing the definition of air tours and the specific regions mentioned in the Air Tour Management Act of 
2000 does not relieve the FAA from the responsibility of obeying federal NEPA regulations concerning 
indirect effects. 

Also, all the lists, routes, rules, and regulations in the world are worthless without monitoring and 
enforcement. This was pointed out to the NPS and FAA by the Government Accountability Office back in 



2006 after an audit of the ATMP for HVNP that is still under development. When asked about this in 
2010, FAA ATMP Administrator Keith Lusk wrote: "We are not that far along in the development of the 
air tour management plan for Hawaii Volcanoes National Park to provide any specifics regarding your 
question about possible monitoring methods." Now, thirteen years later, this obvious flaw in the ATMP 
and Section 106 documents still has not been addressed. And this is despite the facts that both the FAA 
and NPS have been made aware that the FAA's recently installed, state-of-the-art, ADS-B tracking 
system does not function over many of the historic properties listed and that the NPS has no flight 
tracking equipment. 

I am also very concerned that no videos of the recent Section 106 Zoom meetings are made available 
to the public, despite that being the standard procedure for all other government agencies. A review of 
the November 12, 2022 consulting party meeting would show, if it were available, that many Native 
Hawaiian elders - - whose ancestors have been here for over 40 generations - - felt that there should be 
absolutely no air tours over the park, while the vast majority of air tour operation owners - - who have only 
been profiting from this destruction of the park for a bit over two decades - - are Caucasian males. How 
can allowing these extremely noisy and disruptive businesses to continue polluting our precious island 
environment be considered anything but the codification of white colonial imperialism into the HVNP 
regulations for perpetuity? 

Please take the time to consider these comments. 

Aloha, 
John Carse 
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Correspondence:     Aloha e Ms. Walker: 

The Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) is in receipt of your March 27, 2023, letter continuing National Historical 
Preservation Act (NHPA) Section 106 consultation and providing a Finding of No Adverse Effect for the Hawaiʻi 
Volcanoes National Park (HAVO) Air Tour Management Plan (ATMP). The Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) is preparing this ATMP in cooperation with the National Park Service (NPS) for all commercial air tours 
flown at or below 5,000 feet above ground and within a half mile of the HAVO park boundaries. Absent an ATMP, 
commercial air tour flights over HAVO would continue virtually unrestricted under the FAA's Interim Operating 
Authority (IOA) with no limits on flight routes, altitudes, or times of day. Consultation was first initiated in March 
2021 via a letter from the FAA, with various virtual meetings and updates occurring between October 2021 and 
present. 

The current letter indicates that Alternative 4 has been selected as the preferred alternative and that there would 
be no adverse effect to historic properties from its implementation. This alternative would include three main 
flight routes (Kahuku, Coastal, Puʻu ʻōʻō) with set flight times between 10AM to 2PM for non-quiet tech flights 
and 9AM to 5PM for quiet-tech (QT) flights. Sundays would be designated as no-fly days, whereas Wednesdays 
would allow only QT type flights during permitted hours. A mandatory 5 miles standoff distance would be 
implemented for cultural events, with at least a 2 months-notice provided to operators. The FAA argues that 
implementation of Alternative 4 would reduce existing air traffic by at least 86%, minimizing flights from an 
annual average of 11,376 to 1,565. Further, the Noise Technical Analysis conducted by the FAA establishes 
specific noise level decibel thresholds that would interrupt the outdoor experience and interpretive programs. It is 
believed that the implementation of QT flights per the ATMP would keep noise within these thresholds and 
greatly reduce existing aircraft related noise. Soundscape monitoring would be conducted by NPS to ensure 
thresholds are met. 

Background on OHA Section 106 Involvement 



Previously, OHA participated in NHPA Section 106 consultations for the ATMP and did submit formal comments 
on January 5, 2022. We were alerted about the ATMP from concerned beneficiaries who believed air tours in the 
area were disrupting and endangering their cultural practices. As noted in our letter, we detailed that a helicopter 
enroute to HAVO crashed on OHA property within the Wao Kele o Puna forest reserve in March 2020. Other 
consulting parties had reported another crash in a residential area near HAVO. Given these concerns, we 
recommended specific trainings be implemented for pilots, establishment of a sterile cockpit during air tours, and 
enhanced aircraft maintenance protocols. 

Our letter also strongly recommended that a traditional cultural property (TCP) study be done to better 
understand cultural resources within the park and to ensure that adequate vertical buffers were implanted to 
protect cultural practitioners and the cultural landscape. Throughout the Section 106 consultation process, many 
park visitors, Native Hawaiian beneficiaries, and the Kupuna Council (cultural advisors to HAVO) consistently 
advocated against commercial air tours due to adverse effects caused by low flying commercial flights on the use 
and serenity of the vast cultural landscape present within HAVO boundaries. Further, the Kupuna Council 
believes that Kīlauea is sacred and has requested a no-fly zone for decades. 
Additionally, a formal letter was provided to the FAA by OHA on March 30, 2022, indicating a preference for 
Alternative 2, which would have restricted all commercial air tours below 5,000 ft. We further suggested that 
should Alternative 4 be retained for consideration, that it be refined to add no-fly days on Sundays, restrict flights 
during cultural events, require mandatory interpretive training for pilots, add explicit noise thresholds, and 
provide monitoring methods for QT flights. 

OHA Comments on FAA Finding of No Adverse Effect 

OHA certainly acknowledges that the current preferred Alternative would indeed greatly reduce the number of 
flights occurring per year and that many of our suggestions have been incorporated into the ATMP elements. 
However, we believe, the determination of no adverse effect is still premature as it is solely based on improving 
current flight conditions without a full understanding of the cultural resources within HAVO. Since our initial 
comments, it has been our stance that absent the completion of a TCP study, the FAA may not be able to fully 
grasp the adverse effects on cultural resources. It is OHA's understanding that NPS is actually working on 
completing a TCP pursuant to a Programmatic Agreement condition for HAVO's Disaster Recovery project. In 
fact, we were provided with an early draft of part 1 of the TCP on December 1, 2022, and participated in an NPS 
TCP consultation meeting on February 3, 2023. The direction and completion of the study was well supported by 
the Kupuna Council and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP). It appeared to OHA that a more 
complete draft would be available by July or August of 2023. 

The FAA letter fails to acknowledge the ongoing effort to complete a TCP or even the utility of completing one. 
OHA maintains that a TCP study be done first prior to issuing an adverse effect determination and that 
appropriate vertical buffers be established given the abundance of cultural concerns presented during Section 106 
consultations. It is simply not enough to reduce the current number of flights without fully understanding the 
cultural needs of the Native Hawaiian people and cultural resources within HAVO. Considering NPS's current 
efforts on the TCP and respective timeline, it would arguably appear that proceeding with the ATMP 
determination absent evaluation of the TCP study materials would be rushed and poorly informed. 

Further, it would appear that OHA's suggestions for improved pilot training accountability and aircraft 
maintenance have been ignored. In regard to pilot training, we noted that the FAA revised their Operations 
Specification (OPSS) B048 and Letter of Authorization (LOA) B548 to require cue-based training for air tour 
operations. Thus, we recommended that the updated cue-based training records be provided to NPS HAVO staff 
and the Kupuna Advisory Council as part of annual safety meetings. As Alternative 4 does include a provision for 
semi-annual reports to be provided to NPS for altitude monitoring, it would not seem overly onerous to OHA to 
include records of cue-based pilot training as well within these semi-annual reports. 

In regards to aircraft maintenance, we expressed concern over the impact of volcanic ash, sulfur, and even salt air 
on aircraft engines and airframes. The FAA does in fact acknowledge the potential dangers of volcanic ash on 
aircraft operation and safety.1 Based on recommendations from aircraft manufacturer Pratt & Whitney2, some of 
these effects can be greatly minimized through more frequent checks for corrosion, daily desalination rinses for 
aircraft turbine engines, and engine borescope inspections during every fuel nozzle. Its further OHA's 
understanding that many air carriers (e.g., Corporate Air, Transair, Blue Hawaiian Helicopters) operating 



turboprop engines in Hawaiʻi do in fact include these additional maintenance tasks to improve flight safety and 
aircraft performance. Thus, we still implore the FAA to consider these additional maintenance actions as 
requirements for air tour operators operating within HAVO under an ATMP. Arguably, while this requirement 
may not make intuitive sense for other National parks, it seems especially relevant considering that the area is a 
volcano park with active volcanoes in a salt air environment. 

Closing Remarks 

Mahalo for the opportunity to comment. OHA looks forward to continuing consultation and seeing that the FAA 
fully considers are recommendations. Should you have any questions, please contact OHA's Lead Compliance 
Specialist, Kamakana C. Ferreira at (808) 594-0227 or by email at kamakanaf@oha.org. 

'O wau iho nō me ka 'oia 'i'o, 
Sylvia M. Hussey, Ed.D. 
Ka Pouhana, Chief Executive Officer 
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Correspondence Type: Petition 

Correspondence:     Dear National Park Service and Federal Aviation Administration, 

National parks are places I go to appreciate scenery and history, watch wildlife, and enjoy interpretation. Air tours 
should be prohibited over Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala National Parks. 

For both parks, commercial air tours have been shattering the natural sounds that visitors come to enjoy. Air tours 
are in direct conflict with hiking trails, visitor centers, and the wilderness experience. 

Noise generated by air tours severely impacts wildlife, including birds that only live in Hawaii. Both parks are 
home to over 50 endangered and threatened species--many only live on these islands. 

We go to national parks to escape the hustle and bustle of our everyday lives--to appreciate nature and learn about 
our culture. Noisy air tours should not be allowed to ruin visitor experiences and harm wildlife. The National 
Park Service says the choice (Alternative 2) to eliminate air tours "offers the greatest protection of visitor use and 
experience" in Hawaii Volcanoes and Haleakala. We shouldn't pick anything less than the "greatest protection" 
for our parks. 

Sincerely, 
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Received: Jun,15 2023 
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Correspondence:     June 15, 2023 

Volpe National Transportation Systems Center 
Kaitlyn Rimol, V-326 
Attn: Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park ATMP 
55 Broadway 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142 



Subject: EPA Comments on the Draft Environmental Assessment for an Air Tour Management Plan for Hawai'i 
Volcanoes National Park, Hawaiʻi County, Hawaiʻi 

Dear Kaitlyn Rimol: 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has reviewed the above-referenced document pursuant to the 
National Environmental Policy Act, Council on Environmental Quality regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), and 
our NEPA review authority under Section 309 of the Clean Air Act. 

The Draft EA evaluates the potential environmental consequences associated with implementing an Air Tour 
Management Plan at Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park in Hawaiʻi County, Hawaiʻi. The ATMP provides the terms 
and conditions for all commercial air tours conducted over the Park and commercial air tours within half a mile 
outside the boundary of the Park. We appreciate the opportunity to review the Draft EA and have identified 
information in need of clarification and additional minimization measures to consider as the National Park 
Service prepares the Final EA and Finding of No Significant Impact. 

Noise Modeling 
Under the preferred alternative, the Draft EA indicates that "[o]perators would be limited to using the aircraft 
types reported in the period from 2017-2019" (p. 21). These aircraft include three fixed wing models and seven 
helicopter models (p. 15-16); therefore, it is unclear why noise modeling did not include all allowable fixed wing 
and helicopter models. The No Action Alternative excludes BHT-430-430, MD-369-D, MD-369-E, CE-337-
T337H, and CE-421-C, and doesn't differentiate between EC-130-B4 or T2 models. Alternative 3 excludes BHT-
430-430, BHT-407-407, MD-369-D, MD-369-E CE-337-T337H, and CE-421-C and doesn't differentiate between 
EC-130-B4 or T2 models. 

The EPA is concerned that the maximum noise impacts were not captured since louder aircraft models were not 
included in the noise modeling. For example, the BHT-430-430's flyover volume is considerably higher than the 
EC-130-B4's flyover volume. In the Final EA and ATMP, describe why aircraft models mentioned above were not 
included in noise modeling for both the No Action Alternative and Alternative 3. We recommend updating the 
noise modeling with all allowable models to ensure noise impacts are accurately disclosed, especially for those 
sites under Alternative 3 that will experience a large increase in volume due to route changes (Appendix F p. 33-
34) or explain why this is not necessary for predicting impacts. 

 
Quiet Technology Aircraft 
The ATMP includes incentives for aircraft operators that convert to quiet technology aircraft by allowing an 
additional four hours of flight time on Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays, a full day of flight 
on Wednesdays (9 am to 5 pm), and an expanded fly zone directly west of the Pu'u'ō'ō viewing area (p. 20, 23; 
ATMP p. 8). To qualify for quiet technology incentives, the Draft EA indicates that "operators would be required 
to follow a process to be defined by the agencies" (p. 23). According to the ATMP, the Federal Aviation 
Administration and NPS would analyze aircraft "on a case-by-case basis at the time of the operator's request to be 
considered for this incentive" (p. 8). While EPA understands the concept of this approach, it is unclear what 
currently constitutes "quiet technology aircraft" and why a case-by-case basis is proposed. In the Final EA and 
ATMP, we recommend clearly defining quiet technology aircraft for both fixed wing aircraft and helicopters. We 
also recommend setting clear benchmarks to qualify for incentives instead of using a case-by-case basis. 

The Federal Aviation Administration's more stringent Stage 3 noise certification standards were adopted into U.S. 
regulations on May 5, 2014, to reduce noise exposure from helicopters. The EPA recommends requiring Stage 3 
helicopter certification in order to qualify for incentives to ensure that "airworthy noise reduction technology is 
incorporated into aircraft design and enables the reductions in noise experienced by communities." We 
recommend amending the ATMP when new FAA passes new helicopter or fixed wing aircraft noise certification 
standards to provide incentives to utilize the quietest aircraft. 

Further, the proposed Haleakalā National Park ATMP includes a provision that requires all commercial air tour 
aircraft to exclusively utilize quiet aircraft technology by 2033 (Haleakalā National Park ATMP p. 9). To best 
minimize impacts under Alternative 3, we recommend that the ATMP adopt this provision. 



New Aircraft 
The ATMP indicates that "[a]ny new or replacement aircraft would not exceed the noise level produced by the 
aircraft being replaced" (ATMP p. 6). While we recognize that operators use both fixed wing aircraft and 
helicopters, we recommend that new helicopters meet the FAA Stage 3 helicopter noise certification standards, as 
mentioned above, so incremental improvements in the noise environment can be achieved. We recommend 
updating the language in ATMP Section 3.3 and the Final EA to reflect this. 

The EPA appreciates the opportunity to review this Draft EA. When the Final EA and FONSI are available, please 
email the documents to samples.sarah@epa.gov. If you have any questions, please contact me at (415) 972-3308, 
or Sarah Samples, the lead reviewer for this project, at (415) 972-3961. 

Sincerely, 

/s/ 

Janice Chan 
Acting Manager, Environmental Review Branch 
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